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Foreword

From my point of view, no other problem in the study of the nature of the Earth’s
magnetic field is more important than development of a qualitative theory
explaining the wealth of obtained results of geodynamo computations. In other
words, modern science can reproduce in computer simulations many more phe-
nomenological facts of magnetism and paleomagnetism than we can understand.
This is a new very peculiar situation in science—it just could not occur a quarter of
century ago, when computer methods and hardware were incomparably weaker
than nowadays. Of course, this is a developmental disease. Being mostly an
optimist, I believe that science will overcome this crisis, but its depth is impres-
sive. I will give just one example, illustrating how acute it is. While looking
through the present monograph, I watched a TV performance by our colleague and
a poet A. M. Gorodnitsky, who gave a brief, clear and correct account of the
degree of our ignorance in the nature of geomagnetic inversions. For many years
I had not a chance to see on TV such a clever discussion of a scientific problem. If
a well-known poet spends this way his air time, then the problem is really
challenging!

The author of this book puts forward a concept, not only suggesting to perform
numerical simulations in problems concerning the geomagnetic field, but also
enabling one to gain some understanding of the results obtained using computers.
In view of what is stated above, the importance of this work is undoubtful.

Let us consider the approaches suggested by the author.
In most general terms, the concept that is put forward consists of identification

in the description of the evolving magnetic field of the level in the hierarchy of
scales, which is solely responsible for a phenomenon of interest. Nothing is more
natural for a scientist of my generation—the question is how this intent is realised.
Note however, that this strategic goal contradicts with the present-day numerical
approach to problems in natural sciences, within the framework of which, loosely
speaking, one tries to load the computer with as much as possible. Precisely this
collision of paradigms is the one responsible for the acuteness of the problem
under consideration. I wholly support the tactics for resolution of this contradic-
tion, employed by the author. He does not juxtapose analytical and numerical
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methods, but tries to derive a sensible hierarchy of problems, in which analytical
results and numerical solutions of the emerging problems mutually support each
other.

In pursuing this approach, the author identifies various large-scale components
of the basic equations describing the evolution of geomagnetic field and, when
possible, solves the derived equations numerically. Historically this tactics was first
suggested in the nineteen-hundred sixties in geophysics by S. I. Braginsky, and in
the context of general physics by M. Steenbeck, F. Krause and K.-H. Rädler.
The further evolution of science in the nineties has by and large abandoned these
correct, as I believe, objectives and changed its course towards solution of the
problem by force. Probably, it is now unproductive to discuss along which alter-
native trails development might have advanced, but rather we should look for
positive ways out of the existing situation.

Up to this point my line of reasoning about the problem completely coincides
with that of the author. Subsequently they considerably diverge—we are repre-
sentatives of different scientific schools.

I would be inclined to proceed straightforwardly and pragmatically—to regard
convective flows in the outer core of the Earth (or elsewhere) as a peculiar medium
possessing certain integral characteristics similar to electric and magnetic per-
meability: turbulent diffusion and (thanks to German authors, who had introduced
the heavy terminology!) a-effect, and to accept for these quantities the simplest
expressions compatible with symmetries and common sense. Of course, along this
way one has to vary the assumed hypotheses, consider nonlinear media, introduce
by hand diverse effects—i.e. to do everything that comprises the traditional the-
oretical physics. This tactics is successful in electrical engineering (normal people
do not calculate resistivity from the first physical principles, but use ohmmeters to
measure it), in investigation of magnetic fields of galaxies, it is sufficiently fruitful
in the study of cycles of magnetic activity of the Sun and stars, but we fail to apply
it successfully to geodynamo problems. It is difficult to say now, whether this is
linked with the scarceness of our efforts, or it is a consequence of an elusive
significant physical reason.

V. Zheligovsky follows an alternative approach, whereby one derives equations
for the newly introduced large-scale variables and determines the structure of
coefficients in these equations systematically and mathematically rigorously. He
has managed to obtain spectacular results along these lines. Just one factor makes
their assessment difficult: his competitors lack entirely any results of a comparable
level. Let me try, however, to describe a possible area where a comparison
seems possible. We have to turn our attention to the fundamental idea of
A. N. Kolmogorov, which, as it is well-known, has pointed out the direction of
investigations in the theory of turbulence for decades. He postulated, that instead
of examining how and why turbulent flows with apparently random properties
emerge, one should assume that they are indeed random and calculate their mean
characteristics employing symmetry considerations and common sense (cf. with
the previous paragraph). Indeed, this approach is being developed to encompass the
area of our interest, and it turns out to be possible to generalise the simple
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universally accepted mean-free equations (for instance, obtaining integral equa-
tions instead of differential ones), but they involve constructions so distant from the
methods of astronomical or geophysical observations that we will have to return to
their simplest forms if we try to apply them. Future will show, how far the theory
can be advanced at this difficult stage owing to the approach developed by the
author.

So, in this book the reader is offered a coherent concept explaining the world of
magnetic dynamo theory. It would be beneficial for a reader making acquaintance
with this concept to take into account an important idea pointed out by Heraclitus:
many different convincing judgements can be presented concerning any subject. In
particular, dynamo theory can be regarded at different angles. Only one point of
view is exposed in the monograph. This represents its strength and weakness. One
must read many books and draw comparisons in order to perceive the world of
dynamo theory in full colour—the monographs of Parker, Moffatt, Mestel and
others. Let this book be an important step on the ladder of knowledge—the first
one for some readers, and yet another one for others.

Moscow, December 2009 Dmitriy D. Sokoloff
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Preface

A challenging astrophysical problem is to explain, why many cosmic bodies
possess magnetic field. Since the foundations of the theory of hydromagnetic
dynamo were established in the second half of the twentieth century, magnetic
field generation in cosmic bodies with molten electrically conducting cores
(planets) or consisting of plasma (stars) is usually attributed to flows in their
interior and are considered within the framework of this theory. However, details
of these processes are not yet understood.

Geomagnetic field is an important factor influencing the biosphere. Magnetic
field of the Earth protects the life on the planet, deflecting the cosmic radiation.
The magnitude of the field can diminish by an order of magnitude during a
magnetic field reversal, i.e. the change of polarity of magnetic field of the Earth;
duration of a reversal is several thousand years. Thus, the impact of reversals on
the biosphere is likely to be significant. Magnetic storms can damage or cause
dysfunction of artificial satellites and supposedly can affect the general condition
of humans. The influence of the variation of the solar activity on the Earth’s
climate has been debated. This explains, why it is important to understand the
physical processes underlying the magnetic field generation and evolution.

Dramatic events experienced by magnetic field of the Sun—emergence and
disappearance of sunspots—constitute a chaotic sequence. The Maunder butterfly
diagram illustrates the 11-year periodicity of the number of sunspots on its visible
surface. Activity of the Sun varies drastically between the periods, to near dis-
appearance of spots during the so-called Maunder minimum throughout the second
half of the seventeenth century. Magnetic field of the Earth also evolves on dif-
ferent time scales. Geomagnetic and paleomagnetic measurements reveal varia-
tions of magneticfield of the Earth, whose periods range from hours to millions of
years. Fast variations of the geomagnetic field, the so-called geomagnetic storms,
are associated with the solar activity; they cause auroras in polar regions. Magnetic
field reversals have recurrence periods of several hundred thousand years. The
reversals are the reason of magnetic anomalies, detected at the oceanic floor:
Molten basalts extruding from mid-ocean ridges cool down and form the oceanic
crust, causing the sea floor spreading; when their temperature decreases below the
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Curie point, direction of magnetic field is ‘‘recorded’’ in the rock. These features of
the Earth’s and Sun’s magnetic field evolution confirm that the fields have
dynamic origins.

Until recently the theory could only rely on computer simulations and
astrophysical observations. At present the situation has changed drastically: a
possibility of magnetic field growth owing to a motion of a liquid metal has been
confirmed in recent years in laboratory experiments. In first experimental dynamos
flows of particular structures were arranged by pumping metal through fluid
containers of special designs in order to facilitate generation. The ‘‘von Karman
sodium’’ (VKS) experiment in Cadarache, France, was the first successful
experimental dynamo,where self-organisation of the flow was not artificially
restrained. Investigation of the possibility of magnetic field generation in molten
metals is of prime practical importance in application to flows in pipelines of
cooling systems at nuclear power plants.

Magnetic fields generated in experiments show intricate intermittent behaviour.
Various spatial and temporal scales are present because an artificial flow is
maintained in the facility, or because turbulence develops in molten metal.
A hierarchy of scales persists in geodynamo as well. For instance, the Ekman
boundary layer, emerging near the horizontal boundaries in thermal convection in
a layer of rotating fluid, involves two spatial scales. Irregularities of the core-
mantle boundary do not exceed 5 km, which is small compared to the radius of the
fluid core, *3500 km; they give rise to topographic core-mantle coupling, which
can be responsible for the observed length of day variation. Scale separation can
also take place in the entire volume of fluid. In geostrophic flows in rapidly
rotating spherical or cylindrical shells the so-called Taylor columns emerge in the
fluid flows, with the axes parallel to the rotation axis. Their width is significantly
less than the size of the fluid container. Thin rolls emerge in thermal convection in
a horizontal layer of fluid, rapidly rotating about the vertical axis, and in mag-
netoconvection, when the imposed magnetic field is strong. A hierarchy of spatial
scales, interacting by means of processes manifesting themselves in direct and
reverse energy cascades and in intermittency, is an attribute of turbulence, which
plays an important role in magnetic field generation.

Because of the multiscale nature of MHD systems, direct numerical simulations
in the range of parameter values of interest are problematic, if possible. Integration
of equations of magnetohydrodynamics with the minimum sufficient resolution
requires at least O(Rm

11/4 )–O(Rm
5 ) operations to advance a solution by a (nondi-

mensional) unit time, if finite differences or Galerkin methods, respectively, are
applied (here Rm is the magnetic Reynolds number); if fast Fourier transforms can
be used for simulation of space-periodic MHD systems the operation count
decreases to O(Rm

11/4 ln3 Rm) operations. These power-law dependencies indicate
that modern computers are still not powerful enough to make computations with
the spatial and temporal resolution, adequate for the parameter values character-
ising the conditions in the interior of the Earth (Rm is estimated to be in the range
102–103) and the Sun (in various problems Rm is in the range 106–108). For
instance, well-known simulations by Glatzmaier with coworkers were carried out
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for Taylor and Ekman numbers of the order of 103 and 10-4–10-6; these values
differ by orders of magnitudes from their estimates for the liquid Earth’s core,
*109 and *10-8-10-15, respectively. (Despite this, in these simulations the
predominantly dipole morphology of the magnetic field and its chaotic reversals
were successfully reproduced.) Even if a single astrophysical object (e.g., the
Earth) is explored, computations for ranges of parameter values must be per-
formed, because parameters in the interior of the object and its rheology usually
are not known precisely. This cannot be done just numerically due to an enormous
amount of simulations involved. Thus analytical and combined analytico-com-
putational methods are of certain value.

E. Parker suggested that formation of loops of magnetic lines by microscopic
‘‘eddies’’ in turbulent helical (non-parity-invariant) flows could modify the Ohm’s
law for the mean current. He argued that a new term, proportional to the mean
magnetic field, would appear in the law. The phenomenon got the name ‘‘a-effect’’.
This idea lies in the heart of the mean-field theory developed in the nineteen-hundred
seventies and eighties and demonstrates the fruitfulness of the concept of scale
separation in the theory of magnetic field generation.

A complex intermittent behaviour of magnetic field observed in experimental
facilities still awaits an explanation. Equally, the study of convection in the interior
of the Earth, as well as of other astrophysical problems, is far from completion. In
view of the circumstances discussed above, mathematical instrumentarium, on
which investigation of multiscale continuous systems relies, is indispensable for
researchers conducting these studies. The monograph is dedicated to exposition of
such mathematical techniques—mathematical methods for homogenisation—in
application to problems of magnetic field generation and the adjacent area, MHD
stability. The use of these tools for real-life problems of geo- and astrophysics is
by no means straightforward, and hence we focus on model problems in regions of
a simple geometry. More specifically, we consider ten problems in the order of
increasing complexity: large-scale passive scalar transport; large-scale kinematic
dynamos powered by steady and time-periodic flows in the entire space and by
thermal convection planforms in a horizontal layer; linear and weakly nonlinear
stability to large-scale perturbations of MHD regimes in entire space; weakly
nonlinear stability to large-scale perturbations of nonlinear magnetic field gener-
ation by forced and free convection in a horizontal layer of fluid rotating about the
vertical axis; and, finally, two kinematic dynamo problems for flows with an
internal scaling and infinitely growing amplitude in axisymmetric containers.

We focus on MHD problems, for which solutions can be derived rigorously
from the first principles, without a recourse to empirical closure relations—
presented here is the ‘‘mathematician’s’’ point of view on these problems; an
exposition of the ‘‘physicist’s’’ point of view can be found in the classical
monograph by F. Krause and K.-H. Rädler ‘‘Mean-field magnetohydrodynamics
and dynamo theory’’, Academic-Verlag, Berlin (1980). Application of asymptotic
methods for multiscale systems gives an opportunity to derive the mean-field
(or amplitude) equations, describing the large-scale dynamics. The influence of the
underlying small-scale dynamics is represented in these equations by new terms
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(including the a-effect terms). By analogy with hydrodynamics, such terms are
usually called ‘‘eddy corrections’’. Computation of their coefficients boils down to
numerical solution of systems of linear partial differential equations in small-scale
variables. Data in these problems have a single spatial scale, the one of the small-
scale MHD state, whose stability is studied. Thus, application of homogenisation
methods for multiscale systems provides an opportunity to separate the large- and
small-scale dynamics (under the condition that the latter is in some sense homo-
geneous, for instance, if the MHD regime under consideration is space-periodic).
This eliminates the necessity to carry out computations with the resolution, which
would be sufficient to represent accurately the entire hierarchy of large and small
scales. This is a very important advantage of the combined analytico-numerical
approach, discussed in the monograph, since it does not require excessive
numerical resources for implementation.

The present monograph is an extended and revised translation of the book
‘‘Mathematical theory of stability of magnetohydrodynamic regimes to large-scale
perturbations’’ (URSS, Moscow, 2009) by the same author. It is intended for a
wide range of readers, including researchers working in the areas of geo- and
astrophysics, fluid dynamics and magnetohydrodynamics, numerical analysts
involved in direct numerical simulations in these areas, and postgraduate students.
The prerequisite knowledge is confined to the university courses of Analysis III
and Complex Analysis. Reading of the first eight chapters requires only an
acquaintance with the basic notions of these mathematical disciplines, such as the
spectrum and resolvent of a linear operator, compact and adjoint operators, the
Fredholm alternative theorem and the residue theorem. Chaps. 9 and 10, where
the asymptotic nature of the series that we construct is proved, demand a basic
knowledge of Sobolev functional spaces. We are freely referring to notions of the
magnetic dynamo theory, and it would be an advantage to be familiar with its
foundations presented, e.g., in the monograph by H. K. Moffatt ‘‘Magnetic field
generation in electrically conducting fluids’’ (Cambridge University Press, 1978).

I am most grateful to U. Frisch (Acad́emie des Sciences) for his support of my
research, collaboration and many discussions extending over a 20-year period.
Most of these discussions took place in the inspiring environment of the premises
of the Observatoire de Nice (a part of the Observatoire de la Ĉote d’Azur), which
I would like to thank for hospitality. It is my pleasure to express my gratitude to
numerous friends and colleagues: I am indebted to V. I. Keilis-Borok and
A. A. Soloviev (Russian Academy of Sciences) for their permanent support of my
work in the area of mathematical geophysics and magnetic dynamo theory; to
A. M. Soward (FRS) for the long-term scientific communication and collaboration;
to M. R. E. Proctor(FRS), Professors A. D. Gilbert, C. A. Jones, M. M. Vishik and
K. Zhang for many discussions; to Doctor S. M. A. Gama for the lasting coop-
eration; to my postgraduate students at the University of Porto M. Baptista and
R. Chertovskih for their enthusiasm and right questions; to my colleagues at the
International institute of earthquake prediction theory and mathematical geo-
physics of the Russian Ac. Sci., Moscow, for the creative atmosphere and
ceaseless support; and, last but not least, to my wife Doctor O. M. Podvigina for
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her continuous help. I am grateful to the Ministry of Education (France) for the
financial support of my numerous research visits to the Observatoire de la Ĉote
d’Azur, and to the Royal Society (UK) for financing my visits to the University of
Exeter. My research was partially supported by the grants 04-05-64699, 11-05-
00167-f and 07-01-341 92217-CNRSL_a from the Russian foundation for basic
research, and the grant ANR-07-BLAN-0235 OTARIE from Agence nationale de
la recherche (France). Computations have been carried out on the computer
facilities made available in the framework of the Programme ‘‘Simulations In-
teractives et Visualisation en Astronomie et Ḿecanique (SIVAM)’’ and the next
phase of this Programme ‘‘Ḿesocentre SIGAMM (Simulations Interactives et
Visualisation en Ǵeophysique, Astronomie, Math́ematique et Ḿecanique)’’ hosted
by Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur.

Nice – El’niki – Nice, November 2010 Vladislav Zheligovsky
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Many cosmic objects—planets, stars, galaxies—possess magnetic fields. A fun-
damental question of modern astrophysics is: What are their sources?

Perhaps, the first attempt to answer this question was made by Gilbert in 1600
[120], who suggested that the main Earth’s magnetic field can be explained by
magnetisation of substance in its interior. However, nowadays it is well-known,
that already at a depth as small as 30 km the temperature inside the Earth is higher
than the Curie point for the constituting rocks [174]. (A Curie point of a ferro-
magnetic is the temperature at which it becomes paramagnetic, i.e., it fails to
remain magnetised when heated above the Curie point.) Consequently, such an
explanation would imply that magnetisation of the rocks is unrealistically high
(see, however, [184]). According to paleomagnetic measurements, the dipolar
main magnetic field of the Earth exists at least for 3� 109 years [44] (this amounts
to about of 2/3 of its entire history). Hence, it is not a relict magnetic field captured
during the process of accretion of the Earth from the interplanetary sub-
stance, because the characteristic decay time of magnetic field in the core is about
25� 103 years [48]. Other hypotheses about the source of the Earth’s magnetic
field were suggested, such as induction during magnetic storms [54], currents due
to the presence of electric charges at fixed locations on the rotating planet, or
certain atomic processes. However, a careful examination of these hypotheses has
revealed their inadequacy [216].

The Earth’s magnetic field experiences temporal variations on different time
scales: secular variations (of periods � 101�103 years), the westward drift (with
the speed about 0:2� per year), reversals (with periods of � 105�106 years)
[44, 63, 69]. Magnetic reversals are responsible for the so-called magnetic
anomalies of the ocean floor emerging due to thermoremanent magnetisation of
molten iron-rich basalts, which are lifted from the planetary interior at mid-oceanic
ridges and cool down in the course of the seafloor spreading. Discovery of mag-
netic anomalies and determination of apparent trajectories of migration of the
Earth’s magnetic poles for different continents, using paleomagnetic data, have
stimulated development of the theory of plate tectonics [64, 70, 300]. Temporal

V. Zheligovsky, Large-Scale Perturbations of Magnetohydrodynamic Regimes,
Lecture Notes in Physics, 829, DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-18170-2_1,
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variations are also featured by the solar magnetic field. Diagrams known as
‘‘Maunder butterflies’’ [180, 181] illustrate the variation, with an 11-year peri-
odicity, of the number and latitudinal distribution of sunspots (whose emergence is
related to the uplift of flux tubes of the toroidal magnetic field due to magnetic
buoyancy [214]). This reveals the 22-year periodicity of the toroidal magnetic field
of the Sun under the photosphere (the duplication of the period is due to the change
of polarity of the field at every ‘‘flap of butterfly’s wings’’).

These features of the main magnetic field of the Earth and of the solar magnetic
field indicate that they are of a dynamic origin. That the field can be excited by
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) processes was discussed already in the beginning
of the XX century [162, 163, 265]. After the foundations of the theory of
hydromagnetic dynamo were developed, it became customary to answer the
question about the nature of magnetic fields of various astrophysical objects—
planets [33–39, 44–48, 132, 135, 257], stars [138, 185, 213, 241, 289–291] and
galaxies [259]—within the framework of this theory [56, 66, 68, 156, 166, 186,
214, 215, 218, 301, 303, 311, 316, 317] (the lists of references do not pretend to be
complete), although some alternative hypotheses are also put forward (e.g., [77]).
Modern views on mechanisms of generation of cosmic magnetic fields are exposed
in collections of review lectures [80, 242, 280] by leading researchers in this area.

Evolution of a magnetic field in a volume of a conducting fluid is described by
the magnetic induction equation—a linear (in magnetic field) parabolic partial
differential equation of the second order. Magnetic field affects the fluid flow by
means of the Lorentz force, which is quadratic in magnetic field. Hence, while
magnetic field is weak, its influence on the flow can be neglected. Consequently, if
the flow is known, one can study the evolution of an initially small magnetic field
(at least on short time intervals, if the field is growing) just by solving the magnetic
induction equation alone. From the mathematical point of view, this is identical to
the study of linear stability of the amagnetic state (in which magnetic field is zero)
of the MHD system under consideration, with respect to (exclusively) magnetic
perturbations. This problem is called the kinematic dynamo problem [186]. If
magnetic field does not decay at large times, then we say that for the employed
molecular magnetic diffusivity g the flow under consideration acts as a magnetic
dynamo. If the flow is steady (i.e., the flow velocity vðxÞ does not depend on time),
it is natural to formulate the definition of a dynamo in the terms of the spectrum of
the magnetic induction operator. Suppose the volume occupied by the conducting
fluid is finite and some regular conditions for the magnetic field are assumed on its
boundary. Let k denote the dominant (i.e. having the maximal real part) eigenvalue
of the magnetic induction operator. Then, for the employed g; the flow vðxÞ is a
kinematic dynamo, if and only if Re k� 0:

At the first stage of development of the kinematic dynamo theory, the so-called
antidynamo theorems were proven, i.e. conditions were found guaranteeing that
flows satisfying them cannot act as dynamos (whichever the diffusivity g is). In
particular, by the well-known Cowling theorem [66–68] an axisymmetric flow
cannot generate an axisymmetric magnetic field with the same axis of symmetry.
No flows with a toroidal velocity [45, 86], and no plane-parallel flows (such that, at
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any point inside the volume of the fluid, the flow is orthogonal to a certain fixed
direction) [314, 315 ] cannot be dynamos. The latter two statements are often
referred to as the Elsasser and Zeldovich antidynamo theorems.

A further progress in development of the dynamo theory owes to the Parker’s
idea [213, 215] that magnetic field can be generated by a turbulent flow of a
conducting fluid with the velocity, lacking reflection symmetry and having a non-
zero helicity. This is the central idea of the mean-field magnetohydrodynamics
[156, 283], in which a linear dependence of the mean (after averaging of the
fluctuating components of the flow velocity and magnetic field over small scales)
electromotive force on the mean large-scale magnetic field (as well as on its spatial
derivatives, in a more general framework) is postulated. The physics of Parker’s
mechanism of magnetic field generation can be described as follows.

By the Alfvén’s theorem [2], in the absence of magnetic diffusion magnetic
field is frozen into the conducting medium, i.e. magnetic force lines are transported
by the flow. If the conductivity of the flow is high, then an eddy in the turbulent
flow deforms the frozen force line into a loop. This is accompanied by emergence
of an electric current, parallel to the mean (not perturbed by the flow) magnetic
field. If the effect does not disappear after averaging over a large ensemble of
eddies (which is possible, e.g., in the case of homogeneous, isotropic, but not
mirror-symmetric turbulence [156, 303]), then the Ohm’s law for mean fields takes
the modified form j ¼ rðEþ aBÞ (here j is the mean electric current density,
r electric conductivity of the fluid, B mean magnetic field, E mean electric field).
The new term in the right-hand side describes the so-called magnetic a-effect. The
mean-field theory based on similar empirical relations is further developed in
[244–246, 249, 264, 303]. The so-called test-field procedure was applied in
[40, 41, 150, 151, 293] for determination of the turbulent transport coefficients, the
a-tensor and turbulent diffusivity in convection and convective dynamos.

If a scale separation is present in the flow, emergence of the a-effect can be
rigorously justified without making additional assumptions about statistical
properties of the fluctuating components of the flow and magnetic field (i.e.,
components depending on the variables describing small spatial and/or temporal
scales, which are traditionally called ‘‘fast’’). The perturbation theory [90, 152]
and the theory of averaging of elliptic operators [15, 62, 140, 155, 209, 262, 337]
were applied in [306, 307] for construction of a complete asymptotic expansion of
eigenfunctions of the magnetic induction operator and the associated eigenvalues
for steady space-periodic flows with two characteristic spatial scales. The a-effect
determines the evolution of the mean magnetic field either solely, or in interaction
with molecular magnetic diffusion, depending on what relation between the scale
ratio and the amplitude of the fluctuating component of the flow is assumed.
(It was proposed in [307] to call it c-effect in the former case.) Convergence of the
expansion [306] to the leading-order approximation was studied numerically in
[308] for the case of the a-effect co-acting with molecular diffusion. The magnetic
a-effect tensors were derived in [321–323] for the kinematic dynamo problems in
an axisymmetric volume of fluid whose velocity depends on the azimuthal fast
variable, and for a fluid confined in a sphere with the flow depending on the three
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spherical fast variables. A mathematical analysis [115, 116] of weakly nonlinear
MHD stability of ABC flows did not reveal any new effects due to nonlinearity.
(ABC flows are space-periodic eigenfunctions of the operator curl, r� : They
have a simple algebraic structure: each of the three components are a sum of a sine
and a cosine of the Cartesian variables, with the coefficients originally denoted by
A, B and C, which gave rise to their name. The flows were suggested by Arnold [8,
9] as possible examples of fast dynamos, i.e. dynamos in which the growth rate
does not decay in the limit of large magnetic Reynolds numbers, Rm !1; owing
to the fact that particle trajectories in these flows exhibit stochastic behaviour in a
part of the phase space [7, 78].)

With the advent of the era of computers it became possible to solve numerically
the kinematic dynamo problems for model laminar flows in fluid volumes of
different geometry, e.g., in a sphere [44, 46, 117, 118, 131, 160, 169, 218, 266,
324], in a flat layer [334], in spherical shells [136, 266], between two rotating
coaxial cylinders [129, 260, 274–277], space-periodic [10, 104, 105, 107–110] (the
reference lists are not exhaustive). When the resolution of computations is
increased, dominant eigenvalues of the magnetic induction operator usually con-
verge faster than the associated magnetic modes [46]. Nevertheless, computational
complexity grows fast with the magnetic Reynolds number Rm; this represents the
main difficulty of the ‘‘numerical brute force’’ approach. In simulations of the
magnetic field evolution for a large Rm; the spatial resolution at least of the order
of R�3=4

m is required, which can be provided by Galerkin’s approximation of the
field involving OðR9=4

m Þ basic functions. Finite-difference time-stepping is usually
done in such simulations; advancement by a unit time (in the turn-over time units)
then requires to make R1=2

m steps. (These estimations are obtained for a hydrody-
namic problem under the assumption that details of flows at the Kolmogorov scale
are sufficiently resolved [50]; however, the similarity of the structure of the
Navier–Stokes and magnetic induction equations implies that they remain true for
MHD problems.) Thus, due to quadratic nonlinearity, a straightforward integration
of the magnetic induction equation over a unit time requires, in general, OðR5

mÞ
floating point operations. If the geometry of the volume of fluid and boundary
conditions do not prohibit the use of the three-dimensional Fast Fourier Transform
(e.g., if the basic functions are trigonometric functions or Chebyshev polynomi-
als), then the number of operations can be reduced to OðR11=4

m ln RmÞ: In the most
favourable case, when the dynamo action for an ABC or similar flow is simulated,
the number of operations grows as R11=4

m : In the spherical geometry, computational
complexity of the problem can be reduced by application of the Fast Fourier
Transform in the angular variables. Whichever the case, computations for a large
Rm require immense computational resources. Insufficiently resolved computations
can produce wrong results, including a reduced critical value of Rm for the onset of
magnetic field generation. Despite being obvious, this statement has been proven
in many simulations. For instance, the region of convergence of the numerical
method was not attained in computations [44, 46, 169] due to the lack of resolution
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[117, 218]; examples of spurious magnetic field generation obtained in compu-
tations with an insufficient resolution were also pointed out in [177, 178].

Modern parallel supercomputers give an opportunity to carry out computations
of three-dimensional kinematic dynamos for Rm� 103�104: This is significantly
smaller than what is required by the practical needs of astrophysics, which is
characterised by high values of magnetic Reynolds numbers. The estimate for the
Earth, Rm ¼ 150 [186], is obtained under the assumption that its magnetic field is
frozen into the medium of the outer core (which gives an opportunity to estimate
the magnitude of the flow velocities in the core). Its actual value is supposed to be
not more than a factor 3 higher or lower than this estimate, resulting from a low
accuracy of determination of the electric conductivity of substance in the outer
core [45]. Different problems of magnetohydrodynamics of the Sun involve much
higher values: Rm ¼ 104 [186], 106 [156], 3� 107 [241].

In principle, magnetic field generation in the molten outer core can be studied
by numerical solution of the system of equations, describing hydromagnetic
convection: the Navier–Stokes equation (with the buoyancy, Coriolis and Lorentz
forces taken into account), the magnetic induction equation and the heat equation.
This approach, for instance, was followed in a well-known series of studies by
Glatzmaier with coauthors [60, 122–128, 210, 254], who were computing evolu-
tionary solutions to this system in a spherical shell representing the Earth’s outer
core, and successfully reproduced many features of the geomagnetic field, such as
the predominantly dipolar morphology of the main field and its chaotic reversals.
However, even modern computers do not give an opportunity to perform com-
putations with the spatial and temporal resolution, which is sufficient for
the parameter values characterising convection in the outer core of the Earth. The
computations by Glatzmaier et al., mentioned above, were carried out for the
Taylor and Ekman numbers of the order of 103 and 10�4�10�6; which differ by
many orders of magnitude from their values in the Earth’s core, � 109 and
� 10�8�10�15; respectively (the two latter estimates are obtained for the
molecular and turbulent kinematic viscosity [142]; see also [11, 133]). In order to
compensate for the lack of spatial resolution (for the considered parameter values),
some computations were performed with the use of numerical hyperviscosity.
However, this method of smoothing can significantly distort results [263, 318,
319]. For instance, when it is applied, non-axisymmetric components of the flow
and magnetic field are underestimated compared to the axisymmetric ones and
consequently the preferred configuration of the fields is dipolar, while it is
quadrupole in the absence of hyperviscosity [49]. (Moreover, the Fourier–Galerkin
system of ordinary differential equations, representing the spatial discretisation of
the original system of partial differential equations, has higher stiffness, if
hyperviscosity is applied.) Because of these reasons, a good qualitative agreement
between results of numerical simulations in these studies and the natural geody-
namo can be regarded as ‘‘surprising’’ [141].

Even if convection in the presence of magnetic field is studied in order to
explore physical processes in a specific astrophysical body—e.g., the Earth—it
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must be examined in a certain region in the space of parameters, because the
rheology relations [59] and parameter values [219] in the equations governing
the convective dynamo in its interior are known only approximately. For instance,
the available estimations of heat diffusivity in the Earth’s core differ by several
orders of magnitude (see, e.g., [184]). In such a study, it is desirable to identify the
typical regimes and to localise the points of bifurcations, where the pattern of
behaviour of the system changes. To do this exclusively by numerical means is
impossible, since this would require an enormous amount of computational
resources. Consequently, analytical and hybrid analytico-computational methods
are also potentially valuable. An analytical approach was followed, e.g., in the
well-known studies of the geodynamo by Braginsky [33–35] and Soward [278,
279], who constructed asymptotic expansions of solutions to the magnetic
induction equation in order to quantify the a-effect in the MHD systems that they
considered.

That magnetic field growth can be sustained by a motion of a molten metal has
been proven in experiments [87]. This question is important not only for theore-
tical astrophysics, but also as a practical one in application to flows of molten
metal in the reactor-cooling systems at nuclear power plants [3, 20, 223, 224]. No
magnetic field generation by the maintained flows was observed in the first
experiments [95, 165, 172, 173], since only relatively small kinematic and mag-
netic Reynolds numbers were obtained in the laboratory facilities. In experiments
with the so-called ‘‘a-box’’ [284], emergence of the magnetic a-effect was
observed. Generation of magnetic field was detected in the Karlsruhe experiment
[192, 248, 287, 288, 298]. In it, a spiral flow of molten sodium was arranged in
pipes of a diameter much smaller, than the radius of the cylindrical volume, where
magnetic field was generated; metal was moving in the opposite direction in
adjacent pipes (i.e., directions of flows in pipes alternated to fit the chess-board
order). Such a flow, first considered by Roberts [252] and further investigated in
[225, 226, 258, 297], possesses a strong a-effect, which is beneficial for generation.
The ‘‘Riga’’ experiment at the Institute of Physics (University of Latvia, Salaspils)
is an attempt to realise the Ponomarenko dynamo [233] involving a flow velocity
jump on a cylindrical surface: molten sodium is drawn by a propeller into a spiral
flow in the internal part of a cylindrical volume, and moves in the opposite
direction in the outer part of it, the two parts being separated by a rigid pipe. Short
instances of magnetic field generation were registered in this experiment [96–103].
Regimes of the evolution of magnetic field on large time intervals were studied in
the experiments in Cadarache (Commissariat à l’énergie atomique, France) in
facilities with molten sodium and gallium (the von Kármán sodium, VKS, and
gallium, VKG, experiments) accommodated in containers of cylindrical shape
[17–19, 28–30, 106, 176, 189, 190, 220, 250, 305, 309, 310]. In these experiments
the possibility of magnetic field generation by a turbulent flow, which is not
externally artificially constrained, has been clearly demonstrated for the first time.
Experiments with flows in spherical regions were carried out at the Universities of
Maryland [164, 268, 270] and Wisconsin [205]. Experimental investigation of
the unsteady MHD-dynamo effect in a toroidal channel was conducted at the
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Institute of continuous media mechanics (Russian Ac. Sci., Perm) [74, 89, 206].
Experimental studies of magnetoconvection aimed at geophysical applications are
reviewed in [194].

In each of the experiments various spatial scales were present in the flow, either
because its geometry was artificially constrained (in the Salaspils and Karlsruhe
experiments), or because of emergence of developed turbulence in the volume of
the molten metal (in all the rest experiments mentioned above).

Geodynamo is also characterised by the presence of structures with a hierarchy
of spatial scales. The Ekman boundary layer, emerging in convective flows of a
rotating fluid satisfying the no-slip condition on horizontal boundaries, represents
an example of a high-contrast structure; its instability can result in magnetic field
generation [237–239, 256]. The Ekman–Hartmann boundary layer can be unstable
near the core–mantle boundary [75]. The core–mantle interaction, which is sup-
posed to be responsible for the decade length-of-day variation, is another example
demonstrating the importance of small scales in the geophysical context. For
instance, the topographic coupling results from surface irregularities of the core–
mantle boundary, whose size does not exceed 5 km (see, e.g., [31, 184]); this is
small compared to the radius of the liquid core, 3,486 km [320] (the influence of
the irregularities of the outer boundary of the Earth’s core is considered in [4–6,
139, 253]). In these examples small-scale structures are located near the bound-
aries of the liquid core; scale separation can also take place in the entire volume,
where convection occurs. For instance, near the onset of convection in rapidly
rotating spherical shells the dominant modes are highly non-axisymmetric and
have a columnar shape [81], and the so-called Taylor columns emerge in geo-
strophic flows in a rapidly rotating spherical or cylindrical shell; the columns are
parallel to the axis of rotation, and their width is much smaller than the size of the
shell (see [11, 121]). Thin rolls emerge in heat convection in a horizontal layer
of fluid, rapidly rotating about the vertical axis (the width of rolls in the hori-
zontal direction is of the order of Ta�1=6; where Ta is the Taylor number)
[14, 143–146] and in magnetoconvection with a strong imposed magnetic field
(the width of cells can be of the order of Q�1=6 or Q�1=4; where Q is the Chan-
drasekhar number) [147–149, 179]. The presence of a hierarchy of interacting
spatial scales, exhibiting the phenomena of direct and inverse energy cascades and
intermittency, is a feature of turbulence, which plays an important rôle in the
processes of generation [91, 191].

Equations for the temporal evolution of MHD perturbations (in particular, of a
weak magnetic field, when the fluid flow is specified) have an important property:
they are defined by a linear operator, which has for all parameter values and any
geometry of the volume of fluid a non-empty kernel, unless this is forbidden by the
boundary conditions. These modes have the same spatial (or spatio-temporal)
scale, as the perturbed state, and non-zero spatial mean (or spatio-temporal, if the
perturbed MHD state is unsteady). When the size of the fluid container is
increased, the minimal in absolute value eigenvalue of the Laplace operator,
describing energy dissipation due to diffusive processes (in particular, resulting
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from viscosity and electric resistance) tends to zero; energy dissipation in fields,
slowly varying in space, is small. Therefore, physically, it is natural to pose the
following question: Do growing in time perturbation modes exist, which are large-
scale perturbations of the short-scale neutral modes, if the size of the MHD system
is sufficiently large? This question is one of the main topics of the present
monograph.

The presence of a variety of scales in MHD states suggests to apply methods of
the theory of homogenisation of partial differential equations (see the monographs
[15, 62, 140, 209, 217, 262]) for the mathematical analysis of problems of hydro-
magnetic convection, in particular, the ones in astrophysics. It is common to con-
sider the case, where the temporal and spatial scales of a perturbation is significantly
larger than the respective scales of the MHD state, whose stability is investigated.
The perturbation is supposed to depend not only on the so-called fast spatial, x; and
temporal, t, variable, but also on slow variables X ¼ ex and T ¼ et or T ¼ e2t: Here
the spatial scale ratio e [ 0 is a small parameter of the problem, which can be used to
construct asymptotic expansions. It is convenient to examine a weakly nonlinear
perturbation (which is small in amplitude, but nonlinear effects already become
prominent) under an additional assumption that the amplitude is of the order of e;
analysing exact nonlinear equations for the perturbation. We will call henceforth
small-scale the fields which depend only on fast variables, and large-scale the fields
depending on slow variables as well. In this terminology, we consider in this
monograph stability of small-scale MHD states to large-scale perturbations.

A solution for a perturbation is constructed in the form of a power series in e:
A closed system of partial differential equations in slow variables is rigorously
derived (without recourse to any empirical relations for closure) for the coefficients
of the series averaged over fast variables (the mean coefficients provide a
description of the large-scale structures of the perturbation). The differential
equations are referred to as the system of mean-field or, more generally, amplitude
equations for perturbations. The influence of small-scale structures is represented
in this system by newly emerging terms (usually called eddy corrections by
analogy with hydrodynamic problems) with constant coefficients. Numerical
solution of the so-called auxiliary problems, which are linear elliptic partial dif-
ferential equations in fast variables, is required for computation of the coefficients
in eddy corrections. The data in the auxiliary problems involves a single scale—
the one of the MHD state, whose stability is examined. Thus, application of
asymptotic methods gives an opportunity to split the large-scale and small-scale
dynamics (provided the latter is in some sense homogeneous) of perturbations.
This eliminates the need to perform computations, resolving accurately the entire
hierarchy of large and small scales in the problem, which is an important
advantage of the hybrid analytico-computational method that we consider. Deri-
vation of the amplitude equations can be regarded as an analytical justification of
the numerical method, called large eddy simulations (LES) [114, 261], when it is
applied to hydrodynamic or MHD systems with scale separation. The exact
asymptotic results that we derive here for such systems—eddy tensors with the
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coefficients expressed in the terms of solutions to the auxiliary problems—can be
used within the framework of LES for approximation of the influence of small-
scale structures on large-scale ones, instead of empirical formulae and traditional
methods for closure of the mean-field equations for the ‘‘large eddies’’.

In hydrodynamic systems such expansions reveal the presence of the so-called
AKA-effect (anisotropic kinematic a-effect) [82, 93, 292]. In the two-scale MHD
stability problems, generically the mean-field equations are obtained, as in the
purely hydrodynamic case, on averaging equations at order e; in addition to the
derivative in the slow time, they involve a single term representing the a-effect
(independently of whether linear or weakly nonlinear perturbation is considered).
However, the a-effect can turn out to be insignificant in the leading order i.e., the
respective operator may be absent in the averaged OðeÞ equations. This happens,
for instance, if the perturbed MHD system is parity-invariant or is symmetric about
an axis (see the definitions of the symmetries in Sect. 8.4), although the presence
of a symmetry is unnecessary for insignificance of the a-effect—e.g., ABC flows
do not possess the AKA-effect [313]. If the a-effect is insignificant in the leading
order, non-trivial mean-field equations are obtained as the solvability conditions
for the next, e2-order equations in fast variables, and then new eddy effects can be
encountered. In this case, the mean leading term of expansion of a linear stability
mode of a steady short-scale MHD state and its growth rate are, respectively, an
eigenfunction and the real part of the associated eigenvalue of the so-called
operator of combined1MHD eddy (turbulent) diffusion. This is a linear partial
differential operator of the second order in slow spatial variables; it is, in general,
anisotropic and not necessarily sign-definite. If it has eigenvalues with positive
real parts, one speaks of the phenomenon of negative eddy diffusivity [282].

This approach was applied to determine eddy diffusivity of two- [168, 207, 208,
271, 272] and three-dimensional flows [82,167, 312, 313], and it was shown that in
certain parameter regions they do possess negative eddy viscosity. Its presence was
demonstrated directly (i.e., without performing a preliminary asymptotic analysis)
in a numerical study of stability of planar flows to three-dimensional large-scale
perturbations [193]. In passive scalar admixture transport, eddy correction of
diffusion can only enhance molecular diffusion [21, 175, 304]. Similar asymptotic
expansions predict the possibility of generation of short-scale magnetic field by
parity-invariant flows by means of the mechanism of magnetic negative eddy
diffusivity [161, 327, 335, 336], and linear instability to large-scale perturbations
of some three-dimensional parity-invariant space-periodic steady MHD states
[326]. Linear stability of non-rotating convective hydromagnetic steady states,
symmetric about a vertical axis, in a horizontal plane layer was considered in [13]
and the equations for large-scale modes were derived.

1 We use the modifier ‘‘combined’’ in definitions of eddy effects to emphasize that there is
interaction of magnetic and flow velocity perturbations, and as a result each of the two
perturbations is affected by them both. This mutual influence is described by operators of a
similar structure, which identifies the kind of a combined eddy effect.
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Near the bifurcation of the change of sign of eddy viscosity in the Kolmogorov
flow, the weakly nonlinear regime satisfies an equation of the Cahn–Hilliard type
with a cubic nonlinearity [195, 267]. The mean ‘‘effective’’ equations were applied
in [84] to study the inverse energy cascade in the Kolmogorov flow. Mean-field
equations for weakly nonlinear perturbations of two-dimensional steady flows
represented in the terms of the stream function were explored in [ 92, 113]. A new
additive term was introduced into the Navier–Stokes equation in [92] to accom-
modate the b-effect (Rossby waves), arising due to the assumed rotation of fluid,
and the case of a small negative eddy viscosity was studied. Equations for per-
turbations of steady convective flows in a layer of fluid were considered in [72,
196]; they were derived by an analogous method, however, the derivation relied on
model equations, approximately describing convective motion in the form of
distorted rolls. A complete system of equations for the Boussinesq convection in a
layer of fluid with rigid boundaries, formulated in the variables amplitude-phase,
was considered in [197–200, 236]; a weakly nonlinear dynamics of a system of
convective rolls and the emerging defects were investigated. In addition to the
slow time and a slow horizontal variable, a slow phase was employed, for which a
mean-field equation was derived. Magnetic field was not considered in the papers
cited in this paragraph.

In this monograph we solve, in the order of increasing difficulty, several
problems concerning stability of various MHD systems to large-scale perturba-
tions, in which the a-effect is insignificant in the leading order and eddy diffusion
is present: the kinematic dynamo problem for space-periodic parity-invariant
steady (Chap. 3) and periodic in time (Chap. 4) three-dimensional flows, as well as
for convective plan forms in a horizontal layer (Chap. 5); the linear (Chap. 6) and
weakly nonlinear (Chap. 7) stability problems for MHD systems in the three-
dimensional space; the weakly nonlinear stability problem for a magnetic dynamo
driven by forced (Chap. 8) and free (Chap. 9) thermal convection in a plane layer
of fluid rotating about the vertical axis. In the last two chapters we revisit (on a
more formal mathematical basis) the kinematic dynamo problem, where in the
leading order the magnetic a-effect acts simultaneously with molecular magnetic
diffusion; we consider generation by a flow in an axisymmetric volume with the
velocity depending on the azimuthal fast variable (Chap. 10) and by a flow in a
sphere depending on the three spherical fast variables (Chap. 11). The presentation
starts with a discussion of the passive scalar admixture transport problem (Chap. 2
), which is not directly in the scope of our main interest, the MHD stability; it is
included for pedagogical reasons, since it provides a convenient opportunity to
expose the general ideas behind the multiscale formalism, which we use
throughout in this monograph.

It was assumed in the study of linear stability of three-dimensional MHD states
to large-scale perturbations [326], that the states are steady, space-periodic and
parity-invariant; in the study of weakly nonlinear stability of three-dimensional
parity-invariant MHD states [328] the assumptions that they are steady and space-
periodic were abandoned. In the study of linear stability of three-dimensional
convective hydromagnetic states [13], they were assumed to be steady, periodic in
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horizontal directions and symmetric about a vertical axis. If stability of unsteady
MHD states is examined, averaging over the entire spatio-temporal domain of fast
variables must be performed when considering solvability conditions in the course
of construction of mean-field equations. Thus, the eddy tensors have constant
coefficients (which are, in particular, independent of fast time; hence, on the
mathematical grounds, the study of the dependence of eddy viscosity on time [112]
seems insufficiently motivated). In the study of weakly nonlinear stability of three-
dimensional convective hydromagnetic states in a layer [329–331], the assump-
tions that they are steady, periodic and symmetric were abandoned in favour of
more general ones: it was supposed that the spatio-temporal averaging is possible
(i.e., the perturbed states are homogeneous) and that the a-effect is insignificant in
the leading order. Although the conditions of spatial periodicity and steadiness are
convenient for computations, they had to be weakened for the mean-field equa-
tions to be applicable for the study of stability of such regimes as, for instance,
chaotic spiral defects developing in the course of evolution of regular structures of
thermal convection (see Fig. 5b, d, f in [26]).

Mathematically speaking, mean-field equations for large-scale weakly nonlin-
ear perturbations of MHD states, lacking the a-effect significant in the leading
order, are generalisations of the standard equations of magnetohydrodynamics.
They involve some additional terms: a linear operator of combined eddy correction
of magnetic diffusion and kinematic viscosity, and a quadratic operator of com-
bined eddy correction of advection [328–331] (also, the method [327] for efficient
computation of coefficients of the eddy diffusion and advection tensors, employing
solutions to auxiliary problems for the adjoint operator, is generalised in
[328–330]). Unsteadiness of the perturbed MHD state in the absence of symme-
tries, guaranteeing insignificance of the a-effect in the leading order, in general
results in emergence of pseudodifferential operators in the mean-field equations.

Weakly nonlinear stability of magnetic field generation by forced Rayleigh–
Bénard convection in a horizontal layer of fluid, rotating about a vertical axis, was
considered in [329, 330]. (Convection is said to be forced, if some specified
external forces and/or sources of magnetic field or heat are present inside the layer
or on its boundary, which breaks the spatio-temporal invariance of the convective
hydromagnetic system.) This problem, more natural for geo- or astrophysical
applications than those discussed above, is algebraically more difficult. The
standard method for derivation of mean-field equations for perturbations relies on
the fact that there are constant vector fields in the kernel of the operator, adjoint to
the linearisation of the equations for the evolution of the MHD system around the
state, whose stability is considered. Mean-field equations represent the solvability
condition for the equations in fast variables: by the Fredholm alternative theorem
the condition consists of orthogonality of the non-homogeneous parts of the
equations to the kernel of the adjoint operator, which in this case is equivalent to
vanishing of their mean. (Vector fields from the kernel of the adjoint operator must
satisfy the boundary conditions for fields in the domain of this operator; thus, the
mean-field equations and, in particular, their number depend on the imposed
boundary conditions. We consider convection in a layer with stress-free
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electrically conducting boundaries held at constant temperatures; then the kernel
of the adjoint operator has the maximum subspace of constant vector fields, and
the mean-field equations that we derive have the richest possible structure.)
Rotation of fluid is represented by the Coriolis force in the Navier–Stokes equa-
tion; consequently, constant horizontal vector fields are present in the kernel of the
adjoint operator, if an unbounded linear growth of pressure in horizontal directions
is acceptable (so far this is just the question of choice of domains of the operator of
linearisation and its adjoint). However, when the horizontal components of the
Navier–Stokes equation are averaged, this results in emergence of surface inte-
grals, which cannot be interpreted as a differential (or pseudodifferential) operator
in slow variables, acting on the averaged perturbation. To overcome this difficulty,
it is convenient to consider the curl of the Navier–Stokes equation (which we call
the Navier–Stokes equation for vorticity). Then the equation for the mean flow
perturbation is obtained as the solvability condition for order e3 equations, and not
e2; as usual.

If convective hydromagnetic states are asymptotically close to a symmetric one,
e.g., if a bifurcation with a loss of symmetry occurs in the MHD system and the
difference between the bifurcation parameter value and the critical one is of
the order of e2; then a term describing the combined MHD a-effect emerges in the
mean-field equations despite the a-effect is insignificant in the leading order [330].
The mean-field equations are then supplemented by equations, in general
involving a cubic nonlinearity, for amplitudes of short-scale zero-mean neutral
(steady and oscillatory) eigenmodes of the linearisation of thermal hydromagnetic
convection, which is responsible for occurrence of the bifurcation.

Equations for perturbations of magnetic field generation by free Rayleigh–
Bénard convection in a horizontal layer of fluid, rotating about a vertical axis, were
derived in [331]. Because of the absence of external forces and of sources of
magnetic field and heat, this MHD system possesses the spatial and temporal
invariance, which implies a modification of the structure of the kernel of the
operator adjoint to the linearisation, in particular, its dimension increases. While
the mean magnetic field perturbation is OðeÞ; the mean flow perturbation is at most
Oðe2Þ; and when stability of a steady convective hydromagnetic state symmetric
about a vertical axis is considered, it is Oðe3Þ: If the a-effect is insignificant in the
leading order, the evolution of the perturbation is governed by a closed system
comprised of 4 (when the perturbed state is steady) or 5 (when it is evolutionary)
equations for amplitudes of neutral short-scale stability modes. The system is
mixed: while equations for the mean magnetic field perturbation are evolutionary,
the remaining ones involve neither derivatives in the slow time, nor the operators
of molecular diffusion. If the convective hydromagnetic state, whose stability is
investigated, possesses the symmetry (which guarantees insignificance of the
a-effect in the leading order), then one of the amplitude equations is the sole-
noidality (in the slow horizontal variables) condition for the leading term of the
mean flow, which is a partial differential equation of the third order with a cubic
nonlinearity.
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All chapters can be read independently, except for Chaps. 9 and 11, which rely
on the material presented in Chaps. 8 and 10, respectively.

1.1 Notation

In Chaps. 2–9, we denote by x and X ¼ ex the fast and slow spatial variables,
respectively, and by t and T ¼ est the fast and slow time. In Chaps. 10–11, it
proves more natural to denote by x the slow variables. Indices x and X in dif-
ferential operators imply differentiation in the respective, fast or slow, spatial
variables. h�i denotes the spatial mean of a vector or a scalar field (over fast spatial
variables), hh�ii spatio-temporal mean (over fast spatial variables and fast time), f�g
and ff�gg the respective fluctuating parts of the fields.

As usual, vector quantities are printed in bold. Scalar components of vectors are
enumerated by the last superscript, e.g., ðSkðgÞÞm denotes the mth component of
the vector field SkðgÞ; hh0ik and hhh0iik denote the kth components of the vector

fields hh0i and hhh0ii; respectively. d j
k denotes the Kronecker symbol.

r2 denotes the Laplace operator and r�2 its inverse. C stands for the operator
of the inverse curl, which maps a solenoidal zero-mean (in space) vector field to its
solenoidal zero-mean vector potential, satisfying boundary conditions indepen-
dently detailed in each chapter. I is the identity operator. In each chapter, A and
E denote the a-effect and eddy diffusion operators, respectively, emerging in the
large-scale stability problem under consideration in this chapter (as a consequence,
the operators E introduced in different chapters are different, as are the operators
A).

We employ the following standard spaces of functions defined in region X: the
space C

mðXÞ of m times continuously differentiable functions; the Sobolev space
W

m
2 ðXÞ of m times differentiable functions; the Lebesgue space L2ðXÞ ¼W

0
2ðXÞ:

For X ¼ ½0;L�; the respective spaces of space-periodic functions are meant, L ¼
ðL1; L2; L3Þ denoting the vector of periods in Cartesian spatial variables xi and
½0;L� the elementary parallelepiped of periodicity. The norm in the Sobolev space
W

s
2ðXÞ is denoted by j � js (or by j � js;X; when Sobolev spaces of functions in

different domains X are considered simultaneously). R
n and C

n denote the n-
dimensional real and complex spaces, respectively.

By ½��oX we denote the jump of a function or a vector field across the boundary
oX of region X:
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Chapter 2
Large-Scale Passive Scalar Transport

In this chapter we consider the so-called problem of passive scalar admixture
transport. Instead of thinking of an abstract ‘‘admixture’’, the reader can imagine
any physical quantity embedded into the volume of fluid and transported by fluid
particles—for instance, its temperature or salinity. This problem, strictly speaking,
is outside the area of the MHD stability theory, which is the central topic of the
present book. The reason of its discussion is mainly pedagogical: involving a
scalar quantity (as opposed to vector ones to be considered in the following
chapters), this problem probably represents the simplest ‘‘real-life’’ example,
which can be used for the introduction of the notions and asymptotic techniques
employed in the analysis of MHD multiscale systems. The material of this chapter
is inspired by the papers [21, 304]

2.1 The Linear Stability Problem

Let us briefly remind the concept of linear stability. Let a process, described by a
scalar or a vector variable hðx; tÞ, be governed by the evolutionary equation

oh
ot
¼Fðh; x; tÞ; ð2:1Þ

where x is the position in space, t time, and F can be a function, or an operator
involving partial derivatives in x. The theory of linear stability concerns the fol-
lowing question: suppose, we start monitoring the system at t ¼ 0 from an initial
state hðx; 0Þ, and this yields an evolution hðx; tÞ, or we start from a perturbed state
hðx; 0Þ þ dhðx; 0Þ resulting in the evolution hðx; tÞ þ dhðx; tÞ. Let initially the two
states be infinitesimally close: jdhðx; 0Þj � jhðx; 0Þj. Will they remain close to
each other, or will they diverge as the time is passing by?

V. Zheligovsky, Large-Scale Perturbations of Magnetohydrodynamic Regimes,
Lecture Notes in Physics, 829, DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-18170-2_2,
� Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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Both solutions, hðx; tÞ and hðx; tÞ þ dhðx; tÞ, satisfy (2.1). Hence, subtracting
the two respective instances of Eq. 2.1 we obtain an equation for the perturbation
dhðx; tÞ of the state h:

o

ot
dh ¼Fðhþ dh; x; tÞ �Fðh; x; tÞ: ð2:2Þ

We now recall that the difference dh between the two solutions is small;
therefore, we can linearise (hence we are speaking of linear stability) the r.h.s. of
(2.2) (using Taylor’s expansion) and consider a simplified equation for dh,

o

ot
dh ¼Mdh; ð2:3Þ

where the operator M is a linearisation of F around the solution hðx; tÞ (also
called the Frechet derivative of F, if F is an operator). Evidently, in general (2.3)
is not any more a precise equation, unless F is linear in h.

Suppose now we consider stability of a steady state hðxÞ and hence the linear
operator M does not explicitly involve time. Then (2.3) has solutions of the form
dh ¼ qðxÞ expðktÞ, substituting which into (2.3) we find

kqðxÞ ¼Mq:

In other words, k is an eigenvalue and qðxÞ the associated eigenfunction of the
linearisation M. If M is an elliptic operator and all its eigenvalues have strictly
negative real parts, then any small perturbation dhðx; tÞ eventually exponentially
decays in time (after, perhaps, an initial phase during which the transient behav-
iour settles down); therefore, the state hðxÞ is stable. If there exists an eigenvalue
of the operator M with a strictly positive real part, then ‘‘almost’’ any perturbation
dhðx; tÞ exponentially grows in time, i.e. hðxÞ is unstable.

2.1.1 The Governing Equations

Let us denote the concentration of a scalar admixture at time t in the point x by
hðx; tÞ. The evolution of the concentration in a volume of fluid moving with the
velocity Vðx; tÞ is described by the parabolic equation of passive scalar transport

oh
ot
þ ðV � rÞh ¼ lr2hþ f ðx; tÞ ð2:4Þ

In this equation, the term lr2h describes how concentration h changes in time
due to diffusion (for instance, due to the Brownian motion of molecules of the
liquid solvent and admixture; consistently with this, l[ 0 is called molecular
diffusivity of a passive scalar). The term ðV � rÞh describes, how concentration
changes due to advection of the admixture by the flow V. The admixture is called a
passive scalar, since its presence does not affect the flow—V is not supposed to
depend on h. Finally, f represents sources (f [ 0) or sinks (f \0) of the admixture.

16 2 Large-Scale Passive Scalar Transport
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To study linear stability of a solution hðx; tÞ to Eq. 2.4, we consider Eq. 2.2 for
an infinitesimal perturbation dh of h. Due to linearity of (2.2), the equation for a
perturbation takes the form

o

ot
dh ¼ lr2dh� ðV � rÞdh: ð2:5Þ

Its r.h.s. defines the so-called operator of passive scalar transport, which we
denote in this chapter M. Note that it does not involve the perturbed state h.

In this chapter, we will consider transport by a steady zero-mean flow VðxÞ of
incompressible fluid:

r � V ¼ 0; ð2:6Þ

hVi ¼ 0: ð2:7Þ

The flow is supposed to have periods Li in Cartesian variables xi, i.e. to be
‘‘L-periodic’’ (where L ¼ ðL1; L2; L3Þ). We have employed in (2.7) the notation h�i
for the spatial mean:

hf i ¼ 1
L1L2L3

Z

½0;L�

f ðxÞdx:

Note that if hVi 6¼ 0, by Galilean invariance of the problem condition (2.7) can
be satisfied by considering the problem in the coordinate system, co-moving with
the velocity hVi.

As explained above, for steady flows the problem (2.5) reduces to the eigen-
value problem for the operator of passive scalar transport:

Mq ¼ kq: ð2:8Þ

The scalar eigenfunction qðxÞ is called a stability mode.

2.1.2 Asymptotic Expansion of a Large-Scale Stability Mode

We consider in this chapter large-scale stability modes qðX; xÞ, depending on the
so-called fast, x, and slow spatial variables, X ¼ ex. The scale ratio e [ 0 is a
small parameter. This explains the terminology: any change dx in the fast variable
x is accompanied by the change dX ¼ e dx in the slow variable X; thus, a fast
change of x results in a slow change of X. Such splitting of the dependence on the
spatial variables into separate dependencies on the fast and slow spatial variables
is a cornerstone of multiscale methods. Note that the flow V depends only on the
fast variables. Stability modes depending only on the fast variables are called
short-scale modes.

2.1 The Linear Stability Problem 17
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We will use the notation h�i and �f g for the mean over a periodicity cell of the
fast variables (the rectangular parallelepiped ½0;L�), also called the spatial mean,
and the fluctuating part of a vector or a scalar field, respectively:

hf ðX; xÞi � 1
L1L2L3

Z

½0;L�

f ðX; xÞdx; ff g � f � hfi:

We will consider the eigenvalue problem for the partial differential operator M,
and we must supplement appropriate boundary conditions. For simplicity, we
assume that the eigenfunction qðX; xÞ is L-periodic in the fast variables (i.e., has
the same periodicity in x as the flow VðxÞ).

Since q depends on the fast and slow variables, by the chain rule differentiation
in the operator of passive scalar transport is modified:

r ! rx þ erX ð2:9Þ

(the indices x and X denote differentiation in the respective variables). This
results in emergence of new terms in the eigenvalue equation (2.8) with prefactors
e and e2. Consequently, a solution to the eigenvalue problem (2.8) is sought as
formal asymptotic power series in the scale ratio,

q ¼
X1
n¼0

qnðX; xÞen; ð2:10Þ

k ¼
X1
n¼0

kne
n: ð2:11Þ

2.2 The Kernel of the Passive Scalar Transport Operator
and Solvability of Auxiliary Problems

Let us denote by L0 the restriction of the passive scalar transport operator M to
the subspace of scalar fields, L-periodic in the fast spatial variables:

L0q � lr2
xq� ðV � rxÞq:

Evidently, the kernel of L0 is at least one-dimensional, since L0C ¼ 0 for any
constant C. Modes from the kernel of the operator of linearisation are called
neutral short-scale modes.

We define L as the restriction of the operator L0 to the subspace of L-periodic
zero-mean scalar fields. Due to solenoidality of the flow (2.6), L0q is zero-mean
for any L-periodic scalar field q. Thus, L maps fields from this subspace into the
same subspace.

18 2 Large-Scale Passive Scalar Transport
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2.2.1 Stability of Passive Scalar Admixture Transport

The operator L has a trivial (‘‘empty’’) kernel. To show this, we multiply the
eigenvalue equation

Lq ¼ kq

by the scalar field �qðxÞ complex conjugate to the eigenfunction associated with
an eigenvalue k, and integrate over the parallelepiped of periodicity L. Due to
solenoidality of the flow, the real part of the resultant equation reduces to

�l
Z

½0;L�

jrxqj2dx ¼ Re k
Z

½0;L�

jqj2dx: ð2:12Þ

Thus, the real part of any eigenvalue of the operator L is non-positive. Fur-
thermore, if eigenvalue k is imaginary, integral identity (2.11) implies that q is a
constant, and hence it is not in the domain of L.

Relation (2.12) implies that passive scalar admixture transport is linearly stable
to short-scale perturbations (i.e. to perturbations, having the same parallelepiped of
periodicity L as the velocity). Assuming now that the eigenfunction q has the
vector of periods nL ¼ ðnL1; nL2; nL3Þ, where n [ 0 is an arbitrary integer, and
performing integration of the premultiplied eigenvalue equation over the paral-
lelepiped ½0; nL�, we obtain a relation similar to (2.12). It implies linear stability of
scalar transport to large-scale perturbations with periods commensurate with
periods of the flow velocity.

Since L is an elliptic operator, the triviality of the kernel implies that the
linearisation is invertible in the subspace of L-periodic zero-mean fields, and
the inverse operator is bounded. In other words, a problem Mq ¼ f is solvable and
the solution is unique, provided q and f are L-periodic and zero-mean.

2.2.2 The Hierarchy of Equations for a Large-Scale Mode

The fact, that constants and zero-mean vectors are invariant subspaces for L0,
suggests to split the terms of the series (2.10) for a stability mode scalar transport
into the mean and fluctuating parts:

q ¼
X1
n¼0

ðhqni þ qnf gÞen: ð2:13Þ

Substitution of the modified gradient (2.9) and the series (2.13) and (2.11) into
the eigenvalue equation (2.8) yields

2.2 The Kernel of the Passive Scalar Transport Operator 19
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X1
n¼0

en L qnf g þ lð2ðrx � rXÞ qn�1f g þr2
Xqn�2Þ � ðV � rXÞqn�1 �

Xn

m¼0

kn�mqm

 !

¼ 0 : ð2:14Þ

Equating to zero each term of the series in the l.h.s. of (2.14), we obtain a
hierarchy of equations. We will show in subsequent sections that they can be
successively solved in fqng. This will uniquely define all terms in the asymptotic
series (2.10) and (2.11).

The equations in the hierarchy will be considered at successive orders en in two
steps:

1�. Satisfy the solvability condition for the equation under consideration;
2�. Solve in qn the resultant partial differential equation in the fast spatial vari-

ables.This simple two-step plan serves as a prototype plan for solution of all
stability problems in subsequent chapters. For reader’s convenience, at each
stage we will indicate, which step for which n is implemented.

2.2.3 Solvability of the Order e0 Equation

In this section we begin the calculations outlined above. In the leading order e0, we
obtain from (2.14) the first equation in the hierarchy:

L q0f g ¼ k0q0: ð2:15Þ

Step 1� for n = 0. We must verify the solvability condition for (2.15): the r.h.s.
must be zero-mean. This condition reduces to k0hq0i ¼ 0; hence either k0 ¼ 0, or
hq0i ¼ 0. It is possible to construct the complete asymptotic expansions (2.10) and
(2.11) in both cases. However, such a construction would be of a limited interest
only, unless Re k0 ¼ 0: For hq0i ¼ 0, (2.15) is an eigenvalue equation for a short-
scale stability mode q0ðxÞ. Stability with respect to both modes, the large-scale one
and the small-scale q0ðxÞ, is then determined by the sign of the real part of k0.
Thus, if Re k0 6¼ 0, construction of the large-scale mode hardly provides any new
information on linear stability of passive scalar transport. Since the operator of
passive scalar transport, L, does not possess imaginary eigenvalues (see Sect.
2.1), the only case of interest is k0 ¼ 0.

2.3 Perturbation of the Neutral Mode

In this section we will consider the problem for k0 ¼ 0, which guarantees solv-
ability of Eq. 2.15.

20 2 Large-Scale Passive Scalar Transport
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2.3.1 Solution of the Order e0 and e1 Equations

Step 2� for n = 0. For k0 ¼ 0, equation (2.15) takes the form L q0f g ¼ 0, i.e. the
zero-mean field q0f g belongs to the kernel of L, which is trivial (as shown in Sect.
2.1); hence q0f g ¼ 0. The leading term in the expansion (2.10) of the large-scale
stability mode is supposed to be O(e0) (since modes are defined up to an arbitrary
factor, this can be enforced by the appropriate normalisation of the mode). Thus,

q0f g ¼ 0 implies hq0i 6¼ 0.
For k0 ¼ 0 and q0f g ¼ 0, the equation obtained from (2.14) at order e1 reduces

to

L q1f g ¼ ðV � rXÞhq0i þ k1hq0i: ð2:16Þ

Step 1� for n = 1. By virtue of (2.7), the first term in the r.h.s. of (2.16) is zero-
mean. Since hq0i 6¼ 0, the spatial mean of the r.h.s. of (2.16) vanishes as long as
k1 ¼ 0.

Step 2� for n = 1. L is a linear partial differential operator in the fast spatial
variables; hq0i does not depend on them. Hence, by linearity, the structure of the
r.h.s. of (2.16) implies

q1f g ¼
X3

k¼1

ohq0i
oXk

SkðxÞ; ð2:17Þ

where scalar fields SkðxÞ are zero-mean solutions to the so-called auxiliary
problems:

LSk ¼ Vk: ð2:18Þ

(By subscripts we will denote individual Cartesian components of vector
quantities.) The solutions are uniquely defined, since the spatial mean of the r.h.s.
of (2.18) is zero (see 2.7).

2.3.2 Eddy Diffusion

The operator of eddy diffusion emerges as the solvability condition of the next, e2,
order equation

L q2f g ¼ �l 2ðrx � rXÞ q1f g þ r2
Xhq0i

� �
þ ðV � rXÞq1 þ k2hq0i: ð2:19Þ

Step 1� for n = 2. Since the flow is zero-mean (2.7) and the spatial mean of a
derivative of any L-periodic field is zero, the solvability condition for equation
(2.19) reduces to

�lr2
Xhq0i þ hðV � rXÞ q1f gi þ k2hq0i ¼ 0:
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Upon substitution of the solution (2.17) into the order e1 equation, this becomes

lr2
Xhq0i �

X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

hVmSki
o2hq0i
oXkoXm

¼ k2hq0i: ð2:20Þ

One determines from this eigenvalue equation the leading terms of the
expansions (2.10) and (2.11)—the averaged passive scalar transport stability
mode, hq0i, and the associated eigenvalue, k2 [the fluctuating part of the leading
term in the series (2.10) is then determined by expression (2.17)]. Equations for
mean profiles of perturbations similar to (2.20) we call mean-field equations. In the
leading order the mean large-scale mode hq0i is an eigenfunction of the operator
defined by the l.h.s. of (2.20). Since it involves only second-order derivatives in
spatial variables, it can be interpreted as the operator of eddy diffusion, generically
anisotropic. It is a sum of the molecular diffusion operator lr2

X and an operator
called eddy correction of diffusion of passive scalar.

2.3.3 Enhancement of Molecular Diffusion

To solve the eigenvalue problem (2.20), we must specify boundary conditions for
the mean profile hq0i—e.g., periodicity in the slow variables X (note that the
assumed periodicity of q0ðX; xÞ in the fast variables x together with the periodicity
in X does not imply space-periodicity of q0); alternatively, the problem can be
considered in a finite region of the slow variables and homogeneous Dirichlet or
Neumann conditions for hq0i at the boundary can be prescribed. Interestingly, for
such boundary conditions the operator of eddy diffusion is sign-definite.

To check this, note

X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

hVmSki
o2hq0i
oXkoXm

¼ 1
2

X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

hVmSk þ VkSmi
o2hq0i
oXkoXm

:

Using the statements of the auxiliary problems (2.18), we find

1
2
hVmSk þ VkSmi ¼

1
2
hSkLSm þ SmLSki

¼ � lhrxSk � rxSmi �
1
2
hSkðV � rxÞSm þ SmðV � rxÞSki

¼ � lhrxSk � rxSmi:

Hence, multiplying (2.20) by hq0i (where the bar means complex conjugation)
and integrating over the considered region in the slow variables (or over a peri-
odicity cell, if periodicity in the slow variables is assumed) we find

k2

Z
jhq0ij2dX ¼ �l

Z
jrXhq0ij2 þ rx

X3

k¼1

Sk
ohq0i
oXk

�����
�����
2* +0

@
1
AdX:
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This identity establishes that all eigenvalues of the operator of eddy diffusion
are real and negative. The contribution of the eddy diffusion correction is non-
positive, i.e., in passive scalar transport eddy correction of diffusion arising due to
small-scale motion of fluid enhances molecular diffusion.

We can continue to implement the two-step plan and recover successively all
terms in the asymptotic series (2.10) and (2.11) However, we have already reached
our main goal—to derive the limit eddy diffusion operator,—and we will not
perform the complete construction of the asymptotic series for the problem under
consideration. The reader can do this by analogy with a similar construction
carried out, for instance, for the magnetic kinematic dynamo problem considered
in the next chapter.

2.4 Conclusions

1. This chapter presents a preliminary demonstration of the asymptotic techniques
for multiscale problems, which will be applied in the following chapters to
various MHD stability problems. We have considered the large-scale linear
stability problem for passive scalar transport. Perturbations of neutral short-
scale modes have been examined. We have derived equations for the leading
terms in asymptotic expansions of eigenvalues (2.11) and the associated large-
scale stability modes (2.10).

2. Large-scale perturbation of a constant, which is the short-scale neutral stability
mode in the context of passive scalar transport, gives rise to operator (2.19)
determining the leading terms in the expansions in the scale ratio of a large-
scale stability mode and of the associated eigenvalue. This is a second-order
partial differential operator in the slow variables, which we interpret as an eddy
diffusion operator. It turns out that in the present problem eddy correction of
diffusion always enhances molecular diffusion—the contribution from the eddy
correction to eigenvalues associated with large-scale stability modes is always
non-positive. We will see in subsequent chapters that this property is not typical
for eddy diffusion operators in kinematic dynamo and MHD stability problems.

2.3 Perturbation of the Neutral Mode 23
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Chapter 3
Steady-Flow Dynamos

In this chapter we study large-scale magnetic modes generated by short-scale
steady space-periodic parity-invariant flows of conducting fluid. We construct
complete asymptotic expansions of the modes and their growth rates in power
series in the scale ratio, and derive a closed set of equations for their leading terms.
Computations show that a significant part of such flows can generate magnetic
field by the mechanism of negative magnetic eddy diffusivity for magnetic Rey-
nolds numbers below the critical value Rc

m for the onset of generation of the short-
scale magnetic field. We present examples of flows exhibiting an anomalously
large (in absolute value) negative magnetic eddy diffusivity and demonstrate that
this phenomenon occurs when the magnetic Reynolds number is close to Rc

m:
Finally, we show by direct simulations that even a modest scale separation, with
the large scale twice larger than the small one, is beneficial for magnetic field
generation (the concept of eddy diffusion is not yet applicable in this case—such a
weak scale separation is outside the region of asymptotic behaviour of magnetic
modes). The presentation in this chapter is based on the paper [336].

Let us briefly consider implications of our results to experimental dynamos. The
estimations [87, 336] illustrate, why it is important to maintain high scale separation.
Since in experiments flows of molten metal are turbulent, the rate of energy dissi-
pation in the flow, P, behaves as P� qðV3=‘ÞL3 [91]; here q is the metal density, V the
typical flow velocity, L the size of the container of the metal, ‘ ¼ eL the typical spatial
scale of the flow, and e the scale ratio. The global magnetic Reynolds number is
Rm ¼ LV=g; where g [ 0 is magnetic molecular diffusivity, implying

P� qg3R3
m=ðeLÞ: ð3:1Þ

Generation is possible, if Rm exceeds the critical value (usually of the order of
several hundred). Consequently, for the given metal and the degree of turbulisation
of the flow in the experimental facility at hand (the quantities g; e and L thus being
prescribed), the pump power P sustaining the given value of Rm is proportional to
R3

m: Thus, it is desirable to lower the critical Reynolds number as much as possible.

V. Zheligovsky, Large-Scale Perturbations of Magnetohydrodynamic Regimes,
Lecture Notes in Physics, 829, DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-18170-2_3,
� Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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Our results suggest that usually it decreases together with the scale ratio e; so scale
separation can significantly help. However, the scale ratio is also present in the
denominator in (3.1), acting oppositely; thus, the onset of magnetic field genera-
tion requires the minimum of the pump power needed to maintain the generating
flow for a certain optimal scale separation [222].

We show that in the absence of the a-effect scale separation implies the presence
of magnetic eddy diffusion. In particular, this happens, if the flow is parity-invariant.
Although this condition significantly restricts the class of considered flows, such
flows can be regarded as a realistic model of time-averaged turbulent ones: parity
invariance is compatible with the Navier–Stokes equation, and although, as any
symmetry, it can be broken by developing instabilities, the resultant hydrodynamic
attractor can be expected to have it ‘‘on average’’ [91]. In the next chapter we will
consider generation by space-periodic parity-invariant flows, which are time-peri-
odic; they can be regarded as a more natural model of turbulent flows.

The evolutionary magnetic mean-field equation was derived in [161] and the first
example of negative magnetic eddy diffusivity was obtained ibid. for the so-called
modified Taylor–Green flow. In this chapter, we construct a concise asymptotic
theory for the eigenvalue problem for the magnetic induction operator, and, unlike in
[82, 161] for parity-invariant flows we determine all terms of the formal asymptotic
expansions of large-scale magnetic modes and their growth rates.

3.1 Kinematic Magnetic Dynamos: The Statement
of the Problem

3.1.1 The Eigenvalue Problem for the Magnetic Induction
Operator

Temporal evolution of a magnetic field hðx; tÞ in a volume of conducting fluid with
the velocity Vðx; tÞ is described by the magnetic induction equation

oh

ot
¼ gr2hþr� ðV� hÞ: ð3:2Þ

The r.h.s. of this equation defines the magnetic induction operator, M: In this
chapter, we consider magnetic field generation by a steady flow VðxÞ: For such
flows, the kinematic dynamo problem reduces to the eigenvalue problem for the
magnetic induction operator,

Mh ¼ kh: ð3:3Þ

Here the vector-valued eigenfunction hðxÞ is called a magnetic mode, k is the
associated eigenvalue (whose real part is the growth rate of this mode; a mode is
decaying, if Re k\0). Magnetic modes are solenoidal,
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r � h ¼ 0: ð3:4Þ

Flows of incompressible fluid are considered,

r � V ¼ 0; ð3:5Þ

they are supposed to be L-periodic (i.e. have periods Li in Cartesian variables
xi;L ¼ ðL1; L2; L3Þ) and, from Sect. 3.4 onwards (except for the first half of Sect.
3.8), parity-invariant (or, in other terminology, symmetric about the centre):

VðxÞ ¼ �Vð�xÞ: ð3:6Þ

3.1.2 Asymptotic Expansion of Large-Scale Magnetic Modes

A large-scale magnetic mode hðX; xÞ is assumed to depend on the fast spatial
variables x and on the slow ones X ¼ ex; and to be L-periodic in x. (The flow
velocity V is independent of the slow variables.) It is defined in the entire three-
dimensional space, or in a bounded region of the slow variables. In the former
case, it is supposed to be globally bounded; in the latter, the boundary conditions
in the slow variables are discussed in Sect. 3.4.2), and they are inconsequential for
constructions of the preceding sections. Differentiation in (3.3) and (3.4) obeys the
chain rule:

r ! rx þ erX ð3:7Þ

(the indices x and X denote differentiation in the respective variables). The scale
ratio e of the slow and fast variables is a small parameter.

A solution to the eigenvalue problem (3.3)–(3.4) can be sought as a power
series in the scale ratio,

h ¼
X1
n¼0

hnðX; xÞen; ð3:8Þ

k ¼
X1
n¼0

kne
n: ð3:9Þ

3.1.3 The Hierarchy of Equations for the Large-Scale Modes

Let h�i and f�g denote, respectively, the mean over the periodicity cell of the fast
variables (we will call it the ‘‘spatial mean’’) and the fluctuating part of a scalar or
vector field:
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hfi ¼ 1
L1L2L3

Z

½0;L�

fðX; xÞ dx; ffg ¼ f � hfi: ð3:10Þ

Substituting the power series (3.8) into the solenoidality condition (3.4) and
taking into account (3.7), we represent the l.h.s. of the resultant equation as a
power series in e: Considering independently the mean and the fluctuating part of
its coefficients, we obtain solenoidality conditions for a large-scale magnetic
mode,

rX � hhni ¼ 0; ð3:11Þ

rx � fhng þ rX � fhn�1g ¼ 0 ð3:12Þ

holding for all n� 0: (By definition, hn � 0 for n\0:)
Let L denote the restriction of the magnetic induction operator M to the

subspace of vector fields, which are L-periodic in space and have a zero spatial
mean. (Differentiation in the fast variables only is performed in the operator L:)
Substituting the series (3.8) and (3.9) into the eigenvalue equation (3.3) and
applying (3.7), we obtain

X1
n¼0

en

 
Lfhng þ g 2ðrx � rXÞ hn�1f g þ r2

Xhn�2
� �

þrx � ðV� hhniÞ þ rX � ðV� hn�1Þ �
Xn

m¼0

kn�mhm

!
¼ 0: ð3:13Þ

Equating to zero the coefficients of the series in the l.h.s. of (3.13), we obtain a
hierarchy of equations. We will show in subsequent sections that the mean parts of
these equations play the rôle of their solvability conditions, and the fluctuating
parts are elliptic partial differential equations in the fast spatial variables for fhng;
solving successively the equations together with the solenoidality conditions (3.12)
one can find all terms of the series (3.8) and (3.9).

3.2 The Kernel of the Magnetic Induction Operator
and Solvability of Auxiliary Problems

Define L0 as a restriction of the magnetic induction operator M (where differ-
entiation is in the fast variables only) to the subspace of vector fields (of any mean,
unlike in the definition of L), L-periodic in the fast spatial variables. The oper-
ators, adjoint to L0 and L are

L0	h ¼ gr2
xhþ ðrx � hÞ � V; L	h ¼ L0	hf g;
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their domains coincide with the domains of L0 and L; respectively. Evidently,
L0	ek ¼ 0;where ek denote unit vectors of the Cartesian coordinate system. Hence,
the kernel of L0	 is at least three-dimensional, and dim kerL0 ¼ dim kerL0	 � 3;
except for a countable set of values of g[ 0; the dimension is three.

We will assume henceforth in this chapter, that the spectrum of L does not
include zero, or, in other words, neutral short-scale zero-mean magnetic modes do
not exist (a neutral magnetic mode is an eigenfunction from the kernel of the
magnetic induction operator). This assumption is not strongly restrictive, since for
a given flow V it is not satisfied only for a countable set of magnetic molecular
diffusivities g:

Let us demonstrate that under this assumption the condition

hfi ¼ 0 ð3:14Þ

is necessary and sufficient for existence and uniqueness of a solution to the
problem Lg ¼ f: Averaging of this equation over the fast spatial variables shows
that the condition is necessary (or, alternatively, this is implied by the facts that
ek 2 kerL0	 and that calculation of the scalar product of a vector field with ek in
the Lebesgue space L2ð½0;L�Þ amounts to calculation of the mean of the kth
component of this field). Suppose now hfi ¼ 0 holds true. Then the original
equation is equivalent to

ð1=gÞr�2Lg ¼ r�2f=g ð3:15Þ

(herer�2 denotes the inverse operator to the Laplacian in the fast variables, acting
in the subspace of L-periodic zero-mean vector fields). The operator in the l.h.s. is
a sum of the identity and a compact operator [294], and hence the Fredholm
alternative theorem [154, 171] is applicable. The operator ð1=gÞL	r�2; whose
domain coincides with the domain of r�2; is adjoint to the operator in the l.h.s. of
(3.15). Our assumption implies that its kernel is trivial; consequently, (3.15) has a
unique solution in the subspace of L-periodic zero-mean vector fields, as required.
In what follows, we will consider equations obtained from the series (3.13) at
successive orders n in two steps:

1�. Consider the spatial mean of the equation and satisfy the solvability condition.
2�. Solve the resultant partial differential equation in the fast spatial variables.

3.3 Magnetic a-Effect

The equation, obtained from (3.13) at the leading order, after simple algebraic
transformations (noting that the flow is solenoidal (3.5)) becomes

L h0f g þ ðhh0i � rxÞV ¼ k0h0: ð3:16Þ
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3.3.1 Solution of the Order e0 Equations

Step 1� for n = 0. Averaging of this equation yields 0 ¼ k0hh0i; and two possi-
bilities arise: k0 ¼ 0; and/or hh0i ¼ 0: As discussed in Sect. 2.2.3, for k0 6¼ 0
perturbed short-scale modes are not of a particular interest unless Re k0 ¼ 0 (if
hh0i ¼ 0; the large-scale magnetic mode is just a perturbation of the respective
short-scale mode; for Re k0 6¼ 0; the short-scale mode and the companion large-
scale mode grow or decay simultaneously, i.e. the presence of large scales does not
change the ability or disability of the flow to generate magnetic field). In what
follows, we consider the case k ¼ 0: For a given flow, imaginary eigenvalues of L
are non-generic (they occur for a countable set of molecular diffusivities only); the
case of an oscillatory (i.e., associated with an imaginary eigenvalue) short-scale
magnetic mode will be discussed in Sect. 3.8.

Step 2� for n = 0. Since L is a linear partial differential operator in the fast
spatial variables and hh0i is independent of them, a solution to (3.16) is

h0f g ¼
X3

k¼1

hh0ikSk: ð3:17Þ

Here we have denoted hh0ik � hh0i � ek (i.e., the kth component of the vector field
hh0i). Vector fields SkðxÞ are zero-mean solutions to the so-called auxiliary
problems of type I:

LSk ¼ �
oV

oxk
: ð3:18Þ

The solutions exist, because the spatial mean of the r.h.s. of (3.18) is, evidently,
zero (see Sect. 3.2).

Taking the divergence of (3.18) we find (using solenoidality of the flow V) that

r2
xðrx � SkÞ ¼ 0: ð3:19Þ

Since rx � Sk is a space-periodic function, this implies rx � Sk ¼ constant (this can
be easily shown either applying the maximum principle to the Laplace equation
[296], or multiplying (3.19) by rx � Sk and integrating the result over a periodicity
cell). Integration of this equality over a periodicity cell demonstrates that the
constant in the r.h.s. is zero, i.e., Sk are solenoidal.

Equation 3.18 is equivalent to

L0ðSk þ ekÞ ¼ 0; ð3:20Þ

and therefore kerL0 contains eigenfunctions with any prescribed spatial mean.
Evidently, dim kerL� dim kerL0 � 3 and hence the kernel of L is non-trivial
provided dim kerL0[ 3: Thus, the kernel of L is trivial if and only if kerL0 is
three-dimensional.
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Note that all non-zero-mean eigenfunctions, ordinary or generalised, of the
operator L0 are associated with the eigenvalue 0 (independently of our assump-
tion, made in Sect. 3.2, that kerL is trivial): opening the brackets and averaging

the eigenvalue equation ðL0 � fpIÞdf ¼ 0 over the fast spatial variables, we

obtain fdhfi ¼ 0 implying hfi ¼ 0: Here f is an ordinary (for d ¼ 1) or generalised
(for d [ 1) eigenfunction, associated with an eigenvalue f 6¼ 0; I is the identity
operator.

Solvability of (3.20) does not require kerL to be trivial. We revoke this
assumption till the end of this paragraph and assume instead that all Jordan normal
form cells of L0; that are associated with the eigenvalue zero, are of size one
(which is generically the case). This holds if the kernel of L is trivial: then zero is
a three-fold simple eigenvalue of L0 (averaging over the fast spatial variables

shows that the problem L0g ¼
P3

k¼1 ckðSk þ ekÞ does not have a solution unless
all ck ¼ 0; ruling out Jordan cells of size two or larger). Let us show that Eq. 3.18
has a solution under the relaxed assumption. If a vector field s	 belongs to the
kernel of L	; then L	s	 ¼ constant (as follows from the formula for L	 in
Sect. 3.2); hence it belongs to the kernel of L0	; hence under the new assumption
L	s	 ¼ 0 (and since Jordan normal forms of an operator and its adjoint have the
same structure, all Jordan cells of L0	 associated with the eigenvalue 0 are also of
size one). Consider short-scale zero-mean vector fields s	kðxÞ comprising a basis in
the kernel of L	: By the Fredholm alternative theorem, the remaining solvability
condition for the equation

ð1=gÞr�2LSk ¼ �r�2L0ek=g

(cf. (3.15)) consists of the orthogonality of the r.h.s. to the kernel of the operator
ð1=gÞL	r�2; i.e. to vector fields r2s	k : The orthogonality is established now by a
simple calculation:

hr�2L0ek � r2s	ki ¼ hL0ek � s	ki ¼ hek �L0	s	ki ¼ 0

(we use the fact that the Laplace operator r2 is self-adjoint for the condition of
space periodicity at hand), concluding the demonstration.

If L0 has one or more Jordan normal form cells1 of size two or more, associated
with the eigenvalue 0, it can be easily established by the arguments similar to the
ones presented in the previous paragraph, that there exist generalised eigenfunc-
tions of L0; associated with the eigenvalue 0, with any prescribed spatial mean.
We present now an alternative demonstration of this statement, which relies on a

1 In the large-scale dynamo problem studied in this chapter, generically L0 does not possess
Jordan cells which are of size greater than one and are associated with the zero eigenvalue.
However, we pay attention to such cases, because the mathematical constructions of this
subsection can be employed, with just minor modifications, for the treatment of large-scale
stability problems, where non-trivial Jordan cells are always present. We will encounter such a
case in Chap. 9.
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formula expressing generalised eigenfunctions as contour integrals. The operator
L0 is elliptic; its spectrum is discrete, and the number of points of the spectrum
belonging to any finite region of a complex plane is finite. The operator

RðfÞ � ðfI�L0Þ�1 : L2ð½0;L�Þ ! L2ð½0;L�Þ is called the resolvent of L0 (here
f is an arbitrary complex number not belonging to the spectrum of L0). Denote

P � 1
2pi

I

jfj¼a

RðfÞ df:

For almost all a, the integrand is a bounded operator at any point of the contour of
integration. For such an a, P is a projection onto the invariant subspace of L0

associated with the eigenvalues not exceeding a in absolute value [306] (below we
prove this for a small a). Suppose f 2 L2ð½0;L�Þ is an arbitrary vector field from
the domain of L0; g ¼ RðfÞf: Averaging of the equation fg�L0g ¼ f over the
fast spatial variables yields hgi ¼ hfi=f; whereby

hPfi ¼ 1
2pi

I

jfj¼a

hfi=f df ¼ hfi: ð3:21Þ

Let K denote the L0-invariant subspace, comprised of eigenfunctions from the
kernel of L0 and generalised eigenfunctions associated with the eigenvalue 0.
Denote the maximum size of a Jordan cell of the restriction of L0 to K by

d
 dimK; there is a bound kRðfÞk
Cjfj�d in the vicinity of f ¼ 0: The identity

ðL0ÞmRðfÞ ¼ ðL0Þm�1 1
2pi

I

jfj¼a

fRðfÞ df

implies

ðL0ÞmRðfÞ ¼ 1
2pi

I

jfj¼a

fmRðfÞ df;

whereby

jðL0ÞdPfj ¼ 1
2pi

I

jfj¼a

fdRðfÞf df

�������

�������

 adþ1 max

jfj¼a
kRðfÞkjfj 
Cajfj: ð3:22Þ

By the residue theorem of the theory of functions of a complex variable, the vector
Pf is independent of the radius of the circle a over which integration is performed,
provided a
 a0 and the only point of the spectrum of L0 inside the circle of radius

a0 is zero. Hence, taking the limit a! 0 in (3.22) we find ðL0ÞdPf ¼ 0 for all
a
 a0: Recall that f is an arbitrary vector field; by virtue of (3.21) we conclude that
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for any constant vector we can find a field from K with the spatial mean equal to
this vector. In particular, if the restriction of L0 to K does not possess Jordan cells
of size exceeding d ¼ 1; we have obtained a contour integral expression for non-
zero-mean eigenfunctions from the kernel of L0:

The inverse problem of determination of a flow generating a given neutral
magnetic mode is considered in [332].

3.3.2 The Solvability Condition for the Order e1 Equations

Step 1� for n = 1. The equation obtained from (3.13) at order e1 is

L h1f g þ 2gðrx � rXÞ h0f g þ ðhh1i � rxÞVþrX � ðV� h0Þ ¼ k1h0: ð3:23Þ

Substituting here (3.17) and averaging the result, we obtain

rX �
X3

k¼1

hV� ðSk þ ekÞihh0ik ¼ k1hh0i: ð3:24Þ

The 3� 3 matrix

a ¼ hV� ðSk þ ekÞi ð3:25Þ

is called the magnetic a-tensor, and the operator in the l.h.s. of (3.24) the operator
of magnetic a-effect. An a-effect operator is typically a linear combination of first-
order derivatives in the slow spatial variables. This has important consequences.
Suppose the problem is solved under the condition of periodicity in the slow
spatial variables, or, alternatively, in a finite region of the slow variables invariant
under reflection about the centre, X! �X; and homogeneous Dirichlet or
Neumann boundary conditions are assumed. Then the spectrum of an operator of
such a structure is symmetric about the imaginary axis: if gðXÞ ¼ hh0i is an
eigenfunction associated with an eigenvalue k1; then gð�XÞ is an eigenfunction
associated with the eigenvalue �k1: Thus, either all eigenvalues are imaginary
(a non-generic case), or there exists an eigenvalue k1 with a positive real part,
implying magnetic field generation. Moreover, magnetic field, space-periodic in
the slow variables, exhibits a superexponential growth: if gðXÞ is an eigenfunction
associated with an eigenvalue k1 and n is integer, then gðnXÞ is an eigenfunction
(possessing the same periodicity) associated with the eigenvalue nk1; conse-
quently, seed magnetic fields, whose all components in the basis of eigenfunctions
of the operator of the a-effect are initially non-zero, exhibit a superexponential
growth. Generically, a dynamo persists, this effectively concluding the investi-
gation of the ability of the flow V to generate a large-scale magnetic field.
(A complete mathematical analysis under an additional condition of ellipticity of
the limit operator of magnetic a-effect in the space of solenoidal vector fields was
performed in [307].)
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The hypothesis that the magnitude of the a-effect is proportional to the flow
helicity

R
½0;L�V � ðr � VÞ dx was put forward by the creators of the mean-field

theory [283] and critically assessed in [65, 119, 243]. This kind of dependence was
derived from an empirical description of homogeneous gyrotropic turbulence in
[187, 188]. The hypothesis persists in various modifications—e.g., transformed
into the hypothesis of its proportionality to the difference of the flow and magnetic
field helicities [23–25, 88]. Although a certain similarity between the flow helicity
and the precise expression for the a-tensor, that we have derived above, is implied
(under the natural assumption hVi ¼ 0) by the ‘‘proportionality’’ of Sk to the r.h.s.
of Eq. 3.18, oV=oxk; the formula (3.25) (as the expressions obtained in [306, 307,
321, 322] for other kinematic dynamo problems, see Chaps. 10 and 11) does not
suggest any direct relation of the magnetic a-effect to the flow helicity (or to the
difference of the flow and magnetic field helicities). As well, the formula (3.25)
cannot be reduced to other heuristic expressions suggested by many authors (see,
e.g., [51, 52, 76, 130, 302]) in the framework of investigation of the a-quenching.

Suppose hVi ¼ 0 (this condition is satisfied in the coordinate system co-moving
with the velocity hVi). A short calculation employing (3.18) yields an alternative
expression for elements of the magnetic a-tensor:

akn � hV� Skin ¼ hðen � VÞ � Ski ¼ q

Z

½0;L�

r � ðen � VÞ � CSk dx

¼ �q

Z

½0;L�

oV

oxn
� CSk dx ¼ q

Z

½0;L�

LSn � CSk dx

¼ �ghðr � SnÞ � Ski � hðV� SnÞ � Ski;

where q � ðL1L2L3Þ�1; and C denotes the inverse curl, i.e. the operator mapping a
solenoidal zero-mean space-periodic vector field to its solenoidal zero-mean
space-periodic vector potential. This expression is compatible with the calculation
of the a-effect in [153, 247] . It implies that in the problem at hand diagonal entries
of the a-tensor,

ann ¼ �ghðr � ðSn þ enÞÞ � ðSn þ enÞi; ð3:26Þ

are proportional to the helicity of the neutral modes, and not of the flow. The
formula illustrates the danger of a direct physical interpretation of mathematical
results. For g ¼ 0 the diagonal elements formally vanish; based on this one might
conjecture that the magnetic a-effect has a diffusive nature and it ‘‘quenches’’ in
the limit Rm !1 (since the size of the periodicity cell and the velocity of the flow
are of the order of unity, the magnetic Reynolds number can be defined as 1=g).
Evidently, this interpretation is wrong, because for g ¼ 0 the type of the equation
defining neutral magnetic modes changes from the elliptic second-order one to a
first-order partial differential equation, whose solvability is not guaranteed. The
conclusion about the decay of the a-effect is illegitimate, since the arguments on
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which it is based ignore the dependence of the neutral modes on magnetic
molecular diffusivity g; and the modes may (and are likely to) develop singularities
as g approaches 0. Inequalities of energy type yield bounds of the order of 1=g for
the norm of the neutral mode in the Sobolev space W

1
2ð½0;L�Þ: This growth is not

annihilated by the factor g in (3.26). A possible growth of the magnitude of the
a-effect for g! 0 is suggested by another expression obtained by vector
multiplication of (3.18) by r�2V=g:

hV� Ski ¼ �
1
g
r�2V� oV

oxk
þr�2V� ðr � ðV� SkÞÞ

� �
:

3.4 Magnetic Eddy Diffusion in Steady Parity-Invariant Flows

So far, our constructions followed [307]; here they start to diverge. We assume
henceforth in this chapter that the flow velocity VðxÞ is parity-invariant (3.6).

3.4.1 Solution of the Order e1 Equations in the Absence
of a-Effect

For a parity-invariant flow, the domain of the operator L splits into a direct sum of
two subspaces: parity-invariant vector fields (such that fðxÞ ¼ �fð�xÞ) and parity-
anti invariant (fðxÞ ¼ fð�xÞ). The r.h.s. of (3.18) is parity-anti invariant, and
hence the solutions Sk are also parity-anti invariant:

SkðxÞ ¼ Skð�xÞ: ð3:27Þ
By virtue of this symmetry, in the case under consideration the a-tensor is a zero
matrix, i.e. the a-effect is absent. Consequently, (3.24) implies k1 ¼ 0:

Step 2� for n = 1. Substituting solutions (3.17) to the order e0 equation into the
fluctuating part of the order e1 equation 3.23, and employing the solenoidality
condition in the slow variables (3.11) for n ¼ 1 and vector analysis identities, we
find

L h1f g ¼ �ðhh1i � rxÞVþ
X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

�2g
oSk

oxm
þ VmðSk þ ekÞ � VðSkÞm

� �
ohh0ik
oXm

ð3:28Þ
(subscripts enumerate Cartesian components of vector fields; in particular, ðSkÞm
denotes the mth component of Sk). By linearity of this equation,

h1f g ¼
X3

k¼1

Skhh1ik þ
X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

Gmk
ohh0ik
oXm

; ð3:29Þ
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where the nine vector fields GmkðxÞ are solutions to auxiliary problems of type II:

LGmk ¼ �2g
oSk

oxm
þ VmðSk þ ekÞ � VðSkÞm: ð3:30Þ

As discussed above, for a parity-invariant flow VðxÞ the spatial mean of the r.h.s.
(equal to the respective entry of the magnetic a-tensor) vanishes, and hence the
problem does have solutions. Since the r.h.s. of equation (3.30) is parity-invariant,
the same holds true for the solution: GmkðxÞ ¼ �Gmkð�xÞ:

Taking the divergence of (3.30), we find using (3.20):

gr2
xðrx �GmkÞ ¼ �rx � ðem � ðV� ðSk þ ekÞÞÞ

¼ em � rx � ðV� ðSk þ ekÞÞð Þ
¼ �gr2

xðSkÞm;

implying rx �Gmk þ ðSkÞm ¼ constant. Averaging this equation over the fast
spatial variables and recalling that Sk are zero-mean and Gmk are space-periodic,
we obtain

rx �Gmk þ ðSkÞm ¼ 0: ð3:31Þ

This identity and expressions (3.17) and (3.29) for solutions to order e0 and e1

problems imply that the solenoidality relation (3.12) is satisfied for n ¼ 1;
whichever are the means hh0i and hh1i:

3.4.2 The Solvability Condition for the Order e2 Equations:
The Operator of Magnetic Eddy Diffusion

Step 1� for n = 2. At order e2 we find from (3.13) the equation

L h2f g þ g 2ðrx � rXÞ h1f g þ r2
Xh0

� �
þ ðhh2i � rxÞV

þrX � ðV� h1f gÞ � ðV � rXÞhh1i ¼ k2h0: ð3:32Þ

Substituting the solution (3.29) to the order e1 equation and averaging the result
over the fast spatial variables, we find

Ehh0i � gr2
Xhh0i þ rX �

X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

Dmk
ohh0ik
oXm

¼ k2hh0i; ð3:33Þ

where

Dmk ¼ hV�Gmki: ð3:34Þ
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Therefore, we have derived a closed eigenvalue equation (3.33), defining together
with the solenoidality condition (3.11) for n ¼ 0 the leading terms in the expan-
sions of the magnetic mode (3.8) and the associated eigenvalue (3.9), h0 and k2;
respectively (the fluctuating part of the eigenmode is now completely determined
by relation (3.17)). We call (3.33) mean-field equations for mean profiles of large-
scale magnetic modes. The mean magnetic field hh0i is an eigenfunction of the
operator E; which is a sum of second-order derivatives; this enables us to interpret
it as the operator of magnetic eddy diffusion.The difference between the magnetic
eddy and molecular diffusion operators—i.e., the operator with the coefficients
(3.34)—is called magnetic eddy correction. Generically, magnetic eddy diffusion
is anisotropic, and, unlike the operator of molecular diffusion, the operator of
magnetic eddy diffusion is not necessarily sign-definite. Solenoidal fields consti-
tute an invariant subspace of E; and in view of solenoidality of hh0i (condition
(3.11) for n ¼ 0) we restrict E to solenoidal vector fields. If the operator has an
eigenvalue with a positive real part associated with a solenoidal eigenfunction, one
speaks of the phenomenon of negative magnetic eddy diffusivity.

The operator E has constant coefficients. Consequently, if the magnetic mode is
defined in the entire three-dimensional space of the slow variables, eigenfunctions
of E are Fourier harmonics

hh0i ¼ eheiq�X;

where eh and q are constant three-dimensional vectors satisfying the equations

�gjqj2eh � q�
X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

Dmk
ehk qm ¼ k2

eh; ð3:35Þ

(this follows from the magnetic mean-field equation (3.33)) and

eh � q ¼ 0 ð3:36Þ

(this is a consequence of the solenoidality condition (3.11) for n ¼ 0). Global
boundedness of the mean field h0 in space implies that q is a real vector (it
determines the orientation of the front of the magnetic mode, regarded as an
amplitude-modulated plane wave). Hence, the large-scale magnetic mode, aver-
aged over small spatial scales, turns out to be space-periodic. (The fluctuating part
of the mode is periodic only if the wave vector q and the scale ratio e satisfy
certain rationality conditions.) Since e is an arbitrary small number, it suffices to
consider wave vectors q of unit length.

The mode can be also defined in a bounded region of the slow variables, with the
mean field satisfying some physically meaningful boundary conditions (e.g., for a
dielectric medium or for a perfect conductor surrounding the conducting fluid).
However, the fluctuating part of the mode generically will not satisfy them, and
therefore the condition of periodicity in the slow variables for the mean magnetic
field, arising for a mode defined in the entire space, seems to be the most natural
one. Nevertheless, for the sake of generality, here and in what follows we consider
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mean-field problems for arbitrary boundary conditions, separately discussing the
particular case of a mode defined in the entire space of the slow variables.

Step 2� for n = 2. The fluctuating part of the order e2 equation (3.32) takes the
form

L h2f g ¼ �g 2
X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

oSk

oxm

ohh1ik
oXm

þ
X3

l¼1

oGmk

oxl

o2hh0ik
oXmoXl

 !
þr2

X h0f g
 !

� ðhh2i � rxÞV�rX �
X3

k¼1

ðV� ðSk þ ekÞÞhh1ik

 

þ
X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

V�Gmkf g ohh0ik
oXm

!
þ k2 h0f g: ð3:37Þ

At this stage hh2i and ohh1ik=oXm remain unknown here. However, the x-dependent
factors in the terms involving these unknown functions are the same in (3.37), as in
the terms in (3.28) involving hh1i and ohh0ik=oXm; respectively; hence

h2f g ¼
X3

k¼1

Skhh2ik þ
X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

Gmk
ohh1ik
oXm

þ h02;

where the zero-mean vector field h02ðX; xÞ is uniquely defined by the equation with
a known zero-mean r.h.s.

Lh02 ¼� g 2
X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

X3

l¼1

oGmk

oxl

o2hh0ik
oXmoXl

þr2
X h0f g

 !

�rX �
X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

V�Gmkf g ohh0ik
oXm

þ k2 h0f g: ð3:38Þ

3.5 Complete Asymptotic Expansion of Large-Scale
Magnetic Modes

We discuss in this section, how to solve successively the equations emerging from
the series (3.13) at orders eN ; N [ 2: The operator of magnetic eddy diffusion E
acts in the space of solenoidal vector fields depending on the slow variables and,
unless magnetic field is defined in the entire space of the slow variables, satisfying
some imposed boundary conditions. We assume that the operator E� k2I has a
bounded inverse in the E-invariant subspace, complementary to the one spanned by
the eigenfunction hh0i; in particular, k2 is a simple (multiplicity one) eigenvalue of
E: (If the region in the slow variables is bounded, regular boundary conditions are
considered, and the eddy diffusion operator is elliptic, this condition is satisfied for
all molecular diffusivities g except for at most a countable set of values.)
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Suppose while solving the equations at orders up to eN�1 we have obtained the
following information:

• the fields hnðX; xÞ for all n\N � 2;
• for n ¼ N � 1 and n ¼ N � 2;

hnf g ¼
X3

k¼1

Skhhnik þ
X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

Gmk
ohhn�1ik

oXm
þ h0n; ð3:39Þ

where zero-mean fields h0nðX; xÞ are known for all n
N � 1;
• the quantities kn for all n\N:

Step 1� for n ¼ N. Substitution of (3.39) for n ¼ N � 1 and averaging over the

fast spatial variables reduces the equation obtained from the series (3.13) at order eN to

ðE� k2IÞhhN�2i � kNhh0i ¼ �rX � hV� h0N�1i þ
XN�3

m¼1

kN�mhhmi: ð3:40Þ

Here the r.h.s. is a known solenoidal (in the slow variables) vector field. Projecting
out Eq. (3.40) in the domain of E into the invariant subspace spanned by hh0i; we
find uniquely kN : Since the operator E� k2I in the complementary E-invariant
subspace has an inverse, we solve (3.40) by finding a solenoidal field hhN�2i (note
the solenoidality condition (3.11) for n ¼ N � 2) in this subspace up to an additive
term proportional to hh0i; which we assume to be zero (this is a normalisation
condition: emergence of such terms in hhni for n� 1 is equivalent to multiplication
of the mode hðX; xÞ by a power series in e; evidently not altering the shape of the
mode).

Step 2� for n ¼ N. Now hN�2 is completely determined by formula (3.39) for
n ¼ N � 2: After hN�2 and (3.39) for n ¼ N � 1 are substituted, the fluctuating
part of the equation, obtained from the series (3.13) at order eN ; takes the form

L hNf g ¼ �g 2
X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

oSk

oxm

ohhN�1ik
oXm

þ
X3

l¼1

oGmk

oxl

o2hhN�2ik
oXloXm

 ! 

þ 2ðrx � rXÞh0N�1 þr2
X hN�2f g

!
� ðhhNi � rxÞV

�rX �
X3

k¼1

ðV� ðSk þ ekÞÞhhN�1ik þ
X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

V�Gmkf g ohhN�2ik
oXm

 

þ V� h0N�1

	 
!
þ
XN�2

m¼0

kN�m hmf g: ð3:41Þ

So far, only the terms involving the factors hhNi and derivatives of hhN�1ik remain
undetermined. As in (3.37), x-dependent coefficients in these terms coincide with
those in the terms containing hh1i and derivatives of hh0ik in (3.28), respectively.
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Thus, (3.41) yields an expression for hNf g analogous to (3.39). An equation for h0N
is obtained from (3.41) by elimination of all terms proportional to hhNi and
derivatives of hhN�1ik (for N ¼ 2 it coincides with (3.38)); in the resultant equation
the only unknown function is h0N ; and the solvability condition is evidently satisfied.

Thus, the equation obtained from the series (3.13) at order eN can be solved,
with all required properties stated in the beginning of this section reproduced. It
remains to verify, that the solenoidality conditions (3.12) are satisfied for the
solutions that we have found. It is easy to do this by induction. We assume that
(3.12) holds true for all n\N and consider equations obtained from the series
(3.13) at orders eN�1 and eN : Adding the divergence of the former in the slow
variables with the divergence of the latter in the fast variables, employing the
identity

rx � ðrX � aðX; xÞÞ þ rX � ðrx � aðX; xÞÞ ¼ 0;

the solenoidality conditions (3.11) for n
N � 2 and the induction assumptions,
we find

gr2
xðrx � hNf g þ rX � hN�1f gÞ ¼ 0:

This implies (3.12) for n ¼ N; as required.
We have constructed a formal complete asymptotic expansion of large-scale

magnetic modes in the power series in the scale ratio. It can be easily shown that it
possesses the following properties: all hn and h0n are parity-anti invariant for all
even n, and parity-invariant for all odd n; in particular, hhni ¼ 0 for all odd
n. Consequently, (3.43) implies that kn ¼ 0 for all odd n, i.e. the series (3.9) in
which the eigenvalue is expanded is, in fact, a power series in e2:

Let now the magnetic mode be defined in the entire space of the slow variables.
As we have established in the previous section, k2 is then an eigenvalue of the
3� 3 matrix (3.35) in the invariant subspace orthogonal to the wave vector (see
(3.36)). We denote its second eigenvalue by k02 and the associated eigenvector

from this subspace by eh0 (assuming jehj ¼ jeh0j ¼ 1), and consider the generic case
k2 6¼ k02: The domain of the operator of magnetic eddy diffusion E splits into a
direct sum of invariant subspaces of vector fields of the form2 hðxÞeiq�X; catego-
rised by constant wave vectors q. Solution of the hierarchy of equations is now

2 This suggests an alternative approach to investigation of large-scale dynamos. Instead of
developing a singular expansion of large-scale magnetic modes, as we have done in this chapter,
one might consider an eigenfunction of this particular form. Substituting it into the eigenvalue
equation for the magnetic induction operator and cancelling out the exponent expðieq � xÞ; we
would reduce the problem to a short-scale eigenvalue problem in hðxÞ for a modified operator
parameterised by the scale ratio e and the wave vector q. Solutions to this problem admit a
regular expansion in the power series in e; which it is perhaps easier to construct. We have not
pursued this approach, because it is inapplicable for weakly nonlinear stability problems.
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considerably simplified, because the dependence of solutions on the slow variables
is via the factor eiq�X:

hn ¼ gnðxÞeiq�X: ð3:42Þ

In particular, we can relax the condition that the inverse to E� k2I exists in
the codimension 1 invariant subspace: it suffices to assume that the eigenvalue k2

has multiplicity one in the two-dimensional subspace of solenoidal Fourier har-
monics (in the slow variables), associated with the wave vector q under
consideration.

To consider further the equation at order eN ; we substitute (3.42) into (3.40) and
cancel out the factor eiq�X: Invariant projection of the resultant equation parallel to
eh in C

3 yields

kN ¼ ieh �P~hðq� hV� g0N�1iÞ; ð3:43Þ

where h0N�1 ¼ g0N�1ðxÞeiq�X and Pu is projection parallel to a vector u. Invariant

projection parallel to eh0 yields

hgN�2i ¼
1

k02 � k2
�iP~h

0 ðq� hV� g0N�1iÞ þ
XN�3

m¼1

kN�mhgmi
 !

:

Hence, all hgni for n [ 0 are parallel to eh0 (the arbitrary additive term parallel to eh
is set to zero as a normalisation condition). The fluctuating part of Eq. 3.14
obtained from (3.13) at order eN yields a relation of the kind of (3.39); the r.h.s. of
the equation for h0N is now proportional to eiq�X; and therefore the solution admits
the form h0N ¼ g0NðxÞeiq�X:

3.6 How Rare is Negative Magnetic Eddy Diffusivity?

The approach, employed by [113] to study how common the phenomenon of
negative eddy viscosity is among two-dimensional flows, was applied in [336] to
explore how often negative magnetic eddy diffusivity is encountered among
‘‘turbulent’’ flows. For a given flow, the auxiliary problems (3.18) and (3.30) were
solved numerically3 in order to evaluate coefficients (3.34) of the magnetic eddy
diffusion operator and find, using Eqs. 3.35 and 3.36, the maximum of the real part

3 It is more efficient to proceed by solving a smaller number of auxiliary problems for the adjoint
operator (considered in Sect. 4.4) than auxiliary problems of type II, as discussed in the next
chapter.
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of eigenvalues of this operator over wave vectors q of unit length. This procedure
was repeated for an ensemble of flows, comprised of Fourier harmonics with
random amplitudes and a prescribed energy spectrum, and the fraction of flows
was determined, which exhibit magnetic negative eddy diffusivity, but do not act
as short-scale dynamos.

Flows in a cube of periodicity of size L ¼ 2p are expanded in Fourier series:

V ¼
XN

jkj¼1

Vkeik�x: ð3:44Þ

The field V is real as long as Vk ¼ V�k: The conditions of parity invariance (3.6)
and solenoidality (3.5) amount to Re Vk ¼ 0 and k � Vk ¼ 0; respectively.

Two ensembles of flows were examined in [336], different in the shape of the
energy spectrum

EK ¼
X

K�1\jkj 
K

jVkj2

(here K [ 0 is an integer): an exponential spectrum with EK � 10�nK ; and a
hyperbolic spectrum with EK � 1=K (modelling flows with a fast and slow energy
spectrum fall off, respectively). The series (3.44) cut off was at N ¼ 10 for the
exponential spectrum (n ¼ 2=3 was set), and at N ¼ 7 for the hyperbolic one.
The flows were generated by the following algorithm (applied for a half of wave
vectors): (i) For each k in the ball 1
 jkj 
N; three-dimensional real vectors V0k
are pseudo randomly generated with each component uniformly distributed at the
interval ½�0:5; 0:5�: (ii) V0k is projected on the plane normal to k. (iii) The
resultant vectors are normalised in spherical shells of width 1, so that when they
are interpreted as imaginary parts of a half of Fourier coefficients of the flow
(3.44), and the remaining half is obtained by complex conjugation so that the
flow is real, the latter has a desirable energy spectrum fall off and the r.m.s.
velocity 1.

Each ensemble is comprised of 100 sample flows. If magnetic molecular diff-
usivity g is too large, eddy diffusivity is close to the molecular one (Eqs. 3.18, 3.30
and 3.34 imply that Dmk ¼ Oðg�2Þ for g!1). If g is too small, then a short-scale
dynamo operates, concealing the large-scale generation (since magnetic field
growth rates in the two processes are Oðe0Þ and Oðe2Þ; respectively). For each
sample, computations were performed for three intermediate values, g ¼ 0:3; 0.2
and 0.1, chosen following preliminary numerical experiments. For each combi-
nation of V and g; a dominant (i.e., associated with an eigenvalue with the largest
real part) short-scale zero-mean magnetic mode was computed by an adapted
version of the code4 [325] and it was verified that the growth rate is negative5 (see
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Fig. 3.1). (Recall that magnetic modes with a non-zero spatial mean are associated
with a zero eigenvalue—see Sect. 3.2.)

Solutions to the auxiliary problems are also sought in the form of Fourier series.
Iterative methods can be used for numerical solution of the discretised auxiliary
problems, e.g. the generalised conjugate gradients method [12] for linear systems
of equations, or the method [231] for general nonlinear systems of equations
employing an extremal property of roots of Chebyshev polynomials and its
modification [336]. They are designed for systems, where the linear operator (in
our case, L; or, more generally, the linearisation around the MHD regime under
examination) is self-adjoint and positive-definite. Since this is not so for the
auxiliary problems—the magnetic induction operator L is not self-adjoint—in
principle,convergence can stall. However, for the large values of g that were used
in this numerical experiment, we did not encounter such a nasty behaviour.

All computations were made with the resolution of 643 Fourier harmonics. The
Fast Fourier Transform [240] and dealiasing [32, 50, 221] were employed for
computation of advective terms. Energy spectra of solutions to the auxiliary
problems fall off fast and monotonically for K� 2: for g ¼ 0:1 the spectra usually
decrease by 7–8 orders of magnitude for flows with the hyperbolically falling off
spectrum, and by 14–15 orders of magnitude for flows with the exponentially
falling off one. The code was tested against the computations [161] for the
modified Green–Taylor flow.

4 Contrary to [178] we cannot recommend integration of the magnetic induction equation (3.2) in
time as an efficient method for the study of magnetic field generation in the kinematic regime, or
for computation of dominant magnetic modes (more generally, of MHD instability modes). This
‘‘method’’ is advantageous compared to the power method in that an efficient time-difference
scheme can be applied for integration, whereas application of the power method is algebraically
equivalent to integration of this equation by the Euler’s scheme. However, on the one hand, as
explained in [325], much larger ‘‘steps of integration’’ can be used in the power method, since the
accuracy of integration is not an issue—the step size is only constrained by the region of
convergence of the method, i.e. by the largest in magnitude subdominant eigenvalue; on the
other, the method [325], built up on the power method, involves optimisation of computation of
the dominant mode by transition to‘‘trajectories’’ (in the terms of the analogy with integration of
the evolutionary equation), which are better approximations of exponential ones. Simulation of an
evolution of a magnetic field for solution of the short-scale kinematic dynamo problem is
practical only if (1) an efficient specialised time-stepping scheme such as [71 201–203] is used,
where the part of the linearisation of space-discretised differential equations,which is responsible
for the stiffness of the system, is integrated precisely; (2) convergence to the dominant magnetic
mode is optimised by enabling transitions to new trajectories with a sequence of initial conditions
converging to the mode (this optimisation can be performed applying the methods [325]); (3) the
discrepancy jLh� fhj is computed to test the termination condition for the computation, rather
than a loosely defined ‘‘exponential pattern of the evolution of the mode’’ is examined.
5 Every sample flow can be regarded as a solution to the Navier–Stokes equation with an
appropriate steady forcing. Another condition for physical soundness of the kinematic dynamo
problem is hydrodynamic stability of the flow, but this holds true if viscosity is large enough.
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Fig. 3.1 Minimum magnetic eddy diffusivity geddy (the vertical axis) versus the growth rate of
the dominant short-scale magnetic mode (the horizontal axis) for g ¼ 0:3 (dots), 0.2 (pluses) and
0.1 (triangles) in the two ensembles of 100 flows with the exponential (the upper panel) and
hyperbolic (the lower panel) energy spectrum fall off
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Fig. 3.2 Histograms of magnetic eddy diffusivity geddy (the horizontal axis) in the two
ensembles of parity-invariant flows with the exponential (the left column) and hyperbolic (the
right column) energy spectrum fall off
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After the coefficients (3.34) were determined, the minimum magnetic eddy
diffusivity

geddy ¼ min
jqj¼1
ð�Re k2ðqÞÞ ð3:45Þ

was evaluated. For a given q, k2ðqÞ; defined by the eigenvalue problem (3.35)–
(3.36), is a root of a quadratic equation, and thus magnetic eddy diffusivity can be
complex (like eddy viscosity of a three-dimensional flow, see [312, 313]). To
accommodate such cases (which are infrequent—see Table 3.1) real parts of roots
are considered in (3.45).

The statistics of the obtained values of magnetic eddy diffusivity (Table 3.1 and
Fig. 3.2) shows that for smaller molecular diffusivities magnetic eddy correction is
more likely to be negative, and the fraction of flows with negative eddy diffusivity is
larger. Eddy diffusivity is generally lower in flows with the exponentially falling off
energy spectrum than in flows with the hyperbolic one. This indicates that small wave
number harmonics in flows are more important for eddy correction to be negative.

The fluctuating part of a dominant large-scale magnetic mode (more precisely,
fh0g) for a sample flow with the exponentially falling off energy spectrum is
shown in Fig. 3.3 in a short-scale periodicity cell (the mean field hh0i is of the
order of the fluctuating part). The pattern can be continued periodically in space
with the harmonic modulation prescribed by the factor eiq�X: It is easy to verify that
the L-periodicity and parity invariance of the flow imply its parity invariance
about each point in the regular grid ðn1L1=2; n2L2=2; n3L3=2Þ; where ni are arbi-
trary integers. A cube of size L=2 ¼ p involving 8 points of the grid inside the
cube of periodicity (whose vertices do not belong to the grid) is shown by dashed
lines. Each centre of parity invariance is, evidently, a stagnation point of the flow.
All stagnation points are located inside regions of small kinetic energy density
shown on the upper panel. In the vicinity of stagnation points with one-dimen-
sional unsteady manifolds magnetic flux ropes can emerge [111, 186]. Magnetic
structures shown in Fig. 3.3 are apparently such flux ropes.

3.7 Strongly Negative Magnetic Eddy Diffusivity

Histograms Fig. 3.2 for g ¼ 0:1 reveal several large in magnitude negative
magnetic eddy diffusivities. In this section we discuss the mechanism of their
emergence. Figure 3.1 provides a key: it shows that eddy diffusivities are

Table 3.1 Statistics of magnetic eddy diffusivity in the two ensembles of flows

Exponential spectrum (%) Hyperbolic spectrum (%)

g ¼ 0:3 g ¼ 0:2 g ¼ 0:1 g ¼ 0:3 g ¼ 0:2 g ¼ 0:1

Re geddy\0 0 18 86 0 4 53

Re geddy\g 83 96 98 30 63 94

Im k2 6¼ 0 7 2 2 8 5 3
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Fig. 3.3 A magnetic mode for g ¼ 0:1 and a sample flow with the exponentially falling off
energy spectrum. The upper panel: isosurfaces of jVj2 at the level of 0.002 of the maximum. The

lower panels: isosurfaces of jhj2 at the levels of 0.6 (left) and 0.4 (right) of the maximum. Dashed
lines: an elementary cube of the grid of parity invariance centres of the flow. Magnetic structures
labelled A, B and C are associated with the flow stagnation points at the vertices of the cube
labelled a, b and c, respectively. Ordinary and double primes in the labels refer to disjoint parts of
the same structure. Subscripts enumerate fragments of structures, artificially produced by cutting
them with faces of the shown periodicity cubes
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strongly negative, when the growth rate of the dominant zero-mean short-scale
magnetic mode is close to zero. The respective eigenvalue of the magnetic
induction operator L is real. Solutions to the auxiliary problems (3.18) and
(3.30) are obtained by application of the operator L�1 to their right-hand sides,
and hence the smallness of an eigenvalue of L can result in an anomalously
large solution and, in favourable conditions, in a strongly negative magnetic
eddy diffusivity. This explanation was verified numerically by checking that
large in magnitude magnetic eddy diffusivities are approximately inversely
proportional to the small in absolute value dominant eigenvalue of L (see
Fig. 3.4).
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Fig. 3.4 Maximum growth rates f1 of short-scale magnetic modes (a), minimum magnetic eddy
diffusivities geddy (b) and the products f1geddy (c) as functions of molecular diffusivity g (the
horizontal axes). Lines of different widths refer to two flow samples, shown by two points with
the minimum geddy in the lower right part of Fig. 3.1a
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Let fpðgÞ be the basis of short-scale L-periodic zero-mean magnetic modes:

LfpðgÞ ¼ fpðgÞfpðgÞ; jfpðgÞj ¼ 1; r � fpðgÞ ¼ 0

(for the sake of simplicity we assume in this section that L does not involve Jordan
normal form cells of size 2 or higher). Suppose for g decreasing to the critical value
gc for the onset of generation, the dominant magnetic mode becomes zero:

Re fpðgÞ\0 for all p and g\gc; f1ðgcÞ ¼ 0:

Generically, the loss of magnetic stability occurs in one of the invariant sub-
spaces—of parity-invariant, or parity-antiinvariant solenoidal vector fields. This
gives rise to two versions of the mechanism that we are considering.

Suppose short-scale parity-invariant magnetic fields are the first to loose sta-
bility. For g\gc solutions SkðgÞ to the auxiliary problems of type I (3.18) depend
on g smoothly. The auxiliary problem of type II (3.30) can be recast as

X
p

fpðgÞcmk; pðgÞfpðgÞ ¼
X

p

jmk; pðgÞfpðgÞ; ð3:46Þ

where

�2g
oSkðgÞ
oxm

þ VmðSkðgÞ þ ekÞ � VðSkðgÞÞm ¼
X

p

jmk; pðgÞfpðgÞ

and

GmkðgÞ ¼
X

p

cmk; pðgÞfpðgÞ

are expansions of the r.h.s. of (3.30) and GmkðgÞ in the basis of magnetic modes,
and summation is over parity-invariant modes. From (3.46), cmk; pðgÞ ¼ jmk; pðgÞ=
fpðgÞ: Since generically jmk;1ðgcÞ 6¼ 0;

GmkðgÞ �
jmk;1ðgcÞ

f1ðgÞ
f1ðgcÞ ! 1;

for g! gc; and the leading, in this limit, part of the eigenvalue equation (3.35) is

AðqÞ
f1ðgÞ

X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

jmk;1ðgcÞ ehk qm ¼ �k2eh; ð3:47Þ

where AðqÞ � q� hV� f1ðgcÞi: Two eigenvalues can be found from (3.47) and

(3.36). One of them, k02 ¼ 0; is of no interest; the associated eigenvector eh0 satisfies

X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

jmk;1ðgcÞ eh0k qm ¼ 0
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and (3.36). The second eigenvalue and the associated eigenvector are

k2 ¼ �
aðqÞ
f1ðgÞ

; aðqÞ �
X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

jmk;1ðgcÞAkðqÞqm; eh ¼ AðqÞ

(we exclude from consideration wave vectors q, for which AðqÞ ¼ 0). Hence, if
ba � maxjqj¼1 aðqÞ[ 0; then the minimum magnetic eddy diffusivity admits in the
limit g! gc arbitrarily large in magnitude negative values:

geddy � ba=f1ðgÞ ! �1:

Now suppose short-scale parity-antiinvariant magnetic fields become unstable
the first. Then solutions SkðgÞ to the auxiliary problems of type I (3.18) tend to
infinity. The problem can be expressed as

X
p

fpðgÞsk; pðgÞfpðgÞ ¼
X

p

qk; pðgÞfpðgÞ;

where

� oV

oxk
¼
X

p

qk; pðgÞfpðgÞ

and

SkðgÞ ¼
X

p

sk; pðgÞfpðgÞ

are expansions of the r.h.s. of (3.18) and SkðgÞ in parity-antiinvariant magnetic
modes. Thus, sk; pðgÞ ¼ qk; pðgÞ=fpðgÞ: Since generically qk;1ðgcÞ 6¼ 0, we find in
the limit g! gc

SkðgÞ �
qk;1ðgcÞ
f1ðgÞ

f1ðgcÞ ! 1:

Let cm denote a solution to the problem

Lcm ¼ �2gc
of1ðgcÞ

oxm
þ Vmf1ðgcÞ � Vðf1ðgcÞÞm:

Then

GmkðgÞ �
qk;1ðgcÞ
f1ðgÞ

cm;

and hence the leading part of the eigenvalue equation (3.35) is

BðqÞ
f1ðgÞ

X3

k¼1

qk;1ðgcÞ ehk ¼ �k2
eh; ð3:48Þ
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where

BðqÞ �
X3

m¼1

q� hV� cmiqm:

Equations 3.48 and 3.36 yield two eigenvalues. One is k02 ¼ 0 with the associated

eigenvector eh0 normal to q and satisfying

X3

k¼1

qk;1ðghÞeh0k ¼ 0:

The second eigenvalue and eigenvector are

k2 ¼ �
bðqÞ
f1ðgÞ

; bðqÞ �
X3

k¼1

qk;1ðgcÞBkðqÞ; eh ¼ BðqÞ

(we consider only such wave vectors q, that BðqÞ 6¼ 0). Consequently, for g! gc

the minimum magnetic eddy diffusivity again admits arbitrarily large in magnitude
negative values:

geddy � bb=f1ðgÞ ! �1;

provided bb � maxjqj¼1 bðqÞ[ 0:
A singular behaviour of this kind indirectly suggests that the asymptotic

expansion constructed in Sects. 3.1–3.5 is inapplicable for g ¼ gc: The increase of
the kernel of L	 for the critical value g ¼ gc implies the respective increase of the
number of solvability conditions for problems in the fast variables, obtained from
the series (3.13) at various orders. Of course, a similar asymptotic expansion can
be constructed for g ¼ gc: The problem for the limit operator will then involve
mean fields hh0i as before, and additional variables—amplitudes of the short-scale
eigenfunctions from the kernel of L; which will be also present in the leading
term of the expansion of a large-scale magnetic mode. If the flow is parity-
invariant and the kernel of L involves parity-invariant short-scale neutral modes,
then the algebra is similar to that in the presence of the a-effect: the limit operator
emerges in the analysis of solvability of the equation obtained from the series
(3.13) at order e; and it is a first-order partial differential operator in the slow
variables; the associated eigenvalue is OðeÞ: If the flow is parity-invariant and all
short-scale modes in kerL are parity-antiinvariant, then the limit operator is a
second-order partial differential operator in the slow variables, generalising the
operator of magnetic eddy diffusion, E; derived in Sect. 3.4.2.

3.8 Perturbation of an Oscillatory Short-Scale Magnetic Mode

We consider now the second possibility for solvability of the order e0 equation
(3.16): hh0i ¼ 0; k0 6¼ 0: As discussed in Sect. 3.1, the case is physically
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interesting when k0 is imaginary. If such an eigenvalue exists, generically it has
multiplicity one, and we will assume that the problem is considered under this
condition. In this section we assume that the flow VðxÞ is parity-invariant (3.6) in
Sect. 3.8.3 onwards.

Step 2� for n = 0. By virtue of Eq. 3.16, h0 is now an eigenfunction of the
short-scale magnetic induction operator, associated with the imaginary eigenvalue
k0:

h0ðX; xÞ ¼ c0ðXÞSðxÞ; LSðxÞ ¼ k0SðxÞ: ð3:49Þ

Note that the eigenvalue equation for the short-scale oscillatory mode S implies
hSðxÞi ¼ 0; and hence the condition hh0i ¼ 0 is automatically enforced for solu-
tions of the form (3.49). Taking the divergence of this eigenvalue equation, we
obtain

gr2ðr � SÞ ¼ k0r � S;

i.e. r � S is a scalar eigenfunction of the Laplacian. However, under the condition
of space periodicity all eigenvalues of the Laplacian are real and negative, this
implying that S is solenoidal.

3.8.1 Solvability Condition for Auxiliary Problems

Let S	ðxÞ denote the eigenfunction of the operator L0	 (the adjoint of L0) asso-
ciated with the eigenvalue k0: We normalise it by the condition

Z

½0;L�

SðxÞ � S	ðxÞ dx ¼ 1:

Consider an equation

ðL� k0Þh ¼ f: ð3:50Þ

Scalar multiplying it by S	ðxÞ and integrating over a short-scale periodicity cell
(this projects the equation into the subspace spanned by SðxÞ), we find a necessary
condition for solvability of this problem:

Z

½0;L�

fðxÞ � S	ðxÞ dx ¼ 0: ð3:51Þ

As in Sect. 3.2, it can be shown, that this condition is also sufficient. To do this, we
note that hhi ¼ �hfi=k0; reduce Eq. 3.50 to the one with the zero-mean data, and
apply to the new equation the inverse Laplacian, thus obtaining a reduced problem,
which involves a linear operator of the correct structure for application of the
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Fredholm alternative theorem. The solvability condition for the reduced problem
then can be rendered in the form (3.51) noting that S	f g is the eigenfunction of the
operator L	 associated with the eigenvalue k0; and

hS	i ¼ �hV� ðr � S	f gÞi=k0:

In other words, the operator L0 � k0 is invertible in the invariant subspace,
complementary to the subspace spanned by SðxÞ:

In the present context, it is convenient to join the relations for divergencies
(3.11) and (3.12) into a single one,

rx � hn þrX � hn�1 ¼ 0: ð3:52Þ

Solenoidality of SðxÞ verifies this equation for n ¼ 0:

3.8.2 Order e1 Equation: The a-Effect

Step 1� for n = 1. For h0 satisfying (3.49), the equation obtained from series
(3.13) at order e1 reduces to

ðL0 � k0Þh1 ¼ �2grxS � rXc0 �rXc0 � ðV� SÞ þ k1Sc0: ð3:53Þ

The mean part of this equation can be used to determine the mean hh1i:

hh1i ¼ rXc0 � hV� Si=k0:

The solvability condition (3.51) for Eq. (3.53) reduces to

Ac0 �
X3

k¼1

ak
oc0

oXk
¼ k1c0; ð3:54Þ

where

ak �
Z

½0;L�

2g
oS

oxk
þ ek � ðV� SÞ

� �
� S	 dx: ð3:55Þ

Thus, the subleading term k1 in the expansion (3.9) of the eigenvalue (the real part
of k1 is the leading term in the expansion of the growth rate of the large-scale
magnetic mode under consideration), and the amplitude c0ðXÞ of the leading term
in the expansion (3.8) of the large-scale mode are solutions to the eigenvalue
problem for the operator A defined by (3.54). By analogy with the mean-field
case, this operator is called the operator of the a-effect acting on perturbation of an
oscillatory mode acting on large-scale perturbations of a short-scale oscillatory
magnetic mode. This operator is a sum of first-order derivatives in the slow spatial
variables, generically implying a superexponential growth of a seed large-scale
magnetic field (see Sect. 3.3.2).
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Thus, in investigation of generation of large-scale magnetic modes which are
perturbations of oscillatory short-scale modes SðxÞ; we obtain an amplitude6

equation for the modulating amplitude c0ðXÞ of the mode SðxÞ; involving the a-
effect operator. In subsections that follow we consider the case, where this a-effect
operator is zero.

3.8.3 Order e1 Equations in the Absence of the a-Effect

We consider henceforth magnetic field generation by parity-invariant flows (3.6).
The domain of the operator L0 is a direct sum of two subspaces, of parity-invariant
and parity-antiinvariant vector fields, and the oscillatory mode S and eigenfunction
S	 are simultaneously either parity-invariant, or parity-antiinvariant. In both cases,
expressions (3.55) imply ak ¼ 0; i.e. the a-effect is absent and hence (3.54) reduces
to k1 ¼ 0:

Step 2� for n = 1. Consequently, the parity (with respect to the fast variable x)
of the r.h.s. of the order e1 equation (3.53) is opposite to that of S, and in the
respective invariant subspace the operator L0 � k0 is invertible. Owing to the
structure of the r.h.s. of (3.53) and its linearity, solutions to this equation are

h1ðX; xÞ ¼ c1ðXÞSðxÞ þ
X3

k¼1

oc0

oXk
GkðxÞ: ð3:56Þ

Here, the three vector fields Gk are L periodic solutions to auxiliary problems of
type II’:

ðL0 � k0ÞGk ¼ �2g
oS

oxk
� ek � ðV� SÞ: ð3:57Þ

The parity of the r.h.s. of this equation is opposite to that of S, and therefore the
solvability condition (3.51) is satisfied; since parity-invariant and parity-antiin-
variant fields compose invariant subspaces of L; the parity of Gk is opposite to
that of S.

Taking the divergence of (3.57) and adding the kth component of the eigen-
value equation (3.49) for the short-scale magnetic mode S, we obtain

gr2ðr �Gk þ SkÞ ¼ k0ðr �Gk þ SkÞ:

This identity implies that r �Gk þ Sk ¼ 0; and therefore the relation (3.52) for
n ¼ 1 holds true.

6 Mean-field equations are a particular case of amplitude equations, since the mean fields can be
interpreted as amplitudes, depending on the slow variables and modulating the respective steady
non-zero-mean short-scale modes, see, for instance, (3.17).
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The mean part of Eq. 3.57 is equivalent to

hGki ¼ ek � hV� Si=k0:

3.8.4 Order e2 Equations in the Absence of a-Effect:
Eddy Diffusion Revisited

Step 1� for n = 2. At order e2 we obtain from (3.13) the equation

ðL0 � k0Þh2 ¼ �gð2ðrx � rXÞh1 þr2
Xh0Þ � rX � ðV� h1Þ þ k2h0: ð3:58Þ

Substituting here the solution (3.56) to the order e1 equation, scalar multiplying
by S	ðxÞ and integrating over a short-scale periodicity cell, we find

Eoscc0 � gr2
Xc0 þ

X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

Dmk
o2c0

oXkoXm
¼ k2c0; ð3:59Þ

where

Dmk �
Z

½0;L�

2g
oGk

oxm
þ em � ðV�GkÞ

� �
S	 dx:

Thus, we have derived an eigenvalue equation for determination of the
amplitude c0ðXÞ of the short-scale oscillatory magnetic mode SðxÞ in the leading
term in the expansion of the large-scale stability mode (3.8), and the subleading
term k2 in the expansion of the associated eigenvalue (3.9); the real part of k2 is
the leading term in expansion of the growth rate of the large-scale mode. The
operator Eosc defined by (3.59) is a sum of second-order derivatives, and we
interpret it as the operator of eddy diffusion, acting on large-scale perturbation of
a short-scale oscillatory magnetic mode. The operator is, in general, anisotropic.
The coefficients Dmk in Eosc are constant; consequently, if the mode is defined in
the entire space of the slow variables and is globally bounded, the eigenfunc-
tions are Fourier harmonics. If the eddy diffusion operator Eosc has an eigen-
value with a positive real part (which is not ruled out), one speaks of generation
of a large-scale magnetic mode by the mechanism of negative magnetic eddy
diffusivity.

As in Sects. 3.3 and 3.4, and in Sect. 3.8.2, we interrupt here solution of the
problem at hand, although it is possible to solve further equations from the hier-
archy arising from (3.13) and thus to construct complete asymptotic expansions
(3.8) and (3.9).
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3.9 Magnetic Field Generation with Moderate
Scale Separation

In this section we somewhat deviate from the main topic of the present book and
consider magnetic field generation for finite scale ratios. Two questions were
studied numerically in [336]: (i) How do growth rates of dominant magnetic
modes depend on the scale ratio for flows with negative magnetic eddy diffusivity?
(ii) How does the critical magnetic Reynolds number behave when e is modestly
lowered from e ¼ 1?

Computations are simplified by the fact that for a fixed scale ratio e magnetic
modes can be sought in the form

H ¼ eieq�xhðx; e; qÞ; ð3:60Þ
(agreeing with the structure of the large-scale magnetic modes, discussed at the
end of Sect. 3.5). Substituting (3.60) into the eigenvalue equation (3.3) for the
magnetic induction operator and cancelling out the factor eieq�x; we obtain a short-
scale eigenvalue problem for a modified operator parameterised by the quantities e
and q (cf. [94, 252]). The modified operator and the solenoidality condition are
obtained from the original ones by the modification of gradients

r ! rx þ ieq:

To find the dominant eigenvalue for the given scale ratio e; it remains to
maximise the growth rates over directions q. Since this requires a large amount of
computations (lowering of the condition number in auxiliary problems makes them
significantly less demanding numerically than computation of a dominant eigen-
value), maximisation over all q of unit length was not performed. Instead, only
‘‘binary’’ wave vectors were considered, every component of which takes the
values 0 or 1; then e can be interpreted as the scale ratio along the respective
coordinate axes. For every flow, the binary wave vector was chosen as follows:
For g ¼ 0:1 the vector q, minimising magnetic eddy diffusivity, was determined.
For all four considered flows it turned out to be approximately parallel to a binary
one, and the latter was used in computations.

Maximum growth rates for four samples from the ensemble of flows with a
hyperbolic energy spectrum, exhibiting negative magnetic eddy diffusivity, are
shown in Fig. 3.5. The spectra of the modified operators have the following
properties: (i) For wave vectors q with integer components, for any two values of e
differing by 1, the spectra coincide, and eigenfunctions associated with the same
eigenvalue coincide up to a factor eiq�x: (ii) Due to parity invariance of the flow
(3.6), for any two values of e differing in sign, the spectra coincide, and eigen-
functions associated with the same eigenvalue are transformed one into another by
the mapping HðxÞ ! Hð�xÞ: Consequently, the plots in Fig. 3.5 can be continued
over the entire range of e by 1-periodicity and the symmetry about the vertical line
e ¼ 1=2: Property (ii) implies, that the spectrum is complex-conjugate: eigen-

values k and k are associated with eigenfunctions HðxÞ and Hð�xÞ; respectively.
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Computations presented in Fig. 3.5 were performed with the resolution of 643

Fourier harmonics by an adapted version of the code [325]. Energy spectra of
magnetic modes decrease at least by 4 orders of magnitude for g ¼ 0:13 and 5
orders for g ¼ 0:3; confirming that adequate resolution was employed. For
g ¼ 0:07 it decreases by 3 orders only. Although from a conservative point of
view this is the minimum acceptable fall off, the growth rates differ from
those computed for test purposes with the resolution of 323 Fourier harmonics only
in the third significant digit. This is in line with the observation [46] that eigen-
values are less sensitive to insufficient resolution than the fine structure of
eigenfunctions.

In agreement with the eigenvalue series expansion (3.9) for k0 ¼ k1 ¼ 0 (see
Sects. 3.3.1 and 3.4.1), near e ¼ 0 plots in Fig. 3.5 have a parabolic shape. When
magnetic eddy diffusivity is negative (i.e., the growth rates are positive in the limit
of e! 0), generation typically occurs for all scale ratios, or ceases only for
considerably large ones (i.e., the intervals of g; for which it ceases for small e; are
very short). Switching of analytical branches of dominant magnetic modes near
e ¼ 0:3 is responsible for windows of dynamo disappearance in Fig. 3.5d.

Why maximum growth rates tend to zero when e! 0; deserves a comment.
The eigenfunction of the modified operator, hðx; e; qÞ; is not required to have a
zero spatial mean. Nevertheless, unless e is integer, the spatial mean of the mode
(3.60) is zero; this explains why some dominant eigenvalues are negative in

(a) (c)

(b) (d)

Fig. 3.5 Maximum growth rates (the vertical axis) of magnetic modes as a function of the scale
ratio e (the horizontal axis) for different molecular diffusivities g for four samples from the
ensemble of flows with the hyperbolic energy spectrum
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Fig. 3.5, despite there always exist non-zero-mean magnetic modes associated
with a zero eigenvalue (see Sect. 3.2). However, for e! 0; coefficients of the
modified operator tend to those of the non-modified magnetic induction operator,
and hence eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the former tend to the ones of the
latter. Computations show that hhðx; e; qÞi does not tend to zero in the limit under
consideration. Since non-zero-mean eigenfunctions of the magnetic induction
operator belong to its kernel, for e ¼ 0 the zero growth rate is obtained. (Recall
that we deliberately exclude from consideration the combinations of the flow and
magnetic molecular diffusivity, for which short-scale generation is possible.)

Finally, we study how a moderate scale separation (more precisely, doubling of
the spatial scale of magnetic field) affects the critical magnetic Reynolds number
for the onset of magnetic field generation. We define magnetic Reynolds numbers
for the maximum length scale present in the problem—that of the magnetic field;
the r.m.s. velocity is 1 (see an outline of the algorithm for generation of flows in
the previous section), implying Rm ¼ 1=ðegÞ: Computations were done in [336] for
30 samples from the ensemble of flows with a hyperbolic energy spectrum fall off
(see Fig. 3.6). For e ¼ 1=2; computations for all seven possible binary q 6¼ 0 were
made with the resolution of 323 Fourier harmonics, and afterwards the critical
magnetic diffusivity was refined with the resolution of 643 Fourier harmonics for
the wave vector q, for which the maximum of low-resolution critical values was
admitted. The secant method was used to determine the critical magnetic molec-
ular diffusivity, for which the dominant mode is steady or time-periodic; iterations
were terminated when the real part of the eigenvalue was below 10�5:

In all computations for e ¼ 1=2 energy spectra decrease by at least 4 orders of
magnitude; hence the 643 harmonics resolution is sufficient. The most demanding
computations are for e ¼ 1 and Rm [ 50; for which energy spectra decrease by 2–3
orders of magnitude; however, in agreement with the remark above, the

Fig. 3.6 Critical magnetic Reynolds numbers for the onset of short-scale magnetic field
generation (e ¼ 1; the horizontal axis) versus critical magnetic Reynolds numbers for the onset of
generation of magnetic field of a twice larger spatial scale (e ¼ 1=2; the vertical axis) for 28
parity-invariant flows with a hyperbolic energy spectrum fall off. Dashed line: equal Reynolds
numbers
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eigenvalues are nevertheless determined accurately enough (the critical magnetic
Reynolds numbers computed with the resolutions of 323 and 643 harmonics differ
in the third significant digit).

Only 28 out of the 30 considered flow samples are shown in Fig. 3.6. For the
two remaining flows, the critical magnetic Reynolds numbers for e ¼ 1=2 are
Rm ¼ 30:7 and 25.3, but these flows do not generate a short-scale (e ¼ 1) magnetic
field for Rm
 100: Thus, in 70% scale of magnetic field has resulted in a decrease
of the critical value. The same effect was observed in [79, 105] for ABC flows and
in [204] for the modified Taylor–Green flow.

3.10 Conclusions

1. In this chapter we have constructed asymptotic expansions of large-scale
magnetic modes (3.8) generated by short-scale steady space-periodic modes
and their growth rates in power series in the scale ratio, and derived a closed set
of equations for the leading terms of the expansions. Large-scale perturbations
of neutral (belonging to the kernel of the magnetic induction operator L0) and
oscillatory (associated with imaginary eigenvalues of L0) short-scale modes
have been considered. It is shown that generically the a-effect takes place.
The amplitudes of the short-scale modes, comprising the leading term of the
expansion of a magnetic mode, are a solution to the eigenvalue problem for the
operator of a-effect, (3.24) or (3.54), respectively. An operator of a-effect is a
partial differential operator of the first order of a special structure, whose
spectrum is symmetric about the imaginary axis, and therefore generically the
kinematic dynamo operates (under certain restrictions on the shape of the
region of the slow variables, where the mode resides). Moreover, space-peri-
odic (in the slow variables) magnetic fields experience superexponential
growth. If the flow is parity-invariant, then the limit operators, (3.33) or (3.59),
respectively, are partial differential operators of the second order, describing
magnetic eddy diffusion; generically it is anisotropic.

2. Magnetic eddy diffusivity was computed for 600 combinations of magnetic
molecular diffusivity and space-periodic parity-invariant flows composed of
random-amplitude Fourier harmonics with a prescribed exponential or hyper-
bolic fall off of the energy spectrum. The results demonstrate that negative
magnetic eddy diffusivity is a physically realisable phenomenon: for the con-
sidered magnetic molecular diffusivities g ¼ 0:1; 0.2 and 0.3, no short-scale
kinematic magnetic dynamo operates, but for g ¼ 0:1 86% of flows with the
exponential energy spectrum and 53% of flows with the hyperbolic energy
spectrum generate large-scale magnetic field by the mechanism of negative
magnetic eddy diffusivity.

3. Examples of space-periodic parity-invariant flows with an anomalously strong
negative magnetic eddy diffusivity are obtained. We have explained how this
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happens, when the magnetic Reynolds number is close to the critical value for
the onset of short-scale magnetic field generation.

4. Direct numerical simulations have shown that doubling of the spatial scale of
magnetic field decreases the critical magnetic Reynolds number for the onset of
magnetic field generation in 70% of instances. A detailed study of the depen-
dence of the growth rate of dominant magnetic modes on the scale ratio e for
four sample flows indicates that flows with negative magnetic eddy diffusivity
can cease to kinematically generate magnetic field at small finite scale ratios e;
but this typically happens only in a short interval of magnetic molecular dif-
fusivities. Switching of analytical branches of dominant magnetic modes,
occurring when e is varied, can give rise to windows, where no generation takes
place.
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Chapter 4
Time-Periodic Large-Scale Magnetic
Dynamos

We investigate in this chapter generation of large-scale magnetic fields by short-
scale parity-invariant flows, which are space- and time-periodic. The presentation
is based on [335].

We have demonstrated in the previous chapter that steady parity-invariant flows
exhibit negative eddy diffusivity relatively often. It might be desirable to perform a
similar investigation for unsteady turbulent flows, but this problem is numerically
intensive and solving it consumes significant computational resources. For this
reason, we consider an ‘‘intermediate’’ class of time-periodic flows and focus on
flows of, perhaps, the simplest in this class dependence on time,

Vðx; tÞ ¼ UðxÞ þ
ffiffiffiffi
x
p
ðVcðxÞ cos xt þ VsðxÞ sin xtÞ; ð4:1Þ

which can still provide an insight into the effects featured by flows involving more
complicated periodic time dependencies.

Like for steady flows, parity invariance implies the absence of the a-effect in
the magnetic dynamo under consideration. In order to derive the tensor of eddy
correction of magnetic diffusion, we consider, as in the previous chapter, expan-
sions of magnetic modes and the associated eigenvalues in asymptotic power
series in the scale ratio e: As before, magnetic eddy diffusion is anisotropic, and the
coefficients of the operator of eddy correction of magnetic diffusion can be
expressed in the terms of solutions to short-scale auxiliary problems. For the flow
(4.1), the derivation of the mean-field equations is simpler than in the general case,
and auxiliary problems have a reduced numerical complexity.

Space- and time-periodic flows of two kinds were extensively studied within the
framework of fast kinematic dynamo theory. Both flows are generalisations of
ABC flows; they are comprised of a small number of trigonometric functions. In
‘‘modulated waves’’ considered in [57, 211] the time dependence of the form (4.1)
was assumed. Generation by ‘‘circularly polarised’’ flows was studied analytically
in [57, 234, 235]. Because of the considered time dependence, trajectories of fluid

V. Zheligovsky, Large-Scale Perturbations of Magnetohydrodynamic Regimes,
Lecture Notes in Physics, 829, DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-18170-2_4,
� Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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particles in these flows exhibit chaotic behaviour (which is a necessary condition
for a dynamo to be fast), despite the flows depend only on two spatial coordinates.
Independence on the third coordinate gave a possibility to separate the variables,
and as a result to simulate the evolution of magnetic fields for large magnetic
Reynolds numbers Rm� 104 [107, 110] with a sufficient resolution. Circularly
polarised flows depending on three spatial coordinates were considered in [42, 43].

We investigate here the dynamo action of flows, which are more physically
realistic; as in the previous chapter, computations were performed for synthetic
flows, comprised of Fourier harmonics of random amplitudes with an exponential
fall off of the energy spectrum. (As we have shown in Chap. 3, flows comprised of
random-amplitude harmonics with a slow—hyperbolic—fall off of the energy
spectrum are less efficient generators, and we do not consider them here). They can
be regarded as a model of turbulent flows, which is more precise than similar
steady flows considered in Chap. 3. Even for the simple time dependence (4.1),
computation of the tensor of eddy correction of magnetic diffusion requires con-
siderable computer resources. For this reason we did not collect statistics for time-
dependent flows as large, as for steady flows. Because of the random choice of
amplitudes of Fourier harmonics, we can nevertheless hope that our numerical
results are typical for a sufficiently wide class of flows resembling turbulent ones.
(By contrast, if a term with a sine or a cosine is missing in (4.1), no genericity of
results can be expected: for instance, as shown in Sect. 4.6, in this case the
contribution from the time-dependent part of the flow to magnetic eddy diffusion
disappears in the limit of high frequencies).

Our computations confirm the general result obtained for the steady flows: scale
separation is beneficial for magnetic field generation. However, time-periodic
flows turn out to be, in general, less efficient dynamos than the steady ones. The
case of high temporal frequencies x is considered in Sect. 4.6. It is shown that due
to the presence of the factor

ffiffiffiffi
x
p

in the time-dependent terms in (4.1), their
contribution to magnetic eddy diffusivity is finite in the limit x!1: We have
numerically verified that magnetic eddy diffusivity can remain negative at large x:

4.1 The Floquet Problem for Large-Scale Magnetic Modes

4.1.1 Statement of the Problem

We consider in this chapter the kinematic dynamo problem for a flow with a
velocity Vðx; tÞ; which has a period �T ¼ 2p=x in time t; and periods Li in the
spatial variables xi: As in the previous chapter, we assume that the fluid is
incompressible,

r � V ¼ 0;

and the flow is parity-invariant,
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Vðx; tÞ ¼ �Vð�x; tÞ: ð4:2Þ

The temporal evolution of a magnetic field h is governed by the magnetic
induction equation,

Mh � �oh

ot
þ gr2hþr� ðV� hÞ ¼ 0: ð4:3Þ

Substituting here h! hðx; tÞekt; we find that a magnetic mode hðx; tÞ is a solution
to the Floquet problem for the operator of magnetic induction, M:

Mh ¼ kh: ð4:4Þ

The mode is solenoidal,

r � h ¼ 0; ð4:5Þ

and has the same period �T in time, as the flow has. Re k is the growth (or decay,
depending on the sign) rate of the magnetic mode. Eigenfunctions of the problem
(4.4), (4.5) can be determined up to a factor eiJxt; where J is an arbitrary integer;
the associated modes differ by the factor iJx: Hence it is natural to impose the
normalisation condition

jIm kj �x=2: ð4:6Þ

4.1.2 Asymptotic Expansion of Large-Scale Magnetic Modes

We study large-scale magnetic modes hðX; x; tÞ that are globally bounded and
depend on the fast, x; and slow, X ¼ ex; spatial variables (the flow V is inde-
pendent of the slow variables). Consequently, we differentiate in (4.4) and (4.5)
using the chain rule:

r ! rx þ erX: ð4:7Þ

The spatial scale ratio e is a small parameter. A mode is supposed to have the
same vector of spatial periods L in the fast spatial variables, as the flow. A
discussion of the boundary conditions in Sect. 3.4.2, remains applicable without
any modification for the case of time-periodic flows considered here.

We will seek a solution to the Floquet problem (4.4) in the form of power series

k ¼
X1
n¼0

kne
n; ð4:8Þ
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h ¼
X1
n¼0

hnðX; x; tÞen: ð4:9Þ

Substitution of the series (4.8) and (4.9) into equations (4.4) and (4.5) defining
magnetic modes, and expansion of the result into a power series in e yields a
hierarchy of equations.

4.1.3 Solvability of Auxiliary Problems

In this subsection we consider the hierarchy of short-scale equations emerging for
the Floquet problem (4.4) for an arbitrary time- and space-periodic flow Vðx; tÞ:
We establish conditions for solvability of auxiliary problems and will present, in
the next subsection, a sketch of solution of the Floquet problem in this general
case. Solution for the flow of the simple structure (4.1) is discussed in details in
Sects. 4.2 and 4.3.

Let us denote the spatio-temporal mean over the fast variables x and t; and the
fluctuating part of a field f by

fh ih i � 1
�T

Z�T

0

h f ðX; x; tÞidt; fffgg � f � fh ih i;

respectively; the spatial mean fh i over the fast variables x was defined in
Sect. 3.1.3.

We denote by L0 the reduction of the operator of magnetic induction, M;
defined by (4.3), on the linear space of vector fields, L-periodic in space and
�T-periodic in time, and by L the reduction of L0 on the subspace of vector fields
with a vanishing spatio-temporal mean. Differentiation in the fast variables x and
t only is performed in L0 and L:

The operators, adjoint to L0 and L; take the form

L0�h ¼ oh

ot
þ gr2

xhþ ðrx � hÞ � V; L�h ¼ ffL0�hgg

(like L;L� acts in the subspace of vector fields with a vanishing spatio-temporal
mean). Since, evidently, L0�ek ¼ 0; the kernel of L0� is at least three-dimen-
sional. We will consider the generic case, in which its dimension is equal to three
(for a given flow Vðx; tÞ this does not hold only for a countable set of values of g).
In this case the kernels of L� and L are trivial. This implies that the spatio-
temporal means of vector fields from kerL0 are non-zero.

Let us show that under this assumption

fh ih i ¼ 0 ð4:10Þ

is the solvability condition for the problem
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L0g ¼ f; ð4:11Þ

where the r.h.s. is L-periodic in space and �T-periodic in time and belongs to the
Lebesgue space L2ð½0;L	 � ½0; �T 	Þ:

First, we consider the problem

�og

ot
þ gr2g ¼ f:

Under condition (4.10) its solution possessing the same periodicities as the r.h.s.
can be constructed as a Fourier series:

g ¼ �
X
m;n

f̂m;n

imxþ 4p2g
P3

q¼1ðnq=LqÞ2
e

i mxtþ2p
P3

q¼1
nqxq=Lq

� �
; ð4:12Þ

where the term for m ¼ 0; n ¼ 0 is absent due to (4.10), and

f ¼
X
m;n

f̂m;ne
i mxtþ2p

P3

q¼1
nqxq=Lq

� �

is the Fourier series for the field f:
Equation (4.12) defines the operator �o=ot þ gr2ð Þ�1

; acting in the subspace
of zero-mean vector fields possessing the periodicities under consideration and
belonging to the Lebesgue space L2ð½0;L	 � ½0; �T 	Þ: We can therefore consider
now the problem

gþBg ¼ �o

ot
þ gr2

� ��1

f; ð4:13Þ

which is equivalent to the problem (4.11), (4.10) where

Bg � � o

ot
þ gr2

� ��1

ðr � ðV� gÞÞ:

The operator L0� o
ot þ gr2
� ��1

defined in the above-mentioned subspace is adjoint
to the operator in the l.h.s. of (4.13). Our assumption implies that its kernel is
trivial. Therefore, by the Fredholm alternative theorem [154, 171] this problem
(and (4.11) simultaneously with it) has a unique solution in this subspace, since the
operator B is compact.

The latter statement is well-known in the theory of parabolic partial differential
equations. For the reader’s convenience we will give now an elementary proof of
compactness of the operator
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~Bg � � o

ot
þ gr2

� ��1X3

j¼1

o

oxj
ðaj � gÞ

acting in the same subspace under the condition that vector fields ajðx; tÞ are
sufficiently smooth and have the periodicities under consideration; clearly, this
implies compactness of B: It suffices to show that ~B is a limit of finite-dimensional
operators [154]. We expand aj and g into Fourier series:

aj¼
X
m;n

âj;m;ne
i mxtþ2p

P3

q¼1
nqxq=Lq

� �
; g¼

X
m;n

ĝm;ne
i mxtþ2p

P3

q¼1
nqxq=Lq

� �
:

Consequently,

~Bg ¼
X
M;N

X
m;n

X3

j¼1

�2piâj;m;n � ĝM�m;N�nNj=Lj

iMxþ 4p2g
P3

q¼1ðNq=LqÞ2
e

i Mxtþ2p
P3

q¼1
Nqxq=Lq

� �
:

Let us estimate the norm of the operator

~BKg �
X
jMj 
K;
jNj 
K

X
m;n

X3

j¼1

�2piâj;m;n � ĝM�m;N�nNj=Lj

iMxþ 4p2g
P3

q¼1ðNq=LqÞ2
e

i Mxtþ2p
P3

q¼1
Nqxq=Lq

� �
:

By the Cauchy–Schwarz–Buniakowski inequality and Parseval’s theorem,

j ~BKgj2�
X
jMj 
K;
jNj 
K

X
m;n

X3

j¼1

2pâj;m;n � ĝM�m;N�nNj=Lj

iMxþ 4p2g
P3

q¼1ðNq=LqÞ2

					
					
2

�
X
jMj 
K;
jNj 
K

 
4p2

P3
q¼1ðNq=LqÞ2

M2x2 þ 4p2g
P3

q¼1ðNq=LqÞ2
� �2

X
m;n

X3

j¼1

jâj;m;nj2ðjnj þ jmj þ 1Þa
 !

�
X
m;n

jĝM�m;N�nj2ðjnj þ jmj þ 1Þ�a

 !!

� jgjmaxq Lq

2pgK

� �2 X
m;n

X3

j¼1

jâj;m;nj2ðjnj þ jmj þ 1Þa
 !X

m;n

ðjnj þ jmj þ 1Þ�a:

The last sum converges for any a [ 4; the second factor is finite by the
assumption on the regularity of aj: The inequality implies, that for the given aj; for

any a[ 4 and d [ 0 one can choose such a K that k ~BKk\d: Thus, we have shown
that ~B is a limit of finite-dimensional operators ~B� ~BK :

As a corollary, we find that

L�1 ¼ ðIþBÞ�1 � o

ot
þ gr2

� ��1

;
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(where I is the identity) is a compact operator (being a product of a bounded
operator and a compact one [154). In particular, this implies [154], that every
eigenvalue of L is of a finite multiplicity, and the absolute values of eigenvalues
of L tend to infinity.

4.1.4 Solution of the Floquet Problem for a Generic
Time-Periodic Parity-Invariant Flow

The derivation of the mean-field equation and the magnetic eddy diffusion operator
for an arbitrary parity-invariant periodic flow follows the derivation for a steady
parity-invariant flow, considered in Chap. 3, with two changes:

• The spatio-temporal averaging �h ihi is performed in place of the spatial
averagingh�i.

• The operators M;L and L0 are defined by (4.3) and have the domains defined
in Sect. 4.1.3.

As a result, the magnetic mean-field equation takes the form (3.33), and the
tensor of eddy correction of magnetic diffusion can be expressed in the terms of
solutions to the auxiliary problems of type II, Gmk; as the spatio-temporal means

Dmk ¼ V�Gmkh ih i ð4:14Þ

(cf. 3.34).

4.2 Magnetic Eddy Diffusion in Time-Periodic
Parity-Invariant Flows of the Simple Structure

In Sects. 4.2 and 4.3 we will construct complete asymptotic expansions of large-
scale magnetic modes in the terms of coefficients of the Fourier series in time and
of the associated eigenvalues, for flows whose dependence on time is of the simple
structure (4.1). The mean-field eigenvalue equations are employed in Sect. 4.5 for
a numerical investigation of generation of large-scale magnetic fields.

4.2.1 The Hierarchy of Equations for Flows of the Simple
Structure

It is convenient to recast the flow (4.1) in the form

Vðx; tÞ ¼ UðxÞ þWðxÞeixt þWðxÞe�ixt; ð4:15Þ
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where we have denoted

W ¼ 1
2

ffiffiffiffi
x
p
ðVc � iVsÞ: ð4:16Þ

By our assumptions concerning the flow V; vector fields UðxÞ and WðxÞ are
L-periodic in the fast spatial variables and independent of the fast time and of the
slow variables. They are solenoidal,

rx � U ¼ rx �W ¼ 0; ð4:17Þ
and parity-invariant:

UðxÞ ¼ �Uð�xÞ; WðxÞ ¼ �Wð�xÞ: ð4:18Þ

Let us expand a magnetic mode h into a Fourier series in time:

hðX; x; tÞ ¼
X1

j¼�1
ĥjðX; xÞeijxt: ð4:19Þ

For the flow (4.15), the coefficients in the series satisfy

kĥj ¼ �ijxĥj þ gr2ĥj þr� ðW� ĥj�1 þ U� ĥj þW� ĥjþ1Þ ð4:20Þ

for all j: We seek a solution to this system of equations in the form of asymptotic
series

ĥjðX; xÞ ¼
X1
n¼0

ĥj;nðX; xÞen ð4:21Þ

and (4.8). By virtue of (4.21) and (4.19), terms in the asymptotic expansion (4.9)
have the Fourier series

hn ¼
X1

j¼�1
ĥj;neijxt:

After the gradient is transformed according to (4.7) and the coefficients are split
into the spatial mean and fluctuating parts, the solenoidality condition (4.5) applied
to the large-scale magnetic mode reduces to

rX � hĥj;ni ¼ 0; ð4:22Þ

rx � fĥj;ng þ rX � fĥj;n�1g ¼ 0 ð4:23Þ

for all j and n
 0 (we define ĥj;n � 0 for n\0).
Let is expand Lf into a Fourier series in time:

Lf ¼
X1

j¼�1
Ljfeijxt;
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here the operators Lj are defined by the identities

Ljf � gr2
xf̂ j þrx � ðW� f̂j�1 þ U� f̂j þW� f̂ jþ1Þ � ijxf̂ j; ð4:24Þ

and f̂ j are the Fourier coefficients of the field f:

fðX; x; tÞ ¼
X1

j¼�1
f̂ jðX; xÞeijxt:

Implementing the transformation (4.7) of the spatial gradients, and substituting the
series (4.21) and (4.8), we find from the eigenvalue equations (4.20):

X1
n¼0

en
�
� ijxhĥj;ni þLjfhng þ g 2ðrx � rXÞfĥj;n�1g þ r2

Xĥj;n�2
� �

þrx � W� hĥj�1;ni þ U� hĥj;ni þW� hĥjþ1;ni
� �

þrX � W� ĥj�1;n�1 þ U� ĥj;n�1 þW� ĥjþ1;n�1
� �

�
Xn

m¼0

kn�mĥj;m

�
¼ 0:

ð4:25Þ

In the subsections that follow, we will consider in detail the equations emerging
from this series at successive orders of e in three steps:

1�. Consider the spatial mean of the equation at order en for j ¼ 0: Satisfying the
solvability condition, find kn and hĥ0;n�2i:

2�. Consider the spatial means of the equations for j 6¼ 0 and find hĥj;ni:
3�. Solve in fĥ0;ng the partial differential equation in the fast spatial variables,

which represents the fluctuating part of the equation at order en:

4.2.2 Solution of Order e0 Equations

The following equations result from the leading (order e0) term of the series (4.25):

Ljfh0g þ ðhĥj�1;0i � rxÞWþ ðhĥj;0i � rxÞUþ ðhĥjþ1;0i � rxÞW
¼ k0ĥj;0 þ ijxhĥj;0i: ð4:26Þ

Steps 1� and 2� for n = 0. Averaging of (4.26) over the fast spatial variables
yields

0 ¼ ðk0 þ ijxÞhĥj;0i:

In what follows, we assume h0h ih i ¼ hĥ0;0i 6¼ 0. In this case (note also the nor-
malisation condition (4.6)), the averaged equations imply
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hĥj;0i ¼ 0 for all j 6¼ 0; k0 ¼ 0; ð4:27Þ

thus, the mean of the leading term in the expansion of the large-scale magnetic
mode over the fast spatial variables is independent of the fast time. Another
physically interesting case is the one of an imaginary eigenvalue k0 (see a com-
ment on this issue in Sect. 3.3.1), but since it is non-generic, we will not consider
it. The reader can do this by analogy with our derivations in Sect. 3.8, for a steady
flow.

Step 3� for n = 0. Since the operators Lj are linear and the slow variables are
not involved in their definition (4.24), the fluctuating parts of the short-scale
equations (4.26) have a solution

fhj;0g ¼
X3

k¼1

Ŝj;khĥ0;0ik; ð4:28Þ

where vector fields Ŝj;kðxÞ are solutions to auxiliary problems of type I:

LjSk ¼�
o

oxk
ðd j

1Wþ d j
0Uþ d j

�1WÞ;

Sk ¼
X1

j¼�1
Ŝj;kðxÞeijxt; ð4:29Þ

d j
i denotes the Kronecker symbol. (Therefore, the field Sk is a solution to the

problem (3.18) with the operator L defined in Sect. 4.1.3 for the flow (4.15):
(4.29) is a restatement of (3.18) in the terms of coefficients of the Fourier series
in time).

By the assumption that the kernel of L is trivial, the problem (4.29) has a
unique solution with the zero mean Skh ih i ¼ 0: Averaging (4.29) over the fast spatial

variables for j 6¼ 0; we find �ijxhŜj;ki ¼ 0; and therefore hSki ¼ 0 at any time t:
Due to uniqueness of solutions and the structure of the operators Lj (4.24),
equations (4.29) imply

Ŝ�j;k ¼ Ŝj;k:

Taking the divergence of (4.29), we conclude by the same arguments as
were applied for solutions to auxiliary problems of type I for a steady flow

(Sect. 3.3.1), that Ŝj;k are solenoidal for all j and k: Due to parity invariance of
the flow (4.18), parity-invariant and parity-antiinvariant vector fields constitute
two invariant subspaces of the operator L; consequently, parity-antiinvariance of
the r.h.s. of (4.29) implies parity-antiinvariance of the solution to the auxiliary
problem,

Ŝj;kðxÞ ¼ Ŝj;kð�xÞ: ð4:30Þ
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4.2.3 Solution of Order e1 Equations

In view of solenoidality of the flow (4.17) and of the spatial mean of the first term
in expansion of the mode (relation (4.22) for j ¼ n ¼ 0) and its independence of
time (4.27), the second (order e1) term of the series (4.25) becomes

Ljfh1gþ 2gðrx � rXÞfĥj;0gþ ðhĥj�1;1i � rxÞWþ ðhĥj;1i � rxÞU
þ ðhĥjþ1;1i � rxÞWþrX � W� fĥj�1;0g þ U� fĥj;0g þW� fĥjþ1;0g

� �
� ðd j

1Wþ d j
0Uþ d j

�1WÞ � rX

� �
hĥ0;0i ¼ k1d

j
0ĥ0;0 þ ijxhĥj;1i: ð4:31Þ

Steps 1� and 2� for n = 1. Upon substitution of expressions (4.28) for the fluc-
tuating partsfhj;0g and averaging over the fast spatial variables, we obtain

rX �
X3

k¼1

hW� Ŝj�1;k þ U� Ŝj;k þW� Ŝjþ1;kihĥ0;0ik ¼ k1d
j
0hĥ0;0i þ ijxhĥj;1i:

Due to parity invariance of the flow (4.18) and parity-antiinvariance of the solu-
tions to the auxiliary problems of type I (4.30), the spatial means of vector
products in the l.h.s. of this equation (describing the a-effect) vanish, and hence

hĥj;1i ¼ 0 for all j 6¼ 0; k1 ¼ 0: ð4:32Þ

Step 3� for n = 1. Upon substitution of (4.28) and (4.32), the fluctuating part of
(4.31) becomes

Ljfh1g¼�ðhĥ0;1i �rxÞðd j
1Wþd j

0Uþdj
�1WÞ

þ
X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

�
�2g

oŜj;k

oxm
þðd j

1Wmþdj
0Umþdj

�1WmÞek

�em�ðW�Ŝj�1;kþU�Ŝj;kþW�Ŝjþ1;kÞ
�ohĥ0;0ik

oXm
: ð4:33Þ

Hence, by linearity of these equations,

fĥj;1g ¼
X3

k¼1

Ŝj;khĥ0;1ik þ
X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

Ĝj;mk
ohĥ0;0ik

oXm
; ð4:34Þ

where vector fields Ĝj;mkðxÞ are solutions to auxiliary problems of type II:

LjGmk ¼ �2g
oŜj;k

oxm
þWmðŜj�1;k þ d j

1ekÞ �WðŜj�1;kÞm þ UmðŜj;k þ d j
0ekÞ

� UðŜj;kÞm þWmðŜjþ1;k þ d j
�1ekÞ �WðŜjþ1;kÞm; ð4:35Þ

Gmk ¼
X1

j¼�1
Ĝj;mkðxÞeijxt;
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satisfying Gmkh ih i ¼ 0: (Equivalently, Gmk is a solution to the problem (4.30) with the
operator L defined in Sect. 4.1.3 for the flow (4.15).) Due to parity invariance of the
flow (4.18) and parity-antiinvariance of ðŜj;kÞm for all j; k and m (4.30), the spatial
means of the r.h.s. of (4.35) vanish, and hence averaging the equation for j 6¼ 0 we

find hĜj;mki ¼ 0; consequently, hGmki ¼ 0 at any time t: The standard arguments
applied to (4.35) reveal that the solutions are real parity-invariant vector fields:

Ĝ�j;mk ¼ Ĝj;mk; Ĝj;mkðxÞ ¼ �Ĝj;mkð�xÞ:

Subtracting equation (4.29), expressing the statement of the auxiliary problem of
type I, from the divergence of (4.35), and employing the same arguments, as in the
case of steady flows (Sect. 3.4.1), we find

rx � Ĝj;mk þ ðŜj;kÞm ¼ 0; ð4:36Þ

i.e. identities (3.31) remain valid, if the flow V is time-periodic. By virtue of

solenoidality of Ŝj;k and (4.36), expressions (4.28) and (4.34) for the fluctuating
parts of the first two terms in the expansion of the magnetic mode in the scale ratio
imply that relation (4.23) is satisfied for n ¼ 1:

4.2.4 The Solvability Condition for Order e2 Equations:
The Operator of Magnetic Eddy Diffusion

Solenoidality (4.17) of the flow (4.15) and of the spatial mean of the second term
in the expansion of the magnetic mode ((4.22) for j ¼ 0; n ¼ 1), its independence
of time (4.32) and vanishing of the first two terms in the expansion of the
eigenvalue ((4.27) and (4.32)) imply, that the order e2 equation arising from the
series (4.25) reduces to

Ljfh2g þ g 2ðrx � rXÞfĥj;1g þ r2
Xðd

j
0hĥ0;0i þ fĥj;0gÞ

� �
þ ðhĥj�1;2i � rxÞWþ ðhĥj;2i � rxÞUþ ðhĥjþ1;2i � rxÞW
þrX � W� fĥj�1;1g þ U� fĥj;1g þW� fĥjþ1;1g

� �
� ðd j

1Wþ d j
0Uþ d j

�1WÞ � rX

� �
hĥ0;1i ¼ k2ðd j

0hĥ0;0i þ fĥj;0gÞ þ ijxhĥj;2i:
ð4:37Þ

Step 1� for n = 2. In view of the expression (4.34) for the second term in
expansion of the magnetic mode, parity invariance (4.18) of the flow (4.15) and
parity-antiinvariance (4.30) of solutions to the auxiliary problem of type I, the
spatial mean of this equation is

gdj
0r2

Xhĥ0;0i þrX �
X3

m¼1

X3

k¼1

hW� Ĝj�1;mk þU� Ĝj;mk þW� Ĝjþ1;mki
ohĥ0;0ik

oXm

¼ k2d
j
0hĥ0;0i þ ijxhĥj;2i: ð4:38Þ
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We find from (4.38) for j ¼ 0; that the spatio-temporal mean of the leading term in the
expansion of the large-scale magnetic mode, hĥ0;0i; and the associated eigenvalue k2

are solutions to the eigenvalue problem for the magnetic eddy diffusion operator

Ehĥ0;0i � gr2hĥ0;0i þ rX �
X3

m¼1

X3

k¼1

Dmk
ohĥ0;0ik

oXm
¼ k2hĥ0;0i; ð4:39Þ

where

Dmk ¼ 2RehW� Ĝ1;mki þ hU� Ĝ0;mki: ð4:40Þ

Equation (4.39) is identical to the magnetic mean-field equation (3.33), which we
have derived for a steady flow in Chap. 3. The difference is in that the tensor of
eddy correction of magnetic diffusion is determined in the terms of solutions to the
auxiliary problems of type II (4.35) by relations (4.14), which reduce to (4.40) for
a flow of the simple structure (4.15). The eigenfunction has now the sense of the
leading term in the expansion of the large-scale magnetic mode, averaged not only
over the fast spatial variables, but also over the fast time. Now relations (4.27) and
(4.28) completely determine the Fourier coefficients ĥj;0 of the leading term in the
expansion of the large-scale magnetic mode in the spatial scale ratio e:

As in the case of steady flows, the spatio-temporal means of globally bounded
large-scale magnetic modes, that are defined in the entire space of the slow

variables, are Fourier harmonics hĥ0;0i ¼ eheiq�X; here eh and q are constant three-
dimensional vectors satisfying the eigenvalue equation

�gjqj2eh � q�
X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

Dmk
ehkqm ¼ k2

eh; ð4:41Þ

and the orthogonality relation
eh � q ¼ 0; ð4:42Þ

which is a consequence of solenoidality in the slow variables of the spatio-tem-
poral mean of the leading term in the expansion of the large-scale magnetic mode
in the power series in the scale ratio e ((4.22) for j ¼ n ¼ 0).

Step 2� for n = 2. For j 6¼ 0; (4.38) implies

hĥj;2i ¼
1

ijx
rX �

X3

m¼1

X3

k¼1

hW� Ĝj�1;mk þ U� Ĝj;mk þW� Ĝjþ1;mki
ohĥ0;0ik

oXm
:

4.2.5 Solution of Order e2 Equations

Step 3� for n = 2. After the expressions (4.28) and (4.34) for the first two terms in
the expansion of the Fourier coefficients of the large-scale magnetic mode are
substituted, the fluctuating part of (4.38) becomes
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Ljfh2g¼�g 2
X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

oŜj;k

oxm

ohĥ0;1ik
oXm

þ
X3

l¼1

oĜj;mk

oxl

o2hĥ0;0ik
oXmoXl

 !
þr2

Xfĥj;0g
 !

�ðhĥj�1;2i �rxÞW�ðhĥj;2i �rxÞU�ðhĥjþ1;2i �rxÞW
þ ðdj

1Wþd j
0Uþd j

�1WÞ �rX

� �
hĥ0;1i

�rX�
X3

k¼1

W� Ŝj�1;kþU� Ŝj;kþW� Ŝjþ1;k

� �
hĥ0;1ik

 

þ
X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

fW�Ĝj�1;mkþU� Ĝj;mkþW�Ĝjþ1;mkg
ohĥ0;0ik

oXm

!
þk2fĥj;0g:

ð4:43Þ

In this equation, the factors depending on the fast variables in the terms
involving the unknown quantities hĥ0;2ik and ohĥ0;1ik=oXm are the same, as in the

terms in (4.33) involving hĥ0;1ik and ohĥ0;0ik=oXm; respectively. By linearity, this
implies

fĥj;2g ¼
X3

k¼1

Ŝj;khĥ0;2ik þ
X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

Ĝj;mk
ohĥ0;1ik

oXm
þ ĥ0j;2:

The vector field h02 ¼
P

j ĥ0j;2ðX; xÞeijxt; whose spatio-temporal mean is zero
(and hence, as implied by the governing equations, the spatial mean is zero at any
time) can be uniquely determined from the equations, obtained from (4.43) by
replacing fh2g ! h02 and removing all terms containing the factors hĥ0;2ik and

derivatives of hĥ0;1ik (the r.h.s. of the modified equation is already known at this
stage).

4.3 Complete Asymptotic Expansion of Large-Scale Modes
for Flows of the Simple Structure

Systems of equations obtained from the series (4.25) at orders en for n [ 2 con-
stitute a hierarchy. In this section we discuss, how its solution can be constructed,
if k2 is an eigenvalue of multiplicity one of the magnetic eddy diffusion operator
E; acting in the space of solenoidal vector fields satisfying the desirable boundary
conditions.

Suppose the following information was extracted from orders up to eN�1

systems of equations:

• Vector fields hĥj;ni for all j 6¼ 0 and n\N.

• Vector fields hĥ0;ni for all n\N � 2.

• Vector fields fĥj;ng for all j and n\N � 2.
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• Expressions for fĥj;ng of the form

fĥj;ng ¼
X3

k¼1

Ŝj;khĥ0;nik þ
X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

Ĝj;mk
ohĥ0;n�1ik

oXm
þ ĥ0j;n ð4:44Þ

for n ¼ N � 1 and n ¼ N � 2; where the zero-mean fields ĥ0j;n are known.
• The quantities kn for all n\N:

Upon substitution of the expressions (4.44) for n ¼ N � 1 and averaging over
the fast spatial variables, the equation obtained from the series (4.25) at order eN

becomes

gr2hĥj;N�2i þ rX �
X3

m¼1

X3

k¼1

hW� Ĝj�1;mk þ U� Ĝj;mk

þW� Ĝjþ1;mki
ohĥj;N�2ik

oXm
þrX � hW� ĥ0j�1;N�1 þ U� ĥ0j;N�1 þW� ĥ0jþ1;N�1i

¼
XN�2

m¼0

kN�mhĥj;mi þ ijxhĥj;Ni: ð4:45Þ

Step 1� for n = N. Let us consider (4.45) for j ¼ 0:

ðE� k2Þhĥ0;N�2i � kNhĥ0;0i

¼
XN�3

m¼1

kN�mhĥ0;mi � rX � 2RehW� ĥ01;N�1i þ hU� ĥ00;N�1i
� �

; ð4:46Þ

here the r.h.s. is known. Let D denote the domain of the operator E: solenoidal
vector fields which are defined in a bounded region of the slow variables, satisfy
the desirable boundary conditions and belong to the Sobolev space W

1
2: By

invariant projection in D of the equation (4.46) parallel to hĥ0;0i; we determine
uniquely kN : Assuming that the operator E� k2 is invertible in the complementary
E-invariant subspace of D (this is equivalent to the assumption that k2 is an
eigenvalue of multiplicity one), from (4.46) we find hĥ0;N�2i in this subspace

uniquely up to an arbitrary additive term, which is a multiple of hĥ0;0i; we set it
equal to zero. As in the case of a steady flow, this is a normalisation condition: the
presence of such terms in hĥ0;ni for n
 1 is equivalent to multiplication of the
magnetic mode (4.19) by an insignificant scalar factor, which is a power series in e:
fĥj;N�2g are now defined by the expressions (4.44); thus we have now completely

determined ĥj;N�2 for all j:

Step 2� for n = N. Afterwards, we determine hĥj;Ni for j 6¼ 0 from (4.45).
Step 3� for n = N. Upon substitution of (4.44) for n ¼ N � 1; the fluctuating

part of the equation obtained from the series (4.25) at order eN reduces to
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LjfhNg ¼ �g 2
X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

oŜj;k

oxm

ohĥ0;N�1ik
oXm

þ
X3

l¼1

oĜj;mk

oxl

o2hĥ0;N�2ik
oXloXm

 ! 

þ 2ðrx � rXÞĥ0j;N�1 þr2
Xĥj;N�2

!
� ðhĥj�1;Ni � rxÞWþ ðW � rXÞhĥj�1;N�1i

� ðhĥj;Ni � rxÞUþ ðU � rXÞhĥj;N�1i � ðhĥjþ1;Ni � rxÞWþ ðW � rXÞhĥjþ1;N�1i

� rX �
X3

k¼1

W� Ŝj�1;k þ U� Ŝj;k þW� Ŝjþ1;k

� �
hĥ0;N�1ik

 

þ
X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

fW� Ĝj�1;mk þ U� Ĝj;mk þW� Ĝjþ1;mkg
ohĥ0;N�2ik

oXm

þ fW� ĥ0j�1;N�1 þ U� ĥ0j;N�1 þW� ĥ0jþ1;N�1g þ
XN�2

m¼0

kN�mfĥj;mg
!

: ð4:47Þ

As in the case N ¼ 2 (4.43) considered in Sect. 4.2.5, the structure of this equation
implies that the solution fĥj;Ng is compatible with the expression (4.44), where vector

fields ĥ0j;N can be uniquely determined from the equations, obtained from (4.44) by

replacing fhNg ! h0N and setting to zero hĥ0;Nik and derivatives of hĥ0;N�1ik (the
r.h.s. of this equation is known). Note that again there is a direct analogy with solution
of the problem for a steady flow (in which the Fourier series in time with the coefficients
ĥ0j;NðxÞ is the analogue of the field h0Nðx; tÞ in (3.39)). It is not difficult to verify that

ĥ0�j;N ¼ ĥ0j;N ; rx � ĥ0j;N þrX �
�

ĥ0j;N�1 þ
X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

Ĝj;mk
ohĥ0;N�2ik

oXm

�
¼ 0

(the latter relation implies that the condition (4.23), stemming from solenoidality
of the magnetic mode, holds for n ¼ N).

Thus, we have found a solution to the system of equations obtained from the
series (4.25) at order eN ; which reproduces all the required features of solutions to
the systems for n\N: We have therefore constructed a complete formal asymp-
totic expansion of large-scale magnetic modes in a power series in the scale ratio
for the time-periodic flow (4.1). Like for a steady flow, it easy to show by
induction that all ĥj;n and ĥ0j;n are parity-antiinvariant in the fast spatial variables
for even n; and parity-invariant for odd n; in particular, (4.45) implies that
hĥj;ni ¼ 0 for all odd n; and (4.46) that kn ¼ 0 for all odd n; i.e. (4.8) is a power
series in e2:

Suppose now we consider large-scale magnetic modes that are defined in the
entire space of the slow variables and globally bounded. Then the domain of the
operator of magnetic induction M splits into invariant subspaces of vector fields of
the form hðxÞeiq�X; categorised by wave vectors q; and it is natural to seek large-
scale magnetic modes in such subspaces:
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ĥj;n ¼ ĝj;nðxÞeiq�X: ð4:48Þ

We have established in the previous section that k2 is an eigenvalue of the 3� 3

matrix (4.41) in the subspace of C3; orthogonal to q (4.42). Let k02 and ~h
0
denote the

second eigenvalue and the associated eigenvector in this subspace. We assume that

k2 6¼ k02 and that the eigenvectors are normalised: j~hj ¼ j~h0j ¼ 1:
Substituting (4.48) into (4.46) for j ¼ 0 and cancelling out the factor eiq�X; we

obtain an equation in C
3: Projecting it out parallel to eh; we find

kN ¼ i~h �P~h q� ð2RehW� ĝ01;N�1i þ hU� ĝ00;N�1iÞ
� �

; ð4:49Þ

where ĝ0j;N�1 is defined by the identity ĥ0j;N�1 ¼ ĝ0j;N�1ðxÞeiq�X; and Pu is the

invariant projection parallel to a vector u for u ¼ eh or ~h
0
: Projection parallel to ~h

0

yields

hĝ0;N�2i ¼
1

k02 � k2

�
� iP~h

0 q� ð2RehW� ĝ01;N�1i þ hU� ĝ00;N�1iÞ
� �

þ
XN�3

m¼1

kN�mhĝ0;mi
�
:

For m [ 0; all hĝ0;mi are parallel to ~h
0

(as we have pointed out above, the additive

term parallel to ~h
0

can be set to zero as a normalisation condition).
Clearly, the dependence of hĥj;Ni for j 6¼ 0 and h0N on the slow spatial variables

in the form of proportionality to eiq�X (4.48) is reproduced by equations (4.46) for
j 6¼ 0 and the fluctuating parts of the equations obtained from the series (4.25) at
order eN :

4.4 Computation of the Tensor of Magnetic Eddy Diffusion

When a large-scale magnetic mode is defined in the entire three-dimensional
space of the fast variables, and depends on the three slow spatial variables,
computation of the tensor of eddy correction of magnetic diffusion via relations
(4.14) requires to solve 12 auxiliary problems of the form Lg ¼ f (three
problems of type I and nine of type II). We present here a method [327] for
computation of the tensor, requiring to solve twice less auxiliary problems of
the same complexity. It is also applicable for computation of magnetic eddy
diffusivity in large-scale dynamo problems for steady flows V; considered in
the previous chapter.

Let Zl be solutions with zero spatio-temporal means to auxiliary problems for
the adjoint operator:
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L0�Zl ¼ V� el; ð4:50Þ

whose spatial and temporal periods coincide with the ones of the flow V: The
solvability condition for this equation consists of orthogonality of the r.h.s. to the
kernel of L0: Evidently, for parity-invariant flows it is satisfied, because the r.h.s.
of (4.50) is parity-invariant (and hence the fields Zl are parity-invariant, since
parity-invariant and parity-antiinvariant fields constitute invariant subspaces of the
operators L0 and L0�), and the kernel of L0 is spanned by parity-antiinvariant
fields Sk þ ek: The operator L0� is not parabolic, but it becomes parabolic when
time is reversed: t! �t: The spectra of the operators L0 and L0� coincide, and
hence numerical complexity of the auxiliary problems for the adjoint operator does
not exceed the one of the auxiliary problems of type II.

Expressions (4.14) for the tensor of magnetic diffusion eddy correction and the
statements of the auxiliary problems for the adjoint operator (4.50) and auxiliary
problems of type II (4.35) imply

ðDmkÞl ¼ hhV�Gmkiil ¼ �hhL0
�
Zl �Gmkii ¼ �hhZl �L0Gmkii

¼ Zl � 2g
oSk

oxm
þ VðSkÞm � ðSk þ ekÞVm

� �
 �
 �
: ð4:51Þ

Thus, for computation of all Dmk it suffices to solve three auxiliary problems of
type I (4.29) and three auxiliary problems for the adjoint operator (4.50).

The solenoidal part of the solution to the problem (4.50), Z0l; satisfies

oZ0l
ot
þ gr2Z0l �PsolðV� ðr � Z0l þ elÞÞ ¼ 0;

where Psol denotes projection onto the subspace of L-periodic solenoidal fields
with a vanishing spatial mean:

Psola � a�rðr�2ðr � aÞÞ:

The solution to the auxiliary problem for the adjoint operator (4.50) can be
expressed in the terms of Z0l:

Zl ¼ Z0l þ ðo=ot þ gr2Þ�1r r�2ðr � ðV� ðr � Z0l þ elÞÞÞ
� �

: ð4:52Þ

The operator ðo=ot þ gr2Þ�1 acts in the subspace of space- and time-periodic
fields with a vanishing spatio-temporal mean, as well as the operator

ð�o=ot þ gr2Þ�1 (see Sect. 4.1.3). Due to solenoidality of Z0l; it is sought in a
subspace of a reduced dimension, and this accelerates computations.1 Numerical

1 Similarly, it is advisable not to compute solutions to auxiliary problems of type II employing
their statements in the form (4.35) directly, but to benefit from the knowledge of the potential part
of the solutions (see (4.36)), and to transform (4.35) into an equation in solenoidal fields
Ĝ0j;mk ¼ Ĝj;mk þrðr�2ðŜj;kÞmÞ:
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inversion of the Laplacian r2 and of the operator o=ot þ gr2 are computationally
simple procedures in the Fourier space.

The vector fields epqlxqep; where epql is the standard unit antisymmetric tensor,

ep � eq ¼ epqlel;

solve equation (4.50) (but they are not solutions to the auxiliary problem for the
adjoint operator, since they do not satisfy the condition of periodicity in space).
They can be used to derive alternative expressions for the tensor of magnetic
diffusion eddy correction, where solutions to the auxiliary problem of type II enter
only into surface integrals. Scalar multiplying equation (3.30), where the operator
L defined in Sect. 4.1.3 is assumed (and hence (4.35) are components of the
expansion of (3.30) in a Fourier series in time), by this function and considering
the spatio-temporal mean of the product, we find

ðDmkÞl ¼ gepql 2dq
mðSkÞp þ

oðGmkÞp
oxq

� �
þ ðV�GmkÞl


 �
 �?q

þ epqlhhðVpðSkÞm� VmððSkÞpþ dk
pÞÞxqii: ð4:53Þ

Here l 6¼ p 6¼ q 6¼ l; and hh�ii?q denotes the mean over a time period and a rectan-
gular periodicity box in the plane, normal to the Cartesian coordinate axis xq: This
mean in (4.53) is independent of xq: if integration in xq over the interval
~xq� xq�~xq þ Lq is carried out for computation of the means in (4.53), then the

mean hh�ii?q in this formula is computed at xq ¼ ~xq; and all the remaining terms in
(4.53) are independent of ~xq:

Because of solenoidality of the mean field in the slow variables (see (4.22) for
j ¼ n ¼ 0), the operator of magnetic eddy diffusion E (4.39) (as well as its steady-
flow analogue (3.33)) is invariant with respect to addition of the same vector to all
entries Dmm: Thus, instead of the tensor (4.14), in the operator of magnetic eddy
diffusion we can employ the tensor

D0mk ¼ hhV�G0mkii;

where G0mk are solutions to the equation

LG0mk ¼ �2g
oSk

oxm
� em � ðV� ðSk þ ekÞÞ; ð4:54Þ

the r.h.s. of which differs from the r.h.s. of (3.30) by the additive term �dk
mV:

The entry ðD0mkÞl for l 6¼ m can be expressed as a surface mean by setting p ¼ m
in (4.53) (and modifying the vectors Dmm following the remark above). Alterna-
tively, let us consider the vector field

fmk;j ¼ eijxmðSk þ ek þ ijG0mkÞ=j2

for j 6¼ 0: From the statements of the auxiliary problems of type I (3.18) and
modified type II (4.54) we obtain
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Lfmk;j¼ eijxm g Sk þ ek þ ijG0mk þ 2
oG0mk

oxm

� �
þ em � ðV�G0mkÞ

� �
: ð4:55Þ

The spatio-temporal mean of the l.h.s. of (4.55) vanishes, and hence this
identity yields

0 ¼ eijxm g Sk þ ek þ
oG0mk

oxm

� �
þ em � ðV�G0mkÞ

� �
 �
 �
; ð4:56Þ

i.e. the vector field

g Sk þ ek þ
oG0mk

oxm

� �
þ em � ðV�G0mkÞ


 �
 �?m

� Cmk ð4:57Þ

is a constant vector (because all Fourier coefficients of the function of xm in the
l.h.s. of (4.57) vanish for j 6¼ 0 by virtue of (4.56)). Averaging (4.57) over xm; we
find

Cmk ¼ gek þ em � D0mk;

whereby

em � D0mk ¼ g Sk þ
oG0mk

oxm

� �
þ em � ðV�G0mkÞ


 �
 �?m

: ð4:58Þ

(The mth component of the r.h.s. of (4.58) vanishes due to (3.31).)
The number of auxiliary problems to be solved in order to determine the tensor

of eddy correction of magnetic diffusion can be, in principle, further halved.
Application of the curl to (4.50) yields

oRl

ot
þ gr2Rl �r� ðV� RlÞ �

oV

oxl
¼ 0; ð4:59Þ

where Rl ¼ r� Z0l: From (4.59) and the statement of the auxiliary problems of
type I,

�oSl

ot
þ gr2Sl þr� ðV� SlÞ þ

oV

oxl
¼ 0 ð4:60Þ

(this equation coincides with (3.18), except for the operator L defined in Sect.
4.1.3 is assumed in (4.60)), we find

�oBl

ot
þ gr2Al þr� ðV� BlÞ ¼ 0; ð4:61Þ

�oAl

ot
þ gr2Bl þr� ðV� AlÞ ¼ �

oV

oxl
; ð4:62Þ
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where it is denoted

Al ¼
1
2
ðSl þ RlÞ; Bl ¼

1
2
ðSl � RlÞ: ð4:63Þ

From (4.61) we obtain

Al ¼
1
g
r�2 o

ot
�r� ðV� �Þ

� �
Bl: ð4:64Þ

Substitution of this expression into (4.62) yields the desired closed equation in Bl:

�Bl þ
1
g
r�2 o

ot
�r� ðV� �Þ

� �� �2

Bl ¼
1
g
r�2 oV

oxl

� �
: ð4:65Þ

After Bl is obtained from this equation, Al is determined by (4.64), Sl and Rl can
be found from (4.63), and Zl from (4.52), where Z0l ¼ �r�2ðr � RlÞ: However,
the fourth order equation (4.65) may prove significantly computationally more
intensive than any of the auxiliary problems that we have introduced in this
chapter. Thus, it is unclear whether it is computationally efficient to employ the
reduction of the auxiliary problems to the three equations (4.65).

If the flow possesses a translation symmetry with the time reversal:

Vðx; tÞ ¼ �Vðxþ x0; t0 � tÞ;

for a constant vector x0 (for L-periodic fields V; x0 ¼ ðk1L1; k2L2; k3L2Þ=2; where
each kj takes values 0 or 1) and a scalar t0; then solutions to the problem (4.60) can
be expressed in the terms of solutions to (4.50):

Slðx; tÞ ¼ r � Zlðxþ x0; t0 � tÞ:

4.5 Is Periodic Time Dependence of Flows Favourable
for Negative Magnetic Eddy Diffusivity?

Simulation of large-scale magnetic modes defined in the entire space of the slow
variables were carried out for the flow (4.1). The synthesis of solenoidal parity-
invariant zero-mean flow components U; Vc and Vs; 2p-periodic in the fast spatial
variables, was performed by the procedure outlined in the previous chapter:
(i) imaginary parts (Fourier coefficients of a parity-invariant vector field are
imaginary) of pairs of complex conjugate (ensuring that the synthetic field is real)
coefficients are random generated in the interval [–0.5, 0.5]; (ii) the potential part
of the field is removed by projection of the coefficients on the planes normal to the
respective wave vectors; (iii) coefficients in every spherical shell of wave vectors
are normalised so that the resultant field has a desirable energy spectrum and the
prescribed total energy. The spectrum of the flows employed in computations falls
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off exponentially by 6 orders of magnitude, the Fourier series being cut off after

the wave number 10. Vector fields are normalised so that hhjVj2ii ¼ 1 for x ¼ 1; i.e.

hjUj2i þ 1
2
hjVcj2 þ jVsj2i ¼ 1 ð4:66Þ

(and hence the magnetic Reynolds number can be estimated as Rm ¼ g�1). The
energies of the two time-dependent terms in (4.1) were kept equal:

hjVcj2i ¼ hjVsj2i: ð4:67Þ

We will call the set of profiles defining the flow the three fields UðxÞ;VcðxÞ and
VsðxÞ (considered without taking into account their amplitudes).

Solutions to auxiliary problems (4.29) and (4.35) were computed as Fourier
series with the resolution of 643 Fourier harmonics in the spatial variables and 8
Fourier harmonics in time. The energy spectra of the solutions found in compu-
tations decay at least by 10 orders of magnitude in the spatial variables, and by 4–5
orders in time. After computation of the tensor of magnetic diffusion eddy cor-
rection (4.14), the minimum magnetic eddy diffusivity

geddy ¼ min
jqj¼1
ð�k2Þ

was determined.
Because of a considerable numerical complexity of the problem, computations

were carried out for a single value of magnetic molecular diffusivity g ¼ 0:1 only. It
was chosen for the following reasons: in the study of generation of large-scale
magnetic fields by steady flows (see the previous chapter) it was established that, on
the one hand, for this g short-scale magnetic fields are not generated, and, on the
other, the fraction of flows exhibiting negative eddy diffusivity is the largest for this
value of g among the three values employed in this study (see Fig. 3.2). We have
checked numerically that none of the flows (4.1), employed for computation of
magnetic eddy diffusivity, generates a short-scale magnetic field. Computation of the
dominant eigenvalues (satisfying the normalisation condition (4.6)) in the short-
scale Floquet problems was performed by an adapted version of the code [325].

The following questions were considered:
(i) How does the minimum magnetic eddy diffusivity geddy change under a

small variation of a steady flow introducing a weak dependence on time of the
form (4.1)? Eddy diffusivity geddy was computed for x ¼ 1 and g ¼ 0:1 for an
ensemble of 30 flows (4.1), satisfying (4.66) and (4.67), in which the ratio of the
time-averaged energy of the time-dependent part,

Eosc ¼
1
2
hjVcj2 þ jVsj2i

to the energy of the steady part is small:

Eosc=hjUj2i ¼ 1=400:
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Let dgeddy denote the difference between the minimum magnetic eddy diffu-
sivity for the flow (4.1) with such energy distribution and the minimum magnetic
eddy diffusivity for the steady flow U: The histogram of the computed values of
dgeddy is shown in Fig. 4.1. Only in two cases out of 30 introduction into the flow
of the weak time dependence of the form (4.1) has resulted in a decrease of geddy:

(ii) How does the minimum magnetic eddy diffusivity geddy depend on the
shares of kinetic energy of the steady and time-dependent parts of the flow? We
computed geddy for x ¼ 1 for three families of flows (4.1). The set of profiles
defining the flow was fixed in each family (the three sets were also employed in the
ensemble of flows, for which the data shown on the histogram in Fig. 4.1 was
computed). In each family, amplitudes of the fields UðxÞ;VcðxÞ and VsðxÞ were
varied respecting the conditions (4.66) and (4.67). The plots of geddy as a function
of the part (relative the total kinetic energy Etotal) of energy Eosc stored in the time-
dependent parts of the flow is shown in Fig. 4.2. While the plots differ significantly
in details, they reflect the general tendency: on the relative increase of the energy
of the time-dependent part of the flow, the minimum magnetic eddy diffusivity
geddy in general increases, although not necessarily monotonically.

Although it may be expected that a relative increase of the amplitude of the
time-dependent part of the velocity amplifies chaotic properties of the flow (which
are a prerequisite for a fast magnetic field generation), the numerical results shown
here indicate, that dependence of the flow on time (at least of the form (4.1)) is not
beneficial for generation of large-scale magnetic fields. (This observation does not
involve a paradox, since the large-scale dynamos that we consider are slow).

(iii) How does the minimum magnetic eddy diffusivity depend on the temporal
frequency of the flow, x? We have computed geddy for the flows (4.1) for a fixed
set of defining profiles for two ratios of energies Eosc=Etotal (see Fig. 4.3). We have
employed the set of fields U;Vc and Vs; for which the minimum eddy diffusivities

Fig. 4.1 Histogram of dgeddy; the changes in the minimum magnetic eddy diffusivities due to
emergence in the flow of a weak time dependence of the form (4.1)
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are shown on the plot in Fig. 4.2 by two points marked (a) and (b); in agreement with
this labelling the two curves computed for the set of profiles U;Vc and Vs and the two
energy ratios Eosc=Etotal are labelled (a) and (b) in Fig. 4.3. The details of the
dependence on the frequency x revealed by the two curves are essentially different.
For x!1; magnetic eddy diffusivity tends to two distinct limits, which can be

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

-0.8

-0.6

-0.4

-0.2

0.0

0.2

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.2 Minimum magnetic eddy diffusivity geddy (the vertical axis) as a function of the relative
share Eosc=Etotal of kinetic energy of the time-dependent part of the flow (the horizontal axis), for
three families of flows (4.1) for x ¼ 1: Dots show the computed values of geddy: For two flows
marked by arrows further numerical results are shown in Fig. 4.3

0 2 4 6 8 10

-0.3

-0.2

-0.1

0.0

0.1

(b)

(a)

Fig. 4.3 Minimum magnetic eddy diffusivity geddy (the vertical axis) as a function of temporal
frequency x (the horizontal axis) of the flow. Dots show the computed values geddy: The two
curves a and b are represented by the points labelled (a) and (b) in the plot Fig. 4.2
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much larger than the minimum value minx geddyðxÞ; as happens in the case (b) (in this
case the time-averaged energy of the time-dependent part of the flow is relatively
higher). The minima of geddy are attained in both cases for frequencies x of order 1.

The typical structures observed in magnetic modes are shown in Figs. 4.4 and
4.5 for the mode generated by the flow, for which the curve (b) in Fig. 4.3 is
computed, for the temporal frequency x ¼ 1:5 at which the minimum of magnetic
eddy diffusivity is attained. The main term in the expansion of a magnetic mode
into a power series in the scale ratio e is

h0 ¼ eieq�x eh þX
3

k¼1

ehkSkðx; tÞ
 !

(see (4.21), (4.28) and (4.39)), where Skðx; tÞ are solutions to auxiliary problems of

type I, and eh is found from the eigenvalue problem (4.39)–(4.42). We visualise the
fluctuating part of the factor prescribing the dependence of the leading term on the
fast variables,

fh0g ¼
X3

k¼1

ehkSkðx; tÞ;

ignoring the harmonic amplitude modulation resulting from the dependence on the

slow variables. Isosurfaces of the magnetic energy density jfh0gj2 are shown in
Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 in one periodicity cell step T=6 (where T is the temporal period
of the flow). Most of cigar-like magnetic structures seen on this figures are
apparently associated with stagnation points of the flow (4.1), despite the magnetic
flux rope solutions found in [111, 324] for steady states have not been, to the best
of our knowledge, generalised to encompass the case of time-dependent flows.
(Recall that L-periodicity and parity invariance (4.2) imply that at the points
ðm1L1=2; m2L2=2; m3L3=2Þ; where m1; m2; m3 are arbitrary integers, the flow
velocity vanishes). The sharpness and the shape of the cigar-like structures con-
siderably varies in time.

4.6 The Limit of High Frequencies for Flows of the Simple
Structure

The plots in Fig. 4.3 suggest that in the limit x!1 the contribution of the time-
dependent part of the flow (4.1) to magnetic eddy diffusivity is finite. In this
section we consider the limit of high temporal frequencies and prove this
conjecture.

It is convenient to express the flow (4.1) in the form

Vðx; tÞ ¼ UðxÞ þ
ffiffiffiffi
x
p

W0ðxÞeixt þW
0ðxÞe�ixt

� �
; ð4:68Þ
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Fig. 4.4 Isosurfaces of the energy density jfh0gj2of the fluctuating part of the leading term of
expansion of a large-scale magnetic mode at the level of 0.4 of the maximum. One periodicity
cell of the flow is shown (solid lines) step 1/6 of the temporal period T : The lowest vertex of the
cube is the point (�p=2;�p=2;�p=2). Dashed lines show the elementary cube of the grid of the
flow stagnation points, ðm1p;m2p;m3pÞ
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Fig. 4.5 Same as in Fig. 4.4, but the isosurfaces are at the level of 0.75 of the maximum energy
density
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where W0 ¼ ðVc � iVsÞ=2: For the flow (4.68), the operators Lj yielding the
coefficients Ljf of the expansion of the field Lf in a Fourier series in time (see
(4.24)) take the form

Ljf ¼ �ijxf j þ gr2f j þr� U� fj þ
ffiffiffiffi
x
p
ðW0 � f j�1 þW

0 � f jþ1Þ
� �

; ð4:69Þ

where

fðx; tÞ ¼
X1

j¼�1
fjðxÞeijxt:

Auxiliary problems of type I (4.29) for the flow (4.68) reduce to

LjSk ¼ �
o

oxk
d j

0Uþ
ffiffiffiffi
x
p
ðd j

1W0 þ d j
�1W

0Þ
� �

; ð4:70Þ

and auxiliary problems of type II (4.35) reduce to

LjGmk ¼� 2g
oŜj;k

oxm
þ UmðŜj;k þ d j

0ekÞ � UðŜj;kÞm þ
ffiffiffiffi
x
p

W 0mðŜj�1;k þ d j
1ekÞ

�

þW
0
mðŜjþ1;k þ d j

�1ekÞ �W0ðŜj�1;kÞm �W
0ðŜjþ1;kÞmÞ: ð4:71Þ

Suppose, the coefficients Ŝj;k and Ĝj;mk of expansions of the fields Sk and Gmk;

respectively, in the Fourier series in time have a polynomial asymptotics at large
x: It is easy to verify that

Ŝj;k ¼ x�jjj=2sj;k þ Oðx�ðjjjþ1Þ=2Þ;

Ĝj;mk ¼ x�jjj=2gj;mk þ Oðx�ðjjjþ1Þ=2Þ

is compatible with equations (4.69)–(4.71), implying that the first two leading
terms of the expansion of the Fourier coefficients of Sk and Gmk in power series in
x�1=2 satisfy the equations

gr2s0;k þrx � 2ReðW0 � s1;kÞ þ U� s0;k

� �
¼ �oU

oxk
; ð4:72Þ

s1;k ¼ �i
oW0

oxk
þrx � ðW0 � s0;kÞ

� �
; ð4:73Þ

gr2g0;mk þrx � 2ReðW0 � g1;mkÞ þ U� g0;mk

� �

¼ �2g
os0;k

oxm
þ 2ReðW 0ms1;k �W

0ðs1;kÞmÞ; ð4:74Þ
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g1;mk ¼ �iðW 0mðs0;k þ ekÞ �W0ðs0;kÞm þrx � ðW0 � g0;mkÞÞ: ð4:75Þ

Thus, for x!1 the tensor of magnetic diffusion eddy correction (4.40) has the
asymptotics

Dmk ¼ 2RehW0 � g1;mki þ hU� g0;mki þ Oðx�1=2Þ: ð4:76Þ

The limit values Dmk are invariant with respect to phase shifts: (4.72)–(4.75)
imply, that if W0 is changed to eiaW0; where a is a real constant, then s�1;k change
to e�ias�1;k; g�1;mk to e�iag�1;mk; and s0;k; g0;mk and hence Dmk remain unaltered.
s0;k and g0;mk are real. If W0 is also real (i.e., if Vs ¼ 0), then s�1;k and g�1;mk are
imaginary, and therefore

ReðW0 � s1;kÞ ¼ ReðW0 � g1;mkÞ ¼ 0;

i.e., at high temporal frequencies the contribution of the time-dependent part of
the flow (4.68) to magnetic eddy diffusivity is zero. The two statements together
imply that in the limit x!1 the order O(1) contribution of the time-dependent
part of the flow (4.1) does not vanish only, if the fields Vc and Vs are linearly
independent.

As in the previous section, we made computations for magnetic molecular dif-
fusivity g ¼ 0:1 only. Coefficients in the expansion of short-scale magnetic modes in
the Fourier series in time have the same asymptotics in the high frequency x limit, as
solutions to the auxiliary problems. The leading term in the expansion of a short-
scale mode in a power series in x�1=2 is an eigenfunction of the limit magnetic
induction operator defined by the homogeneous parts of (4.72), (4.73):

gr2h00;k þrx � 2ReðW0 � h01;kÞ þ U� h00;k

� �
¼ k00h00;k;

h01;k ¼ �irx � ðW0 � h00;kÞ

(here h00;k and h01;k are the leading terms of expansions in power series in x�1=2 of
the respective coefficients in the Fourier series in time for a short-scale magnetic
mode). This gives an opportunity to examine numerically stability of short-scale
magnetic modes in the limit x!1: For every instance of the flow (4.1)
employed for construction of Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 we have computed the dominant
eigenvalue k00 of the limit magnetic induction operator in the space of solenoidal
zero-mean fields, 2p-periodic in the fast spatial variables, and verified that the
growth rates of short-scale limit modes are negative, i.e. there is no generation of
short-scale magnetic fields at high frequencies x:

We conducted the following numerical experiments:
(i) The limit minimum magnetic eddy diffusivity geddy (see Fig. 4.6) was

computed using equations (4.72)–(4.75) for the three sets of profiles defining a
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flow (4.1), for which computations for x ¼ 1 were performed (see numerical
experiment (ii) in Sect. 4.5 and Fig. 4.2). The left-most points (for Eosc ¼ 0) show
the same values in Figs. 4.2 and 4.6 for the same sets of defining profiles; this
identifies the pairs of plots constructed for the same sets. As for x ¼ 1; the
minimum magnetic eddy diffusivity geddy in general increases on increasing the
relative amount of kinetic energy contained in the time-dependent part of the flow,
although the dependence is not monotonic. However, the influence of the time-
dependent part of the flow (4.1) has weakened.

(ii) The distribution of the minimum magnetic eddy diffusivity geddy was inves-
tigated in the high-frequency limit for flows with a vanishing temporal mean: U ¼ 0:
According to the results discussed above, these ones are the least advantageous
conditions for generation of large-scale magnetic fields. A histogram of the limit
values of geddy; computed for 45 instances of flows, satisfying (4.66), (4.67) and
U ¼ 0; is shown in Fig. 4.7 ; limx!1geddy is negative only in two cases out of 45.

4.7 Conclusions

1. We have constructed in this chapter asymptotic expansions of large-scale
magnetic modes generated by short-scale parity-invariant time- and space-
periodic flows, and of their growth rates in power series in the spatial scale ratio
e: Mean-field equations and expressions for the tensor of eddy correction of
magnetic diffusion have the same structure as for steady flows, except for
averaging over time must be performed now in addition to averaging over the

Fig. 4.6 Minimum magnetic eddy diffusivity geddy (the vertical axis) in the limit x!1 as a
function of the relative energy share of the time-dependent part of the flow, Eosc=Etotal (the
horizontal axis), for three families of flows (4.1) for the sets of defining profiles employed for
construction of the three curves in Fig. 4.2. Dots show the computed values of geddy
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fast spatial variables. (In particular, like for steady flows, magnetic eddy dif-
fusivity can take anomalously high in absolute value negative values, if the
magnetic Reynolds number is close to the critical one for the onset of gener-
ation of short-scale magnetic fields).

2. The problem is considered in more details for flows of the simple structure (4.1)
in the terms of coefficients of a large-scale magnetic mode expanded in a
Fourier series in time. The operator of magnetic eddy diffusion (4.39) has been
derived. The spatial mean of the leading term of the expansion of the mode in
the power series in e is found to be independent of time. Complete formal
expansions in the spatial scale ratio e of the large-scale magnetic mode and the
associated eigenvalue have been constructed. Asymptotics of the Fourier
coefficients in the limit of high temporal frequencies has been determined, and
the limit tensor of eddy correction of magnetic diffusion (4.76) has been
derived.

3. Minimum magnetic eddy diffusivity geddy was computed for magnetic molec-
ular diffusivity g ¼ 0:1 for parity-invariant flows (4.1) with random-generated
Fourier coefficients and an exponential fall off of the energy spectrum of the
profiles U;Vc and Vs: A histogram of changes in the minimum magnetic eddy
diffusivities due to introduction into flows of small-amplitude terms, periodic in
time, was constructed for an ensemble of 30 flows. The dependence of geddy on,
Eosc=Etotal; the relative share of kinetic energy of the time-dependent part of the
flow (4.1), was numerically investigated in details for x ¼ 1 and in the limit of
high temporal frequencies x for three sets of profiles defining the flow, as well
as the dependencies of geddy on the frequency x for one set and two energy
ratios Eosc=Etotal: The dependencies are non-monotonic, but the results reveal a
general tendency: periodic dependence of flows on time, at least of the form
(4.1), is not beneficial for generation of large-scale magnetic fields.

Fig. 4.7 Histogram of the values of limx!1geddy for 45 instances of flows (4.1) with zero
temporal means (U ¼ 0)
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Nevertheless, in an ensemble comprised of 45 instances of flows (4.1), in two
cases the minimum magnetic eddy diffusivity geddy is negative under the least
advantageous conditions for generation of large-scale magnetic fields: the flows
have vanishing steady (i.e., mean over time) profiles, and x!1:
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Chapter 5
Convective Plan Form Dynamos in a Layer

We have explored in Chaps. 3 and 4 kinematic generation of the large-scale
magnetic field by flows with a prescribed energy spectrum, that are synthesised
from random-amplitude Fourier harmonics and model turbulent flows. In this
chapter, following [327], we consider flows, which are, perhaps, more natural for a
physicist and an experimenter—convective plan forms in an infinite horizontal
plane layer of fluid. Such flows set in, when the difference of temperatures at the
heated lower boundary and the upper boundary exceeds the critical value for the
onset of thermal convection. We consider a finite-depth layer of fluid, and hence
only horizontal slow variables can be introduced. Nevertheless, the tensor of
magnetic eddy diffusion can be derived by a technique similar to the one employed
in previous chapters, with modifications required to take into account the
boundedness in the vertical direction of the volume where the operator of magnetic
induction acts. Insignificance of the a-effect in these flows, which is necessary for
observability of magnetic eddy diffusion, is guaranteed by their symmetry about
the vertical axis (and not by parity invariance, as in the flows that were considered
in previous chapters). However, the a-effect does not disappear entirely in flows
possessing such a symmetry (see Sect. 5.2.2).

We solve the kinematic dynamo problem in an infinite plane layer of electri-
cally conducting fluid, whose horizontal boundaries are perfectly electrically
conducting. An analysis of bifurcations in a space-periodic convective MHD
system with symmetries has been performed in [27], and it was shown formally
that at the onset of convective flows (the primary bifurcation), the onset of mag-
netic field generation (the secondary bifurcation) can be studied (up to infinitely
small terms that can be neglected) in the framework of a kinematic magnetic
dynamo problem for the respective plan form. (Numerical results presented in this
paper are incorrect [178, 334], since the computations were carried out with an
insufficient spatial resolution). Generation of a short-scale magnetic field by
hexagonal convective plan forms (the so-called Christopherson flow [61]) was
observed in [334] in the context of investigation of the solar dynamo (conse-

V. Zheligovsky, Large-Scale Perturbations of Magnetohydrodynamic Regimes,
Lecture Notes in Physics, 829, DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-18170-2_5,
� Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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quently, different boundary conditions were assumed: the half-space over the
upper boundary filled in by a dielectric was considered). In the absence of rotation,
short-scale magnetic field is not generated by convective plan forms in a layer with
perfectly conducting boundaries, but generation takes place, if the layer is rotating
about an inclined axis [178]. In a certain window of Rayleigh numbers, the short-
scale generation does not die out in the subsequent nonlinear regime.

5.1 Statement of the Problem

Assuming that the flow VðxÞ is steady, like in Chap. 3 we reduce the study of the
kinematic magnetic field generation to an eigenvalue problem for the magnetic
induction operator

L0h � gr2hþr� ðV� hÞ ¼ kh; ð5:1Þ

defined in the space of solenoidal vector fields,

r � h ¼ 0; ð5:2Þ
satisfying the desired boundary conditions. The goal of this section is to examine
the operator and to state formally the problem to be addressed.

5.1.1 Boundary Conditions

We consider the kinematic dynamo problem in an infinite layer with perfectly
electrically conducting horizontal boundaries. Mathematically, they are described
by the following boundary conditions for the magnetic field hðx; tÞ:

oh1

ox3

����
x3¼0;p

¼ oh2

ox3

����
x3¼0;p

¼ 0; h3

���
x3¼0;p

¼ 0: ð5:3Þ

(We assume that x3 is the vertical Cartesian coordinate, and that the dimensionless
width of the layer is p). These boundary conditions are the most convenient ones
for computations (since they give an opportunity to employ the Fourier–Galerkin
basis consisting of trigonometric functions, see Sect. 5.6). However, they represent
a mathematical idealisation of the real physical processes at the fluid–conductor
boundary (see [255]).

The flow is supposed to be periodic in horizontal directions,

VðxÞ ¼ Vðx1 þ L1; x2; x3Þ ¼ Vðx1; x2 þ L2; x3Þ; ð5:4Þ

and the horizontal boundaries of the layer are impenetrable for the fluid:

V3

���
x3¼0;p

¼ 0: ð5:5Þ
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5.1.2 Neutral Magnetic Modes

The operator, adjoint to the magnetic induction operator, is

L0�h ¼ gr2h�PsolðV� ðr � hÞÞ;

where Psol is the projection onto the subspace of zero-mean solenoidal vector fields,
periodic in the horizontal directions. Consequently, L0�h ¼ 0 for any constant
vector h. Thus, any constant vector belongs to the kernel of the adjoint operator,
provided the vector satisfies the boundary conditions for the adjoint operator. These
conditions can be found performing integration by parts in the identity

ðL0h1; h2Þ ¼ ðh1;L
0�h2Þ; ð5:6Þ

that defines the adjoint operator, demanding that all the emerging surface integrals
vanish for any vector fields h1ðxÞ and h2ðxÞ from the domains of L0 and L0�,
respectively. (We assume the scalar product ð�; �Þ in the Lebesgue space L2ðQÞ of
functions defined in the parallelepiped of periodicity, Q ¼ ½0; L1� � ½0; L2� � ½0; p�).
The fields from the domain of the magnetic induction operator are supposed to have
the same periods L1 and L2, as the flow,

hðxÞ ¼ hðx1 þ L1; x2; x3Þ ¼ hðx1; x2 þ L2; x3Þ ð5:7Þ

(we will call short � scale the fields, satisfying (5.4)). If they satisfy the boundary
conditions (5.3), a simple application of vector analysis identities reveals that the
boundary conditions for vector fields from the domains of L and L� are the same.

For the conditions (5.3), a constant vector belongs to the kernel of L0� as long
as its vertical component is zero, implying

dim kerL0� � 2:

We will assume in this chapter that the kernel of L0
� is two-dimensional, and

therefore there exist two short-scale neutral magnetic modes, i.e., magnetic fields
h, satisfying (5.1) for k ¼ 0 and the periodicity (5.3) and boundary (5.7) condi-
tions. This assumption holds true for all magnetic molecular diffusivities g [ 0,
except for at most a countable number of them.

5.1.3 The Symmetry About a Vertical Axis

In addition to (5.4) and (5.5), we restrict our attention to flows that are solenoidal,

r � V ¼ 0; ð5:8Þ

and symmetric about a vertical axis1:

1 Evidently, this symmetry is distinct from axisymmetry.
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V1ð�x1;�x2; x3Þ ¼ �V1ðx1; x2; x3Þ;
V2ð�x1;�x2; x3Þ ¼ �V2ðx1; x2; x3Þ;
V3ð�x1;�x2; x3Þ ¼ V3ðx1; x2; x3Þ:

ð5:9Þ

As parity invariance, this symmetry is compatible with the solenoidality condition
(5.8), the Navier–Stokes equation and the equations of thermal convection (pro-
vided external forces, if any, are also symmetric about the axis). We will see (Sect.
5.5) that convective plan forms possess this symmetry. Examples of the fully
nonlinear convective hydromagnetic regimes, symmetric about a vertical axis, can
be found in [55, 333].

It is straightforward to check that the symmetry of the flow V about a vertical
axis implies, that the domain of the magnetic induction operator L0 (as well as the
domain of the adjoint operator) splits into a direct sum of two invariant sub-
spaces—fields, symmetric about the vertical axis:

f1ð�x1;�x2; x3Þ ¼ �f1ðx1; x2; x3Þ;
f2ð�x1;�x2; x3Þ ¼ �f2ðx1; x2; x3Þ;
f3ð�x1;�x2; x3Þ ¼ f3ðx1; x2; x3Þ

and fields, antisymmetric about the vertical axis:

f1ð�x1;�x2; x3Þ ¼f1ðx1; x2; x3Þ;
f2ð�x1;�x2; x3Þ ¼f2ðx1; x2; x3Þ;
f3ð�x1;�x2; x3Þ ¼ � f3ðx1; x2; x3Þ:

(Without any loss of generality, here and in (5.9) we assume that the axis coincides
with the Cartesian coordinate x3).

5.1.4 Asymptotic Expansion of Large-Scale Magnetic Modes
and the Hierarchy of Equations for Large-Scale Magnetic
Modes

A large-scale magnetic mode hðX; xÞ depends on the fast spatial variables x 2R3

and slow horizontal variables X¼ eðx1; x2Þ. The scale ratio e [ 0 is regarded as a
small parameter of the problem. We seek a solution to the eigenvalue problem
(5.1) in the form of power series in e:

h ¼
X1
n¼0

hnðX; xÞen; ð5:10Þ

k ¼
X1
n¼0

kne
n: ð5:11Þ
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The mode is supposed to have periods Lj in xjðj ¼ 1; 2Þ and to satisfy the condition
(5.3) for a perfect electric conductor at the horizontal boundaries x3 ¼ 0; p.
Consequently, all hn satisfy the periodicity (5.7) and boundary (5.3) conditions.

By the chain rule, the dependence on the fast and slow variables requires to
modify the gradients

r ! rx þ erX; rX �
o

oX1
;

o

oX2
; 0

� �
ð5:12Þ

in the magnetic induction operator in the eigenvalue equation (5.1) and in the
solenoidality condition (5.2). Substitution of (5.11) and (5.12) into (5.1) and
expansion in a power series in e yields equation (3.13). This gives rise to the
hierarchy of equations

L0hn þ gð2ðrx � rXÞhn�1 þr2
Xhn�2Þ þ rX � ðV� hn�1Þ �

Xn

j¼0

kn�jhj ¼ 0:

ð5:13Þ

We assume henceforth in this chapter that differentiation in the fast variables only
is performed in the magnetic induction operator L0.

As previously, h�i and f�g denote the spatial mean and fluctuating parts,
respectively, of a scalar or a vector field:

h f i � 1
pL1L2

Zp

0

ZL2=2

�L2=2

ZL1=2

�L1=2

f ðX; xÞdx; ffg � f � h f i:

Let h�ih and f�gh denote the mean part of the horizontal component of a field and
the fluctuating compliment:

hfih �
X2

j¼1

hf � ejiej; ffgh � f � hfih; ð5:14Þ

and h�iv and f�gv denote the mean part of the vertical component of a vector field
and the fluctuating compliment:

hfiv �
X2

j¼1

hf � e3ie3; ffgv � f � hfiv; ð5:15Þ

here ej is the unit vector collinear with the Cartesian coordinate axis xj.

5.1.5 Solvability of Auxiliary Problems

We denote by L the restriction of the magnetic induction operator L0 to the
subspace of vector fields from the domain of L0 (i.e., satisfying the periodicity
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(5.7) and boundary (5.3) conditions), whose horizontal component is zero-mean.
We consider in this subsection solvability of a problem

Lg ¼ f ð5:16Þ

in the layer. Averaging of the horizontal component of this equation over the fast
spatial variables shows that hfih ¼ 0 is a necessary condition for the solvability. It
is simple to show that the Laplacian is a self-adjoint operator in the space of vector
fields satisfying (5.7) and (5.3), whose kernel consists of constant vector fields
with a vanishing vertical component. It is invertible in the subspace of fields with
zero-mean horizontal components; we denote the inverse Laplacian by r�2.
Suppose now the condition hfih ¼ 0 is satisfied. Then (5.16) is equivalent to the
equation

ð1=gÞr�2Lg ¼ r�2f=g: ð5:17Þ

By our assumption that the kernel of L0� is two-dimensional, the kernel of the
operator ð1=gÞL�r�2, adjoint to the operator in the l.h.s. of this equation, is
trivial. The operator in the l.h.s. of (5.17) is a sum of the identity and a compact
operator; hence, the Fredholm alternative theorem [154, 171] is applicable to
(5.17). By this theorem, it has a unique solution in the subspace of fields with a
vanishing mean horizontal component (satisfying the periodicity and boundary
conditions (5.7) and (5.3)).

Consequently, supposing that the kernel of L0 is two-dimensional, we find that
hfih ¼ 0 is the necessary and sufficient solvability condition for the problem (5.16)
under the conditions (5.7) and (5.3).

Evidently, hhnih satisfies (5.7) and (5.3), and hence fhngh must also satisfy
these conditions. Using the above criterion for solvability, we will solve succes-
sively equations (5.13) for all n in two steps:

1�. Consider the mean horizontal component of (5.13) as a partial differential
equation in the slow variables, and solve it (for n� 2) in hhn�2ih.

2�. The solvability condition for the PDE in the fast spatial variables is satisfied in
1	; solve it in fhngh.

Substituting the series (5.10) and the modified gradient (5.12) into the sole-
noidality condition (5.2), we also obtain an equation in the form of an equality of
power series in e. Equating the terms at each order en and considering separately
the horizontal means and the remaining fluctuating parts, we find conditions for
solenoidality of large-scale magnetic modes

rX � hhnih ¼ 0; ð5:18Þ
rx � fhngh þrX � fhn�1gh ¼ 0 ð5:19Þ

for all n� 0.
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5.2 Magnetic Eddy Diffusion in Flows, Symmetric About
a Vertical Axis

5.2.1 Solution of Order e0 Equations

Step 1� for n = 0. The equation (5.13) for n ¼ 0 is

Lfh0gh þ ðhh0ih � rxÞV ¼ k0h0:

Upon averaging over the fast spatial variables, its horizontal component reduces
to 0 ¼ k0hh0ih. We choose the possibility k0 ¼ 0 (following the arguments that
were discussed in Chap. 3).

Step 2� for n = 0. Consequently, the equation has solutions of the form

fh0gh ¼
X2

k¼1

Skhh0ik; ð5:20Þ

where SkðxÞ are solutions to auxiliary problems of type I:

LSk ¼ �
oV

oxk
ðk ¼ 1; 2Þ; ð5:21Þ

satisfying the periodicity (5.7) and boundary (5.3) conditions; horizontal compo-
nents of S have vanishing spatial means.

The solvability condition for Eq. (5.23) is, evidently, satisfied by virtue of the
periodicity of the flow in the horizontal directions. Eigenfunctions or generalised
eigenfunctions satisfying the boundary conditions under consideration have a non-
zero mean horizontal component, if and only if they are associated with the zero
eigenvalue. This can be shown by the same methods, as were used in Chap. 3 to
assert the same for fields that are periodic in the three-dimensional space. Also
note that for the conditions (5.7) and (5.3) assumed in this chapter, the horizontal
mean of the magnetic field does not change in time (see, e.g., [142]), and hence
only vector fields from the kernel of L0 can possess non-zero mean horizontal
components. The reverse is true, if the kernel of L0 is two-dimensional. Therefore,
we obtain by these arguments an independent proof of solvability of (5.21), which
is equivalent to

L0ðSk þ ekÞ ¼ 0:

Since symmetric and antisymmetric vector fields are invariant subspaces of the
operator L, the antisymmetry of the r.h.s. of (5.21) implies that Sk are antisym-
metric about the vertical axis.

Taking the divergence of (5.21), we find

r2ðr � SkÞ ¼ 0: ð5:22Þ
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By virtue of the boundary conditions (5.3) for Sk and (5.5) for the flow V, we
find from the vertical component of (5.21) that

o2ðSkÞ3
o2x3

����
x3¼0;p

¼ 0;

and thus r � Sk satisfies

o

ox3
r � Sk

����
x3¼0;p

¼ 0

on the horizontal boundaries. Evidently, the divergence of Sk has the same peri-
odicity in the horizontal directions, as V, and therefore (5.22) implies that r � Sk is
a constant. Integrating the identity r � Sk ¼ C over a parallelepiped of periodicity,
we find

r � Sk ¼ 0: ð5:23Þ

5.2.2 The Solvability Condition for Order e1 Equations:
Insignificance of the a-Effect

The equation (5.13) for n ¼ 1 is

Lfh1gh þ 2gðrx � rXÞfh0gh þ ðhh1ih � rxÞV
þrX � ðV� fh0ghÞ � ðV � rXÞhh0ih
¼ k1h0: ð5:24Þ

Step 1� for n = 1. Averaging of the horizontal component of (5.24) over the
fast spatial variables yields

rX �
X2

k¼1

hV� Skivhh0ik ¼ k1hh0ih: ð5:25Þ

Since V is symmetric about the vertical axis and Sk is antisymmetric, we find

hV� Skiv ¼ 0;

and hence (5.25) implies

k1 ¼ 0:

Thus, although only the vertical part of the magnetic a-effect tensor,hV� Ski,
vanishes, in the leading order the a-effect is insignificant in the sense that it does not
influence directly generation of large-scale mean magnetic fields in the convective
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hydromagnetic dynamo that we consider—its influence is felt only via the short-
scale solutions to auxiliary problems of type II discussed in the next subsection.

5.2.3 Solution of Order e1 Equations

Step 2� for n = 1. After (5.20) is substituted, Eq. 5.24 becomes

Lfh1gh¼�ðhh1ih � rxÞV�
X2

k¼1

X2

m¼1

2g
oSk

oxm
þ em � ðV� ðSk þ ekÞÞ

� �
ohh0ik
oXm

:

ð5:26Þ

By linearity, its solution has the following structure:

fh1gh ¼
X2

k¼1

Skhh1ik þ
X2

k¼1

X2

m¼1

Gmk
ohh0ik
oXm

; ð5:27Þ

where GmkðxÞ are solutions with zero-mean horizontal components to auxiliary
problems of type II:

LGmk ¼ �2g
oSk

oxm
� em � ðV� ðSk þ ekÞÞ ðm; k ¼ 1; 2Þ; ð5:28Þ

which satisfy the periodicity and boundary conditions (5.7) and (5.3). The sym-
metry of V and antisymmetry of Sk about the vertical axis imply that the solv-
ability condition is satisfied for (5.28). The r.h.s. of this equation is symmetric
about the vertical axis; since symmetric fields are invariant subspaces of the
operator L, GmkðxÞ are symmetric about the vertical axis.

Let us demonstrate the identity

r �Gmk þ ðSkÞm ¼ 0: ð5:29Þ

Denote by U the vector potential of V:

V ¼ r�U:

From (5.21), we find

V� Sk ¼ gr� Sk �
oU
oxk
þrwk þ Ck: ð5:30Þ

Here U and wk have the short-scale periodicity (5.4) of the flow V, and vectors Ck

are constant. Upon substitution of (5.30), Eq. 5.28 takes the form

LGmk þ g
oSk

oxm
þrðSkÞm

� �
þr� ððUk � wkÞemÞ þ em � Ck ¼ 0:
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Taking the divergence, we obtain

r2/mk ¼ 0; ð5:31Þ

where we have denoted

/mk � r �Gmk þ ðSkÞm:

By virtue of the boundary conditions (5.3) for Sk and Gmk, and of the impen-
etrability condition (5.5) for the flow, we find from the vertical component of
(5.28) that

o2ðGmkÞ3
o2x3

����
x3¼0;p

¼ 0 ) o/mk

ox3

����
x3¼0;p

¼ 0:

A solution to the Laplace equation (5.31), satisfying this condition at the hor-
izontal boundaries and possessing the periodicity (5.7) of the flow, is, evidently, a
constant. Averaging over the fast spatial variables the equation /mk ¼ C, we
obtain (5.29), as required.

5.2.4 The Solvability Condition for Order e2 Equations:
The Operator of Magnetic Eddy Diffusion

Step 1� for n = 2. For n ¼ 2, Eq. 5.13 is

Lfh2gh þ g 2ðrx � rXÞfh1gh þr2
Xh0

� �

þðhh2ih � rxÞVþrX � ðV� fh1ghÞ � ðV � rXÞhh1ih ¼ k2h0: ð5:32Þ

The horizontal component, averaged over the fast spatial variables,

Ehh0ih � gr2
Xhh0ih þrX �

X2

k¼1

X2

m¼1

hV�Gmkiv
ohh0ik
oXm

¼ k2hh0ih; ð5:33Þ

is an eigenvalue problem for the magnetic eddy diffusion operator E. Solving this
problem, we determine the leading terms of the expansions of the magnetic mode,
hh0ih, and of the associated eigenvalue, k2. As in the previous chapters, one might
consider this problem in a bounded region in the plane of the slow variables with
suitable conditions prescribed at its boundary. Here, our interest is in magnetic
modes, defined and globally bounded in the entire plane of the slow variables. E is
a partial differential operator of the second order with constant coefficients.
Consequently, solutions to the magnetic mean-field equation (5.33) are Fourier
harmonics

hh0ih ¼ ĥeiq�X; ð5:34Þ
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where q 2 R
2 is an arbitrary constant wave vector, and ĥ ¼ ðĥ1; ĥ2; 0Þ a constant

vector satisfying

�gjqj2ĥ�
�
ðq1; q2; 0Þ �

X2

k¼1

X2

m¼1

hV�Gmkivqmĥk

�
¼ k2ĥ: ð5:35Þ

The solenoidality condition (5.18) for n ¼ 0 implies

ðq1; q2; 0Þ � ĥ ¼ 0:

We obtain from this equation, together with (5.35), the solution

ĥ ¼ ð�q2; q1; 0Þ;

k2ðqÞ ¼ �gjqj2 þ
X2

k¼1

X2

m¼1

ð�1ÞkhV�Gmki3 qmq3�k: ð5:36Þ

Thus, we have found hh0ih and fh0gh determined by (5.20), i.e. h0 is now
known. The solvability condition for the equation (5.32) in fh2gh is satisfied. The
equation can be solved similarly to how the analogous equations are solved for
n [ 2, as discussed in the next section.

5.3 Complete Asymptotic Expansion of Large-Scale
Magnetic Modes

We examine in this section how equations (5.13) can be successively solved for
n [ 2. Like in Sect. 5.2.4 we focus on the case, where the magnetic mode is
defined and globally bounded in the entire plane of the slow variables. Sets of
vector fields hðxÞeiq�X, categorised by wave vectors q 2 R

2, constitute invariant
subspaces of the magnetic induction operator. It is natural to seek magnetic modes
in such a subspace: magnetic modes involving Fourier harmonics for different
wave vectors are superpositions of modes considered here.

Suppose the following information has been determined from the equations
(5.13) for n
N � 1:

• Vector fields

hnðX; xÞ ¼ gnðxÞeiq�X ð5:37Þ

for n\N � 2, such that

hhnih ¼ 0 for 0\n\N � 2; ð5:38Þ
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• Relations of the form

fhngh ¼
X2

k¼1

Skhhnik þ
X2

k¼1

X2

m¼1

Gmk
ohhn�1ik

oXm
þ h0n ð5:39Þ

for n = N -1 and n = N -2 with known fields

h0nðX; xÞ ¼ g0nðxÞeiq�X; hh0nih ¼ 0

(relations (5.20) and (5.27) are particular cases of (5.39), where h00 ¼ h01 ¼ 0);
• kn for all n\N.

Step 1� for n = N. By virtue of (5.38) and (5.39), the horizontal component of
Eq. 5.13 for n ¼ N, averaged over the fast spatial variables, takes the form

ðE� k2ÞhhN�2ih � kNhh0ih ¼ �rX � hV� h0N�1iv: ð5:40Þ

The r.h.s. of this equation (which is already known at this stage) is parallel to
the vector ĥ. We cancel out the factor eiq�X and solve this equation to find

hhN�2ih ¼ 0; kN ¼ �ihV� g0N�1i3: ð5:41Þ

Evidently, kN is now uniquely determined. In view of the solenoidality condition
(5.18) for n ¼ N � 2, a horizontal vector field hhN�2ih is determined in the invariant
subspace under consideration (comprised of harmonic waves in the slow variables
with x-dependent amplitudes) up to an additive term, equal to (5.34) multiplied by a
constant factor. We set this term to zero, as a normalisation condition.

Step 2� for n = N. After the solution (5.41) is found, the equation (5.13) for
n ¼ N takes the form

LfhNgh ¼ �g 2ðrx � rXÞh0N�1 þr2
XfhN�2gh

�

þ 2
X2

k¼1

X2

m¼1

oSk

oxm

ohhN�1ik
oXm

þ
X2

l¼1

oGmk

oxl

o2hhN�2ik
oXloXm

 !
Þ

�rX �
X2

k¼1

ðV� SkÞhhN�1ikþ
X2

k¼1

X2

m¼1

fV�Gmkgv

ohhN�2ik
oXm

þ fV� h0N�1gv

 !

� ðhhNih � rxÞVþ ðV � rXÞhhN�1ih þ
XN�2

j¼0

kN�jfhjgh: ð5:42Þ

hhNih and derivatives of hhN�1ik are not yet known, but the x-dependent factors in the
terms in (5.42) involving these quantities are identical to the factors in the terms in the
r.h.s. of (5.26) involving hh1ih and derivatives of hh0ik, respectively. Consequently,
fhNgh can be expressed as (5.39). An equation for h0N is obtained by assuming h0N in
place of fhNgh in (5.42) and removing from (5.42) all terms involving hhNih and
derivatives of hhN�1ik. The solvability condition is, evidently, satisfied for this equation.
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It is easy to check by induction, that h0N and fhNgh are symmetric about the
vertical axis for odd N, and antisymmetric for even N. Consequently, for odd N,

hV� h0N�1iv ¼ 0;

and hence (5.41) implies

kN ¼ 0 for odd N:

Thus, we have constructed complete formal asymptotic expansions of magnetic
modes (5.10) and the associated eigenvalues (5.11), which satisfy relations (5.34),
(5.36), (5.37) and (5.38).

5.4 Enhancement of Molecular Diffusion in Plane-Parallel
Flows in a Layer

By the Zeldovich antidynamo theorem [314] (see also [186]), plane-parallel flows
(i.e., solenoidal flows VðxÞ, everywhere orthogonal to a constant vector k) cannot
generate magnetic field. We prove here a stronger, in a sense, statement for a
narrower class of flows: eddy corrections of magnetic diffusivity due to short-scale
plane-parallel flows in a layer, satisfying the conditions listed in Sects. 5.1.1 and
5.1.3, are always non-negative. In other words, plane-parallel symmetric flows can
only enhance magnetic molecular diffusion. Without any loss of generality, we
assume in this section that the flow is independent of x2, and V2 ¼ 0 (i.e., the flow
is plane-parallel for k ¼ e2).

Let us consider the auxiliary problems for flows of this kind.
k = 1. Equation (5.21) implies

ðS1Þ2 ¼ 0 ) V� ðS1 þ e1Þ ¼ RðxÞe2:

Consequently, for m ¼ 1 the r.h.s. of (5.28) is equal to �2g
oS1

ox1
� RðxÞe3,

whereby

ðG11Þ2 ¼ 0 ) hV�G11iv ¼ 0:

For m ¼ 2, the r.h.s. of (5.28) vanishes, and hence

G21 ¼ 0 ) hV�G21iv ¼ 0:

k = 2. From (5.21), we find S2 ¼ 0. Consequently, for m ¼ 1 the r.h.s. of (5.28)
is equal to V1e2, and thus G12 ¼ Ge2, where G solves the equation

gr2C� ðV � rÞC ¼ V1:

A similar equation emerges as the auxiliary problem in analysis of large-scale
passive scalar transport (see Chap. 2). The respective coefficient of the tensor of
eddy correction of magnetic diffusion is non-positive:
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hV�G12i3 ¼ hV1Ci ¼ �ghjrCj2i
 0

(it is strictly negative for V1 6¼ 0).
For m ¼ 2, the r.h.s. of (5.28) is equal to �V, and therefore

ðG22Þ2 ¼ 0 ) hV�G22iv ¼ 0:

Summing up these results, we find from (5.36):

�k2ðqÞ ¼ gjqj2 � hV�G12i3 q2
1� gjqj2;

i.e. the minimum of magnetic eddy diffusivity over unit wave vectors is attained
for a wave vector, normal to the flow, i.e. for q ¼ e2.

5.5 Convective Plan Forms in a Layer
of a Non-rotating Fluid

The findings of the previous sections will be used for the study of magnetic eddy
diffusion in convective plan forms. The properties of these flows, relevant for our
goals, are summarised in this section. A comprehensive reference is [53].

5.5.1 Analytic Expressions

Thermal convection in a horizontal non-rotating layer of fluid due to heating of the
lower boundary is considered (both boundaries of the layer are held at constant
temperatures). Plan forms are the flow components of the instability modes near
the bifurcation of the trivial steady state, at which the fluid is at rest, heat is
conducted by molecular diffusion, and no magnetic field is present—in other
words, near the onset of the fluid flow, when the difference in temperature at the
lower and upper boundary exceed the critical value. The flows are poloidal:

VðxÞ ¼ r �r� ðPðxÞ e3Þ: ð5:43Þ

In the most general form the potential PðxÞ takes the form [22]

PðxÞ ¼ a1 cosðK1x1Þ cosðK2x2Þ þ a2 cosðpK2x2Þð Þwðx3Þ: ð5:44Þ

Here a1 and a2 are constants, p is an integer, Ki ¼ 2p=Li ði ¼ 1; 2Þ are wave
numbers, associated with the period Li along the axis xi. Furthermore,

K1=K2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2 � 1

p
; if a2 6¼ 0:

Evidently, a plan form has all the prerequisite properties of periodicity in the
horizontal directions (5.4), solenoidality (5.8) and symmetry about a vertical axis
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(5.9). The remaining condition—impenetrability of the horizontal boundaries of
the layer for the fluid (5.5)—is equivalent to the requirement

wðx3Þ
���

x3¼0;p
¼ 0: ð5:45Þ

If, in addition,

o2mw

ox2m
3

����
x3¼0;p

¼ 0

for all integer m [ 0, the plan form satisfies the condition for the stress-free
boundary:

oV1

ox3

����
x3¼0;p

¼ oV2

ox3

����
x3¼0;p

¼ 0; V3

���
x3¼0;p

¼ 0:

Vertical profiles of instability modes in the case of stress-free boundaries are
simple harmonics,

wnðx3Þ ¼ sin nx3; ð5:46Þ

where n [ 0 is an integer. When the Rayleigh number (proportional to the
difference of temperatures at the horizontal boundaries) exceeds the critical value,
the mode with n ¼ 1 becomes unstable. For rigid boundaries, the vertical profiles
of instability modes have a more complex structure (see [53]).

5.5.2 Additional Symmetries

Plan forms have two additional reflection symmetries:
about the plane x1 ¼ 0:

V1ð�x1; x2; x3Þ ¼ �V1ðx1; x2; x3Þ;
V2ð�x1; x2; x3Þ ¼ V2ðx1; x2; x3Þ;
V3ð�x1; x2; x3Þ ¼ V3ðx1; x2; x3Þ;

ð5:47Þ

about the plane x2 ¼ 0:

V1ðx1;�x2; x3Þ ¼ V1ðx1; x2; x3Þ;
V2ðx1;�x2; x3Þ ¼ �V2ðx1; x2; x3Þ;
V3ðx1;�x2; x3Þ ¼ V3ðx1; x2; x3Þ:

ð5:48Þ

The symmetry about the vertical axis x1 ¼ x2 ¼ 0 (5.9) is a composition of
these two reflections.
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In the case of square convective cells, i.e. for L1 ¼ L2 and a2 ¼ 0, the plan form
has an independent reflection symmetry about the diagonal plane x1 ¼ x2:

V1ðx1; x2; x3Þ ¼ V2ðx2; x1; x3Þ; V3ðx1; x2; x3Þ ¼ V3ðx2; x1; x3Þ: ð5:49Þ

A plan form in a layer with stress-free boundaries and a vertical profile (5.46) is
parity-invariant about the centres listed in Table 5.1. Parity invariance guarantees
the absence of the a-effect in the leading order.

5.5.3 Magnetic Eddy Diffusion Operator for Convective Plan
Forms in a Layer

Each of the reflection symmetries (5.47), (5.48) and (5.49) splits the domain of the
operator of magnetic induction L into a direct sum of two invariant subspaces
consisting of symmetric and antisymmetric vector fields for the respective sym-
metry. A vector field has the antisymmetry of reflection about the plane x1 ¼ 0, if
it satisfies the modified relations (5.47), where the signs in the r.h.s. are reversed:

f1ð�x1; x2; x3Þ ¼ f1ðx1; x2; x3Þ;
f2ð�x1; x2; x3Þ ¼ �f2ðx1; x2; x3Þ;
f3ð�x1; x2; x3Þ ¼ �f3ðx1; x2; x3Þ;

the antisymmetries of reflection about the planes x2 ¼ 0 and x1 ¼ x2 are defined
similarly.

Consequently, solutions to the auxiliary problems of type I, Sk, have the same
symmetries/antisymmetries, as the vector field oV=oxk (see (5.21)). Furthermore,
solutions to the auxiliary problems of type II, Gmk have the same symmetries/
antisymmetries, as the field o2V=oxmoxk (see (5.28)). In particular, Gkk possess
both reflection symmetries (about the planes x1 ¼ 0 and x1 ¼ 0), and hence

hV�Gkkiv ¼ 0:

This implies that, restricted to the subspace of vector fields which are solenoidal
in the slow variables and have a zero vertical component, the operator of magnetic
eddy diffusion is diagonal:

Table 5.1 Centres of parity
invariance of a plan form in a
layer with stress-free
boundaries and a vertical
profile (5.46).

n p Centres of parity invariance

Odd a2 ¼ 0 L1
2 l1 þ 1

2

� �
; L2l2

2 ; p2
� �

Odd Odd, or a2 ¼ 0 L1l1
2 ; L2

2 l2 þ 1
2

� �
; p2

� �
Even Any L1l1

2 ; L2l2
2 ; p2

� �
Even Even, or a2 ¼ 0 L1

2 l1 þ 1
2

� �
; L2

2 l2 þ 1
2

� �
; p2

� �
l1 and l2 are arbitrary integers
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E ¼ ðg� hV�G12i3Þ
o2

oX2
1

þ ðgþ hV�G21i3Þ
o2

oX2
2

:

We find therefore, that for a flow having the symmetries (5.47) and (5.48), the
minimum magnetic eddy diffusivity

geddy � min
jqj¼1
ð�k2ðqÞÞ

can be expressed as

geddy ¼ gþminð�hV�G12i3; hV�G21i3Þ: ð5:50Þ

Let us now consider the case of square convective cells, in which plan forms
have the reflection symmetry (5.49) about the diagonal plane. It is simple to check
that the mapping

SðVÞ ¼ ðV2ðx2; x1; x3Þ;V1ðx2; x1; x3Þ;V3ðx2; x1; x3ÞÞ

commutes with L. (Fields, possessing the symmetry (5.49), are fixed points of S).
Evidently,

S
oV

ox1

� �
¼ oV

ox2
;

and hence S2 ¼SðS1Þ. Consequently, the r.h.s. of the equations (5.28), defining
solutions G12 and G21 to the auxiliary problems of type II, are also mapped into
each other by the mapping S. This implies

G12 ¼SðG21Þ;

and hence

g� hV�G12i3 ¼ gþ hV�G21i3:

Therefore, in the presence of the reflection symmetry (5.49) about the diagonal
plane, magnetic eddy diffusion is isotropic and it is described by a single scalar
coefficient.

5.6 Numerical Investigation of Magnetic Eddy Diffusion

As we have shown in the previous section, for computation of the tensor of eddy
correction of magnetic diffusion it suffices to solve two auxiliary problems of type I
(to determine S1 and S2) and two auxiliary problems of type II (to determine G12

and G21). However, one can also apply the method described in Sect. 4.4, which
requires to solve one auxiliary problem for the adjoint operator:

L�Z3 ¼ V� e3
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instead of computing G12 and G21. (The differences in the geometry of the fluid
container or in the symmetries of the flow do not affect this method based on
expression (4.51).)

Computations presented in this section were performed for plan forms (5.43)–
(5.44) with the vertical profile

wðx3Þ ¼
XN

n¼1

bn sinðnx3Þ; ð5:51Þ

where bn are constants. The flows were normalised: hjVj2i ¼ 1. Plots in Figs. 5.1–
5.3 are constructed for plan forms with the vertical profile (5.46).

Since solutions to the auxiliary problems have two reflection symmetries (5.47)
and (5.48) (see Sect. 5.5.2), and satisfy the periodicity (5.7) and boundary (5.3)
conditions, they can be expanded in the following Fourier series:

S1 ¼
X
ni � 0

s1;n;1 cos n1K1x1 cos n2K2x2 cos n3x3

s1;n;2 sin n1K1x1 sin n2K2x2 cos n3x3

s1;n;3 sin n1K1x1 cos n2K2x2 sin n3x3

2
4

3
5; ð5:52Þ

S2 ¼
X
ni � 0

s2;n;1 sin n1K1x1 sin n2K2x2 cos n3x3

s2;n;2 cos n1K1x1 cos n2K2x2 cos n3x3

s2;n;3 cos n1K1x1 sin n2K2x2 sin n3x3

2
4

3
5; ð5:53Þ

Gmk ¼
X
ni � 0

cmk;n;1 cos n1K1x1 sin n2K2x2 cos n3x3

cmk;n;2 sin n1K1x1 cos n2K2x2 cos n3x3

cmk;n;3 sin n1K1x1 sin n2K2x2 sin n3x3

2
4

3
5 ð5:54Þ

(the last formula is applicable for m 6¼ k). Solenoidality conditions (5.23) and
(5.29) now become

�s1;n;1n1K1 þ s1;n;2n2K2 þ s1;n;3n3 ¼ 0;

s2;n;1n1K1 � s2;n;2n2K2 þ s2;n;3n3 ¼ 0;

�cmk;n;1n1K1 � cmk;n;2n2K2 þ cmk;n;3n3 þ sk;n;m ¼ 0:

It is natural to solve auxiliary problems in the terms of coefficients of the series
(5.52)–(5.54). Each of the symmetries discussed below in this paragraph halves the
number of the unknown non-zero coefficients. If p is an odd number or a2 ¼ 0 in
the potential of the plan form (5.44), then the sum of wave numbers in horizontal
directions is even in all harmonics comprising the flow. Consequently, the domain
of the operator L splits into a direct sum of two invariant subspaces, categorised
by the parity of the sum of wave numbers in horizontal directions, n1 þ n2, of the
harmonics spanning the subspaces. Thus, if p is odd or a2 ¼ 0, then the coefficients
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of the series (5.52)–(5.54) vanish for wave vectors n with odd sums n1 þ n2.
Similarly, if the sum (5.51) involves sines for odd wave numbers n only, then the
coefficients vanish for wave vectors n with the odd sum n1 þ n3. For plan forms
with the vertical profile (5.46) for n [ 1, whose coefficients of the series (5.52)–
(5.54) are zero for all n3 not divisible by a certain integer n, the last symmetry is
modified: the coefficients are non-zero only for even n1 þ n3=n.

All computations were performed with the resolution of 64 trigonometric
function in each direction. The energy spectrum of the solutions to auxiliary
problems computed for this resolution decays by several (at least 4) orders of
magnitude.

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show plots of the minimum magnetic eddy diffusivity geddy

(5.50) and the growth rates of the dominant short-scale magnetic modes with zero-
mean horizontal components (of the same space periodicity as the convective plan
form) for two families of parameter values for a2 ¼ 0 (the associated eigenvalues
of the magnetic induction operator are real). According to [177, 178], square

Fig. 5.1 The minimum
magnetic eddy diffusivity
geddy (solid line, the vertical
axis) in plan forms for n ¼ 1,
K2 ¼ 2, a2 ¼ 0 and the
growth rates of the dominant
short-scale magnetic modes
with zero-mean horizontal
components generated by
these flows (dashed line, the
vertical axis) for molecular
diffusivity g ¼ 0:06, as
functions of K1 (the
horizontal axis). Dots show
the computed values

Fig. 5.2 The minimum
magnetic eddy diffusivity
geddy (solid line, the vertical
axis) in plan forms for n ¼ 1,
K1 ¼ 0:75, K2 ¼ 2, a2 ¼ 0
and the growth rates of the
dominant short-scale
magnetic modes with zero-
mean horizontal components
generated by these flows
(dashed line, the vertical
axis), as functions of
molecular diffusivity g (the
horizontal axis). Dots show
the computed values
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convective plan forms for K1 ¼ K2 ¼ 1=2 and a2 ¼ 0 are not kinematic dynamos.
Magnetic fields satisfying the boundary conditions (5.3) and periodic along
diagonals of the convective cells with the period equal to a half of the diagonal
length were considered in these papers (such flows constitute a subspace in the
class of short-scale flows that we are considering). Figures 5.1 and 5.2 attest that
for some sets of parameter values square cells are short-scale kinematic dynamos.

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 illustrate an unexpected phenomenon: the critical value of
magnetic molecular diffusivity for the onset of short-scale magnetic field gener-
ation coincides with the critical value for the onset of large-scale field generation.
In other words, the minimum magnetic eddy diffusivity vanishes for the same sets
of parameter values, for which the growth rate of the dominant short-scale mag-
netic mode vanishes. Since growth rates of large-scale magnetic fields are small
(the order of e2), the large-scale magnetic field instability is weak compared to the
short-scale one.

The coincidence of the windows of kinematic generation of short- and large-
scale magnetic field for a2 ¼ 0 has been established numerically for various plan
forms, whose vertical profiles (5.51) are sums of up to three sines with the same or
different parity of the wave numbers n. The critical magnetic molecular diffu-
sivities were determined to the accuracy of at least 10�8. All modes found in these
computations have common parity properties. The dominant short-scale magnetic
modes possess the reflection antisymmetries about the planes x1 ¼ 0 and x2 ¼ 0
(the same ones that G12 and G21 have). Consequently, the short-scale neutral
magnetic modes can be expanded in the Fourier series (5.54), in which the
coefficients for wave vectors n with even sums n1 þ n2 vanish (in contrast to the
solutions to the auxiliary problems of type II). Furthermore, when wave numbers n
in all terms constituting the vertical profile wðx3Þ are odd, terms in the series (5.54)
representing the short-scale neutral mode do not vanish for wave vectors n with
components of the parities (odd, even, even) or (even, odd, odd), while in such
series for G12 and G21 terms do not vanish for wave vectors, the parity of whose all
components is the same.

Fig. 5.3 The minimum
magnetic eddy diffusivity
geddy (solid line, the vertical
axis) in plan forms for n ¼ 1,
p ¼ 2, K1 ¼ 1:5

ffiffiffi
3
p

and the
growth rates of the dominant
short-scale magnetic modes
with zero-mean horizontal
components generated by
these flows (dashed line, the
vertical axis), as functions of
the ratio a2=a1 (the horizontal
axis). Dots show the
computed values
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Plots of the minimum magnetic eddy diffusivity and the growth rates of the
dominant short-scale magnetic modes with zero-mean horizontal components for a
family of plan forms for a2 6¼ 0 are shown in Fig. 5.3 (the respective eigenvalues
of the short-scale magnetic induction operator are real). The plan forms for the
considered sets of parameter values fail to generate magnetic fields of the same
periodicity as that of the flow, but there exists a window of the ratios a2=a1, for
which geddy\0. Thus, generation of large-scale magnetic fields by the respective
plan forms from this family can be observed.

The plan forms for p ¼ 2; a2 ¼ a1=2 consist of hexagonal convective cells [6].
It was found in [334] that this flow can generate short-scale magnetic modes for a
relatively small magnetic molecular diffusivity (for the conditions for the magnetic
field at the upper boundary, different from those considered here—for the case of a
dielectric above the layer of fluid). No short-scale generation by hexagonal cells

for K1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3=8

p
; K2 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1=8

p
and the perfect conductor conditions on the hori-

zontal boundaries (5.3) was found in [178]. We have computed geddy for such
hexagonal plan forms with vertical profiles (5.46) or (5.51) involving two sine
functions for various ratios b2=b1, but we did not find any case of negative eddy
diffusivity.

5.7 Conclusions

(1) We have constructed in this chapter complete formal asymptotic expansions of
large-scale magnetic modes generated kinematically by flows, symmetric
about the vertical axis, in a layer of fluid with perfectly electrically conducting
horizontal boundaries, together with the associated eigenvalues of the mag-
netic induction operator. We have shown that the a-effect is insignificant in the
leading order (i.e., it does not affect generation of large-scale magnetic field)
and derived the operator of magnetic eddy diffusion (5.33). We have proved
that in plane-parallel flows eddy correction of magnetic diffusion can only
enhance molecular diffusion. If the flow has the symmetries of reflection about
the vertical planes x1 ¼ 0 and x2 ¼ 0, then the magnetic eddy diffusion
operator is diagonal. Magnetic eddy diffusion is isotropic, if in addition the
flow in a square periodicity cell has the symmetry of reflection about the
diagonal vertical plane x1 ¼ x2

(2) These analytical results were applied to investigate the kinematic generation
of large-scale magnetic field by plan forms of thermal convection in a hori-
zontal layer of electrically conducting fluid without rotation. The minimum
magnetic eddy diffusivity geddy was computed for three families of plan forms.
Numerical results reveal that for a2 ¼ 0 in the potential (5.44) of a plan form
(and hence if the flow is invariant under swapping of the horizontal coordinate
axes, together with an appropriate rescaling if periods along the two coordi-
nate axes are different), the regions of parameter values of kinematic
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generation of short-scale and large-scale magnetic fields coincide. No cases of
negative magnetic eddy diffusivity for hexagonal cells were identified. A
family of less symmetric plan forms for a2 6¼ 0 is found, for which the min-
imum magnetic eddy diffusivity is negative, but no short-scale magnetic fields
are generated. In such flows generation of large-scale magnetic fields can be
observed, however, the intervals of parameter values for which geddy\0 are
short, and the absolute values of the computed negative minimum magnetic
eddy diffusivities are small.

(3) Let us also note a side result. Convective plan forms are poloidal flows (5.43),
and hence their helicity is pointwise zero. We have thus demonstrated once
again that short-scale or large-scale magnetic dynamos do not rely on helicity
of the generating fluid flows.
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Chapter 6
Linear Stability of Steady MHD States
to Large-Scale Perturbations

It was shown in [82] that stability of three-dimensional space-periodic steady flows
to large-scale perturbations is controlled by the so-called AKA-effect (the acronym
means the anisotropic kinematic a-effect). Its absence is guaranteed only in a
single wide class: parity-invariant flows. Stability of such flows is determined by
the effect of eddy viscosity. The analysis of kinematic generation of large-scale
magnetic fields (see Chaps. 3, 4 and 5) reveals a similar picture: If a generating
flow does not possess special properties (e.g., a symmetry, like parity invariance),
then the magnetic a-effect is predominantly responsible for generation of large-
scale magnetic fields [307] (see Chap. 3). If the flow is parity-invariant, then the
magnetic a-effect does not emerge, the short-scale fluid motions give rise to
magnetic eddy diffusion, and large-scale field generation is possible when mag-
netic eddy diffusivity is negative [161, 335, 336]. The growth rates of instability
modes, both kinematic and magnetic ones, for which the a-effect is responsible,
are the order of the ratio of the large and small spatial scales, e; the growth rates of
the modes appearing due to eddy diffusion are the order of e2.

The analogy can be traced further: after elimination of the fluctuating com-
ponents of the respective modes by averaging over small scales, both the large-
scale magnetic field generation and the large-scale hydrodynamic instability due to
the action of the a-effect are governed by first-order partial differential equations,
that do not involve terms describing dissipation of energy. The spectra of the
operators of the a-effect are symmetric about the imaginary axis; thus, generically
hydrodynamic and magnetic systems possessing the a-effect are unstable. In order
to distinguish between this situation and a physically more natural one, in which
the a-effect competes with molecular diffusion, it was proposed in [307] to call
c-effect the former case of the isolated a-effect. (Molecular diffusion and the
a-effect are acting simultaneously, if the amplitude of the fluctuating part of a
large-scale flow increases as e�1=2 [306, 321–323], see Chaps. 10 and 11).

In view of this similarity of the stability properties of the hydrodynamic and
magnetic systems to large-scale perturbations, it is natural to generalise the

V. Zheligovsky, Large-Scale Perturbations of Magnetohydrodynamic Regimes,
Lecture Notes in Physics, 829, DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-18170-2_6,
� Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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analysis and investigate a combined MHD system, in which perturbation modes
possess both magnetic and hydrodynamic components. We do this in the present
chapter following the paper [326]. We consider linear stability of three-dimen-
sional space-periodic steady MHD states and construct a complete formal
asymptotic expansion of the perturbation modes in power series in the scale ratio e.
We show that in a generic MHD state the evolution of large-scale perturbations is
controlled in the leading order by the action of the combined MHD a-effect.
Unlike in the previous chapters, we construct the asymptotic expansion of the
modes for this general case (assuming that the operator of the MHD a-effect is
elliptic). If the steady MHD state is parity-invariant, then the a-effect is absent, and
the behaviour of the perturbation modes averaged over small scales is determined
in the leading order by a second-order partial differential operator—the so-called
operator of the anisotropic combined MHD eddy (turbulent) diffusion. We study
numerically the distribution of the combined MHD eddy diffusivity in an ensemble
of steady MHD states, synthesised from random-amplitude Fourier harmonics with
an exponentially decaying energy spectrum.

6.1 Statement of the Linear Stability Problem

6.1.1 The Governing Equations

An MHD steady state V;H;P satisfies the Navier–Stokes and magnetic induction
equations, and the solenoidality conditions:

mr2Vþ V� ðr � VÞ þ ðr �HÞ �H�rPþ F ¼ 0; ð6:1Þ

gr2Hþr� ðV�HÞ þ J ¼ 0; ð6:2Þ

r � V ¼ r �H ¼ 0: ð6:3Þ

Here VðxÞ is the velocity of a conducting fluid flow, HðxÞ magnetic field,

PðxÞ � 1
2jVj

2 pressure, m molecular viscosity, g molecular magnetic diffusivity, F

an external body force. The term J is, strictly speaking, unphysical; it may reflect
the presence of external currents in the volume occupied by the fluid; it is intro-
duced into (6.2) in order to allow for the maximum possible generality. If
F ¼ J ¼ 0, the only solution to the system of equations (6.1)–(6.3) is the stable
steady state V ¼ H ¼ 0. The presence of the source terms FðxÞ and/or JðxÞ Sect.
6.2, not supposed to be both identically zero, breaks the spatial invariance of the
system; we will note in the importance of this for our constructions. We assume,
that the fields are L-periodic, i.e. have period Li in each Cartesian variable xi.
Investigation of linear stability of the MHD steady state V;H;P gives rise to the
eigenvalue problem
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Mvðv; h; pÞ � mr2vþ v� ðr � VÞ þ V� ðr � vÞ
þ ðr � hÞ �Hþ ðr �HÞ � h�rp ¼ kv;

ð6:4Þ

Mhðv;hÞ � gr2hþr� ðv�Hþ V� hÞ ¼ kh; ð6:5Þ

r � v ¼ r � h ¼ 0: ð6:6Þ

for the operator of linearisation M ¼ ðMv;MhÞ of the equations (6.1)–(6.3)
describing the MHD steady state. (Note that the meaning of the labels v and h
depends on their location: the superscripts v and h denote the flow and magnetic
components of operators and vector fields, respectively, and the subscripts v and h
denote the vertical and horizontal components of the averaged three-dimensional
fields, see (5.14) and (5.15).)

6.1.2 Asymptotic Expansion of Large-Scale MHD
Stability Modes

A large-scale stability mode v; h; p is supposed to possess a large spatial scale of
the order jLj=e, where e [ 0 is a small parameter. As in the previous chapters,
x denotes the fast spatial variable, and X ¼ ex the slow one. A solution to the
eigenvalue problem (6.4)–(6.6) is sought in the form of power series

v ¼
X1
n¼0

vnðX; xÞen; h ¼
X1
n¼0

hnðX; xÞen; ð6:7Þ

p ¼
X1
n¼0

pnðX; xÞen; ð6:8Þ

k ¼
X1
n¼0

kne
n: ð6:9Þ

6.1.3 The Hierarchy of Equations for the Large-Scale Modes

We start by considering the solenoidality conditions (6.6) for large-scale MHD
perturbations. Substituting the series (6.7), equating to zero the terms at each order
en and extracting the mean and fluctuating parts (formally defined in Sect. 3.1.1),
we find

rX � hvni ¼ 0; ð6:10Þ
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rX � hhni ¼ 0; ð6:11Þ

rx � vnf g þ rX � vn�1f g ¼ 0; ð6:12Þ

rx � hnf g þ rX � hn�1f g ¼ 0 ð6:13Þ

for all n� 0. Differential operators with the indices x and X denote the operations
with differentiation in the fast and slow spatial variables, respectively; any term
with a negative index n is zero by definition.

We substitute now series (6.7)–(6.9) into the eigenvalue equations (6.4)–(6.5)
and convert them into equalities for power series in e. Considering the terms at
each power of e, we obtain a hierarchy of systems of equations

Mvðvn; hn; pnÞ þ m 2ðrx � rXÞ vn�1f g þ r2
Xvn�2

� �

þ V� ðrX � vn�1Þ þ ðrX � hn�1Þ �H ¼
Xn

m¼0

kn�mvm; ð6:14Þ

Mhðvn; hnÞ þ g 2ðrx � rXÞ hn�1f g þ r2
Xhn�2

� �

þrX � ðV� hn�1 þ vn�1 �HÞ ¼
Xn

m¼0

kn�mhm: ð6:15Þ

Henceforth, we reserve the notation M ¼ ðMv;MhÞ for the operator of lin-
earisation of the equations of magnetohydrodynamics (6.4)–(6.5), that involves
differentiation in fast variables only.

6.2 Solvability of Auxiliary Problems

We intend to solve successively the systems (6.14)–(6.15) together with the
conditions (6.10)–(6.13). As in the previous chapters, this gives rise to auxiliary
problems; we consider their solvability in this section.

Let L0 ¼ ðL0v;L0
hÞ be the restriction of the operator of linearisation M to the

subspace of solenoidal vector fields, L-periodic in fast variables (acting into the
same subspace), and L ¼ ðLv;LhÞ the further restriction of L to the subspace of
zero-mean vector fields.

The adjoint operator to linearisation L0� ¼ ððL0�Þv; ðL0�ÞhÞ is derived perform-
ing integration by parts in the identity hL0�ðv;hÞ � ðv0; h0Þi � hðv; hÞ�L0ðv0; h0Þi:

ðL0�Þvðv; hÞ ¼ mr2
xv�rx � ðV� vÞ þPsolðH� ðrx � hÞ � v� ðrx � VÞÞ;
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ðL0�Þhðv; hÞ ¼ gr2
xhþrx � ðH� vÞ þPsolðv� ðrx �HÞ � V� ðrx � hÞÞ:

Here Psol is the projection onto the subspace of solenoidal vector fields,

PsolA � A�rxa;

where

a ¼ r�2
x ðrx � AÞ

is the L-periodic solution to the Laplace equation r2
xa ¼ rx � A. Evidently, any

pair of constant vectors ðCv;ChÞ belongs to the kernel of L0, and hence kerL0 is
at least six-dimensional.

Solenoidality (6.3) and periodicity of V and H imply the identities

hMvðv; h; pÞi ¼ hVrx � v�Hrx � hi; hMhðv; hÞi ¼ 0: ð6:16Þ

for any fields v; h; p, L-periodic in fast variables. Consequently, a pair of short-scale
solenoidal vector fields v; h, whose spatial means do not vanish simultaneously, can
be an eigenfunction or a generalised eigenfunction of L0�, only if it is associated
with a zero eigenvalue. Using the projection expressed as an integral of the resolvent
of L0 over a closed contour, we find as in Chap. 3, that for any pair of constant three-
dimensional vectors hvi; hhi there exists a pair of solenoidal vector fields
v; h 2 kerL0, such that their spatial means coincide with the constant fields hvi; hhi.

In what follows, we assume that the kernel of L0 is six-dimensional, and hence
the kernel of L0 is trivial. This assumption is not satisfied, if the spatial invariance
of the MHD system is not broken by the source terms FðxÞ and JðxÞ; we will
discuss this in detail in Chap. 9. Otherwise, if one of the molecular diffusivities m
and g is fixed, the assumption is not satisfied only for a countable set of values of
the second diffusivity.

Consider the system of equations

Mvðv; h; pÞ ¼ fv; Mhðv; hÞ ¼ fh; ð6:17Þ

rx � v ¼ 0 ð6:18Þ

under the additional conditions

rx � fv ¼ 0; rx � fh ¼ 0 ð6:19Þ

From the divergence of the second equation in the system (6.17) for the
magnetic component h together with the solenoidality condition (6.19), we find by
the usual arguments that h is solenoidal. Hence the identities (6.16) for the image
of the mean part of the operator of linearisation and the solenoidality (6.18) imply
that the conditions

hfvi ¼ hfhi ¼ 0 ð6:20Þ
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are necessary for solvability of the system (6.17)–(6.19). Let us apply the operators
m�1r�2

x and g�1r�2
x to the first and second equations in (6.17), respectively (this is

permitted as long as (6.17) holds). Applying the Fredholm alternative theorem
[154, 171] to the resultant problem and using our assumption that the kernel of L0

is six-dimensional and hence the kernel of L is trivial, we conclude that the
system (6.17)–(6.19) under consideration is solvable if and only if the conditions
(6.20) are satisfied. Subtracting from the solution an appropriate vector field from
the kernel of L0, we find that the system (6.17)–(6.19) has a unique zero-mean
solution v; h as long as (6.20) is satisfied.

Let us now consider the system (6.17) under the condition

rx � v ¼ wðxÞ; hwi ¼ 0 ð6:21Þ

in place of (6.20). Averaging the second equation in (6.17) over the fast spatial
variables we find that the relation

hfhi ¼ 0 ð6:22Þ

remains a necessary condition for solvability of the system (6.17), (6.19). Fur-
thermore, the second equation in (6.17) implies

rx � h ¼ g�1r�2
x ðrx � fhÞ:

Hence we find from (6.16) that the second necessary solvability condition for
the system (6.17), (6.21) is

hVw� g�1Hr�2
x ðrx � fhÞi ¼ hfvi: ð6:23Þ

(If (6.23) is not satisfied, then there exists a solution, in which rxp is L-periodic as
required, but the function p is not space-periodic). If the solvability conditions (6.22)
and (6.23) are satisfied, we split the r.h.s. of the first equation in (6.17) into a sum

fv ¼ hfvi þPsolf
v þrx/; where hPsolf

vi ¼ hrx/i ¼ 0:

and substitute

v ¼ v0 þ rxr�2
x w; h ¼ h0 þ g�1rxr�2

x ðrx � fhÞ; p ¼ p0 � /:

This transforms equations (6.17), (6.21) into a system of equations in v0; h0 and
p0 of the form (6.17)–(6.20), for which existence of a unique zero-mean solution is
established above.

6.3 The Combined MHD a-Effect

Each system (6.14)–(6.15) in the hierarchy will be solved under the condition
(6.10)–(6.13) in two steps:
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1�. Satisfying the solvability conditions (6.22) and (6.23), we find hvn�2i, hhn�2i
and kn.

2�. The resultant system is solved for vn and hn.
(The presence or absence of the a-effect will be seen not to affect this plan.)

6.3.1 Solution of Order e0 Equations

Step 1� for n = 0. The Eqs. 6.14–6.15 for n ¼ 0 reduce to

Mvð v0f g; h0f g; p0f gÞ þ hv0i � ðrx � VÞ þ ðrx �HÞ � hh0i ¼ k0v0; ð6:24Þ

Mhð v0f g; h0f gÞ þ ðhh0i � rxÞV� ðhv0i � rxÞH ¼ k0h0: ð6:25Þ

We average these equations over the fast spatial variables, using the expressions
(6.16) for the mean part of the image of the operator of linearisation, as well as the
solenoidality of v0f g and v0f g in the fast variables, stemming from (6.12)–(6.13)
for n ¼ 0. We obtain 0 ¼ k0hv0i ¼ k0hh0i, and consequently assume k0 ¼ 0. (The
alternative possibility hv0i ¼ hh0i ¼ 0 is potentially interesting if k0 is an imag-
inary eigenvalue. Since oscillatory short-scale stability modes are non-generic, we
do not consider further this possibility. The reader can construct the amplitude
equation arising in this case following the approach of Sect. 3.8).

Step 2� for n = 0. By linearity, the fluctuating parts of equations (6.24)–(6.25)
have solutions of the following structure:

v0f g
h0f g
p0f g

0
@

1
A ¼X

3

k¼1

Svv
k

Svh
k

Svp
k

0
@

1
Ahv0ik þ

Shv
k

Shh
k

Shp
k

0
@

1
Ahh0ik

0
@

1
A; ð6:26Þ

Here L-periodic zero-mean vector fields Sðx; tÞ are solutions to auxiliary
problems of type I:

Auxiliary Problem I.1

MvðSvv
k ; S

vh
k ; S

vp
k Þ ¼ �ek � ðrx � VÞ; ð6:27Þ

rx � Svv
k ¼ 0; ð6:28Þ

MhðSvv
k ; S

vh
k Þ ¼

oH

oxk
: ð6:29Þ

Auxiliary problem I.2

MvðShv
k ;S

hh
k ; S

hp
k Þ ¼ ek � ðrx �HÞ; ð6:30Þ
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rx � Shv
k ¼ 0; ð6:31Þ

MhðShv
k ; S

hh
k Þ ¼ �

oV

oxk
: ð6:32Þ

The spatial means of the r.h.s. of equations (6.27)–(6.32) vanish due to peri-
odicity of V and H. This ensures, by the criterion (6.20) for solvability of the
problem (6.17)–(6.19), that the problems (6.27)–(6.29) and (6.30)–(6.32) have
unique zero-mean solutions. Conditions (6.28) and (6.31) guarantee solenoidality
of v0f g in the fast variables. Solenoidality of h0f g stems from the relations

rx � Svh
k ¼ rx � Shh

k ¼ 0; ð6:33Þ

as shown in Sect. 6.2, they are consequences of solenoidality of the fields V;H.
The problems (6.27)–(6.29) and (6.30)–(6.32) can be expressed as

L0ðSvv
k þ ek;S

vh
k Þ ¼ 0 and L0ðShv

k ; S
hh
k þ ekÞ ¼ 0;

respectively. Their solvability is equivalent to existence of a pair of vector fields in
the kernel of the operator of linearisation L0, whose spatial means coincide with
two arbitrary constant vectors (the fields solenoidal by the requirements for the
domain of L0)—see Sect. 6.2.

6.3.2 The Solvability Condition for Order e1 Equations:
The Operator of the Combined MHD a-Effect

Step 1� for n = 1. Applying identities (6.16) for the mean part of the operator of
linearisation, relations (6.12)–(6.13) for the divergence of the vector fields for
n ¼ 1, and expressions (6.26) for the fluctuating parts of the zero-order terms of
the perturbation mode, we reduce the mean parts of the equations (6.14)–(6.15) for
n ¼ 1 to the MHD mean-field equations

X3

k¼1

Avv
k rXhv0ik þ Ahv

k rXhh0ik
� �

�rXp�0 ¼ k1hv0i; ð6:34Þ

rX �
X3

k¼1

Avh
k hv0ik þ Ahh

k hh0ik
� �

¼ k1hh0i: ð6:35Þ

We have denoted here

p�n � hpni � V �
X3

k¼1

Svv
k hvnik þ Shv

k hhnik
� �

þH �
X3

k¼1

Svh
k hvnik þ Shh

k hhnik
� �* +

;
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A�vk are 3� 3 matrices with the entries

ðAvv
k Þ

m
j � h�VmððSvv

k Þj þ dj
kÞ � VjððSvv

k Þm þ dm
k Þ þ HmðSvh

k Þj þ HjðSvh
k Þmi; ð6:36Þ

ðAhv
k Þ

m
j � h�VmðShv

k Þj � VjðShv
k Þm þ HmððShh

k Þj þ dj
kÞ þ HjððShh

k Þm þ dm
k Þi ð6:37Þ

(dj
k is the Kronecker symbol), and A�hk are three-dimensional vectors:

Avh
k � hV� Svh

k �H� ðSvv
k þ ekÞi; ð6:38Þ

Ahh
k � hV� ðShh

k þ ekÞ �H� Shv
k i: ð6:39Þ

The first-order partial differential operator in the l.h.s. of (6.34)–(6.35), acting
on the vector field ðhv0i; hh0iÞ, is called the operator of the combined MHD
a-effect. We denote it by A. Solution of the subsequent (n [ 0) systems of
equations (6.14)–(6.15) is significantly different in the presence (A 6¼ 0) and the
absence (A ¼ 0) of the a-effect. We consider the case where the combined MHD
a-effect is present in the next section, and the case of emergence of the combined
MHD eddy diffusion in the absence of the a-effect in Sects. 6.5 and 6.7.

6.4 Complete Expansion of Large-Scale MHD Modes
in the Presence of a-Effect

Step 1� for n = 1 (continued in the presence of the a-effect). As in the dynamo
problems considered in the previous chapters, one can explore the evolution of
mean-field perturbations in a bounded region in the space of the slow variables
with suitable conditions at the boundary. However, in this chapter in both cases (in
the presence and absence of the a-effect) we will only consider the linear stability
modes defined in the entire space of the slow variables, demanding that the modes
are globally bounded.

6.4.1 Solution of Order e1 Equations

Globally bounded eigenfunctions of the eigenvalue problem (6.34)–(6.35) are
Fourier harmonics:

hv0i ¼ v̂eiq�X; hh0i ¼ ĥeiq�X;
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where q is an arbitrary wave vector, and vectors v̂ and ĥ satisfy the equations

� iq

jqj2
� q�

X3

k¼1

v̂kAvv
k þ ĥkAhv

k

� �
q

 !
¼ k1v̂; ð6:40Þ

iq�
X3

k¼1

v̂kAvh
k þ ĥkAhh

k

� �
¼ k1ĥ: ð6:41Þ

The solenoidality conditions (6.10)–(6.11) for n ¼ 0 reduce to

v̂ � q ¼ ĥ � q ¼ 0: ð6:42Þ

We denote AðqÞ the 6� 6 matrix by which the vector ðv̂; ĥÞ in the l.h.s. of
(6.40)–(6.41) is multiplied; it is the symbol of the differential operator of the
combined MHD a-effect A. It is elementary to verify that its spectrum is sym-
metric about the imaginary axis: if an eigenvalue k is associated with a harmonic
for a wave vector q, then �k is an eigenvalue associated with a harmonic for the
wave vector �q. Thus, an alternative typical for the c-effect arises: either for any
wave vector the temporal behaviour of a perturbation mode consists of harmonic
oscillations of a constant amplitude, or there exists a wave vector, for which the
perturbations exponentially grow in time.

By solving the eigenvalue equations (6.34)–(6.35), we satisfy the solvability
conditions for the problem (6.14)–(6.15) for n ¼ 1. It is convenient to solve it,
applying the same substitution as used for the systems of equations for n [ 1,
which we discuss in the next subsection.

6.4.2 Solution of Order en; n > 1 Equations

We denote

Vq ¼ ðf̂v
; f̂

hÞ
��� f̂

v
; f̂

h 2 C
3; f̂

v � q ¼ f̂
h � q ¼ 0

n o
� C

6;

�H
s ¼ ffðXÞ 2W

s
2ð½0;L	Þ j r � f ¼ 0; hfi ¼ 0g;

where W
s
2ð½0;L	Þ is the Sobolev space of vector-functions, Li-periodic in the

Cartesian variables xi. In this subsection we assume that the operator of the MHD
a-effect has the following ellipticity property: for any q 6¼ 0 the matrix AðqÞ
defines a linear operator, which is invertible in Vq. Then the image of the linear

operator A : �H
sþ1 ! �H

s
is closed, A has a discrete spectrum, and the resolvent

ðfI�AÞ�1 is a compact operator for all f not belonging to the spectrum of A.
Furthermore, for the sake of simplicity we assume that the eigenvalue k1 of the

matrix AðqÞ has multiplicity one. (Similar constructions can be implemented if k1
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is an eigenvalue of a higher multiplicity, but they are more technical). This
assumption generically holds true, i.e., if for a steady state V;H the multiplicity of
the eigenvalue exceeds one, then for almost any small perturbation of the fields F
and J, determining the steady state, this eigenvalue splits into the respective
number of close eigenvalues of multiplicity one.

To solve the systems of equations (6.14)–(6.15) for n [ 0, it is convenient to
make the substitution

vnf g
hnf g
pnf g

0
@

1
A ¼

v0n
� �

h0n
� �

p0n
� �

0
@

1
AþX

3

k¼1

Svv
k

Svh
k

Svp
k

0
@

1
Ahvnik þ

Shv
k

Shh
k

Shp
k

0
@

1
Ahhnik

0
@

1
A: ð6:43Þ

After the substitution, the system takes the form

Mvðv0n; h0n; p0nÞ þ m 2ðrx � rXÞ vn�1f g þ r2
Xvn�2

� �

þ V� ðrX � vn�1Þ þ ðrX � hn�1Þ �H�rXpn�1 ¼
Xn�1

m¼0

kn�mvm; ð6:44Þ

Mhðv0n; h0nÞ þ g 2ðrx � rXÞ hn�1f g þ r2
Xhn�2

� �

þrX � ðV� hn�1 þ vn�1 �HÞ ¼
Xn�1

m¼0

kn�mhm: ð6:45Þ

We will solve the systems (6.44)–(6.45) successively, noting that solutions have
the following structure:

vnðX; xÞ ¼ wnðxÞeiq�X; hnðX; xÞ ¼ gnðxÞeiq�X; pnðX; xÞ ¼ qnðxÞeiq�X: ð6:46Þ

Suppose that, for a given N, we have solved all the equations for n\N and
determined

• the fields vn; hn; pn for all n\N � 1,
• the fields v0N�1; h

0
N�1; p

0
N�1,

• kn for all n\N,

and, in agreement with (6.46), the dependence of the obtained vector fields on the
slow variables is via the factor eiq�X. We consider the system (6.44)–(6.45) for
n ¼ N.

Step 1� for n = N. Applying the substitution (6.43) for n ¼ N � 1, we transform
the equations (6.44)–(6.45) for n ¼ N averaged over the fast spatial variables into
the relations
X3

k¼1

Avv
k rXhvN�1ik þ Ahv

k rXhhN�1ik
� �

�rXp�N�1 � k1hvN�1i � kNhv0i

¼ �hV� ðrX � v0N�1Þ � VrX � v0N�1 þ ðrX � h0N�1Þ �HþHrX � h0N�1i

� mr2
XhvN�2i þ

XN�2

m¼1

kN�mhvmi; ð6:47Þ
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rX �
X3

k¼1

Avh
k hvN�1ik þ Ahh

k hhN�1ik
� �

� k1hhN�1i � kNhh0i

¼ �gr2
XhhN�2i � rX � hV� h0N�1 þ v0N�1 �Hi þ

XN�2

m¼1

kN�mhhmi: ð6:48Þ

By our induction assumption, the r.h.s. of (6.47)–(6.48) are of the form f̂v
Neiq�X

and f̂h
Neiq�X, where constant vectors f̂v

N and f̂h
N are known, and f̂h

N � q ¼ 0. This
implies that the unknown mean fields are Fourier harmonics in the slow variables
for the wave vector q (cf. (6.46) for n ¼ N � 1), and we find from (6.47)–(6.48)

ðAðqÞ � k1Þ
hwN�1i
hgN�1i

� �
� kN

v̂

ĥ

� �
¼
�jqj�2q� ðq� f̂v

NÞ
f̂h

N

 !
: ð6:49Þ

This problem is considered in Vq. We find kN from the invariant projection of

(6.49) parallel to ðv̂; ĥÞ 2 Vq. By the assumption that k1 is an eigenvalue
of multiplicity one, the matrix AðqÞ � k1 is invertible in the invariant
subspace, complementary to ðv̂; ĥÞ in Vq. We assume that the component of

ðhwN�1i; hgN�1iÞ 2 Vq, parallel to ðv̂; ĥÞ vanishes (this is the normalisation con-
dition, stemming from the possibility of multiplication of the eigenfunction by an
arbitrary series in e). Hence, (6.49) yields the value of ðhwN�1i; hgN�1iÞ. Finally,
we find p0N�1 considering the divergence of (6.47), and vector fields vN�1f g,

hN�1f g and pN�1f g are determined by the substitution (6.43) for n ¼ N � 1.
Step 2� for n = N. Relations (6.47)–(6.48) ensure the solvability of the system

of equations (6.44)–(6.45) for n ¼ N, considered under the conditions

rx � v0N ¼ �rX � vN�1f g; rx � h0N ¼ �rX � hN�1f g

(stemming from the identities (6.12)–(6.13), for n ¼ N, for the divergence of the
terms of the series (6.7), and from solenoidality of solutions to the auxiliary
problems of type I, see (6.28), (6.31) and (6.33)). These conditions are used to
extract the potential part of the unknown vector fields. The fluctuating part of
equations (6.44)–(6.45) for n ¼ N can be solved in v0n; h

0
n and p0n following the

procedure for solution of the problem (6.17), (6.21) discussed in Sect. 6.2. Evi-
dently, the solution complies with (6.46), since the dependence of the r.h.s. in
(6.17), on the slow variables consists of the proportionality to eiq�X.

Thus, we have constructed a complete formal asymptotic expansion of large-
scale modes of perturbations and the associated eigenvalues, when the operator of
the a-effect, A, has the ellipticity property. It can be proved that under this
assumption every eigenvalue of A gives rise to a branch of eigenvalues of the
original operator of linearisation L (see the eigenvalue problem (6.4)–(6.6)), and
the asymptotic series (6.7)–(6.9) converge for sufficiently small e. Such a proof
relies on the perturbation theory for linear operators [152] and follows the proof
[307] for kinematic magnetic dynamos.
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6.5 MHD Eddy Diffusion in Steady Parity-Invariant
MHD States

We consider in this section an MHD steady state, in which the fields V;H are
parity-invariant; without any loss of generality we assume that the centre of
symmetry coincides with the origin of the coordinate system:

VðxÞ ¼ �Vð�xÞ; HðxÞ ¼ �Hð�xÞ: ð6:50Þ

6.5.1 Solution of Order e1 Equations in the Absence of a-Effect

Step 1� for n = 1 (continued in the absence of the a-effect). If the MHD steady
state is parity-invariant, the domain of the operator of linearisation, M, splits into
two invariant subspaces: parity-invariant (fðxÞ ¼ �fð�xÞ) and parity-antiinvariant
(fðxÞ ¼ fð�xÞ) fields. Consequently, parity-antiinvariance of the r.h.s. in the
auxiliary problems of type I implies that vector, Svv

k ; S
vh
k ; S

hv
k ; S

hh
k , and scalar,

Svp
k ; S

hp
k , fields are parity-antiinvariant. (Parity invariance of scalar fields is defined,

as usual, by the relation f ðxÞ ¼ f ð�xÞ, and parity antiinvariance by
f ðxÞ ¼ �f ð�xÞ). Thus, we find from expressions (6.36)–(6.39) for the tensor of
the combined a-effect, that A ¼ 0 and AðqÞ is a zero matrix. The eigenvalue
equations (6.34)–(6.35) averaged over the fast spatial variables become
�rXhp0i ¼ k1hv0i and 0 ¼ k1hh0i, whereby we assume k1 ¼ 0 and hp0i ¼ 0.

Step 2� for n = 1. By virtue of expressions (6.26) for solutions of the order e0

equations and by linearity, the fluctuating parts of the equations (6.44)–(6.45),
obtained from (6.14)–(6.15) for n ¼ 1 by the substitution (6.43), have solutions of
the form

v01
h01
p01

0
@

1
A ¼X

3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

Gvv
mk

Gvh
mk

Gvp
mk

0
@

1
Aohv0ik

oXm
þ

Ghv
mk

Ghh
mk

Ghp
mk

0
@

1
Aohh0ik

oXm

0
@

1
A; ð6:51Þ

where vector fields Gðx; tÞ are L-periodic zero-mean solutions to auxiliary prob-
lems of type II:

Auxiliary problem II.1

MvðGvv
mk;G

vh
mk;G

vp
mkÞ ¼ � 2m

oSvv
k

oxm
� Vkem þ Vmek � ðV � Svv

k Þem

þ VmSvv
k þ ðH � Svh

k Þem � HmSvh
k þ emSvp

k ; ð6:52Þ

rx �Gvv
mk ¼ �ðSvv

k Þm; ð6:53Þ
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MhðGvv
mk;G

vh
mkÞ ¼ �2g

oSvh
k

oxm
� VðSvh

k Þm þ VmSvh
k þHðSvv

k Þm � HmðSvv
k þ ekÞ;

ð6:54Þ

Auxiliary problem II.2

MvðGhv
mk;G

hh
mk;G

hp
mkÞ ¼ � 2m

oShv
k

oxm
þ Hkem � Hmek � ðV � Shv

k Þem

þ VmShv
k þ ðH � Shh

k Þem � HmShh
k þ emShp

k ; ð6:55Þ

rx �Ghv
mk ¼ �ðShv

k Þm; ð6:56Þ

MhðGhv
mk;G

hh
mkÞ ¼ �2g

oShh
k

oxm
� VðShh

k Þm þ VmðShh
k þ ekÞ þHðShv

k Þm � HmShv
k :

ð6:57Þ

Relations (6.53) and (6.56) ensure that (6.12) is satisfied for n ¼ 1. Taking the
divergence of equations (6.54) and (6.57), and subtracting from the results the mth
components of equations (6.29) and (6.32), respectively, we find by the usual
arguments that

rx �Gvh
mk ¼ �ðSvh

k Þm; rx �Ghh
mk ¼ �ðShh

k Þm:

This guarantees that relation (6.13) for the divergence of the terms of expan-
sions (6.7) holds true for n ¼ 1. Due to parity-invariance of the MHD steady state
V;H (6.50) and parity-antiinvariance of solutions to the auxiliary problems of type I,
the r.h.s. of (6.52), (6.54), (6.55) and (6.57) are parity-invariant. Hence, vector,

Gvv
mk;G

vh
mk;G

hv
mk;G

hh
mk, and scalar, Gvp

mk;G
hp
mk, fields constituting solutions of auxiliary

problems of type II are parity-invariant.

6.5.2 The Solvability Condition for Order e2 Equations:
The Operator of the Combined MHD Eddy Diffusion

Step 1� for n = 2. By virtue of expressions (6.16) for the mean part of the operator
of linearisation, the relations (6.12)–(6.13) for n ¼ 1 specifying the divergence of
the terms of the series (6.7), and the substitution (6.51), the mean parts of the Eqs.
6.44–6.45 for n ¼ 2 can be rendered as

mr2
Xhv0i þ

X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

X3

j¼1

Dvv
jmk

o2hv0ik
oXmoXj

þ Dhv
jmk

o2hh0ik
oXmoXj

� �
�rXp
1 ¼ k2hv0i; ð6:58Þ
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gr2
Xhh0i þ rX �

X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

Dvh
mk

ohv0ik
oXm

þ Dhh
mk

ohh0ik
oXm

� �
¼ k2hh0i: ð6:59Þ

In these MHD mean-field equations, we have denoted

p
n ¼ hpni �
X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

hV �Gvv
mk �H �Gvh

mki
ohvN�1ik

oXm

�

þ hV �Ghv
mk �H �Ghh

mki
ohhN�1ik

oXm

�
; ð6:60Þ

Dvv
jmk ¼ h�VjG

vv
mk � VðGvv

mkÞj þ HjG
vh
mk þHðGvh

mkÞji; ð6:61Þ

Dhv
jmk ¼ h�VjG

hv
mk � VðGhv

mkÞj þ HjG
hh
mk þHðGhh

mkÞji; ð6:62Þ

Dvh
mk ¼ hV�Gvh

mk �H�Gvv
mki; ð6:63Þ

Dhh
mk ¼ hV�Ghh

mk �H�Ghv
mki: ð6:64Þ

The second-order partial differential operator defined by the l.h.s. of (6.58)–
(6.59) is called the operator of the combined hydrodynamic and magnetic eddy
diffusion; in general, it is anisotropic.

Eigenfunctions of the problem (6.58)–(6.59), that are globally bounded in the
entire space, are Fourier harmonics: hv0i ¼ v̂eiq�X and hh0i ¼ ĥeiq�X. Here q is a
constant wave vector, and three-dimensional vectors v̂ and ĥ satisfy the orthog-
onality condition (6.42) and equations

�mjqj2v̂þ q� q�
X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

X3

j¼1

ðDvv
jmkv̂k þ Dhv

jmkĥkÞ
qmqj

jqj2

 !
¼ k2v̂; ð6:65Þ

�gjqj2ĥ� q�
X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

qmðDvh
mkv̂k þ Dhh

mkĥkÞ ¼ k2ĥ: ð6:66Þ

6.6 Complete Expansion of Large-Scale MHD Stability Modes
in the Absence of the a-Effect

For the sake of simplicity, we assume in this section that the eigenvalue k2, that we
found solving the problem (6.65)–(6.66), (6.42), has multiplicity one (generically
this holds true).
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Step 1� for n = 2. To solve the Eqs. 6.44–6.45 for n [ 1, we employ new
substitutions

v0n
h0n
p0n

0
@

1
A ¼

v00n
h00n
p00n

0
@

1
AþX

3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

Gvv
mk

Gvh
mk

Gvp
mk

0
@

1
Aohvn�1ik

oXm
þ

Ghv
mk

Ghh
mk

Ghp
mk

0
@

1
Aohhn�1ik

oXm

0
@

1
A: ð6:67Þ

Substituting the flow components of (6.43) (where the index is changed:
n! n� 1) and of (6.67) into the identity (6.12) for divergence of the terms of the
series (6.7), and employing relations (6.53) and (6.56) for the divergence of
solutions to auxiliary problems of type II, we obtain

rx � v00n þrX � v0n�1 ¼ 0; ð6:68Þ

similarly, we find

rx � h00n þrX � h0n�1 ¼ 0: ð6:69Þ

In the new variables, Eqs. 6.44–6.45 reduce to

Mvðv00n; h00n ; p00nÞ þ m 2ðrx � rXÞv0n�1 þr2
Xvn�2

� �
þ V� ðrX � v0n�1Þ

þ ðrX � h0n�1Þ �H�rXðhpn�1i þ p0n�1Þ ¼
Xn�2

m¼0

kn�mvm; ð6:70Þ

Mhðv00n; h00nÞ þ gð2ðrx � rXÞh0n�1 þr2
Xhn�2Þ

þ rX � ðV� h0n�1 þ v0n�1 �HÞ ¼
Xn�2

m¼0

kn�mhm: ð6:71Þ

Our goal is to solve successively this hierarchy of equations and find all terms
in the asymptotic expansions (6.7)–(6.9).

Suppose that for some N all equations for n\N are solved yielding the
following information:

• the unknown fields vn; hn; pn for all n\N � 2,
• hpN�2i,
• the fields v00n; h

00
n ; p
00
n for all n\N,

• kn for all n\N,

and the dependence of all unknown fields on the slow variables consists of their
proportionality to eiq�X in agreement with (6.46).

Step 1� for n = N. By virtue of expressions (6.16) for the mean part of the
operator of linearisation, identities (6.68)–(6.69) for the divergence of the
unknown fields, and the relations (6.67) for n ¼ N � 1, the mean parts of the Eqs.
6.70–6.71 for n ¼ N reduce to
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mr2
XhvN�2i þ

X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

X3

j¼1

Dvv
jmk

o2hvN�2ik
oXmoXj

þ Dhv
jmk

o2hhN�2ik
oXmoXj

� �

�rXp
N�1 � k2hvN�2i � kNhv0i ¼ h�V� ðrX � v00N�1Þ þ VrX � v00N�1

� ðrX � h00N�1Þ �H�HrX � h00N�1i þ
XN�3

m¼1

kN�mhvmi; ð6:72Þ

gr2
XhhN�2i þ rX �

X3

k¼1

X3

m¼1

Dvh
mk

ohvN�2ik
oXm

þ Dhh
mk

ohhN�2ik
oXm

� �
� k2hhN�2i

� kNhh0i ¼ �rX � hV� h00N�1 þ v00N�1 �Hi þ
XN�3

m¼1

kN�mhhmi: ð6:73Þ

By the induction assumption, the r.h.s. in (6.72)–(6.73) take the form f̂
v
Neiq�X

and f̂
h
Neiq�X, where constant vectors f̂

v
N and f̂

h
N are known, and f̂

h
N � q ¼ 0. Denote

the 6� 6 matrix in the l.h.s. of (6.65)–(6.66) by DðqÞ. Substituting the depen-
dencies (6.46) on the slow variables for n ¼ N � 2 and cancelling out the factor
eiq�X, we transform (6.72)–(6.73) into an equivalent system

ðDðqÞ � k2Þ
hwN�2i
hgN�2i

� �
� kN

v̂

ĥ

� �
¼
�jqj�2q� ðq� f̂v

NÞ
f̂h

N

 !
;

which we solve in Vq (similarly to how the problem (6.49) was solved, see Sect.
6.4.2): We first find kN and the vector ðhwN�2i; hgN�2iÞ in the invariant subspace
of Vq, complementary to the subspace spanned by ðv̂; ĥÞ. Next, from the diver-
gence of the hydrodynamic equation (6.72) we find p
N�1 and hence hpN�1i (see
(6.60)), and from expressions (6.43) for n ¼ N � 2 the fields vN�2f g, hN�2f g and
pN�2f g. Thus, vN�2; hN�2 and pN�2 are now completely determined; from the

expressions (6.67) for n ¼ N � 1 we also find v0N�1; h
0
N�1 and p0N�1.

Step 2� for n = N. The fluctuating parts of the Eqs. 6.70–6.71 for n ¼ N
considered together with the conditions (6.68)–(6.69), specifying the divergencies
of the unknown fields, constitute a problem of the kind (6.17), (6.21) We can
therefore find the zero-mean fields v00N and h00N together with p00N from these equa-
tions, following the procedure for solution of the problem (6.17), (6.21) discussed
in Sect. 6.2.

We have therefore constructed a complete formal asymptotic expansion of
large-scale linear stability modes and the associated eigenvalues for a parity-
invariant MHD steady state, in which the a-effect is absent. If the operator of the
anisotropic combined MHD eddy diffusion, defined by the l.h.s. of Eqs. 6.58–6.59,
is elliptic, then one can use the approach of [306] to prove that each eigenvalue of
this operator gives rise to a branch of eigenvalues of the original operator of
linearisation L0 (see the eigenvalue problem (6.4)–(6.6)).
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A simple further analysis of symmetries in the algebraic constructions presented
above reveals that (i) in the expansions (6.7) and (6.8), the order en terms are
parity-antiinvariant for all even n, and parity-invariant for all odd n (and there-
forehvni ¼ hhni ¼ 0 for all odd n, and hpni ¼ 0 for all even n); (ii) kn ¼ 0 for all
odd n, i.e., the eigenvalues k in the problem (6.4)–(6.6) are expanded in power
series in e2.

6.7 How Rare is Negative MHD Eddy Diffusivity?

We have shown in the previous sections that, in order to study the linear stability of
a parity-invariant MHD steady state V;H to large-scale perturbations, it suffices to
solve numerically the auxiliary problems of types I ((6.27)–(6.29) and (6.30)–
(6.32)) and II ((6.52)–(6.54) and (6.55)–(6.57)). (The use of a more efficient
strategy of computations following the approach discussed in Sect. 4.4, is also
possible, see Sect. 7.5 in the next chapter; then the number of the auxiliary problems
to be solved decreases twice from 24 to 12). Afterwards, we compute the entries of
the tensor of combined eddy correction of magnetic diffusion and kinematic vis-
cosity, D (6.61)– (6.64), and determine the minimum MHD eddy diffusivity

geddy ¼ min
jqj¼1
ð�Rek2ðqÞÞ:

We have studied, similarly to [113, 336], how often the phenomenon of
negative combined MHD eddy diffusivity is observed in model MHD states.
Steady fields V;H were synthesised in a cube of periodicity side Li ¼ 2p as
random-amplitude Fourier series projected into the subspace of solenoidal vector
fields. (Such fields are solutions to the system (6.1)–(6.3) under an appropriate
choice of the source terms FðxÞ and JðxÞ. The behaviour of a turbulent MHD
state at the scale lengths, that are not maximum, is determined by interaction with
other scales present in the system, resulting in the direct and inverse energy
cascades. The physical sense that can be attributed to the source terms in our
simulations consists of modelling the processes of energy exchange within the
hierarchy of spatial scales). The energy spectrum of the synthetic fields falls off
exponentially by 6 orders of magnitude from the 1st to the 10th spherical shell in
the space of wave vectors. The series are cut off at wave vectors of length 10, and
the r.m.s. amplitude of both fields (the flow and magnetic field) is one. The
auxiliary problems were solved by the iterative methods [231]. Solutions were
sought as Fourier series with the resolution of 643 harmonics, which provides a
sufficient accuracy (the energy spectrum falls off by at least 10 orders of mag-
nitude). We have checked that for the three considered values of molecular
viscosity and magnetic diffusivity (they were assigned equal values) each MHD
steady state from our ensemble of 25 pairs of synthetic fields V;H is stable to
short-scale perturbations of the same spatial periodicity.
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Histograms of the obtained values of the minimum MHD eddy diffusivity are
shown in Fig. 6.1. Negative combined MHD eddy diffusivity is observed already
for m ¼ g ¼ 3=4, which corresponds to the short-scale kinematic and magnetic
Reynolds numbers as low as 4/3 (assuming that the characteristic spatial scale is 1,
the order of the periodicity box size). It is instructive to compare this with the
results found in Chap. 3 [336], according to which negative magnetic eddy dif-
fusivity in the kinematic dynamos occurs for significantly lower molecular mag-
netic diffusivities: the critical values of g for the onset of negative magnetic eddy
diffusivity lie in the interval 0:2\g\0:3 .

(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. 6.1 Histograms of the minimum combined MHD eddy diffusivity in an ensemble of 25
synthetic MHD steady states for m ¼ g ¼ 1 (a), m ¼ g ¼ 3=4 (b), m ¼ g ¼ 1=2 (c)
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6.8 Conclusions

1. We have constructed in this chapter complete asymptotic expansions of large-
scale modes of MHD perturbations of short-scale space-periodic MHD steady
states in power series in the scale ratio, together with the associated eigenvalues
of the operator of linearisation. We have shown that generically the combined
magnetic and hydrodynamic a-effect arises, described by a first-order partial
(pseudo)differential operator in the slow variables (see the l.h.s. of the system
of equations (6.34)–(6.35)). Its spectrum is symmetric about the imaginary axis,
and hence generically steady MHD states are unstable to large-scale pertur-
bations. If the a-effect does not occur—for instance, if the MHD state is parity-
invariant—then the evolution of the perturbation averaged over short scales is
controlled by a second-order partial differential operator in the slow variables
(see the l.h.s. of equations (6.58)–(6.59)), which describes the so-called
anisotropic combined magnetic and hydrodynamic eddy diffusion. Thus, we
have shown that large-scale MHD perturbations, which have both a hydrody-
namic and a magnetic component, exhibit a combination of the same physical
phenomena, as perturbations of particular kinds in which one of these com-
ponents vanishes identically (see [82], and Chaps. 3 and 4).

2. We have computed combined MHD eddy diffusivities for three equal values of
molecular viscosity and magnetic diffusivity in an ensemble of 25 synthetic
MHD steady states modelling short-scale turbulence, which were synthesised
form random-amplitude Fourier harmonics with an exponential energy spec-
trum fall off. The minimum combined MHD eddy diffusivity geddy turns out to
be negative for m ¼ g ¼ 3=4 and 1/2 in 4 and 92% cases, respectively (for
m ¼ g ¼ 1, we have found 0\geddy\1 in all instances, i.e., combined eddy
correction of magnetic diffusion and kinematic viscosity always decreases the
combined MHD eddy diffusivity). Thus, our simulations demonstrate that MHD
eddy diffusivity can be negative for a significantly higher molecular magnetic
diffusivity than in kinematic dynamos, when a more general class of pertur-
bations involving both hydrodynamic and magnetic components is considered.
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Chapter 7
Weakly Nonlinear Stability of MHD
Regimes to Large-Scale Perturbations

In Chap. 6 we have considered linear stability of parity-invariant MHD steady
states to large-scale perturbations. Equations, governing stability modes, were
obtained from the equations of magnetohydrodynamics by neglecting the terms,
quadratic in perturbations. This procedure is legitimate, when development of
perturbations is inspected at an initial stage and their amplitudes are small; when
the amplitudes are increasing, the accuracy of description by the linearised
equations at large time intervals, evidently, deteriorates. It is therefore desirable to
derive a system of nonlinear mean-field equations for the perturbations averaged
over small scales, in which the large-scale dynamics of the mean perturbations is
uncoupled from the evolution of their short-scale component, and which might be
used for the study of the evolution of the perturbations at subsequent stages, when
nonlinearity sets in.

In this chapter we consider the so-called weakly nonlinear stability of solutions
to equations of magnetohydrodynamics, i.e., we study equations, which precisely
describe the evolution of perturbations. Taking into account the nonlinear terms,
one can, evidently, construct more precise asymptotic expansions, in which the
effects arising due to nonlinearity of the MHD system are not ignored (and hence,
for instance, a chaotic behaviour is not ruled out). The material of this chapter, the
exposition in which follows [328], is a direct extension of the results discussed in
the previous chapter. We will show that while the amplitude of a large-scale
perturbation does not exceed the scale ratio e, the asymptotic multiscale methods
used to carry out the analysis in the linear stability problem can be also applied for
investigation of the weakly nonlinear stage of development of the perturbation.
Surprisingly, the resultant mean-field equations turn out to be nonlinear, only if the
a-effect is not present in the MHD perturbations in the leading order—e.g., if the
MHD regime is parity-invariant. In the latter case the mean-field equations for
perturbations generalise the Navier–Stokes and magnetic induction equations:
additional terms emerge in them—not only the operator of anisotropic combined
MHD eddy diffusion, which we encountered in the linear stability problem

V. Zheligovsky, Large-Scale Perturbations of Magnetohydrodynamic Regimes,
Lecture Notes in Physics, 829, DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-18170-2_7,
� Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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considered in Chap. 6, but also new quadratic terms analogous to the terms
describing advection, which can be interpreted as a nonlinear (quadratic) aniso-
tropic operator of combined eddy correction of advection of fluid and magnetic
field.

We were exploring in Chap. 6 stability of steady MHD states. In this chapter,
we will inspect a more general case, allowing time dependence of the MHD
regimes, whose stability is examined. This gives rise to a new difficulty: the non-
uniqueness of the choice of initial conditions for solutions of the auxiliary prob-
lems. When an eigenvalue problem for large-scale perturbation modes for a steady
MHD state (like in Chaps. 3 and 6) or a Floquet problem for a time-periodic
regime (like in Chap. 4) is solved, it is natural to demand that solutions to the
auxiliary problems are, respectively, steady or time-periodic with the same tem-
poral period; this usually guarantees uniqueness of the solutions. The same
approach can be applied for quasi-periodic MHD regimes (i.e., regimes which
have more than one incommensurate basic frequency). If the time dependence of
an MHD regime is of a general type, a prerequisite for our constructions is the
correctness of averaging over the fast variables. We will show that despite the non-
uniqueness of solutions to the auxiliary problems, the coefficients of the operator
of the combined MHD a-effect, the operator of combined eddy correction of
magnetic diffusion and kinematic viscosity and the quadratic operator of combined
eddy correction of advection can be uniquely determined, if the MHD regime,
whose weakly nonlinear stability to large-scale perturbations is studied, is stable to
short-scale perturbations (this requirement seems natural, because the growth rates
of large-scale instability modes are at most the order of the spatial scale ratio e, and
hence the large-scale instability is too weak for detection in experiments when a
short-scale instability develops in the background, but see Sect. 7.2).

Spatial periodicity of the MHD regime, whose stability is studied, is also
inessential (although it is very convenient for computation of solutions to auxiliary
problems and evaluation of the eddy coefficients), and we do not prescribe any
periodicity in this chapter. Instead, we impose the requirements that all auxiliary
problems emerging in the course of derivation of the mean-field equations have
solutions (under the natural conditions), that are globally bounded together with a
sufficient number of derivatives, and all the mean quantities that we will consider
are well-defined.

7.1 Statement of the Problem

The short-scale MHD regime Vðx; tÞ; Hðx; tÞ; Pðx; tÞ, whose weakly nonlinear
stability is considered, satisfies the equations

oV

ot
¼ mr2Vþ V� ðr � VÞ þ ðr �HÞ �H�rPþ F; ð7:1Þ
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oH

ot
¼ gr2Hþr� ðV�HÞ þ J; ð7:2Þ

r � V ¼ r �H ¼ 0: ð7:3Þ

Here all the variables have the same sense as in the equations for an MHD
steady state, the linear stability problem for which was considered in the
previous chapter (see Sect. 6.1.1). In this chapter we do not assume that the
fields V;H;P are steady or periodic in space or in time. The spatial invariance
of the MHD state V;H;P, as well as the temporal invariance of the regime, if
V;H;P are unsteady, is supposed to be broken by the source terms F and J. In
particular, F and J are supposed not to be both identically zero. (For F ¼ J ¼ 0
any solution to the system (7.1)–(7.3) tends to zero when t!1 because of
dissipation of energy, and thus the stability problem in the sourceless case is
not of interest). In Sect. 7.4 we will also assume that the fields V;H;P are
parity-invariant.

7.1.1 The Governing Equations

The operator of linearisation of the system of equations (7.1)–(7.2) in the vicinity
of the MHD regime under investigation is M ¼ ðMv;MhÞ, where

Mvðv; h; pÞ � � ov

ot
þ mr2

xvþ V� ðrx � vÞ þ v� ðrx � VÞ

þ ðrx �HÞ � hþ ðrx � hÞ �H�rxp;

Mhðv; hÞ � � oh

ot
þ gr2

xhþrx � ðV� hþ v�HÞ:

Let us consider a perturbation of an amplitude of the order e. The perturbed
state, Vþ ev;Hþ eh;Pþ ep also satisfies Eqs. 7.1–7.3, and hence the profiles of
the perturbation, v; h; p, (which we will call henceforth just a ‘‘perturbation’’)
satisfy

Mvðv; h; pÞ þ eðv� ðr � vÞ þ ðr � hÞ � hÞ ¼ 0; ð7:4Þ

Mhðv; hÞ þ er� ðv� hÞ ¼ 0; ð7:5Þ

r � v ¼ r � h ¼ 0: ð7:6Þ

These equations are obtained as a difference of Eqs. 7.1–7.3 for the perturbed
and unperturbed states. Investigation of weakly nonlinear stability of the regime
V;H;P, amounts to the study of the behaviour of solutions to this system of
equations.
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The perturbations are supposed to depend on the fast and slow variables. As
usual, by x we denote the fast spatial variable and t the fast time; the respective
slow variables are defined as X ¼ ex and T ¼ est. Here the exponent s depends on
the properties of the problem under consideration: the presence of the a-effect
implies s ¼ 1, and in its absence and, therefore, in the presence of the MHD eddy
diffusion s ¼ 2.

The fields V;H;P, constituting the MHD regime whose stability we investigate,
are supposed to be smooth and globally bounded, so that all spatio-temporal mean
quantities that we will consider in the course of derivation of the mean-field
equations were well-defined. Averaging over the fast variables is meant here:

fðX; T ; x; tÞh ih i � lim
~t!1

lim
‘!1

1
~t‘3

Z~t

0

Z‘=2

�‘=2

Z‘=2

�‘=2

Z‘=2

�‘=2

fðX; T ; x; tÞdx dt

denotes the spatio-temporal mean,1 and

ff gf g � f � fh ih i

the fluctuating part of a scalar or a vector field f. Clearly, these conditions are
satisfied, if the MHD regime whose stability is examined is smooth, space-peri-
odic, and steady or periodic in time, or, more generally, if it is quasi-periodic in
space and time and the energy spectrum falls off sufficiently fast. (A function F is
quasi-periodic in a scalar variable x, if FðxÞ ¼ f ðf1x; . . .; fmxÞ and f is 2p-periodic
in each variable, all ratios of the basic frequencies fn1=fn2 being irrational for
n1 6¼ n2). We will also use the notation fh ih ik for the k�th component of the mean
fh ih i, and

fh i � lim
‘!1

1
‘3

Z‘=2

�‘=2

Z‘=2

�‘=2

Z‘=2

�‘=2

fðX; T ; x; tÞdx; ffg � f � fh i

for the spatial (over the fast variables) mean and fluctuating part of f, respectively.

1 The condition of global boundedness is convenient, because the mean of a derivative of a
globally bounded field in any fast variable vanishes, for instance

of

ox1

� �� �
¼ lim

~t!1
lim
‘!1

1
~t‘3

Z~t

0

Z‘=2

�‘=2

Z‘=2

�‘=2

Z‘=2

�‘=2

of

ox1
dx dt

¼ lim
~t!1

lim
‘!1

1
~t‘2

Z~t

0

Z‘=2

�‘=2

Z‘=2

�‘=2

fð‘=2; x2; x3; tÞ � fð�‘=2; x2; x3; tÞ
‘

dx2dx3dt ¼ 0:
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7.1.2 Asymptotic Expansion of Weakly Nonlinear Large-Scale
Perturbations

A solution to the problem (7.4)–(7.6) is sought in the form of power series

v ¼
X1
n¼0

vnðX; T ; x; tÞen; h ¼
X1
n¼0

hnðX; T; x; tÞen; ð7:7Þ

p ¼
X1
n¼0

pnðX; T ; x; tÞen: ð7:8Þ

We will consider therefore only perturbations2 that are compatible with (7.7) at
t ¼ 0.

7.1.3 The Hierarchy of Equations for the Perturbations

The solenoidality conditions (7.6) for fields constituting a large-scale perturbation
are treated as in Sect. 6.1.3: Substituting the series (7.7) into (7.6) and extracting
the mean and fluctuating parts at each order en, we find

rX � vnh ih i ¼ rX � hnh ih i ¼ 0; ð7:9Þ

rx � vnf gf g þ rX � vn�1f gf g ¼ rx � hnf gf g þ rX � hn�1f gf g ¼ 0 ð7:10Þ

for all n� 0 (all quantities with an index n\0 are assumed, by definition, to
vanish).

Upon substitution of the series (7.7) and (7.8) into Eqs. 7.4 and 7.5 governing
the evolution of the perturbation, we transform them into equalities of power series
in e. Equating the terms of the series at each order en, we obtain a hierarchy of
systems of equations, considered together with the conditions for the divergencies
(7.9) and (7.10). As in the linear problem, in principle we can successively solve
the systems at any order and thus find all terms in the series (7.7) and (7.8).
However, since the appearing equations are bulky and non-illuminating, we will
restrict ourselves to derivation of the mean-field equations, i.e., a closed system of
equations in the slow variables for the averaged leading terms of the expansions of
perturbations (7.7) and (7.8). These equations are the solvability conditions for the
equations in the fast variables at orders e or e2.

2 Clearly, not every family of vector fields depending on e can be expressed as power series
(7.7). However, this constraint is not too restrictive, because it is natural to apply our stability
analysis for the study of the weakly nonlinear evolution of large-scale MHD perturbation
modes and their superpositions, and such modes admit asymptotic expansions in power series
(7.7), see Chap. 6.
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7.2 Solvability of Auxiliary Problems

Suppose the fields v; h; p and their derivatives are smooth and globally bounded—
we will only seek solutions to auxiliary problems from this class. Since the fields V
and H are solenoidal (7.3) and also belong to this class, the following identities
hold true:

Mvðv; h; pÞh i ¼ � o vh i
ot
þ Vrx � v�Hrx � hh i; ð7:11Þ

Mhðv; hÞ
� �

¼ � o hh i
ot

ð7:12Þ

) Mvðv; h; pÞh ih i ¼ Vrx � v�Hrx � hh ih i; Mhðv; hÞ
� �� �

¼ 0: ð7:13Þ

Relations (7.13) imply that the conditions

fvðx; tÞh ih i ¼ fhðx; tÞ
� �� �

¼ 0 ð7:14Þ

are necessary for existence of solutions to the system of equations

Mvðv; h; pÞ ¼ fv; Mhðv; hÞ ¼ fh; ð7:15Þ

rx � v ¼ rx � h ¼ 0 ð7:16Þ

from the class under consideration. By virtue of the expressions (7.11)–(7.12) for
spatial means of the image of the operator of linearisation, the spatial mean of
solutions of the homogeneous system

Mvðv; h; pÞ ¼ 0; Mhðv; hÞ ¼ 0; ð7:17Þ

rx � v ¼ rx � h ¼ 0 ð7:18Þ

from this class of fields does not depend on time. The divergence of the second
equation in 7.17 implies that rx � h is conserved in time, and hence the solenoi-
dality condition for h is satisfied if h is solenoidal at t ¼ 0.

We assume henceforth that for any pair of smooth solenoidal zero-mean (7.14)
fields fvðx; tÞ; fhðx; tÞ, globally bounded together with the derivatives, the problem
(7.15)–(7.16) has a solution v; h; p, globally bounded together with the derivatives,
at least for some initial conditions. This solvability condition is satisfied, e.g., for
generic space-periodic MHD regimes V;H;P that are steady or time-periodic: If
zero is not in the spectrum of the operator of linearisation M restricted to the
subspace of solenoidal zero-mean vector fields, having the periodicities of V and
H, then there exist steady or time-periodic, respectively, solutions of the same
periodicity. For space-periodic MHD steady states, we have shown this in Sect. 6.2;
for MHD regimes, periodic in space and time, a demonstration can be easily
obtained by a modification of the arguments presented in Sect. 4.1.3 for the operator
of magnetic induction.
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Note that temporally or spatially invariant MHD regimes are not generic. If the
system (7.1)–(7.3) describes an MHD regime, which is translation-invariant in time
(the sources F and J are time-independent), but the fields V and H are unsteady,
then differentiating (7.1) and (7.2) in time we find, that the kernel of M includes the
neutral short-scale mode ðoV=ot; oH=otÞ with a vanishing spatio-temporal mean.
(Evidently, differentiation does not violate solenoidality, periodicity or quasi-
periodicity). Alternatively, let the system of equations (7.1)–(7.3) describe an MHD
regime, translation-invariant in space (the sources F and J depend only on time), in
which V and H;P are non-uniform in space. Then differentiation of (7.1) and (7.2)
in xk; k ¼ 1; 2; 3, shows that ðoV=oxk; oH=oxkÞ 2 kerM; this neutral mode has a
vanishing spatial mean. Note that we do not regard solutions to (7.17)–(7.18) as
neutral modes, if they decay exponentially in time. (Existence of MHD regimes,
translation-invariant in space and possessing neutral modes—for instance, of time-
periodic regimes, non-uniform in space, although arising under a time-periodic
uniform forcing—seems plausible because of non-uniqueness of MHD attractors
for relatively small viscosities and magnetic diffusivities).

A solution to the problem (7.15)–(7.16) can be constructed as a solution to the
system of parabolic partial differential equations. However, since the region
occupied by fluid is non-compact, this solution is not guaranteed to be globally
bounded. Quasi-periodicity in space or time with just two basic frequencies is
already problematic: it is impossible to generalise directly the arguments, put
forward for periodic solutions. Suppose, for instance, that the steady state V;H;P
is quasi-periodic in space, and a solution of the same quasi-periodicity to the
problem (7.15)–(7.16) is sought. Existence of a space-periodic solution was shown
in Sect. 6.2 by application of the Fredholm alternative theorem. To use it, the
inverse Laplacian r�2

x is applied to Eq. 7.15. For vector fields of a fixed space
periodicity, r�2

x is a compact operator, and its application enables us to refor-
mulate the problem (7.15)–(7.16) in the terms of an operator of the suitable
structure. By contrast, the inverse Laplacian can be applied to quasi-periodic
vector fields of a zero spatial mean, but it is not bounded, let alone compact. We
illustrate this by an example of quasi-periodic functions of a scalar variable x with
the basic frequencies f1 and f2, for which

r�2
x eixðk1f1þk2f2Þ ¼ �eixðk1f1þk2f2Þ=ðk1f1 þ k2f2Þ2: ð7:19Þ

The irrational number f1=f2 can be approximated to any accuracy by rational
numbers, and hence the denominator in the r.h.s. of (7.19) approaches zero
indefinitely,3 and hence the inverse Laplacian is unbounded in the class of quasi-

3 Here is a rigorous proof: Denote l ¼ inf jp1ðf1=f2Þ � p2j, where the infimum is over all integer
numbers p1 and p2. Evidently, 0�l\1=2. Assuming l [ 0, choose integer p1 [ 0 and p2� 0
such that a � jp1ðf1=f2Þ � p2j satisfies 0� a� l� l. Denote by K the integer
part of a�1. Evidently, at least one of the two positive numbers: 1� jKp1ðf1=f2Þ � Kp2j and
jðK þ 1Þp1ðf1=f2Þ � ðK þ 1Þp2j � 1 does not exceed a=2\l. This, however, contradicts with
the definition of l; therefore, l ¼ 0, as required.
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periodic functions. Thus, existence of solutions must be verified in each applica-
tion of our theory. We just postulate that the problems that we encounter below are
solvable; otherwise, our algebraic constructions cannot be implemented directly,
this indicating that new physical effects, not considered here, are present in the
large-scale MHD system under consideration.

An MHD regime V;H;P is called linearly stable to short-scale perturbations,
if any solution to the problem (7.17)–(7.18) for globally bounded zero-mean
initial conditions exponentially decays in (the fast) time together with the
derivatives. (We consider only zero-mean solutions, since by virtue of (7.11)–
(7.12) the spatial mean of any solution is conserved in time). For physical
applications, it is natural to study large-scale stability of such MHD regimes
(because large-scale instabilities develop in the slow time, whereas short-scale
ones in the fast time). However, there exists a class of MHD regimes, which are
not linearly stable to short-scale perturbations as individual trajectories in the
phase space, but nevertheless can be observed, being dense in stable geometric
objects: these trajectories belong to chaotic attractors. We want our theory to be
applicable to such trajectories, and hence do not demand that the MHD regimes
that we consider are linearly stable to short-scale perturbations (with the
exception of Sect. 7.4.2).

Thus, the condition (7.14) does not guarantee existence of a solution, globally
bounded together with the derivatives, to the problem (7.15)–(7.16) for all initial
conditions in the considered class. For instance, suppose the MHD state whose
stability is examined is steady, and a steady solution to the problem (7.15)–(7.16)
exists. Then any evolutionary solution is a sum of the steady solution and a
solution to the homogeneous problem (7.17)–(7.18). If the MHD steady state
V;H;P is not linearly stable to short-scale perturbations, then a solution to the
homogeneous problem can experience an unbounded growth in time—this will
happen, if an unstable mode is present in the expansion of the initial condition for
the homogeneous problem in the basis of stability modes. We ban such indefinite
growth; it does not occur for correctly chosen initial conditions, such that the
respective initial condition for the homogeneous problem belongs to the subspace
of decaying eigenmodes of the operator of linearisation M.

Finally, we assume that any solution to the system of homogeneous equations
(7.17)–(7.18), that does not grow exponentially in the fast time and has a zero
spatio-temporal mean, exponentially decays in fast time. If the MHD regime
V;H;P is space-periodic and steady or time-periodic, this condition implies that
the kernel of the operator of linearisation is six-dimensional (as we assumed in the
previous chapter), and hence that under the condition (7.14) there exists a steady or
time-periodic, respectively, space-periodic solution to the problem (7.15)–(7.16)
(provided the r.h.s. belongs to the same class).

We will follow essentially the same two-step plan for the solution of the
hierarchy of equations, as in the linear problem:

1�. Verify the solvability conditions (7.14).
2�. Solve the resultant system for vn; hn and pn.
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7.3 Large-Scale Instability in the Presence
of the MHD a-Effect

For any choice of the exponent s [ 0 in the definition of the slow time, we find
from the leading (order e0) terms of Eqs. 7.4 and 7.5:

Mvð v0f gf g; h0f gf g; p0f gf gÞ ¼ � v0h ih i � ðrx � VÞ � ðrx �HÞ � h0h ih i; ð7:20Þ

Mhð v0f gf g; h0f gf gÞ ¼ �ð h0h ih i � rxÞVþ ð v0f gf g � rxÞH: ð7:21Þ

These equations are supplemented by the solenoidality conditions (see (7.10)
for n ¼ 0):

rx � v0f gf g ¼ rx � h0f gf g ¼ 0: ð7:22Þ

7.3.1 Solution of Order e0 Equations

Step 1� for n = 0. The spatial means of the r.h.s. of Eqs. 7.20–7.22 vanish due to
the global boundedness of the fields V and H, and thus the solvability condition
(7.14) is satisfied.

Step 2� for n = 0. Since differentiation only in the fast variables is performed in
M, and the spatio-temporal means v0h ih i and h0h ih i depend only on the slow variables,
by linearity the system (7.20)–(7.22) has a solution of the following structure:

v0f gf g
h0f gf g
p0f gf g

0
@

1
A ¼

nv
0

nh
0

np
0

0
@

1
AþX

3

k¼1

Svv
k

Svh
k

Svp
k

0
@

1
A v0h ih ikþ

Shv
k

Shh
k

Shp
k

0
@

1
A h0h ih ik

0
@

1
A; ð7:23Þ

where zero-mean vector fields Sðx; tÞ are solutions to auxiliary problems of type I:
Auxiliary problem I.1

MvðSvv
k ; S

vh
k ; S

vp
k Þ ¼ �ek � ðrx � VÞ; ð7:24Þ

rx � Svv
k ¼ 0; ð7:25Þ

MhðSvv
k ; S

vh
k Þ ¼

oH

oxk
; ð7:26Þ

rx � Svh
k ¼ 0: ð7:27Þ

Auxiliary problem I.2

MvðShv
k ;S

hh
k ; S

hp
k Þ ¼ ek � ðrx �HÞ; ð7:28Þ

rx � Shv
k ¼ 0; ð7:29Þ
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MhðShv
k ; S

hh
k Þ ¼ �

oV

oxk
; ð7:30Þ

rx � Shh
k ¼ 0: ð7:31Þ

The field n0ðX; T; x; tÞ is supposed to decay exponentially in time; it satisfies

Mvðnv
0; n

h
0; n

p
0Þ ¼Mhðnv

0; n
h
0Þ ¼ 0; rx � nv

0 ¼ rx � nh
0 ¼ 0; hn0i ¼ 0: ð7:32Þ

The spatial means of the r.h.s. of Eqs. 7.24, 7.26, 7.28, and 7.30 vanish due to the
global boundedness of the fields V and H. Consequently, the solvability condition
(7.14) is satisfied for the auxiliary problems (7.24)–(7.27) and (7.28)–(7.31), and
hence, by our assumption, globally bounded with derivatives solutions to the auxiliary
problems exist. Furthermore, by virtue of expressions (7.11)–(7.12) for the spatial
mean of the image of the operator of linearisation, hSi and hn0i are independent of fast
time, and hence the condition Sv

k

� �� �
¼ Sh

k

� �� �
¼ 0 implies that Sh i vanish at any t� 0;

similarly, hn0i is zero at any t� 0. Solenoidality conditions (7.25), (7.27), (7.29) and
(7.31) together with the solenoidality of n0 guarantee that the leading terms of the
expansion of the perturbation are solenoidal (7.22). Solenoidality conditions for the
magnetic components—for nh

0 in the problem (7.32), and (7.27), (7.31) in the auxiliary
problems I.1 and I.2—are satisfied for t [ 0, if they hold true at t ¼ 0. Thus any
smooth solenoidal fields, globally bounded with the derivatives, can serve as initial
conditions for the problems (7.42)–(7.27), (7.28), (7.31) and (7.32), provided their
spatial means vanish, the solution remains globally bounded in space and time, and n0

and its derivatives exponentially decay in time. If the MHD regime, whose stability is
examined, is a steady state, and/or it is periodic or quasi-periodic in space and/or time,
it is natural to demand that S have the same properties.

Averaging the relations

v0 ¼ v0f gf g þ v0h ih i; h0 ¼ h0f gf g þ h0h ih i
over the fast spatial variables at t ¼ 0, we find

v0h ih ijT¼0 ¼ hv0ijt¼0; h0h ih ijT¼0 ¼ hh0ijt¼0;

and hence

v0f gf gjt¼0 ¼ fv0gjt¼0; h0f gf gjt¼0 ¼ fh0gjt¼0:

Initial conditions for the problem (7.32) can be found therefore from the expres-
sions (7.23) for the fluctuating parts of the leading terms in the expansion of
perturbations (7.7), applied at t ¼ 0 (assuming v0; h0 and S are specified at t ¼ 0).
If the MHD regime V;H;P is stable to short-scale perturbations, then a change in
the initial conditions for S in the class of acceptable initial conditions is com-
pensated by the respective change in the initial conditions for n0. As we will see,
this non-uniqueness does not affect eddy terms in the mean-field equations, since
the resultant variations of S and n0 decay in time exponentially (being solutions to
the problem (7.17) and (7.18) with zero-mean initial conditions belonging, by
construction, to the stable subspace of the operator of linearisation M).
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We finish this subsection commenting on the assumption that any solution to
the system of homogeneous equations (7.17)–(7.18), that does not grow expo-
nentially in the fast time and has a zero spatio-temporal mean, must exponentially
decay in the fast time (see the end of Sect. 7.2). Suppose, for the sake of simplicity,
that the MHD regime is steady. Then, the assumption is equivalent to the condition
that the spectrum of linearisation M does not involve imaginary eigenvalues
associated with zero-mean short-scale modes (in particular, the kernel of M is six-
dimensional, composed of non-zero-mean neutral stability modes). This is the
generic case. Let now the operator M possess a non-zero imaginary eigenvalue
(for simplicity, of multiplicity one). Then the associated short-scale oscillatory
stability mode, S, gives rise to a large-scale linear stability mode, for which an
amplitude equation can be constructed following the approach of Sect. 3.8.
Because of nonlinearity of equations for perturbations, interaction of short-scale
steady and oscillatory stability modes takes place, and therefore in the framework
of investigation of weakly nonlinear stability to large-scale perturbations the
oscillatory mode (as well as the one associated with the complex-conjugate
eigenvalue) must be included into the analysis together with all steady neutral
modes. In other words, two new terms

c
Sv

Sh

Sp

0
@

1
Aþ �c

�Sv

�Sh

�Sp

0
@

1
A

must be added into the expression (7.23) for the leading term in the expansion of
perturbations, and then the mean-free equations that we construct below are
supplemented by equations for the real and imaginary parts of the complex-valued
amplitude cðXÞ. The consequences of existence of a zero-mean steady short-scale
stability mode are quite similar.

Furthermore, existence of an imaginary eigenvalue in the spectrum of linearisation
M is generically accompanied by occurrence of a Hopf bifurcation (when the
eigenvalue is non-zero), or saddle-node or pitchfork bifurcations (when it is zero), in
which a branch of short-scale MHD regimes emerges. Large-scale stability of MHD
regimes constituting this branch close to the point of bifurcation can be examined
following a similar approach. We do not present here the asymptotic analysis of
large-scale perturbations of such MHD regimes; instead, we present the mean-field
and amplitude equations for leading terms of expansions of the perturbations in
Appendix, since the derivations for three-dimensional MHD regimes in entire space
and for convective hydromagnetic regimes in a plane layer are very similar.

7.3.2 The Solvability Condition for Order e1 Equations: Linear
Equations for Weakly Nonlinear Perturbations

Step 1� for n = 1. Let the slow time be defined as T ¼ et. The equations for
perturbations, (7.4) and (7.5), yield at order e the system
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Mvð v1f gf g; h1f gf g; p1f gf gÞ � ov0

oT
þ v1h ih i � ðrx � VÞ þ ðrx �HÞ � h1h ih i

þ 2mðrx � rXÞ v0f gf g þ V� ðrX � v0Þ þ ðrX � h0Þ �H

þ v0 � ðrx � v0f gf gÞ þ ðrx � h0f gf gÞ � h0 �rXp0 ¼ 0; ð7:33Þ

Mhð v1f gf g; h1f gf gÞ � oh0

oT
þ ð h1h ih i � rxÞV� ð v1h ih i � rxÞHþ 2gðrx � rXÞ h0f gf g

þ rX � ðv0 �Hþ V� h0Þ þ rx � ðv0 � h0Þ ¼ 0: ð7:34Þ

Using expressions (7.13) for the spatio-temporal mean of the image of the
operator of linearisation, expressions (7.23) for the leading terms in the expansion
of large-scale perturbations, and solenoidality of the leading terms (7.10) for
n ¼ 0, we transform the mean parts of Eqs. 7.33–7.34 to

� o v0h ih i
oT
þ
X3

k¼1

Avv
k rX v0h ih ikþAhv

k rX h0h ih ik
� �

�rXp	0 ¼ 0; ð7:35Þ

� o h0h ih i
oT
þrX �

X3

k¼1

Avh
k v0h ih ikþAhh

k h0h ih ik
� �

¼ 0; ð7:36Þ

where we have denoted

p	0 � p0h ih i � V �
X3

k¼1

Svv
k v0h ih ikþShv

k h0h ih ik
� �

þH �
X3

k¼1

Svh
k v0h ih ikþShh

k h0h ih ik
� �* +* +

;

A�vk are 3� 3 matrices with the elements

ðAvv
k Þ

m
j � �VmððSvv

k Þj þ dj
kÞ � VjððSvv

k Þm þ dm
k Þ þ HmðSvh

k Þj þ HjðSvh
k Þm

D ED E
;

ðAhv
k Þ

m
j � �VmðShv

k Þj � VjðShv
k Þm þ HmððShh

k Þj þ dj
kÞ þ HjððShh

k Þm þ dm
k Þ

D ED E
;

and A�hk three-dimensional vectors

Avh
k � V� Svh

k �H� ðSvv
k þ ekÞ

� �� �
;

Ahh
k � V� ðShh

k þ ekÞ �H� Shv
k

� �� �
:

(The terms in (7.33)–(7.34) involving the factors on0=oXm do not contribute to the
spatio-temporal means, since they decay exponentially in time). The first-order
partial differential operator in the slow variables in the l.h.s. of (7.35) (7.36), acting
on the vector field ðhv0i; hh0iÞ, is called the operator of the combined MHD
a-effect. If the MHD state, whose stability is examined, is steady, then this operator
coincides with the operator of the MHD a-effect, that was derived in Sect. 6.3.2.

If the operator of the a-effect is non-zero (i.e., the MHD a-effect is present in
the leading order), then Eqs. 7.35 and 7.36 constitute the desirable system of mean-
field equations for an MHD perturbation, supplemented by the solenoidality
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conditions (7.9) for n ¼ 0. The nonlinear terms disappear in (7.35)–(7.36) after
spatial averaging due to solenoidality of v0f gf g and h0f gf g in the fast variables;
nonlinearity is recovered only in the higher-order averaged equations. Thus, the
case of the presence of the MHD a-effect in the leading order is completely
analogous to the one encountered in the linear stability problem that we explored
in Sect. 6.4; we do not consider it further here.

7.4 Equations for Weakly Nonlinear Perturbations
in the Absence of the MHD a-Effect

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to the study of weakly nonlinear stability
to large-scale perturbations of a parity-invariant MHD regime:

Vðx; tÞ ¼ �Vð�x; tÞ; Hðx; tÞ ¼ �Hð�x; tÞ: ð7:37Þ

For such V and H, the operator M does not break parity invariance and antiin-

variance, and thus vector fields Svv
k ; S

vh
k ; S

hv
k ; S

hh
k and scalar fields Svp

k ; S
hp
k are parity-

antiinvariant solutions to auxiliary problems of type I (provided they are parity-
antiinvariant at t ¼ 0; a parity-invariant component in the initial conditions for S
gives rise to a parity-invariant component of the solution, which solves the system
of homogeneous equations (7.17)–(7.18) and hence, by our assumption, decays
exponentially—thus, it can be included into n0). Consequently, all entries of the
a-tensor are zero, and the mean-field equations (7.35)–(7.36) reduce to

� o v0h ih i
oT
�rX p0h ih i ¼ 0; � o h0h ih i

oT
¼ 0;

i.e. v0h ih i and h0h ih i are time-independent. This indicates that an incorrect scaling of
the slow time is chosen. We assume in this section, that the slow time is defined as
T ¼ e2t: this scaling is compatible with the one of the eigenvalues of the operator
of linearisation in the absence of the a-effect (see Sect. 6.5).

7.4.1 Solution of Order e1 Equations

Step 1� for n = 1 (continued in the absence of the a-effect). The equations,
obtained from the equations for perturbations (7.4) and (7.5) at order e, now take
the form of (7.33)–(7.34), where the partial derivatives in the slow time T are
discarded. The spatio-temporal mean part of these equations becomes rX p0h ih i ¼ 0,
i.e. p0h ih i ¼ 0. Hence, the solvability condition (7.14) is satisfied.

Step 2� for n = 1. By linearity, the equations obtained at order 1 have solutions
of the following structure:
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v1f gf g
h1f gf g
p1f gf g

0
B@

1
CA ¼

nv
1

nh
1

np
1

0
B@

1
CAþX

3

k¼1

Svv
k

Svh
k

Svp
k

0
B@

1
CA v1h ih ikþ

Shv
k

Shh
k

Shp
k

0
B@

1
CA h1h ih ik

0
B@

þ
X3

m¼1

Gvv
mk

Gvh
mk

Gvp
mk

0
B@

1
CA o v0h ih ik

oXm
þ

Ghv
mk

Ghh
mk

Ghp
mk

0
B@

1
CA o h0h ih ik

oXm

0
B@

þ
Qvvv

mk

Qvvh
mk

Qvvp
mk

0
B@

1
CA v0h ih ik v0h ih imþ

Qvhv
mk

Qvhh
mk

Qvhp
mk

0
B@

1
CA v0h ih ik h0h ih imþ

Qhhv
mk

Qhhh
mk

Qhhp
mk

0
B@

1
CA h0h ih ik h0h ih im

1
CA
1
CA;

ð7:38Þ

where vector fields Gðx; tÞ are zero-mean solutions to auxiliary problems of type II:
Auxiliary problem II.1

MvðGvv
mk;G

vh
mk;G

vp
mkÞ ¼ �2m

oSvv
k

oxm
� Vkem þ Vmek � ðV � Svv

k Þem

þ VmSvv
k þ ðH � Svh

k Þem � HmSvh
k þ emSvp

k ; ð7:39Þ

rx �Gvv
mk ¼ �ðSvv

k Þm; ð7:40Þ

MhðGvv
mk;G

vh
mkÞ ¼ �2g

oSvh
k

oxm
� VðSvh

k Þm þ VmSvh
k þHðSvv

k Þm � HmðSvv
k þ ekÞ;

ð7:41Þ

rx �Gvh
mk ¼ �ðSvh

k Þm: ð7:42Þ

Auxiliary problem II.2

MvðGhv
mk;G

hh
mk;G

hp
mkÞ ¼ �2m

oShv
k

oxm
þ Hkem � Hmek � ðV � Shv

k Þem

þ VmShv
k þ ðH � Shh

k Þem � HmShh
k þ emShp

k ; ð7:43Þ

rx �Ghv
mk ¼ �ðShv

k Þm; ð7:44Þ

MhðGhv
mk;G

hh
mkÞ ¼ �2g

oShh
k

oxm
� VðShh

k Þm þ VmðShh
k þ ekÞ þHðShv

k Þm � HmShv
k ;

ð7:45Þ

rx �Ghh
mk ¼ �ðShh

k Þm: ð7:46Þ
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Vector fields Qðx; tÞ are zero-mean solutions to auxiliary problems of type III:
Auxiliary problem III.1

MvðQvvv
mk ;Q

vvh
mk ;Q

vvp
mk Þ ¼ �ðSvv

k þ ekÞ � ðrx � Svv
m Þ � ðrx � Svh

k Þ � Svh
m ; ð7:47Þ

MhðQvvv
mk ;Q

vvh
mk Þ ¼ �rx � ððSvv

k þ ekÞ � Svh
m Þ: ð7:48Þ

Auxiliary problem III.2

MvðQvhv
mk ;Q

vhh
mk ;Q

vhp
mk Þ ¼ �ðSvv

k þ ekÞ � ðrx � Shv
m Þ � Shv

m � ðrx � Svv
k Þ

� ðrx � Svh
k Þ � ðShh

m þ emÞ � ðrx � Shh
m Þ � Svh

k ;

ð7:49Þ

MhðQvhv
mk ;Q

vhh
mk Þ ¼ �rx � ððSvv

k þ ekÞ � ðShh
m þ emÞ þ Shv

m � Svh
k Þ: ð7:50Þ

Auxiliary problem III.3

MvðQhhv
mk ;Q

hhh
mk ;Q

hhp
mk Þ ¼ �Shv

k � ðrx � Shv
m Þ � ðrx � Shh

k Þ � ðShh
m þ emÞ; ð7:51Þ

MhðQhhv
mk ;Q

hhh
mk Þ ¼ �rx � ðShv

k � ðShh
m þ emÞÞ: ð7:52Þ

All auxiliary problems of type III.3 are supplemented by the solenoidality
conditions

rx �Q���mk ¼ 0: ð7:53Þ

An exponentially decaying in fast time field n1ðX; T; x; tÞ satisfies the equations

Mvðnv
1; n

h
1; n

p
1Þ ¼ �2mðrx � rXÞnv

0 � V� ðrX � nv
0Þ

� ðrX � nh
0Þ �H� nv

0 � ðrx � v0Þ � ðrx � h0Þ � nh
0

� ðv0 � nv
0Þ � ðrx � nv

0Þðrx � nh
0Þ � ðh0 � nh

0Þ þ rXnp
0; ð7:54Þ

rx � nv
1 þrX � nv

0 ¼ 0; ð7:55Þ

Mhðnv
1;n

h
1Þ¼�2gðrx �rXÞnh

0�ðH �rXÞnv
0þðV �rXÞnh

0�VrX �nh
0þHrX �nv

0;

�ðnh
0 �rxÞv0þðnv

0 �rxÞh0�ððh0�nh
0Þ �rxÞnv

0þððv0�nv
0Þ �rxÞnh

0;

ð7:56Þ

rx � nh
1 þrX � nh

0 ¼ 0: ð7:57Þ

The r.h.s. of Eqs. 7.39–7.52 have zero spatial means, because the MHD regime
V;H;P is parity-invariant, and the solutions to the auxiliary problems of type I are
parity-antiinvariant. For the same reason, the relations (7.40), (7.42), (7.44) and
(7.46), specifying the divergencies of solutions to auxiliary problems of type II,
imply Vrx �G�vmk

� �� �
¼ Hrx �G�hmk

� �� �
¼ 0. Also, Vrx � nv

1

� �� �
¼ Hrx � nh

1

� �� �
¼ 0 in

view of relations (7.55) and (7.57) and because the divergencies of nv
0 and nh

0
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exponentially decay in fast time. Hence, the solvability conditions (7.14) are satisfied
for each of the six problems, stated by Eqs. 7.39–7.57.

The expressions (7.40), (7.42), (7.44), (7.46), (7.53), (7.55) and (7.57) for the
divergencies of solutions to the auxiliary problems and n1 guarantee that the
relations (7.10) for n ¼ 1 for the divergencies of v1 and h1 are satisfied. Taking
the divergencies of equations (7.41) and (7.45), and combining the resultant
equalities with, respectively, Eqs. 7.26 and 7.30 in the statements of the auxiliary
problems of type I, we find

� o

ot
þ gr2

x

� 	
rx �G�hmk þ ðS�hk Þm
� �

¼ 0;

hence, Eqs. 7.42 and 7.46 are satisfied at any t [ 0, if they are satisfied at t ¼ 0.
From the divergencies of equations (7.48), (7.50) and (7.52) we obtain that,
similarly, the fields Q are solenoidal at any t [ 0, provided they are solenoidal at
t ¼ 0. From the divergence of equation (7.56) in the fast variables we find,
employing the identity Mhðnv

0; n
h
0Þ ¼ 0 (see (7.32)),

� o

ot
þ gr2

x

� 	
ðrx � nh

1Þ ¼ �rx � rX � ðnv
0 �Hþ V� nh

0Þ
� �

¼ rX � rx � ðnv
0 �Hþ V� nh

0Þ
� �

¼ � � o

ot
þ gr2

x

� 	
ðrX � nh

0Þ;

whereby relation (7.57) holds true for any t [ 0, if and only if it holds true at
t ¼ 0.

Consequently, any pair of vector fields can serve as initial conditions for aux-
iliary problems of types II and III, if they are globally bounded together with their
derivatives and have zero spatio-temporal means, their divergencies satisfy rela-
tions (7.40), (7.42), (7.44), (7.46) and (7.53), and the resultant solution is globally
bounded in space and time. It is natural to choose parity-invariant initial conditions:
since M preserves parity invariance and antiinvariance, the solutions G and Q are
parity-invariant, provided they possess this symmetry at t ¼ 0. Zero-mean parity-
antiinvariant components in the initial conditions for G and Q give rise to
parity-invariant components, which solve the system of homogeneous equations
(7.17)–(7.18) and hence, by our assumption, decay exponentially—thus, we include
them into n1. If the MHD regime, whose stability is examined, is steady, periodic or
quasi-periodic in space and/or time, it is convenient to demand that G and Q have
the same property. (If the MHD state is steady, then the auxiliary problems of types
I and II are identical to the ones considered in the previous chapter).

Initial conditions for n1 can be determined from the initial conditions for v1; h1

and solutions to the auxiliary problems. Integrating the evolutionary equation
(7.54) in the fast time, considering the spatio-temporal mean of the result and
using expressions (7.11)–(7.12) for the spatial mean of the image of the operator of
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linearisation M and expressions (7.55) and (7.57) for the divergencies of the
components of n1, we find from the condition nv

1

� �� �
¼ 0 that

hnv
1ijt¼0 ¼

**Z t

0

�
VrX � nv

0 �HrX � nh
0

� V� ðrX � nv
0Þ � ðrX � nh

0Þ �HþrXnp
0

�
dt

++
:

Similarly, (7.56) and the condition nh
1

� �� �
¼ 0 yield

hnh
1ijt¼0 ¼ �

Z t

0

rX � ðV� nh
0 þ nv

0 �HÞdt

* +* +
:

Any pair of globally bounded smooth fields satisfying relations (7.55) and (7.57)
for the divergencies, whose spatial means are equal to the computed above values,
can serve as initial conditions for n1, if the respective solution decays exponen-
tially in the fast time. Since hSi ¼ 0 and the fields G and Q are parity-invariant,
the spatial mean of every sum in k in the hydrodynamic and magnetic components
of (7.38) vanishes, and hence

hv1i ¼ v1h ih i þ hnv
1i; hh1i ¼ h1h ih i þ hnh

1i:

For given v1jt¼0 and h1jt¼0, we determine at t ¼ 0 from these equations v1h ih ijT¼0
and h1h ih ijT¼0; subsequently, from the flow and magnetic components of (7.38)
(where v1f gf g ¼ v1 � v1h ih i and h1f gf g ¼ h1 � h1h ih i) we find initial conditions for the
problem (7.54)–(7.57). A change in initial conditions for G and Q in the class of
fields under consideration is compensated by a respective change in initial con-
ditions for n1, but the respective changes in G and Q exponentially decay in fast
time (by construction, being zero-mean solutions to the problem (7.17)–(7.18)—
recall that an exponential growth of any solution to auxiliary problems is for-
bidden, and we have assumed that any non-growing zero-mean solution to the
homogeneous equations (7.17)–(7.18) exponentially decay in time).

7.4.2 Bounds for Linear Problems with the Operator
of Linearisation

We assume in this subsection that the MHD regime V;H;P is periodic in the fast
spatial variables and stable to short-scale perturbations. Stability is understood as
an exponential decay in the fast time of the norms j � jm, for all m [ 0, of any
solution to the problem (7.17)–(7.18) with a zero spatial mean, where j � jm is the
norm in the Sobolev space W

m
2 ð½0;L
Þ;L denoting, as before, the vector of spatial

periods of the MHD regime. The fields V;H;P are supposed to be infinitely
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differentiable. We will address the question of the global boundedness (in time t)
of L-periodic in x solutions to the problem

Mn ¼ f; n ¼ ðnv; nhÞ; rx � nv ¼ dv; rx � nh ¼ dh; ð7:58Þ

applying Duhamel’s principle [232]. Furthermore, we will show that the solutions
decay exponentially in time t, if f; dv and dh have this property. (Slow variables
play the rôle of passive parameters in this subsection, and we do not indicate the
possible dependence of the data on the slow variables).

We reduce (7.58) to a problem with solenoidal unknown fields,

M~n ¼ ~f ; ~n¼ ð~nv; ~nhÞ; rx � ~nv ¼ rx � ~nh ¼ 0 ð7:59Þ

by substitutions

nv ¼ ~nv þrxn
v; nh ¼ ~nh þrxn

h; ð7:60Þ

where n is comprised of L-periodic solutions to the Laplace equations

r2
xn

v þ dv ¼ 0; r2
xn

h þ dh ¼ 0;

whose spatial means are zero. Evidently, the bounds

jnvjmþ2�Cm;Ljdvjm; jnhjmþ2�Cm;Ljdhjm; ð7:61Þ

hold true, and thus

j~fjm� jfjm þ C0m;Lðjdvjm þ jdhjmÞ;

where the constants Cm;L and C0m;L depend on m and the size of the parallelepiped
of periodicity, and C0m;L depends on the fields V and H. (space periodicity of the
regime V;H;P and solutions to the problems (7.58) and (7.59) is necessary in this
subsection to justify the inequalities (7.61)).

Linear stability of the regime V;H;P implies that, for any globally bounded
solenoidal zero-mean initial conditions, a solution n to the equations

Mn ¼ 0; n ¼ ðnv; nhÞ; rx � nv ¼ rx � nh ¼ 0 ð7:62Þ

satisfies for all t1� t2� 0 and m the inequality

jnðx; t1Þjm�Cme�aðt1�t2Þjnðx; t2Þjm ð7:63Þ

for some constant Cm and a[ 0, independent of t1; t2 and n.
Let us demonstrate that a solution to the problem (7.58) is bounded, if hfi ¼ 0,

and f; dv and dh are globally bounded. We split a solution to (7.59) into a sum
~n¼ nI þ nII , where nI is a solution to the homogeneous problem (7.62) for zero-

mean initial conditions nI jt¼0 ¼ ~nðx; 0Þ, and nII a solution to the problem

MnII ¼ ~fðx; tÞ; rx � nv
II ¼ rx � nh

II ¼ 0; nII jt¼0 ¼ 0: ð7:64Þ
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By virtue of (7.63),

jnIðx; tÞjm�Cme�atj~n ðx; 0Þjm: ð7:65Þ

By Duhamel’s principle,

nII ¼
Z t

0

n0ðx; t; sÞds; ð7:66Þ

where n0ðx; t; sÞ is a solution to the problem (7.62) for t [ s with the initial
conditions n0ðx; t; sÞjt¼s ¼ ~fðx; sÞ. The inequality (7.63) implies

jn0ðx; t; sÞjm�Cme�aðt�sÞj~fðx; sÞjm; ð7:67Þ

whereby

jnIIðx; tÞjm�
Cm

a
max
s� t
j~fðx; sÞjm

� Cm

a
max
s� t
jfðx; sÞjm þ C0m;Lðjdvðx; sÞjm þ jdhðx; sÞjmÞ

 �

: ð7:68Þ

The inequalities (7.65) and (7.68) show that linear stability of the regime V;H;P
implies the boundedness in time of solutions to the auxiliary problems and their
derivatives, for any zero-mean initial conditions satisfying the respective condi-
tions for the divergence. (By virtue of the Sobolev embedding theorem [1, 170,
182, 299] this also implies the boundedness of the solutions in the norms of spaces
of continuous functions C

mð½0;L
Þ).
We will show now that solutions to the problem (7.58), whose spatio-temporal

mean is zero, decay exponentially in time t, if f; dv and dh do so. This establishes
that the transients n1 solving the problem (7.54)–(7.57) exponentially decay in
time, as well as modifications in the fields G and Q caused by permissible changes
in the initial conditions for S.

As above, we make the substitutions (7.60) reducing (7.58) to a problem (7.59)
with solenoidal unknown fields. Averaging the resultant equation (7.59) in the fast
spatial variables and taking into account expressions (7.11) and (7.12) for the
spatial means of the image of the operator of linearisation, we obtain

� oh~ni
ot
¼ h~fi ) �h~nijt¼t1

þ h~nijt¼0 ¼
Zt1

0

h~fidt:

Together with the condition hh~nii ¼ 0 this implies

h~nijt¼0 ¼ lim
~t!1

1
~t

Z~t

0

Zt1

0

h~fidt dt1;
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and hence

h~nijt¼t2
¼ lim

~t!1

1
~t

Z~t

0

Zt1

t2

h~fidt dt1 ¼ lim
~t!1

1
~t

Z~t

t2

Zt1

t2

h~fidt dt1

) jh~nijt¼t2
j �
Z1

t2

jh~fijdt:

Due to the exponential decay of f; dv and dh,

jh~fðx; tÞij �C~fe
�at;

where C~f is a constant (without any loss of generality we assume that the exponent
in this bound is the same as in (7.63). We find therefore

jh~n ðx; t2Þij � ðC~f=aÞe
�at2

for any t2� 0.
It remains to derive an analogous inequality for the fluctuating part of the

solution to the problem (7.59). We substitute ~n¼ f~ng þ h~ni and again denote by ~f

the r.h.s. of the equation in f~ng:

Mf~ng ¼ ~f; ~f
� �
¼ 0:

f~ng has solenoidal components f~nvg and f~nhg. We split jf~ngjm further into a sum

f~ng ¼ nI þ nII , where nI is a solution to the homogeneous problem (7.62) with the

initial conditions nI jt¼0 ¼ f~n ðx; 0Þg, and nII is a solution to (7.64). Combining the
bound

j~fðx; sÞjm�Cm;~fe
�as;

where Cm;~f is a time-independent constant, and the inequality (7.67) for solutions

to the problem (7.62) satisfying the initial conditions n0ðx; t; sÞjt¼s ¼ ~fðx; sÞ, we
obtain

jn0ðx; t; sÞjm�Cme�aðt�sÞCm;~fe
�as ¼ CmCm;~fe

�at:

Thus, for any a0\a the integral (7.66) admits the bound

jnIIðx; tÞjm�CmCm;~f t e�at �C0e�a0t:

This inequality together with the inequality (7.65) demonstrates that n1 decays
exponentially, as desired.
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7.4.3 Mean-Field Equations for Large-Scale Perturbations

At order e2, the Eqs. 7.4 and 7.5 for the evolution of a perturbation yield

Mvð v2f gf g; h2f gf g; p2f gf gÞ � ov0

oT
þ mð2ðrx � rXÞ v1f gf g þ r2

Xv0Þ þ v2h ih i � ðrx � VÞ

þ ðrx �HÞ � h2h ih i þ V� ðrX � v1Þ þ ðrX � h1Þ �H

þ v0 � ðrx � v1f gf gÞ þ v1 � ðrx � v0f gf gÞ þ v0 � ðrX � v0Þ
þ ðrx � h0f gf gÞ � h1 þ ðrx � h1f gf gÞ � h0 þ ðrX � h0Þ � h0 �rXp1 ¼ 0;

Mhð v2f gf g; h2f gf gÞ � oh0

oT
þ g 2ðrx � rXÞ h0f gf g þ r2

Xh0
� �

þ ð h2h ih i � rxÞV

� ð v2h ih i � rxÞHþrX � ðv1 �Hþ V� h1 þ v0 � h0Þ
þ rx � ðv1 � h0 þ v0 � h1Þ ¼ 0:

Step 2� for n = 2. The spatio-temporal means of these equations can be
obtained using expressions (7.13) for the spatio-temporal mean of the image of the
operator of linearisation, solenoidality of the averaged terms of the expansion of
the perturbation (7.7) in the slow variables (see (7.9) for n ¼ 0), and expressions
for divergencies in the fast variables (see (7.10) for n ¼ 1, 2):

� o

oT
v0h ih i þ mr2

X v0h ih i

�
X3

j¼1

o

oXj
Vj v1f gf g þ V ðv1Þj

n on o
þðv0Þjv0 � Hj h1f gf g�H ðh1Þj

n on o
� ðh0Þjh0

D ED E

�rXp� ¼ 0

(here we have denoted p�ðX; TÞ ¼ p1 � ðjv0j2 � jh0j2Þ=2� V � v1 þH � h1

D ED E
),

� o

oT
h0h ih i þ gr2

X h0h ih i þ rX � v1f gf g �Hþ V� h1f gf g þ v0 � h0h ih i ¼ 0:

Since the operator of the a-effect is zero and the transients n0 and n1 exponentially
decay, and by virtue of the expressions (7.23) and (7.38) for the first two terms in
the power series expansion of the perturbation (7.7), the two equations reduce to
the following ones:

The mean-field equation for the mean perturbation of the flow

� o

oT
v0h ih i þ mr2

X v0h ih i þ
X3

j¼1

X3

m¼1

X3

k¼1

Dvv
mkj

o2 v0h ih ik
oXjoXm

þ Dhv
mkj

o2 h0h ih ik
oXjoXm

�

þ o

oXj
Avvv

mkj v0h ih ik v0h ih imþAvhv
mkj v0h ih ik h0h ih imþAhhv

mkj h0h ih ik h0h ih im

 �	

þð v0h ih i � rXÞ v0h ih i � ð h0h ih i � rXÞ h0h ih i � rXp� ¼ 0: ð7:69Þ
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The mean-field equation for the mean perturbation of magnetic field

� o

oT
h0h ih iþgr2

X h0h ih iþrX� v0h ih i� h0h ih i þ
X3

m¼1

X3

k¼1

Dvh
mk

o v0h ih ik
oXm

þ Dhh
mk

o h0h ih ik
oXm

� 

þ Avvh
mk v0h ih ik v0h ih imþAvhh

mk v0h ih ik h0h ih imþAhhh
mk h0h ih ik h0h ih im

!!
¼ 0: ð7:70Þ

In these equations D denote the coefficients of the so-called operator of combined
eddy correction of magnetic diffusion and kinematic viscosity:

Dvv
mkj ¼ �VjG

vv
mk � VðGvv

mkÞj þ HjG
vh
mk þHðGvh

mkÞj
D ED E

; ð7:71Þ

Dhv
mkj ¼ �VjG

hv
mk � VðGhv

mkÞj þ HjG
hh
mk þHðGhh

mkÞj
D ED E

; ð7:72Þ

Dvh
mk ¼ V�Gvh

mk �H�Gvv
mk

� �� �
; ð7:73Þ

Dhh
mk ¼ V�Ghh

mk �H�Ghv
mk

� �� �
: ð7:74Þ

The quantities (7.71)–(7.74) are identical to the entries of the tensor of com-
bined eddy correction of magnetic diffusion and kinematic viscosity in the linear
stability problem, see Sect. 6.5.2. A denote the coefficients of the quadratic
operator of combined eddy correction of advection:

Avvv
mkj ¼ �VjQ

vvv
mk � VðQvvv

mk Þj þ HjQ
vvh
mk þHðQvvh

mk Þj þ ðSvv
k ÞjSvv

m � ðSvh
k ÞjSvh

m

D ED E
;

ð7:75Þ

Avhv
mkj ¼ �VjQ

vhv
mk � VðQvhv

mk Þj þ HjQ
vhh
mk þHðQvhh

mk Þj
DD

þðSvv
k ÞjShv

m þ ðShv
m ÞjSvv

k � ðSvh
k ÞjSvh

m � ðShh
m ÞjSvh

k

EE
; ð7:76Þ

Ahhv
mkj ¼ �VjQ

hhv
mk � VðQhhv

mkÞj þ HjQ
hhh
mk þHðQhhh

mkÞj þ ðShv
k ÞjShv

m � ðShh
k ÞjShh

m

D ED E
;

ð7:77Þ

Avvh
mk ¼ V�Qvvh

mk �H�Qvvv
mk þ Svv

k � Svh
m

� �� �
; ð7:78Þ

Avhh
mk ¼ V�Qvhh

mk �H�Qvhv
mk þ Svv

k � Shh
m þ Shv

m � Svh
k

� �� �
; ð7:79Þ

Ahhh
mk ¼ V�Qhhh

mk �H�Qhhv
mk þ Shv

k � Shh
m

� �� �
: ð7:80Þ

In the review [197], the mean-field equations (7.69)–(7.70) are termed ‘‘order
parameter equations for slowly modulated patterns’’. They involve additional
‘‘eddy’’ terms and in this sense generalise the Navier–Stokes (7.1) and magnetic
induction (7.2) equations. Like in the linear stability problem, the operator of the
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combined MHD eddy diffusion emerges in them in place of the Laplace operator
describing molecular diffusion. The equations cease to be parabolic, if the phe-
nomenon of negative MHD eddy diffusivity occurs in the regime V;H;P.

7.5 Computation of Coefficients of the Combined
MHD Eddy Operators

For computation of the eddy coefficients D and A in the mean-field equations
(7.69)–(7.70) using the formulae (7.71)–(7.80), it suffices to solve 45 auxiliary
problems (6, 18 and 21 problems of types I–III, respectively; formally, Eqs. 7.47–

7.53 state 27 problems of type III, however, the fields Qvv;�
mk and Qhh;�

mk enter into the
coefficients in Eqs. 7.69 and 7.70 not individually, but as sums Qvv;�

mk þQvv;�
km and

Qhh;�
mk þQhh;�

km , and hence the numbers of the auxiliary problems III.1 and III.3 can
be decreased by 3, if these problems are restated for such sums for m 6¼ k). This
number can be decreased three times, considering (following [327], see Sect. 4.4)
auxiliary problems for the adjoint operator:

Auxiliary problem 1 for the adjoint operator

ðM	ÞvðZvv
jn ;Z

vh
jn Þ ¼ �PsolðVjen þ VnejÞ; ð7:81Þ

ðM	ÞhðZvv
jn ;Z

vh
jn Þ ¼ PsolðHjen þ HnejÞ; ð7:82Þ

r � Zvv
jn ¼ r � Zvh

jn ¼ 0: ð7:83Þ

Auxiliary problem 2 for the adjoint operator

ðM	ÞvðZhv
jn ;Z

hh
jn Þ ¼ PsolðH� enÞ; ð7:84Þ

ðM	ÞhðZhv
jn ;Z

hh
jn Þ ¼ �PsolðV� enÞ; ð7:85Þ

r � Zhv
jn ¼ r � Zhh

jn ¼ 0: ð7:86Þ

Here M	 ¼ ððM	Þv; ðM	ÞhÞ is the operator, adjoint to linearisation M, acting
in the space of pairs of three-dimensional solenoidal vector fields bounded together
with the derivatives,

ðM	Þvðv; hÞ ¼ ov

ot
þ mr2v�r� ðV� vÞ þPsolðH� ðr � hÞ � v� ðr � VÞÞ;

ðM	Þhðv; hÞ ¼ oh

ot
þ gr2hþr� ðH� vÞ þPsolðv� ðr �HÞ � V� ðr � hÞÞ

(all differential operators are in the fast variables), Psol is the projection of three-
dimensional vector fields onto the space of solenoidal vector fields bounded
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together with the derivatives. The computational complexity of these problems is
the same as that of the auxiliary problems of types II and III.

The mean quantities (7.71)–(7.80) in the eddy corrections can be expressed in
the terms of solutions to the auxiliary problems of type I (6 problems), auxiliary
problems for the adjoint operator (7.81)–(7.83) (6 problems) and (7.84)–(7.86) (3
problems), and the r.h.s. of Eqs. 7.39–7.52 in the statements of the auxiliary
problems of type II and III, applying the formulae

�Vjq
v � VðqvÞj þ Hjq

h þHðqhÞj
D ED E

n

¼ ðVnej � VjenÞ �Prqv þ ðHjen � HnejÞ �Prqh
��

þ ðM	ÞvðZvv
jn ;Z

vh
jn Þ �Psolq

v þ ðM	ÞhðZvv
jn ;Z

vh
jn Þ �Psolq

h

¼ ðVnej � VjenÞ �Prqv þ ðHjen � HnejÞ �Prqh
��
þ Zvv

jn �MvðPsolq
v;Psolq

hÞ þ Zvh
jn �MhðPsolq

v;Psolq
hÞ
��

V� qh �H� qv
� �� �

n

¼ qv � ðH� enÞ � qh � ðV� enÞ
� �� �

¼ Prqv � ðH� enÞ �Prqh � ðV� enÞ
��
þPsolq

v � ðM	ÞvðZhv
n ;Z

hh
n Þ þPsolq

h � ðM	ÞhðZhv
n ;Z

hh
n Þ
��

¼ Prqv �H�Prqh � V
� �� �

n

þ MvðPsolq
v;Psolq

hÞ � Zhv
n þMhðPsolq

v;Psolq
hÞ � Zhh

n Þ
� �� �

: ð7:88Þ

Here Pr ¼ I�Psol is the projection onto potential vector fields, I is the
identity, q a solution to an auxiliary problem of type II (for computation of the
entries of the tensor of combined eddy correction of magnetic diffusion and
kinematic viscosity, D) or III (for computation of the entries of the tensor of
combined eddy correction of advection, A). For the problems of type II, the
quantities Prqv;Prqh can be computed employing the expressions for the
divergencies (7.40), (7.42), (7.44) and (7.46); for the problems of type III,
Prqv ¼ Prqh ¼ 0. One can subsequently compute MðPsolq

v;Psolq
hÞ without

solving the auxiliary problems of types II and III. (For space-periodic fields, it is
convenient to compute the projection Pr using the Fast Fourier Transform).

From the mathematical point of view, the auxiliary problems for the adjoint
operator are correctly stated, e.g., if the regime V;H;P is space-periodic, and
steady or periodic in time, and the domain of M	 consists of vector fields with the
same properties. In general, solving numerically the auxiliary problems (7.81)–
(7.83) and (7.84)–(7.86) for the adjoint operator can be problematic, since the
operator M	 is not parabolic. The following approach can be useful: Denote by
Zðs; x; tÞ solution, obtained setting for the unknown fields Z zero ‘‘initial’’ con-
ditions at t ¼ s[ 0 and solving the problems (7.81)–(7.83) and (7.84)–(7.86)
‘‘backwards’’, for the time decreasing from t ¼ s0 to t ¼ 0 (reversal of time

ii
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transforms the operators ðM	Þv; ðM	Þh into parabolic ones). Spatio-temporal
averaging over the fast variables of the scalar products with the fields Z in the
formulae (7.87) and (7.88) can be defined as

f � Zh ih i ¼ lim
s!1

lim
‘!1

1
s‘3

Zs

0

Z‘=2

�‘=2

Z‘=2

�‘=2

Z‘=2

�‘=2

fðx; tÞZðs; x; tÞdx dt;

provided this limit exists (for instance, if the regime V;H;P is periodic or quasi-
periodic in the fast time).

7.6 Conclusions

1. In this chapter we have considered the problem of weakly nonlinear stability of a
short-scale MHD regime to perturbations involving large spatial and temporal
scales. The amplitude of a perturbation is assumed to be the order of the ratio of
spatial scales, e. The perturbation has been expanded in a power series in e, and
the mean-field equations for the evolution of the leading terms of the expansion
averaged over spatial and temporal short scales have been derived. The evolu-
tion of perturbations of a generic short-scale MHD regime is governed by linear
partial differential equations (7.35)–(7.36), involving the operator of the com-
bined a-effect (which arises in the linear stability problem). If the regime V;H;P
is parity-invariant, the a-effect does not emerge in the leading order, and the
mean-field equations (7.69)–(7.70) generalise the Navier–Stokes and magnetic
induction equations. They involve additional terms: the operator of the aniso-
tropic combined MHD eddy diffusion (also emerging in the linear stability
problem) and new quadratic terms, which are analogous to the advective ones
and describe the so-called anisotropic combined MHD eddy advection.

2. We have proposed a method for computation of the entries of the combined
MHD eddy diffusion (7.71)–(7.74) and the advection (7.75)–(7.80) tensors
emerging in the mean-field equations (7.69)–(7.70). The method is based on the
expressions for these entries in the terms of solutions to the auxiliary problems
for the operator, adjoint to the operator of linearisation of the equations of
magnetohydrodynamics in the vicinity of the short-scale MHD regime, whose
weakly nonlinear stability is examined.
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Chapter 8
Weakly Nonlinear Stability of Forced
Thermal Hydromagnetic Convection

In this chapter we consider, following [330], weakly nonlinear stability to large-
scale perturbations of convective hydromagnetic (CHM) regimes in a horizontal
layer of electrically conducting fluid. (A study of the preceding linear stage of
their evolution, restricted to the case of a non-rotating fluid, was carried out in
[13].) Our subject here is forced thermal hydromagnetic convection, i.e., we
assume that forces of an external origin are acting on the fluid (in addition to
the buoyancy, Coriolis and Lorentz forces), and/or external magnetic fields are
inducing electric currents in the volume occupied by the fluid, and/or distributed
sources of heat are present in it. A similar assumption, made in Chaps. 6 and 7,
was natural in the investigation of MHD regimes, since in the absence of
external sources of energy any MHD regime would relax, due to the dissipation
of energy by diffusion, to a trivial steady state with fluid at rest. The present
physical system is different in that a sufficiently large difference of temperature
at the boundaries of the fluid layer can sustain non-trivial short-scale MHD
regimes. In the absence of such sources, the system is spatially and temporally
invariant; this increases the algebraic complexity of the large-scale stability
problem, because the dimension of the kernel of the operator of linearisation
increases. Stability of free thermal hydromagnetic convection is considered in
the next chapter.

The horizontal stress-free ideally electrically conducting boundaries are sup-
posed to be kept at constant temperatures. The Boussinesq approximation is
employed. The assumption that the boundaries are free may be perceived as not
physically well-founded. However, it is inherently compatible with the solenoi-
dality condition, and due to the ensuing computational convenience it is often
employed in numerical studies of convection and convective dynamos (see, e.g.,
[55, 227, 229, 333] and references therein). Since rotation of fluid is an important
feature of the astrophysical dynamos and geodynamo, in the present chapter, in
contrast with Chaps. 6 and 7, we allow rotation about the vertical axis (and then
the plane layer of fluid can be regarded as a segment of the spherical outer core of a

V. Zheligovsky, Large-Scale Perturbations of Magnetohydrodynamic Regimes,
Lecture Notes in Physics, 829, DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-18170-2_8,
� Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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planet in the equatorial region). Taking into account the Coriolis force results in a
more complex analysis. In order to exclude the pressure from consideration, we
apply the Navier–Stokes equation in the form for vorticity. Consequently, when
the a-effect is insignificant, we derive the equation for the mean perturbation of the
flow as the solvability condition for the equation in fast variables at order e3, and
not e2 as in the problem considered in the previous chapter.

As in Chap. 7, we do not exclude the possibility of a time dependence of the
short-scale regime, whose stability is investigated. Unless the regime is stable to
short-scale perturbations, the permissible initial conditions for auxiliary problems
constitute a restricted class. Like in Chap. 7, we do not demand the spatial peri-
odicity or quasi-periodicity in horizontal directions of the short-scale CHM
regimes that are perturbed. Whether there exist solutions to the auxiliary problems
with the properties required for our constructions (smoothness and boundedness),
as well as whether the spatial and spatio-temporal averaging over fast variables is
well-defined, in such a general setup remain open questions. As in the previous
chapters, they do not arise if the CHM regime under consideration is periodic in
horizontal directions and it is steady or time-periodic.

As for the MHD regimes considered in the previous chapter, the mean-field
equations for perturbations, that we construct here, constitute a closed system of
equations. Generically they turn out to be linear and describe the anisotropic
combined MHD a-effect. If the a-effect is absent or insignificant in the leading
order (e.g., due to the parity invariance or the symmetry about a vertical axis of the
CHM regime, whose stability is examined), the mean-field equations for pertur-
bations generalise the fundamental equations of magnetohydrodynamics (the
Navier–Stokes and magnetic induction equations). As in Chap. 7, they involve the
operator of combined eddy diffusion, usually anisotropic and not necessarily
negative-definite, and additional quadratic terms, analogous to the ones describing
advection. Also, terms involving non-local pseudodifferential operators emerge in
the mean-field equations, unless the a-effect is absent due to a symmetry without a
time shift.

As in the MHD problem that we have investigated in Chap. 7, the mean-field
equations for perturbations of individual CHM regimes, derived under the
assumption of insignificance of the a-effect in the leading order, lack the operator
of the a-effect. However, it coexists in these equations with the operators
describing the effects of the combined eddy diffusion and advection, when one
examines weakly nonlinear stability to large-scale perturbations of CHM regimes,
depending on the small parameter e (which denotes the spatial scale ratio assumed
to be of the same order as the amplitude of the perturbations). This can happen, if
the CHM regime whose stability is examined has a weakly (the order e) anti-
symmetric part—for instance, when the external forces and/or sources acting in the
layer are e-dependent and weakly antisymmetric. If a bifurcation of a CHM
regime, which is parity-invariant or symmetric about a vertical axis, results in the
loss of this symmetry, then the mean-field equations are supplemented by
amplitude equations involving a cubic nonlinearity.
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8.1 Statement of the Problem

8.1.1 The Governing Equations for the Thermal
Hydromagnetic Convection

The CHM regime V;H;T, whose weakly nonlinear stability we investigate, in the
Boussinesq approximation satisfies the equations

oX
ot
¼ mr2Xþr� ðV�X�H� ðr �HÞ þ V� se3 þ bTe3 þ FÞ; ð8:1Þ

oH

ot
¼ gr2Hþr� ðV�HÞ þ J; ð8:2Þ

oT

ot
¼ jr2T� ðV � rÞTþ S;

the solenoidality conditions

r � V ¼ r �H ¼ 0 ð8:3Þ

and relation for vorticity

r� V ¼ X: ð8:4Þ

Here Vðx; tÞ is the flow velocity of the conducting fluid, Xðx; tÞ its vorticity,
Tðx; tÞ temperature, Hðx; tÞ magnetic field, t time, m molecular viscosity, g
molecular magnetic diffusivity, j molecular thermal diffusivity, s=2 the rate of
rotation of the fluid, bðT�T2Þe3 is the buoyancy force, Fðx; tÞ an external body
force, Jðx; tÞ reflects the presence of external currents in the fluid, Sðx; tÞ is the
distribution of the heat sources in the layer of fluid, e3 denotes the upward vertical
unit vector. To simplify the notation, when suitable we use the ten-dimensional
vector fields ðx; v; h; hÞ and seven-dimensional fields ðx; h; hÞ or ðv; h; hÞ:

Although, perhaps, the most interesting case for physical applications is F ¼ 0;
J ¼ 0; S ¼ 0 (considered in the next chapter), we assume in this chapter that at
least one of the terms is not a function of the Cartesian vertical coordinate x3 and
time t only. When stability of an unsteady regime is examined, we assume in
addition that at least one of the terms is unsteady. Then their presence breaks the
temporal and spatial (in horizontal directions) invariance; this simplifies the
analysis of stability.

8.1.2 Boundary Conditions

The following boundary conditions are imposed on the horizontal boundaries
x3 ¼ �L=2:
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• Stress-free boundaries:

oV1

ox3

����
x3¼�L=2

¼ oV2

ox3

����
x3¼�L=2

¼ 0; V3jx3¼�L=2¼ 0 ð8:5Þ

(the subscript enumerates the vector components), which implies the boundary
conditions for vorticity

X1jx3¼�L=2¼ X2jx3¼�L=2¼ 0;
oX3

ox3

����
x3¼�L=2

¼ 0; ð8:6Þ

• Perfectly electrically conducting boundaries:

oH1

ox3

����
x3¼�L=2

¼ oH2

ox3

����
x3¼�L=2

¼ 0; H3jx3¼�L=2¼ 0; ð8:7Þ

• Isothermal boundaries:

Tjx3¼�L=2¼T1; Tjx3¼L=2¼T2 ð8:8Þ

(thermal convection is possible only when T1 [T2). It is convenient to
introduce a new variable

H ¼T�T1 þ dðx3 þ L=2Þ; ð8:9Þ

where d ¼ ðT1 �T2Þ=L, which satisfies the equation

oH
ot
¼ jr2H� ðV � rÞHþ dV3 þ S ð8:10Þ

and the homogeneous boundary conditions

Hjx3¼�L=2¼ 0: ð8:11Þ

8.1.3 Equations for Perturbations of a CHM Regime

The operator of linearisation of the governing equations (8.1)–(8.4) and (8.10)
around the CHM regime, whose stability is examined, L ¼ ðLx;Lh;LhÞ, has
the components

Lxðx; v; h; hÞ � � ox
ot
þ mr2xþr� V� xþ v�Xð

�H� ðr � hÞ � h� ðr �HÞÞ þ s
ov

ox3
þ brh� e3;
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Lhðv; hÞ � �oh

ot
þ gr2hþr� ðv�Hþ V� hÞ;

Lhðv; hÞ � �oh
ot
þ jr2h� ðV � rÞh� ðv � rÞHþ dv3:

Evidently, Lx ¼ ðr�ÞLv (provided rx � v ¼ x), where

Lvðv; h; h; pÞ � � ov

ot
þ mr2vþ V� ðr � vÞ þ v�X

�H� ðr � hÞ � h� ðr �HÞ þ sv� e3 þ bhe3 �rp

is the linearisation of the Navier–Stokes equation in the form for the flow velocity

oV

ot
¼ mr2Vþ V�X�H� ðr �HÞ þ sV� e3 þ bHe3 �rP: ð8:12Þ

Here P ¼ P0=qþ jVj2=2þ s2ðx2
1 þ x2

2Þ=8 is the modified pressure, P0 pressure, q
the fluid density. In this chapter we do not impose restrictions on the means of
fields in the domain of the operator L.

We will consider a weakly nonlinear stability problem for a perturbation, whose
amplitude is of the order e. The perturbed regime Vþ ev;Xþ ex;Hþ eh, Hþ eh
satisfies Eqs. 8.1–8.11, and hence the profiles of perturbations, x; v; h; h (which we
will henceforth call just the perturbation) satisfy the equations

Lxðx; v; h; hÞ ¼ �er� ðv� x� h� ðr � hÞÞ; ð8:13Þ

Lhðv; hÞ ¼ �er� ðv� hÞ; ð8:14Þ

Lhðv; hÞ ¼ eðv � rÞh; ð8:15Þ

r � h ¼ 0; ð8:16Þ

r � x ¼ r � v ¼ 0; ð8:17Þ

r � v ¼ x: ð8:18Þ

Let hhh�iiih denote the horizontal component of a vector field averaged over the
volume of the layer. Subtracting the Navier–Stokes equation (8.12) from the same
equation for the perturbed regime, we obtain the equation governing the evolution
of the perturbation v. Averaging the horizontal component of this equation over
the layer and taking into account the solenoidality conditions (8.16)–(8.17) and the
relation for vorticity (8.18), we find

ohhhviiih
ot

¼ hhhviiih � se3 � hhhrpiiih:

Thus, the evolution of the mean horizontal component of the flow velocity is
controlled by the mean horizontal component of the gradient of the modified
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pressure p, which must be specified as a boundary condition in the horizontal
directions. We assume that the growth of pressure in the horizontal directions is
bounded so that hhhrpiiih ¼ 0, i.e., the jump of p at the infinity is not sufficiently
high to cause pumping of the fluid through the layer. Then, if initially the mean
horizontal component of the flow velocity is zero, this remains true at any
time:

hhhviiih ¼ 0: ð8:19Þ

8.1.4 Asymptotic Expansion of Weakly Nonlinear Large-Scale
Perturbations

We introduce the fast spatial, x, and temporal, t, variables, and the respective slow
horizontal variables X ¼ eðx1; x2Þ and T ¼ e2t. The chosen scaling e2 is appropri-
ate, if the combined a-effect is insignificant in the leading order (see a discussion at
the end of Sect. 8.3.2). A solution to the problem (8.13)–(8.19) governing the
evolution of the perturbation is sought in the form of power series in e,

x ¼
X1
n¼0

xnðX; T; x; tÞen; ð8:20Þ

v ¼
X1
n¼0

vnðX; T ; x; tÞen; ð8:21Þ

h ¼
X1
n¼0

hnðX; T ; x; tÞen; ð8:22Þ

h ¼
X1
n¼0

hnðX; T ; x; tÞen: ð8:23Þ

8.1.5 The Hierarchy of Equations for Perturbations

The spatial and spatio-temporal means of scalar and vector fields over the fast
variables, h�i and hh�ii, and the respective fluctuating parts, f�g and ff�gg, are defined
in Sect. 7.1.1; hfik and hhfiik denote the kth components of the means hfi and hhfii,
respectively. The subscripts v and h label the vertical and horizontal parts of three-
dimensional mean vector fields:
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hfiv � hfi3e3; ffgv � f � hfiv;
hhfiiv � hhfii3e3; fffggv � f � hhfiiv;

hfih � hfi1e1 þ hfi2e2; ffgh � f � hfih;

hhfiih � hhfii1e1 þ hhfii2e2; fffggh � f � hhfiih:

(The superscripts v and h in the notation for various quantities refer to the flow
velocity and magnetic field.)

Extracting the mean horizontal and the complimentary fluctuating parts from
the solenoidality conditions (8.16) and (8.17) upon substitution of the series (8.21)
and (8.22), we find at the order en the following conditions for solenoidality of
fields constituting a large-scale perturbation:

rX � hvnih ¼ rX � hhnih ¼ 0; ð8:24Þ

rx � fvngh þrX � fvn�1gh ¼ 0; ð8:25Þ

rx � fhngh þrX � fhn�1gh ¼ 0: ð8:26Þ

Evidently,

rX � hxniv ¼ 0; ð8:27Þ

and the identity r � x ¼ 0 implies

rx � fxngv þrX � fxn�1gv ¼ 0 ð8:28Þ

for all n� 0. (Any term in the expansions (8.20)–(8.23) for a negative
index n is zero by definition.) As usual, differentiation in the fast and slow
variables is assumed in the differential operators with the subscripts x and X;
rX ¼ ðo=oX1; o=oX2; 0Þ. Differentiation in the fast variables only is assumed
below in the operator of linearisation L defined in Sect. 8.1.3.

Substituting the power series (8.20)–(8.23) into the Eqs. 8.13–8.15 for the
evolution of the perturbation, we transform them into equalities of power series in e.
Equating the coefficients at order en, we obtain a hierarchy of systems of equations,

Lxðxn;vn;hn;hnÞ�
oxn�2

oT
þmð2ðrx �rXÞfxn�1gvþr2

Xxn�2Þ

þrX�ðV�xn�1þvn�1�X�H�ðrX�hn�2þrx�hn�1Þ�hn�1�ðrx�HÞ

þ
Xn�2

k¼0

ðvk�xn�2�k�hk�ðrx�hn�2�kþrX�hn�3�kÞÞÞ

þrx�
Xn�1

k¼0

ðvk�xn�1�k�hk�ðrx�hn�1�kþrX�hn�2�kÞ
 

Þ

�H�ðrX�hn�1Þ
!
þbrXhn�1�e3¼0; ð8:29Þ
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Lhðvn;hnÞ�
ohn�2

oT
þ g 2ðrx �rXÞffhn�1gghþr2

Xhn�2
� �

þrX� vn�1�HþV�hn�1þ
Xn�2

k¼0

vk�hn�2�k

 !
þrx�

Xn�1

k¼0

vk�hn�1�k ¼ 0;

ð8:30Þ

Lhðvn; hnÞ �
ohn�2

oT
þ j 2ðrx � rXÞhn�1 þr2

Xhn�2
� �

� ðV � rXÞhn�1 �
Xn�1

k¼0

ðvk � rxÞhn�1�k �
Xn�2

k¼0

ðvk � rXÞhn�2�k ¼ 0: ð8:31Þ

8.2 Mathematical Tools

To derive the mean-field equations for perturbations, we consider successively the
systems in the hierarchy and, as in the previous chapters, rely on the solvability
conditions. The problem under consideration being more difficult than the ones
considered so far, we need to extend our mathematical instrumentarium. Since we
use the Navier–Stokes equation in the form for vorticity, we will have to calculate
the terms in the expansion of the flow given the terms in the expansion of vorticity.
To implement the condition (8.19) that the fluid is not pumped through the layer by
the gradient of pressure at infinity for a flow depending on the fast and slow
variables, we need a bound for vector fields, solenoidal in the fast variables. We
consider these technical questions in the present section.

8.2.1 Reconstruction of the Flow from the Vorticity

Clearly, hxniv, hvnih and hhnih satisfy the boundary conditions defined by (8.5)–
(8.7). Due to solenoidality of hvnih in the slow variables (8.24), we can introduce a
stream function wnðX1;X2; t; TÞ:

hvnih ¼ �own

oX2
;
own

oX1
; 0

� �
:

Substituting the series (8.20) and (8.21) into the identity (8.18) for the perturbation
of vorticity, we find an equation relating vorticity and flow perturbations

rx � fvngh ¼ xn �rX � vn�1: ð8:32Þ

We have to solve this equation in fvngh, the divergence of fvngh in the fast
variables being specified by (8.25).
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Using the relation (8.32) for the modified index n! n� 1, and the expression
(8.28) for the divergence of fxngv in the fast variables, it is easy to show that the
r.h.s. of (8.32) is solenoidal in the fast variables. Let us consider the operator curl
which maps solenoidal vector fields, defined in the layer and satisfying the
boundary conditions (8.5), to solenoidal fields. The domain of the adjoint operator,
which is also the curl, consists of solenoidal vector fields satisfying the boundary
conditions for vorticity, (8.6); its kernel is spanned by the constant vector field
(0,0,1). Consequently, Eq. 8.32 is solvable in fvngh, if the spatial mean of the
vertical component of the r.h.s. vanishes1:

hxni3 ¼ ðrX � hvn�1iÞ � e3 , hxniv ¼ rX � hvn�1ih: ð8:33Þ

For n ¼ 0, this relation between the mean vorticity and flow velocity reduces to
hx0iv ¼ 0. In the terms of the stream function, Eq. 8.33 is equivalent to
r2

Xwn�1 ¼ hxni3. One can determine hvn�1ih from this equation and the condition
of the global boundedness of wn�1 (guaranteeing that the mean of hvn�1ih over the
slow spatial variables vanishes), provided the mean of hxni3 over the plane of the
slow spatial variables is zero.

In view of relation (8.33), Eq. 8.32 can be transformed into

rx � fvngh ¼ fxngv �rX � fvn�1gh: ð8:34Þ

The substitution fvngh ¼ vþrxB, where B is a globally bounded solution to the
Neumann problem

r2
xB ¼ �rX � fvn�1gh;

oB

ox3

����
x3¼�L=2

¼ 0;

converts Eqs. 8.34 and 8.25 into the system (8.17)–(8.19). If the solvability con-
dition is satisfied, this system has a solution v ¼ PsolfAgh, where A is a globally
bounded solution to the Poisson equation

r2A ¼ �r� x;
oA1

ox3

����
x3¼�L=2

¼ oA2

ox3

����
x3¼�L=2

¼ 0; A3jx3¼�L=2¼ 0;

whose horizontal component is zero-mean, Psol is the projection of three-
dimensional vector fields onto the space of solenoidal fields,

PsolA � A�ra;

and a is a solution to the Neumann problem

1 This condition is also sufficient for space-periodic regimes. If space periodicity is not imposed,
the energy spectrum of the vector field to which the inverse curl is applied must fall off
sufficiently fast near zero. Henceforth, the regime V;H;H is assumed to have the property that,
in the course of solution of the auxiliary problems, the inverse curl can be applied to any vector
field whose vertical component has a zero spatial mean.
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r2a ¼ r � A; oa

ox3

����
x3¼�L=2

¼ 0:

This construction defines an operator C : x! v, inverse to the curl, which acts
from the space of solenoidal vector fields that have a zero spatial mean of the
vertical component and satisfy the boundary conditions (8.6) for vorticity, into the
space of solenoidal fields that satisfy the boundary conditions (8.5) for the flow and
the condition (8.19) of no pumping.

8.2.2 Solvability of Auxiliary Problems

We assume that the fields V;H;H, constituting a CHM regime whose stability is
examined, are smooth and globally bounded, and all spatial and spatio-temporal
means over the fast variables, that we calculate in the course of derivation of the
mean-field equations, are well-defined. These conditions are satisfied, if the
smooth CHM regime is periodic in horizontal directions, and steady or periodic in
time (since then the region, where the solutions are defined, is compact).

In construction of the asymptotic solutions we encounter problems of the fol-
lowing type:

Lxðx; v; h; hÞ ¼ fx; Lhðv; hÞ ¼ fh; Lhðv; hÞ ¼ f h; ð8:35Þ

rx � x ¼ dx; rx � v ¼ dv; rx � h ¼ dh; ð8:36Þ

x�rx � v ¼ a: ð8:37Þ

The r.h.s. of the equations are known. The consistency relations [obtained by
combining the divergence of equation (8.37) and the first two equations in (8.35)
with the conditions (8.36)],

rx � a ¼ dx; ð8:38Þ

�odx

ot
þ mr2

xdx þ s
odx

ox3
¼ rx � fx; ð8:39Þ

�odh

ot
þ gr2

xdh ¼ rx � fh; ð8:40Þ

are supposed to hold true, a satisfies the boundary conditions (8.6) for vorticity,
and

hdvi ¼ hdhi ¼ 0: ð8:41Þ

The fields x; v; h and h must satisfy the same boundary conditions as the CHM
regime, (8.5)–(8.7) and (8.11), and have the prescribed means hhxiiv, hhhiih and hvih.
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By virtue of the consistency relations (8.39) and (8.40), it suffices to demand that
the conditions (8.36) for vorticity x and magnetic field h are satisfied at t ¼ 0.

Suppose now that x; v; h and h are arbitrary fields bounded together with the
derivatives and satisfying the boundary conditions defined by (8.5)–(8.7) and
(8.11). Since V and H belong to this class of fields as well, we find

hLxðx; v; h; hÞiv ¼ �
ohxiv

ot
; ð8:42Þ

hLhðv; hÞih ¼ �
ohhih

ot
; ð8:43Þ

) hhLxðx; v; h; hÞiiv ¼ 0; hhLhðv; hÞiih ¼ 0: ð8:44Þ

Relations (8.44) imply that the conditions

hhfxðx; tÞiiv ¼ 0; ð8:45Þ

hhfhðx; tÞiih ¼ 0 ð8:46Þ

are necessary for existence of solutions to the problem (8.35)–(8.41) from the
considered class. Integrating equations (8.42) and (8.43) in the fast time, we obtain

hxiv
��
t¼0
�hxiv ¼

Z t

0

hfxivdt; hhih
��
t¼0
�hhih ¼

Z t

0

hfhihdt; ð8:47Þ

whereby

hxiv ¼ hhxiiv �
Z t

0

hfxivdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;; hhih ¼ hhhiih �

Z t

0

hfhihdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
; ð8:48Þ

(although here the integrals in the r.h.s. fluctuate only in time, we continue to
employ the notation ff�gg). Thus, the means hxiv and hhih are well-defined, if the

means hh
R t

0hf
xivdtii and hh

R t
0hf

hihdtii are. It easy to check, that relations (8.45) and
(8.46) follow from existence of these integrals, provided the means hhfxiiv and
hhfhiih are well-defined. Averaging the vertical component of equation (8.37) over
the fast spatial variables, we obtain a necessary condition for its solvability (see the
previous section):

haiv ¼ hhxiiv �
Z t

0

hfxivdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;: ð8:49Þ

Till the end of Sect. 8.5 the following solvability criterion is assumed: if the
consistency conditions (8.49) are satisfied, then for arbitrary fxðx; tÞ, fhðx; tÞ and
f hðx; tÞ, which are zero-mean [as specified by (8.45) and (8.46)] and globally
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bounded together with the derivatives, the system of Eqs. 8.35–8.41 has a solution
x; v; h; h in this class at least for some initial conditions satisfying (8.48) at t ¼ 0.
A solution to the problem (8.35)–(8.41) can be constructed for any initial condi-
tions as a solution to a parabolic equation, but it is not guaranteed to be globally
bounded. Expressions (8.42) and (8.43) for the spatial mean of the image of the
operator of linearisation imply that for a solution (from the class of fields under
consideration) to the problem

Lxðx; v; h; hÞ ¼ 0; Lhðv; hÞ ¼ 0; Lhðv; hÞ ¼ 0 ð8:50Þ
supplemented by conditions (8.16)–(8.19), the means hxiv and hhih remain con-
stant in time. A CHM regime is stable to short-scale perturbations, if for any
globally bounded initial conditions a solution to the problem (8.50), (8.16)–(8.19)
exponentially decays in time, provided hxiv ¼ hhih ¼ 0. As we have shown in
Sect. 7.4.2, if the CHM regime is space-periodic and stable to short-scale per-
turbations, then for any smooth initial conditions satisfying relations (8.36), (8.37)
and (8.48) at t ¼ 0 there exists a globally bounded solution to the system (8.35)–
(8.41) [the arguments of Sect. 7.4.2 do not rely on the specific form of the con-
sidered equations and they are applicable for a wider class of linear evolutionary
problems—in particular, for the system considered here]. As in Chap. 7, the CHM
regime V;H;H is not required to be stable to short-scale perturbations (despite the
small-scale instability develops in the fast time, i.e., faster than the large-scale
one), so that the mean-field equations constructed in this chapter were applicable
for examination of the large-scale stability of chaotic CHM regimes.

In the remainder of this section we justify, using the arguments similar to the
ones presented in Chaps. 2 and 3, the solvability criterion for the problem (8.35)–
(8.41) for CHM regimes that are steady or time-periodic and periodic in horizontal
directions: we show that generically equalities (8.45) and (8.46) are sufficient for
existence of a solution, which is steady or time-periodic and possesses all the
periodicities of the CHM regime. Consider the operator of linearisation,
M0 ¼ ðM0x;M0h;M0hÞ, in the form not involving explicitly the flow velocity:

M0xðx0; h0; hÞ �Lxðx0;Cx0; h0; hÞ;
M0hðx0; h0Þ �LhðCx0; h0Þ;
M0hðx0; hÞ �LhðCx0; hÞ:

M0 is defined in the space of seven-dimensional fields ðx0; h0; hÞ which satisfy the
boundary conditions stated by (8.6), (8.7) and (8.11), the vorticity, x0, and mag-
netic, h0, components are solenoidal, and hx0iv ¼ 0. Let M denote the restriction
of M0 to the subspace of the domain of M, in which hh0ih ¼ 0. The substitutions

x ¼ x0 þ a; v ¼ v0 þ rxAv þ hvih;

h ¼ h0 þ rxAh þ hhhiih �
Z t

0

hfhihdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;;
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where Av and Ah are globally bounded solutions to the Neumann problems

r2
xAv ¼ dv;

oAv

ox3

����
x3¼�L=2

¼ 0;

r2
xAh ¼ dh;

oAh

ox3

����
x3¼�L=2

¼ 0;

transform the problem (8.35)–(8.41) into an equivalent form

Mxðx0; h0; hÞ ¼ f 0x; ð8:51Þ

Mhðx0; h0Þ ¼ f 0h; ð8:52Þ

Mhðx0; hÞ ¼ f 0h; ð8:53Þ

rx � x0 ¼ rx � h0 ¼ 0; ð8:54Þ

hx0iv ¼ 0; hh0ih ¼ 0; ð8:55Þ

rx � f 0x ¼ rx � f 0h ¼ 0; ð8:56Þ

hf 0xiv ¼ hf 0hih ¼ 0: ð8:57Þ

The operator gL� ¼ ðð ~L
�Þv; ð ~L�Þh; ð ~L�ÞhÞ, adjoint to fL ¼ ðLv;Lh;LhÞ,

can be derived performing integration by parts in the defining identity

hgL�ðv; h; hÞ � ðv0; h0; h0Þi � hðv; h; hÞ � ~Lðv0; h0; h0Þi :

ðgL�Þvðv; h; hÞ ¼ ov

ot
þ mr2v�r� ðV� vÞ

þPsolfH� ðr � hÞ � v�X� sv� e3 þ dhe3 � hrHgh;

ð8:58Þ

ðgL�Þhðv; hÞ ¼ oh

ot
þ gr2hþr� ðH� vÞ

þPsolðv� ðr �HÞ � V� ðr � hÞÞ; ð8:59Þ

ðgL�Þhðv; hÞ ¼ oh
ot
þ jr2hþ ðV � rÞhþ bv3: ð8:60Þ

The conditions on the horizontal boundaries for the fields in the domain of gL� are
such that the surface integrals emerging in the integration by parts vanish. It is easy

to check that if the boundary conditions for the domain of fL are stated by (8.5),

(8.7) and (8.11), the same conditions hold for the domain of gL� . gL� is thus
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defined in the class of vector fields, globally bounded with the derivatives,2 that
satisfy the boundary conditions (8.5), (8.7) and (8.11) and have solenoidal flow
velocity and magnetic components.

The operator M0� ¼ ððM0�Þx; ðM0�Þh; ðM0�ÞhÞ, adjoint to M0, can be deter-

mined as an adjoint to a composition of fL with other operators:

ðM0�Þxðx; h; hÞ ¼ ox
ot
þ mr2xþ C0fr � ð�V� ðr � xÞÞ þH� ðr � hÞ

þX� ðr � xÞ � s
ox
ox3
þ dhe3 � hrHgh; ð8:61Þ

ðM0�Þhðx; hÞ ¼ oh

ot
þ gr2hþr� ðH� ðr � xÞÞ

þPsolððr � xÞ � ðr �HÞ � V� ðr � hÞÞ; ð8:62Þ

ðM0�Þhðx; hÞ ¼ oh
ot
þ jr2hþ ðV � rÞhþ be3 � ðr � xÞ: ð8:63Þ

Here C0 is also an inverse curl, as C, but it is defined for different boundary
conditions: if x is a solution to the problem

r� x ¼ v�rp , r2x ¼ �r� v;

r � x ¼ 0; hxiv ¼ 0;

satisfying the boundary conditions for vorticity, then C0v � x. Since M is a
composition of M0 and the projection onto the subspace of vector fields with the
zero spatial mean of the horizontal part of the magnetic component, we find

M� ¼ ððM0�Þx; fðM0�Þhgh; ðM0�ÞhÞ: ð8:64Þ

The operators M0� and M� have the same domains as M0 and M, respectively.
Clearly, ð0; ðC1;C2; 0Þ; 0Þ 2 kerM0� for any constant C1 and C2. We consider

the generic case, in which the kernel of M0� is comprised of such constant vectors.
(This is not so, when free hydromagnetic convection is considered, i.e., no addi-
tional external forces or sources of electric currents or heat act in the layer of
fluid.) Then the kernel of M� is trivial: by virtue of the expression (8.64) for the
adjoint operator,

M�ðx; h; hÞ ¼ ð0; ðc1ðtÞ; c2ðtÞ; 0Þ; 0Þ

2 In this class the bilinear form ha � bi is not a genuine scalar product, because, for instance,
ha2ðx; tÞi ¼ 0 for any smooth field a with a compact support.
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is equivalent to the relation

M� x; h�
X2

k¼1

Z t

0

ckðt0Þdt0ek; h

0
@

1
A ¼ 0

for any ðx; h; hÞ 2 kerM�, and thus

x ¼ 0; h�
X2

k¼1

Z t

0

ckðt0Þdt0ek ¼ ðC1;C2; 0Þ; h ¼ 0

in view of the structure of kerM0�. Consequently, h ¼ 0, since hhih ¼ 0 for any
field from the domains of M and M�.

Application of the operators ð�o=ot þ mr2Þ�1; ð�o=ot þ gr2Þ�1 and ð�o=ot þ jr2Þ�1

to Eqs. 8.51–8.53, respectively [the r.h.s. of Eqs. 8.51 and 8.52 are in the domain of
the operators by virtue of condition (8.57)] transforms the problem (8.51)–(8.55) into
an equivalent one:

M	ðx0; h0; hÞ ¼ f 00: ð8:65Þ

Here the operator M	 is a sum of the identity and a compact operator (for a time-
periodic problem a proof of this statement is similar to the one for the dynamo
problem in Sect. 4.1.3). It has the same domain as M, and the r.h.s. of (8.65)
belongs to the domain [solenoidality is guaranteed by (8.65), and the mean vertical
component of the r.h.s. of the vorticity equation and the mean horizontal component
of the r.h.s. of the equation for the magnetic field remain zero after the respective
operators were applied in the course of derivation of the problem (8.65)]. Thus, the
Fredholm alternative theorem can be applied to equation (8.65). Since kerM is
trivial, the kernel of ðM	Þ� is also trivial, and by the theorem the problem (8.65) has
a unique solution. Consequently, the problem (8.35)–(8.41), equivalent to (8.65),
generically has a unique solution with the required periodicities.

As in Chap. 7, in Sects. 8.3–8.5 we consider the generic case, where the
problem (8.35)–(8.41) has a solution for an arbitrary r.h.s. fx; fh; f h satisfying the
conditions (8.45) and (8.46), without imposing the steadiness and/or periodicity
conditions.

8.2.3 A Bound for a Smooth Vector Field, Solenoidal
in Fast Variables

We obtain in this section a bound, which will be suitable hereafter: if the vertical
component of a smooth vector field vðx;XÞ, solenoidal in the fast variables,
vanishes at the horizontal boundaries, then the field hfvghjX¼eðx1;x2Þi is asymptot-

ically smaller than any power of e.
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Let [f ] denote in this section the mean of f over a plane of the fast horizontal
variables x1; x2. By the definition of f�gh, the horizontal component of the integralR L=2
�L=2½fvgh
dx3 vanishes for all X. Averaging the solenoidality condition over the

fast horizontal variables and integrating it in the vertical direction, we also find
that ½v3
 ¼ 0 for all X. Thus, we need to show that hðfvgh � ½fvgh
ÞjX¼eðx1;x2Þi is

asymptotically smaller than any power of e.
The mean ½�
 of the r.h.s. of the equation

o2

ox2
1

þ o2

ox2
2

� �
u ¼ fvgh � ½fvgh


is zero, and hence it has a solution globally bounded with the derivatives, such that
½u
 ¼ 0. Denote ui ¼ ou=oxi. By the chain rule,

ðfvgh � ½fvgh
Þ
��
X¼eðx1;x2Þ

D E
¼ ou1

ox1
þ ou2

ox2

�� ����
X¼eðx1;x2Þ

* +

¼ du1

dx1
þ du2

dx2
� e

ou1

oX1
þ ou2

oX2

�� ����
X¼eðx1;x2Þ

* +

¼ �e
ou1

oX1
þ ou2

oX2

�� ����
X¼eðx1;x2Þ

* +
:

Since ½ui
 ¼ 0, such a transformation can be repeated an arbitrary number of times.
This proves our statement.

An analogous statement can be proved similarly: if a zero-mean (h f i ¼ 0)
smooth field f ðX; T; x; tÞ is globally bounded together with the derivatives, then
h f jX¼eðx1;x2Þi ¼ oðenÞ for any n [ 0.

8.3 The Combined Magnetic and Kinematic a-Effects

We start to solve successively the systems of Eqs. 8.29–8.31 for n� 0 together
with the respective solenoidality and vorticity conditions. The flow of calculations
is now more intricate than in the problems that we have studied so far. Because
we use the Navier–Stokes equation in the form for vorticity, when solving the
Eqs. 8.29–8.31 obtained at order en we also have to consider the vorticity equation
(8.29) obtained at order enþ1 in order to determine hxnþ1iv and hvnih. We advance
by the following steps:

1�. Considering the mean over the fast spatial variables of the horizontal com-
ponent of (8.30) at order en, calculate hhnih; derive a PDE in the slow variables
in hhhn�2iih.
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2�. Considering the mean over the fast spatial variables of the vertical component
of (8.29) at order enþ1, calculate hvnih; derive a PDE in the slow variables in
hhvn�2iih.

3�. Derive a system of PDEs in the fast variables in fxngv; hn and hn from the Eqs.
8.29–8.31 obtained at order en.

4�. Following the procedure for solution of the problem (8.35)–(8.41) discussed in
Sect. 8.2.2, express a solution xn; vn; hn and hn to the problem obtained in step
3� in the terms of solutions to auxiliary problems and the spatio-temporal
means of the terms of expansions (8.21)–(8.22).

This concludes solution of the Eqs. 8.29–8.31 obtained at order n, and we
proceed to solution of the next system in the hierarchy.

8.3.1 Solution of Order e0 Equations

For n ¼ 0, Eqs. 8.29–8.31 reduce to

Lðx0; v0; h0; h0Þ ¼ 0: ð8:66Þ

Steps 1� and 2� for n = 0. Averaging over the fast spatial variables the vertical
component of the equation for vorticity and the horizontal component of the
equation for magnetic field from the system (8.66), and the vertical component of
the equation for vorticity (8.29) for n ¼ 1, we find, respectively

ohx0iv
ot

¼ 0 ) hx0iv ¼ 0

(provided hx0ivjt¼0 ¼ 0—this is just the relation (8.33) for n ¼ 0, which must be
satisfied for solvability of the Eq. 8.32 for n ¼ 0) and

ohh0ih
ot
¼ 0 ) hh0ih ¼ hhh0iih; ð8:67Þ

ohx1iv
ot

¼ 0 ) hx1iv ¼ hhx1iiv: ð8:68Þ

The latter relation, the condition of solenoidality in the slow variables (8.24) for
n ¼ 0, and the vorticity relation (8.33) for n ¼ 1 imply

hv0ih ¼ hhv0iih þ v00ðt; TÞ:

We have shown in Sect. 8.2.3 that hfv0ghjX¼eðx1;x2Þi is asymptotically smaller than

any power of e. Thus, the condition of no-pumping (8.19) holds asymptotically to
any power of e, if v00 ¼ 0, i.e.

hv0ih ¼ hhv0iih; ð8:69Þ

and the mean of hhv0iih over the plane of the slow spatial variables vanishes.
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Step 3� for n = 0. Equations (8.66) can be expressed as

Lxðfx0gv; fv0gh; fh0gh; h0Þ ¼ rx � ð�hhv0iih �Xþ hhh0iih � ðrx �HÞÞ;
ð8:70Þ

Lhðfv0gh; fh0ghÞ ¼ �ðhhh0iih � rxÞVþ ðhhv0iih � rxÞH; ð8:71Þ

Lhðfv0gh; h0Þ ¼ ðhhv0iih � rxÞH: ð8:72Þ

This is a closed system together with the relations for n ¼ 0 for the divergencies,
(8.25)–(8.26) and (8.28), and for vorticity (8.34). Evidently, the solvability con-
ditions (8.45)–(8.46) for a generic problem (8.35)–(8.41) considered in Sect. 8.2.2
are satisfied for this system.

Step 4� for n = 0. The means hhv0iih and hhh0iih. The means hhv0iih and hhh0iih are
independent of the fast variables, and differentiation in the operator L is per-
formed in the fast variables only. By linearity, a solution has the following
structure:

ðfx0gv; fv0gh; fh0gh; h0Þ ¼ n0 þ
X2

k¼1

Sv�
k hhv0iik þ Sh�

k hhh0iik
� �

: ð8:73Þ

The ten-dimensional fields Sðx; tÞ satisfy the boundary conditions defined by
(8.5)–(8.7) and (8.11), and solve the auxiliary problems of type I:

Auxiliary problem I.1 in Sv�
k ¼ ðSvx

k ; Svv
k ; S

vh
k ; S

vh
k Þ.

LðSv�
k Þ ¼

oX
oxk

;
oH

oxk
;
oH
oxk

� �
; ð8:74Þ

rx � Svv
k ¼ Svx

k ; rx � Svv
k ¼ 0; hSvv

k ih ¼ 0; ð8:75Þ

rx � Svx
k ¼ rx � Svh

k ¼ 0; ð8:76Þ

hSvx
k iv ¼ 0; hSvh

k ih ¼ 0: ð8:77Þ

Auxiliary problem I.2 in Sh�
k ¼ ðShx

k ; Shv
k ;S

hh
k ; S

hh
k Þ.

LðSh�
k Þ ¼ �rx �

oH

oxk
;�oV

oxk
; 0

� �
; ð8:78Þ

rx � Shv
k ¼ Shx

k ; rx � Shv
k ¼ 0; hShv

k ih ¼ 0; ð8:79Þ

rx � Shx
k ¼ rx � Shh

k ¼ 0; ð8:80Þ

hShx
k iv ¼ 0; hShh

k ih ¼ 0: ð8:81Þ

Clearly, the auxiliary problems (8.74)–(8.77) and (8.78)–(8.81) are instances of
the problem (8.35)–(8.41), for which the consistency relations (8.38)–(8.41) and
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the solvability conditions (8.45)–(8.46) and (8.49) are trivially satisfied. The so-
lenoidality conditions in (8.75)–(8.76) and (8.79)–(8.80) stem from the equations
for the divergencies (8.25)–(8.26) and (8.28) for n ¼ 0, and the vorticity relations
in (8.75) and (8.79) from the relation (8.32) for n ¼ 0. The divergencies (8.76) and
(8.80), and the means (8.77) and (8.81) vanish at all times as long as they do at
t ¼ 0: by the standard arguments, these quantities are time-independent. Thus, any
smooth vector fields, globally bounded with their derivatives, satisfying (8.75)–
(8.77) and (8.79)–(8.81), and such that the solutions are globally bounded in space
and time, can serve as initial conditions for the auxiliary problems of type I.
(Recall that the solutions are globally bounded for any initial conditions, if the
CHM regime V;H;H is stable to short-scale perturbations.)

Equations (8.74)–(8.77) and (8.78)–(8.81) are equivalent to the equalities

LðSvx
k ; Svv

k þ ek; S
vh
k ; S

vh
k Þ ¼ 0; LðShx

k ; Shv
k ; S

hh
k þ ek; S

hh
k Þ ¼ 0;

respectively. Hence in the auxiliary problem I.2 (but not I.1) one is supposed to
find eigenfunctions from the kernel of M0. Since for all constant C1 and C2,
ð0; ðC1;C2; 0Þ; 0Þ 2 kerM0�, the solutions exist for k ¼ 1; 2 independently of
whether kerM is trivial (which we assume in Sects. 8.3)–(8.5). In computations it
is natural to employ the vector potentials of the vorticity components of (8.74) and
(8.78),

LvðSvv
k ; S

vh
k ; S

vh
k ; S

vp
k Þ ¼

oV

oxk
; LvðShv

k ; S
hh
k ; S

hh
k ; S

hp
k Þ ¼ �

oH

oxk
;

respectively, and solve the auxiliary problems in S�vk ; S
�h
k ; S

�h
k and S�pk (in the two

problems hrxS�pk i ¼ 0 and hS�pk i ¼ 0).

The field n0ðX; T; x; tÞ ¼ ðnx
0 ; n

v
0; n

h
0; n

h
0Þ, exponentially decaying in the fast

time, satisfies the equations

Lðn0Þ ¼ 0; ð8:82Þ

rx � nv
0 ¼ nx

0 ; rx � nv
0 ¼ 0; hnv

0ih ¼ 0; ð8:83Þ

rx � nx
0 ¼ rx � nh

0 ¼ 0; ð8:84Þ

hnx
0 iv ¼ 0; hnh

0ih ¼ 0: ð8:85Þ

Together, conditions (8.76), (8.80) and (8.84) guarantee that (8.26) and (8.28) hold
true for n ¼ 0, and conditions (8.75), (8.79) and (8.83) that (8.32) for n ¼ 0 is
satisfied. As for the auxiliary problems of type I, it suffices that (8.84) and (8.85)
are satisfied at t ¼ 0. Initial conditions for the problem (8.82)–(8.85) can be
determined from the expressions (8.73) for the leading terms in the expansions
(8.20)–(8.23) at t ¼ 0. The initial conditions for n0 must belong to the stable
manifold of the CHM regime V;H;H, i.e. n0 must decay exponentially in the fast
time; if the CHM regime is stable to short-scale perturbations, this is guaranteed
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for any smooth globally bounded initial conditions. A change in initial conditions
for S in the class of permissible initial conditions is compensated by the respective
change in initial conditions for n0; the induced changes in S exponentially decay in
time. The second relation in (8.67) implies hhh0iihjT¼0 ¼ hh0ihjt¼0.

If the CHM regime V;H;H is steady, periodic or quasi-periodic in time and/or
space, it is natural to demand that solutions to the auxiliary problems of type I, S,
have the same properties—the steadiness, periodicity or quasi-periodicity. The
auxiliary problems being instances of the problem (8.51)–(8.57), their solvability
is guaranteed for generic space-periodic CHM regimes, as shown in Sect. 8.2.2. n0
is a transient dying out at the onset of the saturated (in the fast time) regime.

8.3.2 Solvability of Order e1 Equations

Step 1� for n = 1. Upon averaging over the fast spatial variables, the horizontal
component of the Eq. 8.30 for n ¼ 1, obtained from the magnetic induction
equation at order e1, reduces to

ohh1ih
ot
¼ rX �

X2

k¼1

av
khhv0iik þ ah

khhh0iik
� �

þ enh

 !
: ð8:86Þ

To derive this equation, we have used the expression (8.43) for the mean of the
image of the operator of linearisation, and the expressions (8.73) for the leading
terms in the asymptotic expansions (8.21)–(8.22) of the flow and magnetic field
perturbations. We have denoted

av
k � hV� Svh

k þ ðSvv
k þ ekÞ �Hiv; ah

k � hV� ðShh
k þ ekÞ þ Shv

k �Hiv;
enh �hnv

0 �Hþ V� nh
0iv: ð8:87Þ

The operator ðhhv0iik; hhh0iikÞ ! rX �
P2

k¼1 hhav
kiihhv0iik þ hhah

kiihhh0iik
� �

, emerging in
the r.h.s. of (8.86) upon averaging over the fast time, is called the operator of the
combined magnetic a-effect.

As we have shown in Sect. 8.2.2 (see Eq. 8.48), (8.86) implies

hh1ih ¼hhh1iih þrX �
Z t

0

enhdt

8<
:
8<
:

9=
;

0
@

9=
;

þ
X2

k¼1

Z t

0

av
kdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;hhv0iik þ

Z t

0

ah
kdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;hhh0iik

0
@

1
A
1
A: ð8:88Þ

The magnetic a-effect is insignificant in the leading order, if the means hh
R t

0 akdtii
exist and thus the r.h.s. of this equation is correctly defined (the mean hh

R t
0
enhdtii is
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well-defined, since enh decays exponentially together with n0). This implies the
relations

hhav
kii ¼ hhah

kii ¼ 0; ð8:89Þ

analogous to the solvability condition (8.46) for the Eq. 8.30 for n ¼ 1.
Step 2� for n = 1. The vertical component of the Eq. 8.29 for n ¼ 2, obtained

from the Navier–Stokes equation for vorticity at order e2, after averaging over the
fast spatial variables becomes

ohx2iv
ot

¼rX � V� ðrX � v0Þ � VrX � fv0gh �H� ðrX � h0Þ
�

þHrX � fh0ghih: ð8:90Þ

Derivation of this equation exploits the boundary conditions for the flow and
magnetic field, the expression (8.42) for the mean of the image of the operator of
linearisation, expressions for the divergencies (8.24)–(8.26) and the vorticity
(8.32) for n ¼ 0 and 1, and the condition (8.33) for n ¼ 0 under which recovery of
the flow is possible. Substituting now the expressions (8.73) for the leading terms
in the asymptotic expansions (8.21)–(8.22) of the flow and magnetic field per-
turbations, we obtain from (8.90)

ohx2iv
ot

¼ rX �
X2

k¼1

X2

m¼1

av
mk

ohhv0iik
oXm

þ ah
mk

ohhh0iik
oXm

� �
þ enx

 !
;

which is equivalent, by virtue of the solenoidality condition (8.24) for n ¼ 0, to the
equation

ohx2iv
ot

¼ rX �
X2

k¼1

X2

m¼1

av
mk

ohhv0iik
oXm

þ ah
mk

ohhh0iik
oXm

� �
ek þ enx

 !
: ð8:91Þ

We have denoted here

av
mk � V� ðem � ðSvv

k þ ekÞÞ �H� ðem � Svh
k Þ � VðSvv

k Þm þHðSvh
k Þm

� �
h
;

ð8:92Þ

ah
mk � V� ðem � Shv

k Þ �H� ðem � ðShh
k þ ekÞÞ � VðShv

k Þm þHðShh
k Þm

� �
h

;

ð8:93Þ

av
11 � ðav

11Þ1�ða
v
21Þ2�ða

v
22Þ1; av

21 � ðav
21Þ1; ð8:94Þ

av
12 � ðav

12Þ2; av
22 � ðav

22Þ2�ða
v
12Þ1�ða

v
11Þ2; ð8:95Þ

ah
11 � ðah

11Þ1�ða
h
21Þ2�ða

h
22Þ1; ah

21 � ðah
21Þ1; ð8:96Þ
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ah
12 � ðah

12Þ2; ah
22 � ðah

22Þ2�ða
h
12Þ1�ða

h
11Þ2; ð8:97Þ

enx � V� ðrX � nv
0Þ � VrX � nv

0 �H� ðrX � nh
0Þ þHrX � nh

0

� �
h
: ð8:98Þ

The operator

ðhhv0iik; hhh0iikÞ !
X2

k¼1

X2

m¼1

hhav
mkii

ohhv0iik
oXm

þ hhah
mkii

ohhh0iik
oXm

� �
;

appearing in the r.h.s. of (8.91) upon averaging over the fast time, is called the
operator of the combined AKA-effect (anisotropic kinematic a-effect).

As shown in Sect. 8.2.2 (see (8.48)), (8.49) implies

hx2iv ¼hhx2iiv þrX �
Ztj

0

enxdt

8><
>:

9>=
>;

8><
>:

9>=
>;

h

0
B@

þ
X2

k¼1

X2

m¼1

Z t

0

av
mkdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;

ohhv0iik
oXm

þ
Z t

0

ah
mkdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;

ohhh0iik
oXm

1
Aek

0
B@

1
CA: ð8:99Þ

The AKA-effect is insignificant in the leading order, if the r.h.s. of (8.99) is

correctly defined, i.e. the means hh
R t

0 amkdtii exist (hh
R t

0
enxdtii is well-defined, since

enx decays exponentially together with n0). In particular, the insignificance implies
that the analogues of the solvability condition (8.46) hold:

hhav
mkii ¼ hhah

mkii ¼ 0: ð8:100Þ

If the CHM regime V;H;H is steady or periodic in time, then insignificance in
the leading order of the magnetic a-effect and the AKA-effect follows from the
four scalar conditions (8.89) and eight scalar conditions (8.100), respectively.

Neither the horizontal components of the magnetic a-tensors, nor the vertical
components of the kinematic a-tensors are required to vanish (and therefore we
speak of the insignificance and not the absence of the combined a-effects).

Instead of the boundary condition (8.8) for temperature that we consider in this
section, we might consider the condition of a constant heat flux through the hor-
izontal boundaries of the layer:

oT

ox3

����
x3¼�L=2

¼ d: ð8:101Þ

Then the system of mean-field equations is augmented by an equation for the mean
perturbation of temperature, which we derive in this paragraph. We set now
H ¼Tþ dx3; the new variable satisfies (8.10). The seven-dimensional vector
ð0; 0;ChÞ, where Ch is a constant, now also belongs to the kernel of M�, and hence
we have a new solvability condition for the problem (8.51)–(8.57):
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hhf hðx; tÞii ¼ 0:

It is evidently satisfied for the auxiliary problems of type I. Averaging over the fast
spatial variables the Eq. 8.31 for n ¼ 0 obtained from the heat equation at the
leading order, we find hh0i ¼ hhh0ii. The Eq. 8.31 for n ¼ 1, averaged over the fast
spatial variables, reduces to

�ohh1i
ot
þ hdðv1Þ3 � ðv1 � rxÞH� ðV � rXÞh0i ¼ 0: ð8:102Þ

By virtue of the relation (8.25) for n ¼ 1 for the divergencies,

ðv1Þ3 ¼ �
Zx3

�L=2

oðv1Þ1
ox1

þ oðv1Þ2
ox2

þ oðv0Þ1
oX1

þ oðv0Þ2
oX2

� �
dx3:

Substituting this together with the expressions (8.73) for the leading terms in the
expansions of the flow and magnetic field perturbations (which remain unaltered,
except for the problems (8.74)–(8.77) and (8.78)–(8.81) must be solved for the
new boundary conditions), we find from (8.102):

ohh1i
ot
¼�

X2

k¼1

X2

m¼1

ohhv0iik
oXm

d
Zx3

�L=2

ðSvv
k Þmdx3 þ ðSvv

k ÞmHþ VmSvh
k

* +0
B@

þ ohhh0iik
oXm

d
Zx3

�L=2

ðShv
k Þmdx3 þ ðShv

k ÞmHþ VmShh
k

* +1
CAþ enh: ð8:103Þ

The differential operator in the r.h.s. of this equation is the so-called operator of
the combined thermal a-effect. The mean hh1i is well-defined, if the thermal
a-effect is insignificant in the leading order, i.e. the means

Z t

0

d
Zx3

�L=2

ðSvv
k Þmdx3 þ VmSvh

k þ ðSvv
k ÞmH

0
B@

1
CAdt

* +* +

and

Z t

0

d
Zx3

�L=2

ðShv
k Þmdx3 þ VmShh

k þ ðShv
k ÞmH

0
B@

1
CAdt

* +* +

are correctly defined (this can be easily established by the arguments similar to the
ones presented above). In particular, this implies
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d
Zx3

�L=2

ðSvv
k Þmdx3 þ VmSvh

k þ ðSvv
k ÞmH

* +* +

¼ d
Zx3

�L=2

ðShv
k Þmdx3 þ VmShh

k þ ðShv
k ÞmH

* +* +
¼ 0: ð8:104Þ

If some of the solvability conditions (8.89), (8.100) and (8.104) are not satisfied,
the asymptotic techniques for multiscale systems remain applicable, provided the
slow time is of the order 1=e: T ¼ et. Then the new terms ohh0ih=oT , ohx1iv=oT
and, in case of the boundary conditions (8.101), ohh0i=oT emerge in the r.h.s. of
(8.86), (8.91) and (8.103), respectively. Upon averaging over the fast time, Eqs.
8.86, 8.91 (and 8.103, if appropriate) constitute a closed system of the mean-field
equations (which is supplemented by the solenoidality conditions (8.24) for n ¼ 0
and the vorticity relation (8.33) for n ¼ 1). As discussed in Chap. 2, generically a
system of linear partial differential equations of the first order of such a structure has
superexponentially growing solutions, and the unbounded growth of the perturba-
tion results in the onset of a new CHM regime. Consequently, we end here the study
of stability of CHM regimes exhibiting the a-effects (although, as in Chap. 6, we
might continue solving the systems from the hierarchy and construct complete
formal asymptotic expansions of the weakly nonlinear perturbations). The
remainder of the chapter is devoted to a potentially more interesting case, where the
a-effects are insignificant in the leading order, and thus the possible indefinite
growth of perturbations in principle can be offset by other eddy effects and saturate.

8.4 The Symmetries of the CHM Regime Guaranteeing
Insignificance of the MHD a-Effect

In this section we define the symmetries of a CHM regime, that guarantee the
absence or insignificance of the a-effect. They are compatible with the Eqs. 8.1–8.4
and (8.10) governing forced convective dynamos (when the source terms r� F; J
and S possess the respective symmetry), and the boundary conditions (8.5)–(8.7)
and (8.11).

A CHM regime is parity-invariant with a time shift eT , if the fields V and H
are parity-invariant with the time shift, and X and H are parity-antiinvariant.

A three-dimensional vector field f is parity-invariant with a time shift eT , if

fð�x; tÞ ¼ �fðx; t þ eT Þ;
and parity-antiinvariant, if

fð�x; tÞ ¼ fðx; t þ eT Þ:
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A scalar field f is parity-invariant with a time shift eT , if

f ð�x; tÞ ¼ f ðx; t þ eT Þ;
and parity-antiinvariant, if

f ð�x; tÞ ¼ �f ðx; t þ eT Þ:
(We assume that the origin of the coordinate system is at the centre of the sym-
metry, which is located on the mid-plane of the fluid layer and does not move.) For
this symmetry, we call a set of fields ðx; v; h; hÞ symmetric, if v and h are parity-
invariant, and x and h parity-antiinvariant, and we call the set antisymmetric, if v
and h are parity-antiinvariant, and x and h parity-invariant.

A CHM regime is symmetric about a vertical axis with a time shift eT , if all
fields V;H;X and H are symmetric about the axis. A three-dimensional vector

field f is symmetric about a vertical axis with a time shift eT , if

f1ð�x1;�x2; x3; tÞ ¼ �f1ðx1; x2; x3; t þ eT Þ;
f2ð�x1;�x2; x3; tÞ ¼ �f2ðx1; x2; x3; t þ eT Þ;
f3ð�x1;�x2; x3; tÞ ¼ f3ðx1; x2; x3; t þ eT Þ;

and it is antisymmetric, if

f1ð�x1;�x2; x3; tÞ ¼ f1ðx1; x2; x3; t þ eT Þ;
f2ð�x1;�x2; x3; tÞ ¼ f2ðx1; x2; x3; t þ eT Þ;
f3ð�x1;�x2; x3; tÞ ¼ �f3ðx1; x2; x3; t þ eT Þ:

A scalar field f is symmetric about the vertical axis with a time shift eT , if

f ð�x1;�x2; x3; tÞ ¼ f ðx1; x2; x3; t þ eT Þ;
and antisymmetric, if

f ð�x1;�x2; x3; tÞ ¼ �f ðx1; x2; x3; t þ eT Þ:
(Without any loss of generality we assume that the origin of the coordinate system
is located on the axis under consideration, which does not move.) For this sym-
metry, a set of fields ðx; v; h; hÞ is called symmetric, if the four fields have the
symmetry about the axis, and antisymmetric, if all four fields are antisymmetric.

The symmetries without a time shift (i.e., for eT ¼ 0) are spatial and do not
affect the pattern of dependence of the field on time—they only have to be satisfied

at any time. By contrast, only a time-periodic field with the period 2eT can possess

a symmetry with a time shift eT 6¼ 0. For instance, a travelling wave may have such
a symmetry.
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Suppose a symmetry is defined by means of a mapping S, i.e. symmetric fields
satisfy the condition Sf ¼ f, and antisymmetric ones the condition Sf ¼ �f.
Since all the symmetries that we consider in this chapter are of the second order
(i.e., S2 is the identity), any scalar or vector field f can be decomposed into a sum
of a symmetric, ðf þSfÞ=2, and antisymmetric, ðf �SfÞ=2, field.

It easy to establish that if the CHM regime V;H;H has a symmetry of the type
discussed above, then the subspaces of symmetric (for the given symmetry) and
antisymmetric sets of fields are invariant for the operator L ¼ ðLx;Lh;LhÞ. In
this case, the r.h.s. of the auxiliary problems of type I are antisymmetric sets, and
hence their solutions S can be also regarded as antisymmetric sets (for a symmetry
without a time shift, this requires antisymmetric initial conditions; however, the
symmetric component of a solution is inessential, since by construction it must decay
in the fast time). Consequently, the expressions for the entries of the tensors of the
combined magnetic and kinematic a-effects, derived in the previous section, imply
that both a-effects are insignificant in the leading order. By contrast, the presence of
these symmetries does not guarantee the disappearance of the thermal a-effect. For
this reason, we do not consider further the conditions of a constant thermal flux
through the horizontal boundaries (8.101), but limit ourselves to the numerically
more convenient conditions for the boundaries held at constant temperatures (8.8).

The definitions (8.92)–(8.97) of the quantities a�mk imply

a�mkðt þ eT Þ ¼ �a�mkðtÞ;

provided the CHM regime V;H;H has a symmetry with a time shift eT of the type
considered in this section. It is then easy to verify that #�ðtÞ �

R t
0 a�mkdt

	 
	 

has a

similar property #�ðt þ eT Þ ¼ �#�ðtÞ:

#�ðtÞ ¼
Z t

0

a�mkdt � 1

2eT
Z2eT

0

Z~t

0

a�mkðt0Þdt0d~t ¼ 1

2eT
Z2eT

0

Z t

~t

a�mkðt0Þdt0d~t;

implying

#�ðtÞ þ #�ðt þ eT Þ ¼ 1

2eT
Z2eT

0

Z t

~t

a�mkðt0Þdt0 þ
ZtþeT

~t

a�mkðt0Þdt0

0
B@

1
CAd~t

¼ 1

2eT
Z2eT

0

Z t

~t

a�mkðt0Þdt0 �
Z t

~t�eT
a�mkðt0Þdt0

0
B@

1
CAd~t ¼ � 1

2eT
Z2eT

0

Z~t

~t�eT
a�mkðt0Þdt0d~t

¼ � 1

2eT
ZeT

0

Z~t

~t�eT
a�mkðt0Þdt0 þ

Z~tþeT

~t

a�mkðt0Þdt0

0
B@

1
CAd~t ¼ 0:
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8.5 Mean-Field Equations for Large-Scale Perturbations
in the Case of Insignificant a-Effect

In this section we construct the mean-field equations, assuming that the a-effects
are insignificant in the leading order—for instance, if the CHM regime has a
symmetry with a time shift discussed in the previous section.

8.5.1 Solution of Order e1 Equations

As discussed in Sect. 8.3.2, insignificance of the a-effect in the leading order
implies solvability (8.29)–(8.31) for n ¼ 1, obtained from the equations governing
the evolution of a perturbation at order e1.

Step 2� for n = 1 continued. We have calculated in Sect. 8.3.2 the expression
(8.99) for hx2iv. Using the condition (8.24) for n ¼ 1 of solenoidality of the mean
flow in the slow variables, we find from the relation between the mean vorticity
and flow velocity (8.33) for n ¼ 2 the mean flow hv1ih:

hv1ih ¼ hhv1iih þ
X2

k¼1

X2

m¼1

Z t

0

av
mkdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;

ohhv0iik
oXm

þ
Z t

0

ah
mkdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;

ohhh0iik
oXm

0
@

1
Aek

�rX

X2

m¼1

Z t

0

ðav
m1 � av

m2Þdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;

o2r�2
X hhv0ii1

oXmoX1

0
@

þ
Z t

0

ðah
m1 � ah

m2Þdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;

o2r�2
X hhh0ii1

oXmoX1

1
Aþ env: ð8:105Þ

Here r�2
X denotes the inverse Laplacian in the slow variables: for fðXÞ with a

vanishing mean over the plane of the slow variables, gðXÞ ¼ r�2
X f is a solution to

the equationr2
Xg ¼ f, globally bounded together with the derivatives and having a

zero mean over the plane of the slow variables.
In (8.105),

env ¼
Z t

0

n0dt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;; n0ðX; T ; tÞ ¼ enx �rXr�2

X ðrX � enxÞ: ð8:106Þ

We show now, following the proof in the first part of Sect. 7.4.2, that env exponentially
decays in the fast time. n0 exponentially decays (inheriting this property from n0):

jn0ðX; T ; tÞj � n00e�at;
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and therefore

env ¼
Z t

0

n0ðX; T ; t0Þdt0 � lim
t̂!1

1
t̂

Z t̂

0

Zt00

0

n0ðX; T; t0Þdt0dt00

¼ lim
t̂!1

1
t̂

Z t̂

0

Z t

t00

n0ðX; T; t0Þdt0dt00 ¼ � lim
t̂!1

1
t̂

Z t̂

t

Zt00

t

n0ðX; T ; t0Þdt0dt00

) jenvj � lim
t̂!1

1
t̂

Z t̂

t

Zt00

t

n00e�at0dt0dt00 �
Z1

t

n00e�at0dt0 ¼ ðn00=aÞe�at:

(Bounds for derivatives of env in the slow variables can be derived similarly.)
Since the solvability condition (8.33) for the Eq. (8.32) for n ¼ 1 is now

satisfied, we can use this equation to find fv1gh (see Sect. 8.2.1). As we have
shown in Sect. 8.2.3, the condition of no-pumping through the layer (8.19) is
asymptotically satisfied for v1jX¼eðx1;x2Þ up to an arbitrary power of e, because

by construction the mean of hv1ih over the plane of the slow variables is
zero.

Step 3� for n = 1. We substitute x1 ¼ fx1gv þrX � hhv0iih into (8.29). Upon
splitting the unknown fields into the mean and fluctuating parts, the Eqs. 8.29–8.31
for n ¼ 1 become:

Lxðfx1gv; fv1gh; ffh1ggh; h1Þ þ ðrX � hhv0iihÞ3
oV

ox3
� ðhv1ih � rxÞX

þðhhh1iih � rxÞðrx �HÞ þ 2mðrx � rXÞfx0gv �rx � ðH� ðrX � h0ÞÞ

þrX � V� x0 þ v0 �X�H� ðrx � h0Þ � h0 � ðrx �HÞð Þ

þrx � ðv0 � x0 � h0 � ðrx � h0ÞÞ þ brXh0 � e3 ¼ 0; ð8:107Þ

Lhðfv1gh; ffh1gghÞ � ðhv1ih � rxÞHþ ðhhh1iih � rxÞVþ 2gðrx � rXÞfh0gh

þrX � ðv0 �Hþ V� h0Þ þ rx � ðv0 � h0Þ ¼ 0; ð8:108Þ

Lhðfv1gh; h1Þ � ðhv1ih � rxÞHþ 2jðrx � rXÞh0 � ðV � rXÞh0

� ðv0 � rxÞh0 ¼ 0:
ð8:109Þ

Step 4� for n = 1. We substitute into Eqs. 8.107–8.109 the expressions (8.73)
for the leading terms of the expansion of the perturbation (8.20)–(8.23), and the
expression (8.105) for the spatial mean of the leading term of the expansion of the
flow velocity, and use the supplementary relations for n ¼ 1 for the divergencies,
(8.25), (8.26) and (8.28), and for vorticity (8.34). By linearity, solutions to
Eqs. 8.107–8.109 have the following structure:
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ðfx1gv; fv1gh; ffh1ggh; h1Þ ¼ n1 þ
X2

k¼1

 
Sv�

k hhv1iik þ Sh�
k hhh1iik

þ
X2

m¼1

Gv�
mk

ohhv0iik
oXm

þGh�
mk

ohhh0iik
oXm

þ Yv�
mk

o3r�2
X hhv0ii1

oXkoXmoX1
þ Yh�

mk

o3r�2
X hhh0ii1

oXkoXmoX1

�

þQvv�
mkhhv0iikhhv0iim þQvh�

mkhhv0iikhhh0iim þQhh�
mk hhh0iikhhh0iim

!!
ð8:110Þ

Here the fields Gðx; tÞ are solutions to the auxiliary problems of type II:
Auxiliary problem II.1 in Gv�

mk ¼ ðGvx
mk;G

vv
mk;G

vh
mk;G

vh
mkÞ

LxðGvx
mk;G

vv
mk;G

vh
mk;G

vh
mkÞ ¼ �emk3

oV

ox3
� 2m

oSvx
k

oxm
� em � V� Svx

k

�

þðSvv
k þ ekÞ �X�H� ðrx � Svh

k Þ � Svh
k � ðrx �HÞ þ bSvh

k e3
�

þrx � ðH� ðem � Svh
k ÞÞ þ

Z t

0

av
mkdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;

oX
oxk

; ð8:111Þ

LhðGvv
mk;G

vh
mkÞ ¼ �2g

oSvh
k

oxm
� em � V� Svh

k þ ðSvv
k þ ekÞ �H

� �
þ

Z t

0

av
mkdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;

oH

oxk
;

ð8:112Þ

LhðGvv
mk;G

vh
mkÞ ¼ �2j

oSvh
k

oxm
þ VmSvh

k þ
Z t

0

av
mkdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;

oH
oxk

; ð8:113Þ

rx �Gvx
mk ¼ �ðSvx

k Þm; rx �Gvv
mk ¼ �ðSvv

k Þm; rx �Gvh
mk ¼ �ðSvh

k Þm; ð8:114Þ

rx �Gvv
mk ¼ Gvx

mk � em � Svv
k ; ð8:115Þ

here emkj is the antisymmetric unit tensor.

Auxiliary problem II.2 in Gh�
mk ¼ ðGhx

mk ;G
hv
mk;G

hh
mk;G

hh
mkÞ.

LxðGhx
mk ;G

hv
mk;G

hh
mk;G

hh
mkÞ ¼ �2m

oShx
k

oxm
� em � V� Shx

k

�

þ Shv
k �X�H� ðrx � Shh

k Þ � ðShh
k þ ekÞ � ðrx �HÞ þ bShh

k e3
�

þrx � ðH� ðem � ðShh
k þ ekÞÞÞ þ

Z t

0

ah
mkdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;

oX
oxk

; ð8:116Þ
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LhðGhv
mk;G

hh
mkÞ ¼ �2g

oShh
k

oxm
� em� V� ðShh

k þ ekÞ þ Shv
k �H

� �
þ

Z t

0

ah
mkdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;

oH

oxk
;

ð8:117Þ

LhðGhv
mk;G

hh
mkÞ ¼ �2j

oShh
k

oxm
þ VmShh

k þ
Z t

0

ah
mkdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;

oH
oxk

; ð8:118Þ

rx �Ghx
mk ¼ �ðShx

k Þm; rx �Ghv
mk ¼ �ðShv

k Þm; rx �Ghh
mk ¼ �ðShh

k Þm; ð8:119Þ

rx �Ghv
mk ¼ Ghx

mk � em � Shv
k : ð8:120Þ

The fields Qðx; tÞ are solutions to the auxiliary problems of type III:
Auxiliary problem III.1 in Qvv�

mk ¼ ðQvvx
mk ;Q

vvv
mk ;Q

vvh
mk ;Q

vvh
mk Þ.

LxðQvvx
mk ;Q

vvv
mk ;Q

vvh
mk ;Q

vvh
mk Þ ¼ qmkrx�

�
�ðSvv

k þ ekÞ � Svx
m

þ Svh
k � ðrx � Svh

m Þ � ðSvv
m þ emÞ � Svx

k þ Svh
m � ðrx � Svh

k Þ
�
; ð8:121Þ

rx �Qvvv
mk ¼ Qvvx

mk ; ð8:122Þ

LhðQvvv
mk ;Q

vvh
mk Þ ¼ �qmkrx �

�
ðSvv

k þ ekÞ � Svh
m þ ðSvv

m þ emÞ � Svh
k

�
; ð8:123Þ

LhðQvvv
mk ;Q

vvh
mk Þ ¼ qmk

�
ððSvv

k þ ekÞ � rxÞSvh
m þ ððSvv

m þ emÞ � rxÞSvh
k

�
: ð8:124Þ

Auxiliary problem III.2 in Qvh�
mk ¼ ðQvhx

mk ;Q
vhv
mk ;Q

vhh
mk ;Q

vhh
mk Þ.

LxðQvhx
mk ;Q

vhv
mk ;Q

vhh
mk ;Q

vhh
mk Þ ¼ �rx�

�
ðSvv

k þ ekÞ � Shx
m þ Shv

m � Svx
k

�Svh
k � ðrx � Shh

m Þ � ðShh
m þ emÞ � ðrx � Svh

k Þ
�
; ð8:125Þ

rx �Qvhv
mk ¼ Qvhx

mk ; ð8:126Þ

LhðQvhv
mk ;Q

vhh
mk Þ ¼ �rx �

�
ðSvv

k þ ekÞ � ðShh
m þ emÞ þ Shv

m � Svh
k

�
; ð8:127Þ

LhðQvhv
mk ;Q

vhh
mk Þ ¼ ððSvv

k þ ekÞ � rxÞShh
m þ ðShv

m � rxÞSvh
k : ð8:128Þ

Auxiliary problem III.3 in Qhh�
mk ¼ ðQhhx

mk ;Q
hhv
mk ;Q

hhh
mk ;Q

hhh
mk Þ.
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LxðQhhx
mk ;Q

hhv
mk ;Q

hhh
mk ;Q

hhh
mk Þ ¼ qmkrx �

�
� Shv

k � Shx
m

þðShh
k þ ekÞ � ðrx � Shh

m Þ � Shv
m � Shx

k þ ðShh
m þ emÞ � ðrx � Shh

k Þ
�
; ð8:129Þ

rx �Qhhv
mk ¼ Qhhx

mk ; ð8:130Þ

LhðQhhv
mk ;Q

hhh
mk Þ ¼ �qmkrx �

�
Shv

k � ðShh
m þ emÞ þ Shv

m � ðShh
k þ ekÞ

�
; ð8:131Þ

LhðQhhv
mk ;Q

hhh
mk Þ ¼ qmk

�
ðShv

k � rxÞShh
m þ ðShv

m � rxÞShh
k

�
: ð8:132Þ

The auxiliary problems of type III are supplemented by the solenoidality
conditions:

rx �Q���mk ¼ 0: ð8:133Þ

The problems III.1 (8.121)–(8.124) and III.3 (8.129)–(8.132) are stated for m� k.
We have denoted qmk ¼ 1 for m\k, and qmk ¼ 1=2 for m ¼ k; for m [ k by
definition qmk ¼ 0 and Qvv�

mk ¼ Qhh�
mk ¼ 0.

The fields Yðx; tÞ are solutions to the auxiliary problems of type IV:
Auxiliary problem IV.1 in Yv�

mk ¼ ðYvx
mk;Y

vv
mk;Y

vh
mk; Y

vh
mkÞ.

MðYv�
mkÞ¼�qmk

Z t

0

ðav
m1�av

m2Þdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;

o

oxk
þ

Z t

0

ðav
k1�av

k2Þdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;

o

oxm

0
@

1
AðX;H;HÞ;

ð8:134Þ

rx � Yvv
mk ¼ Yvx

mk: ð8:135Þ

Auxiliary problem IV.2 in Yh�
mk ¼ ðYhx

mk ;Y
hv
mk;Y

hh
mk; Y

hh
mkÞ.

MðYh�
mkÞ¼�qmk

Z t

0

ðah
m1�ah

m2Þdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;

o

oxk
þ

Z t

0

ðah
k1�ah

k2Þdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;

o

oxm

0
@

1
AðX;H;HÞ;

ð8:136Þ

rx � Yhv
mk ¼ Yhx

mk : ð8:137Þ

The auxiliary problems of type IV are supplemented by the solenoidality
conditions:

rx � Y��mk ¼ 0: ð8:138Þ

Y��mk ¼ 0 for m [ k.
The transient n1ðx; t;X; TÞ, exponentially decaying in time, is governed by the

equations
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Lxðn1Þ ¼ �2mðrx � rXÞnx
0 �rX � V� nx

0 þ nv
0 �X�H� ðrx � nh

0Þ
�

� nh
0 � ðrx �HÞ

�
�rx � v0 � nx

0 þ nv
0 � ðx0 � nx

0 Þ �H� ðrX � nh
0Þ

�
�h0 � ðrx � nh

0Þ � nh
0 � ðrx � ðh0 � nh

0ÞÞ
�
� brXnh

0 � e3; ð8:139Þ

Lhðn1Þ ¼ �2gðrx � rXÞnh
1 �rX � ðnv

0 �Hþ V� nh
0Þ

� rx � ðv0 � nh
0 þ nv

0 � ðh0 � nh
0ÞÞ; ð8:140Þ

Lhðn1Þ ¼ �2jðrx � rXÞnh
0 þ ðV � rXÞnh

0 þ ðv0 � rxÞnh
0 þ ðnv

0 � rxÞðh0 � nh
0Þ;

ð8:141Þ

rx � nx
1 ¼ �rX � nx

0 ; rx � nv
1 ¼ �rX � nv

0; rx � nh
1 ¼ �rX � nh

0; ð8:142Þ

rx � nv
1 � nx

1 ¼ �rX � nv
0: ð8:143Þ

The fields G;Q;Y and n1 satisfy the boundary conditions stated by (8.5)–(8.7) and
(8.11). The spatial means of the horizontal component of the flow velocity and the
vertical component of the vorticity, as well as the spatio-temporal means of the
horizontal component of the magnetic fields must vanish for any of these fields.

The vorticity equations (8.121), (8.125) and (8.129) in the auxiliary problems of
type III are equivalent to the respective equations for their vector potentials,

Lv Qvvv
mk ;Q

vvh
mk ;Q

vvh
mk ;Q

vvp
mk

� �
¼ qmk

�
� ðSvv

k þ ekÞ � Svx
m

þ Svh
k � ðrx � Svh

m Þ � ðSvv
m þ emÞ � Svx

k þ Svh
m � ðrx � Svh

k Þ
�
; ð8:144Þ

Lv Qvhv
mk ;Q

vhh
mk ;Q

vhh
mk ;Q

vhp
mk

� �
¼ �ðSvv

k þ ekÞ � Shx
m � Shv

m � Svx
k

þ Svh
k � ðrx � Shh

m Þ þ ðShh
m þ emÞ � ðrx � Svh

k Þ; ð8:145Þ

Lv Qhhv
mk ;Q

hhh
mk ;Q

hhh
mk ;Q

hhp
mk

� �
¼ qmk �Shv

k � Shx
m

�
þ ðShh

k þ ekÞ � ðrx � Shh
m Þ

�Shv
m � Shx

k þ ðShh
m þ emÞ � ðrx � Shh

k Þ
�
: ð8:146Þ

Here hrxQ��pmkih ¼ 0. Note that the means over the fast spatial variables of the
horizontal components of the r.h.s. of the above equations are zero.

Together, the relations for vorticity (8.115), (8.120), (8.122), (8.126), (8.130),
(8.135), (8.137) and (8.143) are equivalent to the equation for determination of the
flow, (8.34) for n ¼ 1, where the flow velocity and vorticity (8.110) is substituted.
Similarly, for the flow velocity, vorticity and magnetic field (8.110), the relations
for divergence (8.114), (8.119), (8.113), (8.138) and (8.142) are together equiva-
lent to the relations (8.25), (8.26) and (8.28) for n ¼ 1. It suffices that the relations
for the divergence of vorticity and magnetic components hold at t ¼ 0, because the
consistency relations (8.39) and (8.40) are satisfied for the data in the auxiliary
problems [in particular, this can be easily demonstrated for the auxiliary problems
of type II using Eqs. 8.74, 8.76, 8.78 and 8.80].
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Initial conditions for the spatial means of solutions to the auxiliary problems
and the transient n1 can be found by averaging the equalities (8.47) in the fast time:

hGvh
mkih

���
t¼0
¼ � em �

Z t

0

av
kdt

* +* +

h

; hGhh
mkih

���
t¼0
¼ � em �

Z t

0

ah
kdt

* +* +

h

;

hnh
1ih
���
t¼0
¼ �

Z t

0

rX � enhdt

* +* +

h

:

ð8:147Þ

For all t� 0,

hG�xmkiv ¼ hQ��xmk iv ¼ hY�xmkiv ¼ hn
x
1 iv ¼ hQ��hmkih ¼ hY�hmkih ¼ 0: ð8:148Þ

Initial conditions in the slow time for the mean vorticity can be found, using
(8.68):

hhx1iiv
���
T¼0
¼ hx1iv

���
t¼0
:

Averaging over the fast spatial variables the horizontal magnetic component of the
equation (8.110) expressing the second term in the expansion of the perturbation,
where ffh1ggh ¼ h1 � hhh1iih, we obtain at t ¼ 0

hhh1iih
���
T¼0
¼ hh1ih

���
t¼0
� hnh

1ih
���
t¼0

�
X2

k¼1

X2

m¼1

hGvh
mkih

���
t¼0

ohhv0iik
oXm

���
T¼0
þ hGhh

mkih
���
t¼0

ohhh0iik
oXm

���
T¼0

� �
:

Initial conditions for the problem (8.139)–(8.143) can now be determined from the
vorticity, magnetic field and temperature components of equation (8.110) at t ¼ 0.

The initial conditions must guarantee the global boundedness of solutions to
each auxiliary problem. (As shown in Sect. 7.4.2, the solutions are bounded with
the derivatives for any initial conditions, if the CHM regime V;H;H is space-
periodic and stable to short-scale perturbations.) Any modification of the initial
conditions for G, Q and Y in the class of the permissible initial conditions is offset
by a respective modification of the initial conditions for n1. (The permissible
changes in the initial conditions belong to the stable manifold of the CHM regime,
i.e. the changes in the solutions to the auxiliary problems caused by these changes
must exponentially decay in the fast time).

Since the fields n0 and their derivatives exponentially decay in the fast time (see
Sect. 8.3.1), the same holds true for the r.h.s. of (8.139)–(8.143). It was shown in
Sect. 7.4.2, that this implies the exponential decay of n1 and the changes in G and
Q due to permissible changes in the initial conditions for S, if the CHM regime
V;H;H is space-periodic and stable to short-scale perturbations. For the CHM
regimes which do not have these properties the exponential decay of n1 must be
guaranteed by an appropriate choice of the initial conditions.
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Suppose now the CHM regime is a symmetric set of fields for a symmetry of the
type considered in the previous section. Then S is essentially an antisymmetric set
and thus the r.h.s. of the equations in the formulation of the auxiliary problems of
types II–IV are symmetric sets (i.e., have the same symmetry as the CHM regime).
Since the subspaces of symmetric and antisymmetric sets of fields are invariant for
the operator of linearisation L ¼ ðLx;Lh;LhÞ, the fields G, Q and Y are
symmetric sets (by construction, their antisymmetric components exponentially
decay and thus can be ignored). Therefore, if the symmetry of the CHM regime

does not involve a time shift (eT ¼ 0), then the relations (8.147) and (8.148) for the
averaged initial conditions are trivially satisfied (except for vanishing of the mean

vertical components of the vorticity). Also, for eT ¼ 0 we find av
mk ¼ ah

mk ¼ 0;
consequently, the r.h.s. of Eqs. 8.134 and 8.136 in the statement of the auxiliary
problems of type IV are zero, and hence essentially Y ¼ 0.

If the CHM regime is a steady state, or it is periodic or quasi-periodic in the fast
time, it is natural to demand that the fields G;Q and Y are, respectively, steady,
periodic or quasi-periodic solutions to the auxiliary problems of types II–IV; then
n1 is a decaying transient, bringing the solution to the saturated behaviour. We
have shown in Sect. 8.2.2 that such solutions do exist for generic space-periodic
CHM regimes, that are steady or periodic in time.

8.5.2 A Solvability Condition for Order e2 Equations:
The Equation for the Mean Magnetic Perturbation

The Eqs. 8.29–8.31, obtained at order e2 from the Eqs. 8.13–8.15 governing the
evolution of perturbations, are

Lxðx2;v2;h2;h2Þ�
ox0

oT
þmð2ðrx �rXÞfx1gvþr2

Xx0ÞþrX�
�

V�x1

þv1�X�H�ðrX�h0þrx�h1Þ�h1�ðrx�HÞþv0�x0�h0�ðrx�h0 Þ
�

þrx�
�
�H�ðrX�h1Þþv1�x0þv0�x1�h1�ðrx�h0Þ

�h0�ðrx�h1þrX�h0Þ
�
þbrXh1�e3¼0; ð8:149Þ

Lhðv2; h2Þ �
oh0

oT
þ gð2ðrx � rXÞfh1gh þr2

Xh0Þ

þ rX � ðv1 �Hþ V� h1 þ v0 � h0Þ þ rx � ðv1 � h0 þ v0 � h1Þ ¼ 0;

ð8:150Þ

Lhðv2; h2Þ �
oh0

oT
þ jð2ðrx � rXÞh1 þr2

Xh0Þ

� ðV � rXÞh1 � ðv1 � rxÞh0 � ðv0 � rxÞh1 � ðv0 � rXÞh0 ¼ 0: ð8:151Þ
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Step 1� for n = 2. We average the horizontal component of (8.150) in the fast
spatial variables, and take into account the expression (8.43) for the mean of the
image of the operator of linearisation, the flow and magnetic components of
the expressions (8.73) for the leading terms of the expansion of the perturbation,
the conditions of insignificance of the a-effect (8.89), the boundary conditions for
the CHM regime and its perturbation, and the exponential decay of n0 and n1. The
result is the equation for the mean perturbation of magnetic field:

� o

oT
hhh0iih þ gr2

Xhhh0iih þrX�
�
hhv0iih � hhh0iih

þ
X2

m¼1

X2

k¼1

o

oXm

� �
Dvh

mkhhv0iik þ Dhh
mkhhh0iik þ

o2

oXkoX1
r�2

X dvh
mkhhv0ii1 þ dhh

mkhhh0ii1
� ��

þAvvh
mk hhv0iikhhv0iim þ Avhh

mk hhv0iikhhh0iim þ Ahhh
mk hhh0iikhhh0iim

��
¼ 0: ð8:152Þ

The constant vectors D and A enter into the operator of combined eddy correction
of magnetic diffusion and the quadratic operator of combined eddy correction of
magnetic field advection, respectively:

Dvh
mk � hhV�Gvh

mk �H� eGvv
mkiiv; Dhh

mk � hhV�Ghh
mk �H� eGhv

mkiiv; ð8:153Þ

dvh
mk � hhV� Yvh

mk �H� eYvv
mkiiv; dhh

mk � hhV� Yhh
mk �H� eYhv

mkiiv; ð8:154Þ

where

eGvv
mk � Gvv

mk þ
Z t

0

av
mkdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;ek; eGhv

mk � Ghv
mk þ

Z t

0

ah
mkdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;ek;

eYvv
mk � Yvv

mk �
Z t

0

ðav
m1 � av

m2Þdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;ek; eYhv

mk � Yhv
mk �

Z t

0

ðah
m1 � ah

m2Þdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;ek;

Avvh
mk � hhV�Qvvh

mk �H�Qvvv
mk þ Svv

k � Svh
m iiv; ð8:155Þ

Avhh
mk � hhV�Qvhh

mk �H�Qvhv
mk þ Svv

k � Shh
m þ Shv

m � Svh
k iiv; ð8:156Þ

Ahhh
mk � hhV�Qhhh

mk �H�Qhhv
mk þ Shv

k � Shh
m iiv: ð8:157Þ

One can simplify the operator of eddy correction of magnetic diffusion,
exploiting solenoidality of hhv0iih and hhh0iih:

rX�
X2

m¼1

X2

k¼1

o

oXm
Dvh

mkhhv0iik þ Dhh
mkhhh0iik

� �

¼ rX �
X2

m¼1

X2

k¼1

o

oXm

eDvh
mkhhv0iik þ eDhh

mkhhh0iik
� �

ek; ð8:158Þ
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rX�
X2

m¼1

X2

k¼1

o

oXm
Dvh

mkhhv0iik þ Dhh
mkhhh0iik

� �

¼ rX �
X2

m¼1

X2

k¼1

o

oXm

eDvh
mkhhv0iik þ eDhh

mkhhh0iik
� �

ek; ð8:159Þ

where, for n ¼ 3� k,

eDvh
nk � ðDvh

nkÞk; eDvh
kk � ðDvh

kkÞk � ðDvh
nnÞk � ðDvh

nkÞn; ð8:160Þ

eDhh
nk � ðDhh

nkÞk; eDhh
kk � ðDhh

kk Þk � ðDhh
nnÞk � ðDhh

nkÞn: ð8:161Þ

Thus, the solvability conditions for Eqs. 8.149–8.151 give rise to the expression
(8.99) for the mean vorticity hx2iv and the equation (8.152) for the mean
perturbation of magnetic field. Since they are now satisfied, Eqs. 8.149–8.151
(supplemented by the appropriate relations) can be solved in fx2gv; ffh2ggh and h2.
However, these quantities do not contribute to the mean-field equation that
remains to be derived, and we do not consider (8.149)–(8.151) further.

8.5.3 A Solvability Condition for Order e3 Equations:
The Equation for the Mean Flow Perturbation

The Eqs. 8.29–8.31, obtained at order e3 from the equations for the evolution of
perturbations, are

Lxðx3;v3;h3;h3Þ �
ox1

oT
þ mð2ðrx � rXÞfx2gv þr2

Xx1Þ

þrX �
�
V�x2 þ v2 �X�H� ðrX � h1 þrx � h2Þ � h2 � ðrx �HÞ

þ v1 �x0 þ v0 �x1 � h1 � ðrx � h0Þ � h0 � ðrx � h1 þrX � h0Þ
�

þrx �
�
�H� ðrX � h2Þ þ v2 �x0 þ v1 �x1 þ v0 �x2 � h2 � ðrx � h0Þ

� h1 � ðrx � h1 þrX � h0Þ � h0 � ðrx � h2 þrX � h1Þ
�
þ brXh2 � e3 ¼ 0;

ð8:162Þ

Lhðv3;h3Þ�
oh1

oT
þgð2ðrx �rXÞfh2ghþr2

Xh1ÞþrX�ðv2�HþV�h2þv1�h0

þv0�h1Þþrx�ðv2�h0þv1�h1þv0�h2Þ¼ 0; ð8:163Þ

Lhðv3; h3Þ �
oh1

oT
þ jð2ðrx � rXÞh2 þr2

Xh1Þ � ðv1 � rXÞh0 � ðv0 � rXÞh1

� ðV � rXÞh2 � ðv2 � rxÞh0 � ðv1 � rxÞh1 � ðv0 � rxÞh2 ¼ 0: ð8:164Þ
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Step 1� for n = 2. We average the vertical component of the vorticity equation
(8.162) in the fast variables, and employ the relations (8.24)–(8.26) for the
divergencies and (8.32) for the vorticity for n ¼ 0; 1; 2, the expression (8.42) for
the mean of the image of the operator of linearisation, and the boundary conditions
for the flow and magnetic field. This yields

�ohhx1iiv
oT

þ mr2
Xhhx1iiv

þrX � hhV� ðrX � v1Þ � VrX � fv1gh �H� ðrX � h1Þ þHrX � fh1gh

þ v0 � ðrX � v0Þ � v0rX � fv0gh � h0 � ðrX � h0Þ þ h0rX � fh0ghiih¼ 0:

We substitute here the expressions (8.73) and (8.110) for the fluctuating parts of
the first two terms in the expansions of the perturbations of the flow and magnetic
field, expression (8.105) for the spatial mean hv1ih, use the vorticity relation in the
slow variables (8.33) for n ¼ 1, and, finally, note that n0 and n1 decay exponen-
tially. The result is the equation for the mean perturbation of the flow velocity:

rX � � o

oT
hhv0iih þ mr2

Xhhv0iih � ðhhv0iih � rXÞhhv0iih þ ðhhh0iih � rXÞhhh0iih
�

þ
X2

j¼1

X2

m¼1

X2

k¼1

o2

oXjoXm

� �
Dvv

mkjhhv0iik þ Dhv
mkjhhh0iik

þ o2

oXkoX1
r�2

X dvv
mkjhhv0ii1 þ dhv

mkjhhh0ii1
� ��

þ o

oXj
Avvv

mkjhhv0iikhhv0iim þ Avhv
mkjhhv0iikhhh0iim þ Ahhv

mkjhhh0iikhhh0iim
� ���

¼ 0:

ð8:165Þ

The constant vectors D and A enter into the operator of combined eddy correction
of kinematic viscosity and the quadratic operator of combined eddy correction of
fluid advection, respectively:

Dvv
mkj � hh�Vj

eGvv
mk � VðGvv

mkÞj þ HjG
vh
mk þHðGvh

mkÞjiih; ð8:166Þ

Dhv
mkj � hh�Vj

eGhv
mk � VðGhv

mkÞj þ HjG
hh
mk þHðGhh

mkÞjiih; ð8:167Þ

dvv
mkj � hh�Vj

eYvv
mk � VðYvv

mkÞj þ HjY
vh
mk þHðYvh

mkÞjiih; ð8:168Þ

dhv
mkj � hh�Vj

eYhv
mk � VðYhv

mkÞj þ HjY
hh
mk þHðYhh

mkÞjiih; ð8:169Þ

Avvv
mkj � hh�VjQ

vvv
mk � VðQvvv

mk Þj þ HjQ
vvh
mk þHðQvvh

mk Þj
� ðSvv

k ÞjSvv
m þ ðSvh

k ÞjSvh
m iih; ð8:170Þ
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Avhv
mkj � hh�VjQ

vhv
mk � VðQvhv

mk Þj þ HjQ
vhh
mk þHðQvhh

mk Þj
� ðSvv

k ÞjShv
m � ðShv

m ÞjSvv
k þ ðSvh

k ÞjSvh
m þ ðShh

m ÞjSvh
k iih; ð8:171Þ

Ahhv
mkj � hh�VjQ

hhv
mk � VðQhhv

mk Þj þ HjQ
hhh
mk þHðQhhh

mk Þj
� ðShv

k ÞjShv
m þ ðShh

k ÞjShh
m iih: ð8:172Þ

By virtue of solenoidality of hhv0iih and hhh0iih, the operator of eddy correction of
kinematic viscosity can be simplified:

rX �
X2

j¼1

X2

m¼1

X2

k¼1

o2

oXjoXm
Dvv

mkjhhv0iik þ Dhv
mkjhhh0iik

� �

¼ rX �
X2

k¼1

eDvv
1k

o2

oX2
k

þ eDvv
2k

o2

oX2
3�k

þ eDvv
3k

o2

oX1oX2

� �
hhv0iik

�

þ eDhv
1k

o2

oX2
k

þ eDhv
2k

o2

oX2
3�k

þ eDhv
3k

o2

oX1oX2

� �
hhh0iik

�
ek; ð8:173Þ

where, for k ¼ 1; 2 and n ¼ 3� k,

eDvv
1k �

1
2

�
ðDvv

111Þ1 � ðDvv
122Þ1 � ðDvv

221Þ1 þ ðDvv
222Þ2 � ðDvv

112Þ2 � ðDvv
211Þ2

�
; ð8:174Þ

eDvv
2k � ðDvv

nknÞk; eDvv
3k � ðDvv

1k2Þk þ ðDvv
2k1Þk � ðDvv

nnnÞk � ðDvv
nknÞn; ð8:175Þ

eDhv
1k �

1
2

�
ðDhv

111Þ1 � ðDhv
122Þ1 � ðDhv

221Þ1 þ ðDhv
222Þ2 � ðDhv

112Þ2 � ðDhv
211Þ2

�
; ð8:176Þ

eDhv
2k � ðDhv

nknÞk; eDhv
3k � ðDhv

1k2Þk þ ðDhv
2k1Þk � ðDhv

nnnÞk � ðDhv
nknÞn: ð8:177Þ

Evidently, the values (8.153)–(8.157) and (8.166)–(8.172) of the coefficients in
the newly emerging eddy terms in the mean-field equations for perturbations are
not altered by exponentially decaying changes in the solutions to the auxiliary
problems. In other words, the permissible modifications of the initial conditions for
the auxiliary problems do not affect the mean-field equations.

The constant vectors d enter into a pseudodifferential, in general, operator
formally of the second order, which thus can be regarded as describing a non-
standard non-local anisotropic combined eddy diffusion. This operator emerges
only if the CHM regime is unsteady and does not possess a symmetry without a
time shift (see Sect. 8.4). To the best of our knowledge, this physical effect was
discussed for the first time in [330].

Equations (8.152) and (8.165) constitute, together with the solenoidality con-
ditions (8.24) for n ¼ 0,

rX � hhv0iih ¼ rX � hhh0iih ¼ 0;
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a closed system of mean-field equations for the leading terms in the expansions
(8.21)–(8.22) of perturbations of the flow and magnetic field. The vertical com-
ponent of (8.152) and the horizontal component of (8.165) vanish identically, since
the slow spatial variables are horizontal. The outer curl in (8.165) can be removed,
with the large-scale pressure introduced. However, in view of solenoidality of hhv0iih
and hhh0iih, it is natural to solve the mean-field equations in the terms of the stream
function for the flow hhv0iih and an analogous vector potential for hhh0iih, considering
the only non-trivial vertical components of (8.165) and of the curl of (8.152).

As we have done for some linear stability problems, in principle we can
successively find, by a further application of the procedure outlined in the
beginning of Sect. 8.3, solutions to the systems (8.29)–(8.31) for n� 2, and thus
determine any number of terms in the asymptotic series (8.20)–(8.23) for the large-
scale perturbations. Equations for the averaged subsequent terms in the series are
derived as the solvability conditions for the equations obtained at the respective
order; they have an increasing order of nonlinearity and complexity. Since these
equations are quite bulky, they are not considered here.

Note that the Coriolis force enters only into the statement of the auxiliary
problems and is missing in the mean-field equations. This is not surprising, because
for a solenoidal vector field hhv0iih the Coriolis force e3 � hh0ih is a potential field,
and hence rotation about the vertical axis affects only the large-scale pressure,
which we do not track. The derivation of the mean-field equations is not affected, if
additionally the fluid is rotating in the slow time and the total vector of the angular
velocity is equal to se3 þ e2s. Then a new term, describing the Coriolis force due to
rotation with the angular velocity s, emerges in the mean-field equation (8.165) (by
the remark above, only the horizontal component of s is essential).

As in the previous chapters, we do not specify the region in the plane of the
slow variables, where the fluid is located, nor the boundary conditions for the mean
perturbation governed by our mean-field equations. When a solution fails to be
globally bounded in space, the expansion loses the asymptotic nature, and hence
the equations cease to describe a large-scale perturbation. Hence the only essential
requirement for a solution to the mean-field equations is its global boundedness in
space on the entire interval of the slow time, where the perturbation is monitored.

8.6 Large-Scale Perturbations of Convective Hydromagnetic
Regimes Near a Point of Bifurcation

We have shown in Sect. 8.3.2 that the system of mean-field equations for a large-
scale perturbation is nonlinear, only if the a-effect is absent or insignificant in the
leading order. As a consequence, the operator of the a-effect does not enter into the
mean-field Eqs. 8.152 and 8.165. In the present section we consider large-scale
perturbations of CHM regimes depending on a small parameter, and show that the
operator of the a-effect appears in the mean-field equations even if the a-effect
is insignificant in the leading order. We assume that the CHM regimes are
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parameterised by e, which is simultaneously the spatial scale ratio and the
amplitude of the perturbation, as in the case of an isolated CHM regime considered
above.

For instance, suppose a pair of complex-conjugate eigenvalues of the operator
of linearisation L ¼ ðLv;Lh;LhÞ crosses the real axis for the critical value b0 of
parameter3 b, and a Hopf bifurcation occurs. The family of CHM regimes
emerging in this bifurcation for

b ¼ b0 þ b2e
2 ð8:178Þ

can be expanded in the asymptotic power series (see, e.g., [134])

V ¼
X1
n¼0

Vnðx; tÞen; ð8:179Þ

H ¼
X1
n¼0

Hnðx; tÞen; ð8:180Þ

H ¼
X1
n¼0

Hnðx; tÞen: ð8:181Þ

The family branches in the direction V1;H1;H1 belonging to the invariant sub-
space of the operator of linearisation L ¼ ðLv;Lh;LhÞ spanned by the oscil-
latory modes associated with the pair of the imaginary complex-conjugate
eigenvalues (generically this subspace is two-dimensional).

Suppose now a steady short-scale mode S ¼ ðSv; Sh; ShÞ belongs to the kernel of
the operator of linearisation L around the CHM regime for b ¼ b0,

LðSv; Sh; Sh; SpÞ ¼ 0; rx � Sv ¼ rx � Sh ¼ 0: ð8:182Þ

Generically, if exists, such an eigenspace is one-dimensional. Its existence can
result in emergence of a family of regimes in a saddle-node or pitchfork bifur-
cations. The family is branching in the direction of the eigenfunction S and can be
expanded in the asymptotic power series (8.179)–(8.181) (see, e.g., [134]).

We understand the bifurcations in a broad sense as bifurcations (not necessarily
of a CHM steady state or periodic regime) occurring when the dominant eigen-
value of the operator of linearisation crosses the real axis or vanishes for the
critical value b0 of the bifurcation parameter b (8.178). The associated eigen-
functions are supposed to be globally bounded in space and time, do not tend to

3 b proportional to the Rayleigh number is chosen as the bifurcation parameter here, since the
sequence of bifurcations happening on increasing the Rayleigh number was investigated by
many authors, see, e.g., [227]. We could consider a bifurcation occurring on variation of any
other parameter of the problem, e.g., s proportional to the Taylor number—such bifurcations
were examined in [55]. This does not affect the structure of the mean-field and amplitude
equations that we derive in this section.
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zero for t!1, have zero means hSvih ¼ hShih ¼ 0, hSpi ¼ 0, and satisfy the
boundary conditions defined by (8.5)–(8.7) and (8.11).

If b2 ¼ 0, the expansion (8.179)–(8.181) can result from an analytical depen-
dence on e of the source terms r� F; J and S in the Eqs. 8.1–8.3 governing the
CHM regimes. Also, for an individual regime at the point of bifurcation b2 ¼ 0,
and only the leading-order terms (for n ¼ 0) are present in series (8.179)–(8.181).
Both cases are also covered by the analysis of the present section.

The reader should be warned about the following subtlety (arising, because we
do not impose any periodicity or quasi-periodicity conditions in the fast time):
suppose we consider a CHM regime having N independent frequencies xi. We can
solve a Floquet problem for the linearisation in the subspace of vector fields, quasi-
periodic in time, which have the same N basic frequencies xi. If the linearisation
has an eigenvalue ixNþ1 associated with the eigenfunction S0ðx; tÞ, then LS ¼ 0
for S ¼ S0expðixNþ1tÞ, and hence we regard the field Sðx; tÞ as an eigenfunction
from the kernel of linearisation L. (To illustrate this, we note that it is unnatural to
include the derivative in the fast time into a linearisation around a CHM steady
state, this removing the ambiguity. By contrast, the general case encompassing
periodic and quasi-periodic CHM regimes can only be served, if the time deriv-
ative is preserved in the linearisation.) Instead of an oscillatory eigenmode S0

associated with imaginary eigenvalue ix we will consider the short-scale stability
mode Sðx; tÞ ¼ S0expðixtÞ 2 kerL, which we call a neutral oscillatory mode
(as opposed to neutral steady modes, not associated with a non-zero imaginary
eigenvalue).

Construction of the mean-field equations is now algebraically more involved
than in the problems considered so far, because the number of unknown fields—
amplitudes of neutral short-scale stability modes—describing the leading terms
of the power series expansions of perturbations increases. This matches the
increasing number of solvability conditions for problems of the type (8.51)–
(8.57) that we will have to consider: orthogonality of the r.h.s. of the equations
to the kernel of L�, necessary for existence of a solution by the Fredholm
alternative theorem, (the dimensions of kerL� and kerL are equal). The number
of terms in the resultant equations also significantly increases: the equations
obtained from the system (8.13)–(8.15) at orders en contain new terms, involving
terms Vj;Hj and Hj for 1� j� n from the expansion (8.179)–(8.181) of the
family of CHM regimes. This complication of algebra suggests to return to the
use of linearisation of the Navier–Stokes equation for the flow instead of
employing linearisation of the equation for vorticity as in the previous sections
(although perhaps this makes the presentation of the present section more
mathematically dry and less intuitive).

The notation L ¼ ðLv;Lh;LhÞ is reserved in this section for the operator of
linearisation around the CHM regime V0;H0;H0 for b ¼ b0 (fields in the domain
of L are not restricted to have zero horizontal means). Similarly, the substitutions
X! r� V0, V! V0;H! H0, H! H0 and b! b0 are assumed, when we
refer in this section to any equation or quantity derived in previous sections.
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8.6.1 Asymptotic Expansion

The large-scale weakly nonlinear perturbations satisfy equations (8.13)–(8.19);
equation (8.13) for the flow perturbation has now an equivalent form

Lvðv; h; h; pÞ þ eðv� ðr � vÞ � h� ðr � hÞÞ ¼ 0; ð8:183Þ

where the operator of linearisation of the Navier–Stokes equation is

Lvðv; h; h; pÞ � � ov

ot
þ mr2v� ðV0 � rÞv� ðv � rÞV0

þ ðH0 � rÞhþ ðh � rÞH0 þ sv� e3 þ bhe3 �rp:

Solutions are sought in the form of power series (8.21)–(8.23) and

p ¼
X1

n¼�1

pnðX; T; x; tÞen: ð8:184Þ

Substituting the series into the equations governing perturbations, we find at order en:

Lvðvn; hn; hn; pnÞ �
ovn�2

oT
þ mð2ðrx � rXÞvn�1 þr2

Xvn�2Þ

þ
Xn

k¼1

�
� ððVk þ vk�1Þ � rxÞvn�k þ ððHk þ hk�1Þ � rxÞhn�k

� ððVk�1 þ vk�2Þ � rXÞvn�k þ ððHk�1 þ hk�2Þ � rXÞhn�k

� ðvn�k � rxÞVk þ ðhn�k � rxÞHk

�
þ b2hn�2e3 �rXpn�1 ¼ 0; ð8:185Þ

Lhðvn; hnÞ �
ohn�2

oT
þ g
�
2ðrx � rXÞhn�1 þr2

Xhn�2

�

þrx �
Xn

k¼1

�
vn�k � ðHk þ hk�1Þ þ Vk � hn�k

�

þrX �
Xn�1

k¼0

�
vn�1�k � ðHk þ hk�1Þ þ Vk � hn�1�k

�
¼ 0; ð8:186Þ

Lhðvn; hnÞ �
ohn�2

oT
þ j
�
2ðrx � rXÞhn�1 þr2

Xhn�2

�
�
Xn

k¼1

�
ðVk � rxÞhn�k

þ ðvn�k � rxÞðHk þ hk�1Þ þ ððVn�k þ vn�1�kÞ � rXÞhk�1

�
¼ 0:

ð8:187Þ
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By virtue of solenoidality of hvnih (8.24), this mean flow perturbation can be
expressed in the terms of a stream function qnðX; T ; tÞ, so that hvnih � e3 ¼rXhqni.
Thus we assume henceforth that equation (8.185) and the definition of the
operator Lv are modified by changing pn�1 ! pn�1 þ sqn in the equation and
sv� e3 ! sfvg � e3 in Lv. (This change in the operator of linearisation was also
tacitly assumed in the introduction to this section.)

The means over the fast spatial variables of the horizontal components of the
first two equations reduce (with relations for divergencies (8.25) and (8.26) taken
into account) to

� ohvnih
ot
� ohvn�2ih

oT
þ mr2

Xhvn�2ih �rXhpn�1i

þ
Xn�1

k¼0

D
� ððVk þ vk�1Þ � rXÞvn�1�k þ ððHk þ hk�1Þ � rXÞhn�1�k

� ðVk þ vk�1ÞrX � vn�1�k þ ðHk þ hk�1ÞrX � hn�1�k

E
h
¼ 0; ð8:188Þ

� ohhnih
ot
� ohhn�2ih

oT
þ gr2

Xhhn�2ih

þrX �
Xn�1

k¼0

D
vn�1�k � ðHk þ hk�1Þ þ Vk � hn�1�k

E
v
¼ 0: ð8:189Þ

The last equation guarantees that hhnih are solenoidal in the slow variables (see
condition 8.24) for all n� 0 provided they are at t ¼ 0.

8.6.2 The Order e0 Equation and Solvability Conditions
for Auxiliary Problems

We enumerate the short-scale neutral eigenmodes in the kernel of linearisation as

follows: Sk ¼ ðSvv
k þ ek; S

vh
k ; S

vh
k ; S

vp
k Þ; k ¼ 1; 2, and Skþ2 ¼ ðShv

k ; S
hh
k þ ek; Shh

k ; S
hp
k Þ;

k ¼ 1; 2, can be determined solving auxiliary problems I.1 and I.2, respectively (see
Sect. 8.3.1); Sk for k ¼ 5; . . .;K are the remaining zero-mean modes from kerL.
Generically, K ¼ 5 in the case of a saddle-node or pitchfork bifurcation, and K ¼ 6
in the case of a Hopf bifurcation (K ¼ 4 if b2 ¼ 0, and the expansion (8.179)–(8.181)
is a consequence of a dependence of the source termsr� F; J and s in Eqs. 8.1–8.3
on e). We assume that there are no Jordan cells of size 2 or more associated with the
eigenvalue zero (Jordan cells of size 2 exist for free CHM regimes). The flow and
magnetic components of the short-scale neutral modes Sk are solenoidal.

Let us choose a basis in kerL� consisting of K eigenfunctions S�k biorthogonal
to Sk, i.e.

hhðSv
k; S

h
k ; S

h
kÞ � S�j ii ¼ dk

j ð8:190Þ
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(here dk
j is the Kronecker symbol and � denotes the scalar product of seven-

dimensional vector fields) holds for all 1� k; j�K. In particular, S�k ¼ ðek; 0; 0Þ
for k ¼ 1; 2; S�k ¼ ð0; ek�2; 0Þ for k ¼ 3; 4, and hhðS�kÞ

viih ¼ hhðS�kÞ
hiih ¼ 0 for

k ¼ 5; . . .;K. (Here the kernel of the adjoint operator is understood in the gener-
alised sense, as explained in the introduction to this section.)

Solutions to auxiliary problems

Lðv;h; h; pÞ ¼ f; r � v ¼ r � h ¼ 0

are supposed to be globally bounded together with their derivatives. Orthogonality
of the r.h.s., f, to vector fields S�k for all k�K,

hhf � S�kii ¼ 0; ð8:191Þ

is necessary for solvability of this problem; we assume that this condition is also
sufficient (this holds true, for instance, when stability of a space-periodic steady or
periodic in time CHM regime V0;H0;H0 is considered).

For n ¼ 0, Eqs. 8.185–8.187 reduce to

Lðv0; h0; h0; p0Þ � rXp�1 ¼ 0: ð8:192Þ

By relation (8.188) for n ¼ 0, the mean over the fast spatial variables of the
horizontal flow component of this equation reduces to rXhp�1i ¼ 0, whereby we
set p�1 ¼ 0. (Recall that the operator Lv is modified; before this modification is
implemented, it is necessary to keep the term p�1 in the expansion for pressure
(8.184). In view of our assumptions, solutions to equation (8.192) have the fol-
lowing structure:

ðv0; h0; h0; p0Þ ¼ n0 þ
XK

k¼1

ck0ðX; TÞSkðx; tÞ: ð8:193Þ

Here n0 is a transient, exponentially decaying in the fast time, and the first four
amplitudes ck0 have the sense of mean fields of perturbations: ðc1;0; c2;0; 0Þ ¼ hhv0iih
and ðc3;0; c4;0; 0Þ ¼ hhh0iih.

8.6.3 The Combined a-Effect

At order e1, Eqs. 8.185–8.187 are

Lvðv1; h1; h1; p1Þ ¼ �2mðrx � rXÞv0 þ ððV1 þ v0Þ � rxÞv0 � ððH1 þ h0Þ � rxÞh0

þ ðV0 � rXÞv0 � ðH0 � rXÞh0 þ ðv0 � rxÞV1 � ðh0 � rxÞH1 þrXp0;

ð8:194Þ
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Lhðv1; h1Þ ¼ � 2gðrx � rXÞh0 �rx � ðv0 � ðH1 þ h0Þ þ V1 � h0Þ
� rX � ðv0 �H0 þ V0 � h0Þ; ð8:195Þ

Lhðv1; h1Þ ¼ � 2jðrx � rXÞh0 þ ðV1 � rxÞh0 þ ðv0 � rxÞðH1 þ h0Þ
þ ðV0 � rXÞh0: ð8:196Þ

We introduce new variables

v1 ¼ v01 þ
X2

k¼1

X2

m¼1

ock0

oXm
rxsv

km; ð8:197Þ

h1 ¼ h01 þ
X2

k¼1

X2

m¼1

ock0

oXm
rxsh

km; ð8:198Þ

where sðx; tÞ are globally bounded solutions to the Neumann problems

r2
xsv

km ¼ �fSv
kgm;

osv
km

ox3

���
x3¼�L=2

¼ 0; ð8:199Þ

r2
xsh

km ¼ �fSh
kgm;

osh
km

ox3

���
x3¼�L=2

¼ 0: ð8:200Þ

In view of relations for divergencies (8.25) and (8.26) for n ¼ 0, vector fields v01
and h01 are solenoidal in the fast variables.

Substituting expressions (8.193) into equation (8.188) for the mean flow per-
turbation, taking the divergence in the slow variables and using solenoidality of the
mean flow hv1ih [see (8.13) for n ¼ 1], we derive a Poisson equation for the mean
pressure hp0i. It has a solution

hp0i ¼ 2
XK

k¼1

X2

m¼1

X2

n¼1

h�ðV0ÞmðSv
kÞn þ ðH0ÞmðSh

kÞniðr2
XÞ
�1 o2ck0

oXmoXn
: ð8:201Þ

(Evaluation of the inverse Laplacian requires specification of the region in the
smooth variables, where the perturbation is defined, and the boundary conditions.)

Substituting now expressions (8.197)–(8.201) into Eqs. 8.194–8.196, we
transform the latter to the form

Lðv01; h01; h1; p1Þ ¼
XK

k¼1

�
A1

kck0 þ
XK

m¼1

A3
kmck0cm0

�

þ
XK

k¼1

X2

m¼1

A2
km

ock0

oXm
þ
X2

n¼1

X2

j¼1

A4
kmnjðr2

XÞ
�1 o3ck0

oXmoXnoXj

 !
: ð8:202Þ
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Here Aqðx; tÞ denote the following vector fields:

A1
k �
�
ðV1 � rxÞSv

k � ðH1 � rxÞSh
k þ ðSv

k � rxÞV1 � ðSh
k � rxÞH1;

�rx � ðSv
k �H1 þ V1 � Sh

kÞ; ðV1 � rxÞSh
k þ ðSv

k � rxÞH1

�
;

A2
km ��Lðrxsv

km;rxsh
km; 0; 0Þ �

�
2moSv

k=oxm � ðV0ÞmSv
k þ ðH0ÞmSh

k þ Sp
kem;

2goSv
k=oxm þ em � ðSv

k �H0 þ V0 � Sh
kÞ; 2joSh

k=oxm � ðV0Þm
�

;

A3
km �

�
ðSv

k � rxÞSv
m � ðSh

k � rxÞSh
m; �rx � ðSv

k � Sh
mÞ; ðSv

k � rxÞSh
m

�
;

A4
kmnj �

�
2h�ðV0ÞmðSv

kÞn þ ðH0ÞmðSh
kÞniej; 0; 0

�
:

The system of Eqs. 8.194–8.196 transformed into equation (8.202) is ready for
application of the solvability condition: a solution exists, if the r.h.s. is orthogonal
to each of vector field S�k (see (8.191)). Note that the last sum in the r.h.s. can be
significantly economised, using the fact that the first four coefficients ck0 are mean
components of the flow and magnetic field perturbations, which satisfy the sole-
noidality conditions (8.24). Cancelling the inverse Laplacian acting on suitable
combinations of terms in this sum, it is possible to reduce it to a sum, involving,
for instance, only partial derivatives o3ck0=oX2

1oX2 and o3ck0=oX3
1, and the first-

order derivatives of ck0. Also, similar products ck0cm0 can be summed up. Thus, by
the solvability condition discussed in the previous subsection, it suffices for
existence of solutions to the problem (8.202), that the relations

hhAq � S�kii ¼ 0 ð8:203Þ

are satisfied for all q ¼ 1; . . .; 4, all subscripts of Aq, and k ¼ 1; . . .;K, but these
conditions can be excessive.

If at least one of the conditions (8.203) is not satisfied (even after all possible
reductions are carried out), the a-effect is significant in the leading order. In this
case, the appropriate scaling of the slow time is T ¼ et, and then a new term
ock0=oT emerges in equation (8.202). Scalar multiplying this equation by S�j , by
virtue of the biorthogonality (8.190) of this basis we then obtain the system of
amplitude equations for perturbation:

�ocj0

oT
¼
XK

k¼1

hhA1
k � S�j iick0 þ

XK

m¼1

hhA3
km � S�j iick0cm0

 !

þ
XK

k¼1

X2

m¼1

hhA2
km � S�j ii

ock0

oXm
þ
X2

n¼1

X2

j¼1

hhA4
kmnj � S�j iiðr2

XÞ
�1 o3ck0

oXmoXnoXj

 !
:

ð8:204Þ
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For j ¼ 1; . . .; 4, they reduce to mean-field equations for the mean flow and
magnetic field perturbations, following from (8.188) and (8.189),

ohhv0iih
oT

¼
XK

k¼1

X2

m¼1

hh�Sv
kðV0Þm � V0ðSv

kÞm þ Sh
kðH0Þm þH0ðSh

kÞmiih
ock0

oXm
�rXhhp0ii;

ð8:205Þ

ohhh0iih
oT

¼ rXck0 � hhV0 � Sh
k þ Sv

k �H0iiv; ð8:206Þ

which must be considered together with the solenoidality conditions for mean
fields of perturbation, (8.24) for n ¼ 0. (We have invoked our general assumption
that the fields, which are averaged, are globally bounded and all the means that we
compute are well-defined.) Thus, in the present stability problem the mean-field
equations remain linear in amplitudes of the short-scale neutral modes, but
the a-effect equations (8.204) for other amplitudes are in general nonlinear (qua-
dratic in amplitudes) and involve non-local operators.

8.6.4 Insignificant a-Effect: Solution of Order e1 Equations

In what follows we consider the case where the a-effect is insignificant in the
leading order, i.e. conditions (8.203) are satisfied for all q ¼ 1; . . .; 4 and all
subscripts of Aq (after the relevant reductions, if necessary). To ensure this, we
assume that the CHM regime V0;H0;H0 is a symmetric set (of a type considered
in Sect. 8.4) and all Sk are antisymmetric sets. Recall that fSkg for k ¼ 1; . . .; 4 are
solutions to auxiliary problems of type I and are hence antisymmetric sets, but
antisymmetry is not guaranteed for the remaining K � 4 fields Sk. If we solve the
present stability problem for a family of CHM regimes emerging in a bifurcation,
we thus assume that the bifurcation is symmetry-breaking. We will also henceforth
assume that the sets Vn;Hn;Hn in the expansion of the CHM regime are sym-
metric for even n and antisymmetric for odd n (under our assumption about
antisymmetry of all eigenfunctions in the kernel of linearisation this holds in the
case of a symmetry-breaking bifurcation).

Under these assumptions, all vector fields Aq in equation (8.202) have the
symmetry opposite to that of Sk, and hence of S�k ; thus, all solvability conditions
(8.203) are satisfied. A solution to the system of Eqs. 8.194–8.196 has the structure
implied by equation (8.202):

ðv1; h1; h1; p1Þ ¼ n1 þ
XK

k¼1

Skck1 þG1
kck0 þ

XK

m¼1

G3
kmck0cm0

 !

þ
XK

k¼1

X2

m¼1

eG2
km

ock0

oXm
þ
X2

n¼1

X2

j¼1

G4
kmnjðr2

XÞ
�1 o3ck0

oXmoXnoXj

 !
: ð8:207Þ
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Here

eG 2
km � G2

km þ ðrxsv
km;rxsh

km; 0; 0Þ

(sv
km and sh

km being solutions to the Poisson equations (8.199) and (8.200)), n1 is an
exponentially decaying transient, and Gq are solutions to the auxiliary problem:

LðGqÞ ¼ Aq; ð8:208Þ

satisfying the boundary conditions, defined by (8.5)–(8.7) and (8.11). The

means of the horizontal hydrodynamic hhðGqÞviih and magnetic hhðGqÞhiih com-
ponents, as well as of pressure hðGqÞpi must vanish. Expressions for diver-
gencies (8.21) and (8.22) imply that the hydrodynamic and magnetic
components must be solenoidal for all q ¼ 1; . . .; 4. The solvability conditions
for the auxiliary problems are, evidently, satisfied. For q� 2, auxiliary prob-
lems (8.208) are analogous to the auxiliary problems of type q considered in
the previous sections. Finally, n1 is an exponentially decaying transient satis-
fying the equation Lðn1Þ ¼ 0.

If we consider stability of a family of CHM regimes emerging in a saddle-node
or pitchfork bifurcation at b ¼ b0 and K ¼ 5, the family branches along the
eigenfunction S5:

ðV1;H1;H1Þ ¼ vðSv
5; S

h
5; S

h
5Þ:

Then A1
5 ¼ 2vA3

5;5 implying G1
5 ¼ 2vG3

5;5.

8.6.5 Mean-Field Equations Derived from Order e2 Equations

When the a-effect is insignificant in the leading order, amplitude equations for
the leading terms in the expansions (8.21)–(8.23) and (8.184) are obtained as
solvability conditions (8.191), applied to Eqs. 8.185–8.187 for n ¼ 2, which are
modified to involve hydrodynamic and magnetic components, solenoidal in the
fast variables. For k ¼ 1; . . .; 4, conditions (8.191) give rise to mean-field
equations for the mean flow and magnetic field perturbations, which can be
deduced from relations (8.188) and (8.189). These mean-field equations are
supplemented by the solenoidality conditions for mean fields of perturbation,
(8.24) for n ¼ 0.

Substituting expressions (8.193) and (8.207) into the averaged horizontal
hydrodynamic component (8.188) of the equation for perturbation at order e2, and
noting that the transients n1 and n1 exponentially decay, we obtain the
equation for the mean perturbation of the flow generalising (8.165):
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� o

oT
hhv0iih þ mr2

Xhhv0iih þ
XK

k¼1

X2

n¼1

o

oXn

XK

m¼1

Av
kmnck0cm0 þAv

nkck0

 

þ
X2

m¼1

o

oXm

 
Dv

kmnck0 þ
X2

j¼1

X2

i¼1

dv
kmnji

o2

oXjoXi
r�2

X ck0

!!
¼ 0: ð8:209Þ

Here

Av
kmn � hh�ðV0ÞnðG3

kmÞ
v � V0ðG3

kmÞ
v
n þ ðH0ÞnðG3

kmÞ
h þH0ðG3

kmÞ
h
n

� ðSv
kÞnSv

m þ ðSh
kÞnSh

miih

Av
nk � hh�ðV1ÞnSv

k � V1ðSv
kÞn þ ðH1ÞnSh

k þH1ðSh
kÞn

� ðV0ÞnðG1
kÞ

v � V0ðG1
kÞ

v
n þ ðH0ÞnðG1

kÞ
h þH0ðG1

kÞ
h
niih;

Dv
kmn � hh�ðV0Þnð eGj2kmÞ

v � V0ðeG2
kmÞ

v
n þ ðH0Þnð eG2

kmÞ
h þH0ðeG2

kmÞ
h
niih;

dv
kmnji � hh�ðV0ÞiðG4

kmnjÞ
v � V0ðG4

kmnjÞ
v
i þ ðH0ÞiðG4

kmnjÞ
h þH0ðG4

kmnjÞ
h
i iih:

From the averaged horizontal magnetic component (8.189) of the equation for
perturbation at order e2, we obtain similarly the equation for the mean perturbation
of magnetic field generalising (8.152):

� o

oT
hhh0iih þ gr2

Xhhh0iihþrX �
XK

k¼1

 XK

m¼1

Ah
kmck0cm0 þAh

kck0

þ
X2

m¼1

o

oXm

�
Dh

kmck0 þ
X2

n¼1

X2

j¼1

dh
kmj

o2

oXnoXj
r�2

X ck0

��
¼ 0: ð8:210Þ

Here
Ah

km � hhV0 � ðG3
kmÞ

h þ ðG3
kmÞ

v �H0 þ Sv
k � Sh

miiv;
Ah

k � hhðG1
kÞ

v �H0 þ V0 � ðG1
kÞ

h þ Sv
k �H1 þ V1 � Sh

kiiv;
Dh

km � hhð eG2
kÞ

v �H0 þ V0 � ð eG2
kÞ

hiiv;
dh

kmnj � hhðG4
kmnjÞ

v �H0 þ V0 � ðG4
kmnjÞ

hiiv:

The newly emerging terms involving the constant vectors Ah and Av can be
regarded as the operators of the combined magnetic a-effect and AKA-effect,
respectively. If the CHM regime V0;H0;H0 has a symmetry considered in Sect. 8.4,
and vector fields V1;H1;H1 do not constitute a symmetric set (e.g., if a symmetry-
breaking bifurcation occurs), then solutions to the auxiliary problem G1 have a non-
zero symmetric part, and hence generically the vector coefficientsAh andAv do not
vanish. Thus, despite the a-effect is insignificant in the leading order, combined
magnetic a-effect and combined AKA-effect emerge in the mean-field equations due
to a small, order e, deviation of the CHM regime under investigation from a sym-
metric one, as in the models of Braginsky [33–39] and Soward [278, 279].
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As in the analysis of stability of individual CHM regimes, the pseudodiffer-
ential operator describing non-standard non-local anisotropic combined eddy
diffusion is present only if the regime is unsteady and does not possess the sym-
metry about a vertical axis or parity invariance without a time shift.

8.6.6 Amplitude Equations Derived from Order e2 Equations

Equations 8.185)–(8.187 for n ¼ 2 are

Lvðv2;h2;h2;p2Þ�
ov0

oT
þ mð2ðrx � rXÞv1þr2

Xv0Þ � ððV1þ v0Þ � rxÞv1

þ ððH1þ h0Þ � rxÞh1� ðV0 � rXÞv1þ ðH0 � rXÞh1 � ðv1 � rxÞV1þ ðh1 � rxÞH1

� ððV2þ v1Þ � rxÞv0þ ððH2 þ h1Þ � rxÞh0� ððV1þ v0Þ � rXÞv0

þ ððH1þ h0Þ � rXÞh0� ðv0 � rxÞV2þ ðh0 � rxÞH2þ b2h0e3�rXp1 ¼ 0;

ð8:211Þ

Lhðv2; h2Þ �
oh0

oT
þ g
�
2ðrx � rXÞh1 þr2

Xh0

�

þrx � ðv1 � ðH1 þ h0Þ þ V1 � h1 þ v0 � ðH2 þ h1Þ þ V2 � h0Þ
þ rX � ðv1 �H0 þ V0 � h1 þ v0 � ðH1 þ h0Þ þ V1 � h0Þ ¼ 0; ð8:212Þ

Lhðv2; h2Þ �
oh0

oT
þ j
�
ð2rx � rXÞh1 þr2

Xh0

�

� ðV1 � rxÞh1 � ðv1 � rxÞðH1 þ h0Þ � ððV1 þ v0Þ � rXÞh0

� ðV2 � rxÞh0 � ðv0 � rxÞðH2 þ h1Þ � ðV0 � rXÞh1

�
¼ 0: ð8:213Þ

In order to apply to these equations the solvability condition (8.191), we
introduce new variables:

v2 ¼ v02 þ
XK

k¼1

X2

m¼1

rsv
km

ock1

oXm
þrg1;v

km

ock0

oXm

� �
þ
XK

m¼1

X2

n¼1

rg3;v
kmn

o

oXn
ðck0cm0Þ

 

þ
X2

m¼1

X2

n¼1

 
rg2;v

kmn

o2ck0

oXmoXn
þ
X2

j¼1

X2

i¼1

rg4;v
kmnjðr2

XÞ
�1 o4ck0

oXmoXnoXjoXi

��
; ð8:214Þ

h2 ¼ h02 þ
XK

k¼1

X2

m¼1

rsh
km

ock1

oXm
þrg1;h

km

ock0

oXm

� �
þ
XK

m¼1

X2

n¼1

rg3;h
kmn

o

oXn
ðck0cm0Þ

 

þ
X2

m¼1

X2

n¼1

 
rg2;h

kmn

o2ck0

oXmoXn
þ
X2

j¼1

X2

i¼1

rg4;h
kmnjiðr2

XÞ
�1 o4ck0

oXmoXnoXjoXi

��
: ð8:215Þ

Here gq;vðx; tÞ and gq;hðx; tÞ are globally bounded solutions to the Neumann
problems
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r2
xg1;v

km ¼ �fðG1
kÞ

vgm; og1;v
km=ox3

��
x3¼�L=2

¼ 0; ð8:216Þ

r2
xg2;v

kmn ¼ �fð eG2
kmÞ

vgn; og2;v
kmn=ox3

���
x3¼�L=2

¼ 0; ð8:217Þ

r2
xg3;v

kmn ¼ �fðG3
kmÞ

vgn; og3;v
kmn=ox3

��
x3¼�L=2

¼ 0; ð8:218Þ

r2
xg4;v

kmnji ¼ �fðG4
kmnjÞ

vg
i
; og4;v

kmnji=ox3

���
x3¼�L=2

¼ 0 ð8:219Þ

[the problems for gq;hðx; tÞ are stated by replacing the superscripts v by h in Eqs.
8.216–8.219]. By virtue of relations for the divergencies (8.25) and (8.26) for
n ¼ 2, vector fields v02 and h02 are solenoidal in the fast variables.

Substituting expressions for the first terms in expansion of the perturbation,
(8.193), (8.207), (8.214) and (8.215), we transform Eqs. 8.211–8.213 into the
following one:

Lðv02; h02; h2; p2Þ �
o

oT
ðv0; h0; h0Þ þ C�rXhp1i þ � � � ¼ 0; ð8:220Þ

where we have denoted

C �
XK

k¼1

 
B1

kck0 þ
X2

m¼1

 
B2

km

ock0

oXm
þ
X2

n¼1

 
B3

kmn

o2ck0

oXnoXm
þ
X2

j¼1

B4
kmnj

o3r�2
X ck0

oXmoXnoXj

�

þ
X2

i¼1

B5
kmnji

o4r�2
X ck0

oXmoXnoXjoXi
þ
XK

m¼1

!!!  
B6

kmck0cm0 þ
X2

n¼1

 
B7

kmnck0
ocm0

oXn

þ
X2

j¼1

X2

i¼1

B8
kmnjick0

o3r�2
X cm0

oXnoXjoXi
þ B9

kmnck0cm0cn0

!!!
: ð8:221Þ

Ellipsis in the transformed equation (8.220) denote terms involving as factors the
amplitudes ck1 or their derivatives (these amplitudes appear in the expression
(8.207) for the second term in the expansion of the perturbation). Their structure is
of no interest for us, since these terms are, under our assumptions, symmetric sets,
and hence they do not contribute to scalar products with antisymmetric eigen-
functions S�k from the kernel of the adjoint operator. The sum C in equation (8.220)
has the following coefficients:

B1
k ¼
�
� ðV1 � rÞðG1

kÞ
v � ððG1

kÞ
v � rÞV1 þ ðH1 � rÞðG1

kÞ
h þ ððG1

kÞ
h � rÞH1

� ðV2 � rÞSv
k � ðSv

k � rÞV2 þ ðH2 � rÞSh
k þ ðSh

k � rÞH2 þ b2Sh
ke3;

r� ððG1
kÞ

v �H1 þ V1 � ðG1
kÞ

h þ Sv
k �H2 þ V2 � Sh

kÞ;

�ðV1 � rÞðG1
kÞ

h � ððG1
kÞ

v � rÞH1 � ðV2 � rÞSh
k � ðSv

k � rÞH2

�
;
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B2
km ¼Lðrg1;v

km ;rg1;h
km ; 0; 0Þ þ

�
� ðV1 � rÞð eG2

kmÞ
v � ðð eG2

kmÞ
v � rÞV1

þ ðH1 � rÞð eG2
kmÞ

h þ ððeG2
kmÞ

h � rÞH1 � ðV0ÞmðG1
kÞ

v þ ðH0ÞmðG1
kÞ

h

� ðV1ÞmSv
k þ ðH1ÞmSh

k þ 2m
oðG1

kÞ
v

oxm
� ðG1

kÞ
pem;

þr� ðð eG2
kmÞ

v �H1 þ V1 � ð eG2
kmÞ

hÞ þ em � ððG1
kÞ

v �H0 þ V0 � ðG1
kÞ

h

þ Sv
k �H1 þ V1 � Sh

kÞ þ 2g
oðG1

kÞ
h

oxm
;

�ðV1 �rÞðeG2
kmÞ

h� ðð eG2
kmÞ

v �rÞH1� ðV0ÞmðG1
kÞ

h� ðV1ÞmSh
kþ 2j

oðG1
kÞ

h

oxm

!
;

B3
kmn ¼Lðrg2;v

kmn;rg2;h
kmn; 0; 0Þ

þ
�
�ðV0Þnð eG2

kmÞ
v þ ðH0Þnð eG2

kmÞ
h � ðeG2

kmÞ
pen þ m

�
dm

n Sv
k þ 2

oð eG2
kmÞ

v

oxn

�
;

en � ððeG2
kmÞ

v �H0 þ V0 � ð eG2
kmÞ

hÞ þ g

 
dm

n Sh
k þ 2

oð eG2
kmÞ

h

oxn

!
;

�ðV0ÞnðeG2
kmÞ

h þ j
�
dm

n Sh
k þ 2

oðeG2
kmÞ

h

oxn

!!
;

B4
kmnj ¼

�
�ðV1 � rÞðG4

kmnjÞ
v � ððG4

kmnjÞ
v � rÞV1

þ ðH1 � rÞðG4
kmnjÞ

h þ ððG4
kmnjÞ

h � rÞH1;

r� ððG4
kmnjÞ

v �H1 þ V1 � ðG4
kmnjÞ

hÞ;

� ðV1 � rÞðG4
kmnjÞ

h � ððG4
kmnjÞ

v � rÞH1

�
;

B5
kmnji ¼Lðrg4;v

kmnji;rg4;h
kmnji; 0; 0Þ

þ �ðV0ÞiðG4
kmnjÞ

v þ ðH0ÞiðG4
kmnjÞ

h þ 2m
oðG4

kmnjÞ
v

oxi
� ðG4

kmnjÞ
pei;

 

ei � ððG4
kmnjÞ

v �H0 þ V0 � ðG4
kmnjÞ

hÞ þ 2g
oðG4

kmnjÞ
h

oxi
;

�ðV0ÞiðG4
kmnjÞ

h þ 2j
oðG4

kmnjÞ
h

oxi

!
;
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B6
km ¼

�
� ðSv

k � rÞðG1
mÞ

v � ððG1
mÞ

v � rÞSv
k þ ðSh

k � rÞðG1
mÞ

h þ ððG1
mÞ

h � rÞSh
k

� ðV1 � rÞðG3
kmÞ

v � ððG3
kmÞ

v � rÞV1 þ ðH1 � rÞðG3
kmÞ

h þ ððG3
kmÞ

h � rÞH1;

r� ððG1
mÞ

v � Sh
k þ Sv

k � ðG1
mÞ

h þ ðG3
kmÞ

v �H1 þ V1 � ðG3
kmÞ

hÞ;

� ðSv
k � rÞðG1

mÞ
h � ððG1

mÞ
v � rÞSh

k � ðV1 � rÞðG3
kmÞ

h � ððG3
kmÞ

v � rÞH1

�
;

B7
kmn ¼Lðrðg3;v

kmn þ g3;v
mknÞ;rðg

3;h
kmn þ g3;h

mknÞ; 0; 0Þ þ
�
� ðSv

kÞnSv
m þ ðSh

kÞnSh
m

� ðSv
k � rÞð eG2

mnÞ
v � ðð eG2

mnÞ
v � rÞSv

k þ ðSh
k � rÞð eG2

mnÞ
h þ ðð eG2

mnÞ
h � rÞSh

k

� ðV0ÞnððG3
kmÞ

v þ ðG3
mkÞ

vÞ þ ðH0ÞnððG3
kmÞ

h þ ðG3
mkÞ

hÞ

� ððG3
kmÞ

p þ ðG3
mkÞ

pÞen þ 2m
o

oxn
ððG3

kmÞ
v þ ðG3

mkÞ
vÞ;

r� ðð eG2
mnÞ

v � Sh
k þ Sv

k � ð eG2
mnÞ

hÞ þ en �
�
Sv

k � Sh
m þ Sv

m � Sh
k

þ ððG3
kmÞ

v þ ðG3
mkÞ

vÞ �H0 þ V0 � ððG3
kmÞ

h þ ðG3
mkÞ

hÞ
�

þ 2g
o

oxn
ððG3

kmÞ
h þ ðG3

mkÞ
hÞ;

� ðSv
k � rÞðeG2

mnÞ
h � ððeG2

mnÞ
v � rÞSh

k � ðSv
mÞnSh

k

� ðV0ÞnððG3
kmÞ

h þ ðG3
mkÞ

hÞ þ 2j
o

oxn
ððG3

kmÞ
h þ ðG3

mkÞ
hÞ
�
;

B8
kmnji ¼

�
� ðSv

k �rÞðG4
mnjiÞ

v� ððG4
mnjiÞ

v �rÞSv
kþ ðSh

k �rÞðG4
mnjiÞ

hþ ððG4
mnjiÞ

h �rÞSh
k;

r� ððG4
mnjiÞ

v � Sh
k þ Sv

k � ðG4
mnjiÞ

hÞ;

� ðSv
k � rÞðG4

mnjiÞ
h � ððG4

mnjiÞ
v � rÞSh

k

�
;

B9
kmn ¼

�
� ðSv

k � rÞðG3
mnÞ

v � ððG3
mnÞ

v � rÞSv
k þ ðSh

k � rÞðG3
mnÞ

h þ ððG3
mnÞ

h � rÞSh
k;

r� ððG3
mnÞ

v � Sh
k þ Sv

k � ðG3
mnÞ

hÞ;

� ðSv
k � rÞðG3

mnÞ
h � ððG3

mnÞ
v � rÞSh

k

�
:

To calculate the mean pressure hp1i, we average the horizontal flow component
of equation (8.220) over the fast spatial variables and take the divergence of the
result over the slow spatial variables. This yields

hp1i ¼ ðr2
XÞ
�1ðrX � hCvihÞ þ � � � ;

where ellipsis denote symmetric terms involving the amplitudes ck1 or their
derivatives. Applying now the solvability conditions (8.191) to equation (8.220),
we obtain amplitude equations, closing the system of mean-field equations (8.209)
and (8.210):
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ock0

oT
¼ hhðC� ðrXðr2

XÞ
�1ðrX � hCvihÞ; 0; 0ÞÞ � S�kii ð8:222Þ

(here 5� k�K). If the symmetry responsible for insignificance of the a-effect in
the leading order is spatial (i.e., without a time shift), then hp1i does not contribute
to the amplitude equations (also, in this case B4

kmnj ¼ B5
kmnji ¼ B8

kmnji ¼ 0).
It is instructive to consider as an example the system of Eqs. 8.209, 8.210 and

8.222 obtained for a family of CHM regimes emerging in a Hopf bifurcation of a
steady CHM state. In a generic case K ¼ 6, neutral short-scale stability modes Sk

do not depend on time for k� 4, and are proportional to expð�ixtÞ for k ¼ 5; 6,
where �ix is the pair of eigenvalues responsible for the bifurcation. Since the
fields S�k in the biorthogonal basis have the same kinds of time dependence, any
non-vanishing term in the r.h.s. of amplitude equations (8.222) for k ¼ 5; 6
involves as factors at least one amplitude c0;5 or c0;6, or their spatial derivatives.
This implies c0;5 ¼ c0;6 ¼ 0 provided this is so initially at T ¼ 0. Furthermore,
V1;H1;H1 are also sums of harmonic oscillations with frequency x, and hence
linear and quadratic terms involving the amplitudes c0;5 and c0;6 appear in Eqs.
8.209 and 8.210. Therefore, while it is legitimate to consider just mean-field
equations (8.209) and (8.210) (for c0;5 ¼ c0;6 ¼ 0) in a study of large-scale weakly
nonlinear stability of regimes emerging in a Hopf bifurcation (as this is done in
[330]), such a study does not reveal the complete story, because the nonlinearity
gives rise to interaction of steady and oscillatory neutral modes.

8.7 Computation of Coefficients of the MHD Eddy Operators

It suffices to solve numerically 22 auxiliary problems (4, 8 and 10 problems of
types I–III, respectively) to determine the vector coefficients A and D in the mean-
field equations (8.152) and (8.165). (It is natural to apply the equations for
vorticity in the form of their vector potentials, e.g., to apply (8.144)–(8.146) in
place of (8.121), (8.125) and (8.129).)

However, we note that solutions to the auxiliary problems of types II and III
enter into the means (8.153) and (8.155)–(8.157) only as factors in scalar products
with the vector ðH� e3;�V� e3; 0Þ, and into (8.166), (8.167) and (8.170)–
(8.172) with the vectors Wn;j � ð�Vjen � Vnej;Hjen þ Hnej; 0Þ (4 vectors for
n; j ¼ 1; 2). (We employ the scalar product4 of seven-dimensional vector fields
hhfcv; ch; chg � fWv;Wh;Whgii.) Moreover, since the potential part of the field, to
which the curl is applied, is inessential in (8.165), it suffices to compute the scalar
products with W1;2;W2;1 and W1;1 �W2;2 in (8.166), (8.167) and (8.170)–(8.172).
Consequently, the number of auxiliary problems to be solved decreases to 8, if one
considers, as in previous chapters, auxiliary problems for the adjoint operator

4 See the footnote on p. 171.
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(of the same numerical complexity as the auxiliary problems of types II and III)
[327, 329].

We split the three-dimensional components of W and c into the spatial mean,
the solenoidal and potential components:

Wv ¼ hWvih þcWv þrWv; Wh ¼ hWhih þcWh þrWh;

cv ¼ hcvih þ bcv þrcv; ch ¼ hchih þ bch þrch
ð8:223Þ

(all differential operators are in the fast variables). Suppose bc � ðbcv; bch; chÞ sat-
isfies the equations

fLðbc;bcpÞ ¼ z; r � bcv ¼ r � bch ¼ 0; hbcvih ¼ hbchih ¼ 0;

Z is a solution to the auxiliary problem for the adjoint operator:

LyðZv;Zh; ZhÞ ¼ ðcWv;cWh; 0Þ; r � Zv ¼ r � Zh ¼ 0; hZvih ¼ hZhih ¼ 0;

ð8:224Þ

and the fields bc and Z satisfy the boundary conditions defined by (8.5)–(8.7) and

(8.11). Here the operator Ly is the adjoint to the restriction of fL ¼ ðLv;Lh;LhÞ
to the subspace of the domain of fL defined by the condition that the mean over the
fast spatial variables of the horizontal component of the magnetic field vanishes:

Lyðv; h; hÞ ¼ ððgL�Þvðv;h; hÞ; fðgL�Þhðv; h; hÞgh; ðgL�Þhðv; h; hÞÞ

[the operator gL� is defined by relations (8.58)–(8.60)]. Then

hhcv �Wvþch �Whii
¼ hhhWvih � hcvihþhWhih � hchihþcWv � bcvþcWh � bchþrWv �rcvþrWh �rchii
¼ hhhWvih � hcvihþhWhih � hchihþ bc �gL�ðZÞþWv �rcvþWh �rchii
¼ hhhWvih � hcvihþhWhih � hchihþ z �Z� cvr�Wv� chr�Whii:

This formula is analogouos to (8.58)–(8.60).
So, one can avoid solving the auxiliary problems of types II and III—it suffices

to know the r.h.s. in the equations in the statements of these problems. When
computing the coefficients (8.153), (8.166) and (8.167) we apply the expressions
(8.114) and (8.119) for the divergencies to determine the potential parts of the
fields Gmk and to reformulate the problems (8.111)–(8.113) and (8.116)–(8.118) in
the terms of the solenoidal parts of the unknown vector fields, and consider the
vector potentials of the vorticity equations (formulated in the terms of the operator
Lx). As discussed in Sect. 7.5, in the case of an unsteady CHM regime, reversal
of time can help to overcome the difficulties arising from non-parabolicity of the

operator gL� .
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Similarly, instead of solving auxiliary problems (8.208), auxiliary problems for
adjoint operator can be stated and solved for computation of the coefficients A;A,
D and d in the new terms in the mean-field equations (8.209) and (8.210) for
perturbations of e-dependent CHM regimes.

8.8 Conclusions

1. We have explored weakly nonlinear stability of individual short-scale forced
CHM regimes to large-scale perturbations and derived expressions for the
operator of the a-effect, generically governing perturbations involving large
spatial and temporal scales. For CHM regimes, where the a-effect is insignif-
icant in the leading order, we have derived the system of mean-field equations,
(8.152) and (8.165), for the weakly nonlinear evolution of the averaged leading
terms in the power series expansion of a large-scale perturbation in the ratio of
spatial scales. The equations attest that the combined eddy diffusion and
advection occur in such CHM regimes. Yet another eddy effect acts in unsteady
forced CHM regimes lacking spatial symmetries—parity invariance or the
symmetry about a vertical axis; it is described by a pseudodifferential operator
of the second order, and hence can be interpreted as a generalised non-local
anisotropic combined diffusion. As a result of insignificance of the a-effect in
the leading order, the operator of the a-effect is absent in the mean-field
equations.

2. The operator of the a-effect can emerge in the mean-field equations, even when
the a-effect is insignificant in the leading order, in analysis of weakly nonlinear
stability of short-scale forced CHM regimes depending on a small parameter,
proportional to the ratio of the spatial scales. This happens [see (8.209) and
(8.210)], e.g., if a family of regimes emerges in a symmetry-breaking bifur-
cation of a CHM regime, parity-invariant or symmetric about a vertical axis. In
this case the responsibility for emergence of the combined a-effect acting on
mean perturbations lies with the antisymmetric difference between the bifur-
cating CHM regime and the regime at the point of the bifurcation.

3. The leading-order part of large-scale perturbations of forced short-scale CHM
regimes, emerging in a symmetry-breaking bifurcation, is composed of neutral
steady and oscillatory stability modes (generically there is one zero-mean
steady mode if a saddle-node or pitchfork bifurcation occurs, and two oscil-
latory modes if a Hopf bifurcation occurs). Nonlinearity of equations for per-
turbations gives rise to interaction of short-scale modes. Equations (A.3) for
amplitudes of zero-mean neutral modes (but not of the mean-field equations,
despite the latter are instances of amplitude equations) involve additional eddy
effects, such as cubic nonlinearity and—unless the CHM regime possesses
parity invariance or the symmetry about a vertical axis without a time shift—
nonlinear (quadratic) pseudodifferential operators. Therefore, weakly nonlinear
perturbations of CHM regimes from such families are likely to exhibit a
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broader variety of patterns of nonlinear behaviour, than perturbations of indi-
vidual CHM regimes. Solutions to such PDEs do not obey quadratic energy
inequalities, typically satisfied by solutions to equations of hydrodynamic type.
The presence of cubic nonlinearity can, in principle, result in development of a
finite-time singularity. Thus, a numerical study of the behaviour of solutions to
the system of the mean-field and amplitude equations is of major interest
(although note that an unbounded growth violates the basic assumption about
the smallness of magnitude of perturbations, making the equations that we have
derived in this section inadequate for description of their subsequent evolution).

4. Derivation of mean-field and amplitude equations by homogenisation methods
relies on the basic structural properties of the equations of magnetohydrody-
namics. By a straightforward reformulation of equations for large-scale per-
turbations of CHM regimes (see Appendix), we acquire mean-field and
amplitude equations for perturbations of families of MHD regimes of forced
fluid flows residing in the entire space (mean-field equations for perturbations
of generic individual MHD regimes were derived in the previous chapter).
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Chapter 9
Weakly Nonlinear Stability of Free
Thermal Hydromagnetic Convection

Following the paper [331], we consider in this chapter weakly nonlinear stability to
large-scale perturbations of short-scale regimes of thermal hydromagnetic convec-
tion in a horizontal layer of a rotating electrically conducting fluid. In contrast with
the previous chapter, we assume now that convection is free, i.e., no external forces
act in the layer of fluid or on its boundaries (except for the buoyancy, Coriolis and
Lorentz forces), and no external sources of heat or magnetic field are present in the
fluid. Consequently, there are no additional terms in the equations governing con-
vective hydromagnetic (CHM) regimes, and hence the CHM regime under consid-
eration is translation-invariant in space and time. This implies that some short-scale
neutral modes are obtained by differentiation of the governing equations in the
horizontal spatial variables or in time. Our goal is, as before, to derive a closed system
of amplitude equations describing the evolution of large-scale perturbations.

The type of convection—free and not forced—is the only difference between
the CHM regimes examined in this chapter and the previous one. The same
boundary conditions as in Chap. 8 are assumed; as in the previous chapter, the
possibilities of rotation of the layer of fluid about the vertical axis and
the unsteadiness of a regime are not excluded, we demand neither stability of the
CHM regime under consideration to short-scale perturbations, nor its quasi-peri-
odicity or periodicity in time or in horizontal directions. Consequently, all the
difficulties that we have encountered when considering forced convection remain
in the present problem. We follow the same approach to solve it. Periodicity of the
regime guarantees the solvability of the auxiliary problems for non-exclusive sets
of parameter values and correctness of averaging over the fast variables; we
assume that the solvability and correctness persist in the absence of the periodicity.

In general, the operators of the combined MHD a-effect arise in the amplitude
equations governing the perturbations, as for regimes of forced convection. If a
CHM regime possesses parity invariance or the symmetry about a vertical axis

with a time shift eT � 0, the a-effect is absent or insignificant in the leading order.
Existence of short-scale CHM regimes with all desirable properties—stability to

V. Zheligovsky, Large-Scale Perturbations of Magnetohydrodynamic Regimes,
Lecture Notes in Physics, 829, DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-18170-2_9,
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short-scale perturbations, periodicity in horizontal directions, steadiness, period-
icity or quasi-periodicity in time, symmetry about a vertical axis or parity
invariance without a time shift—was confirmed in computations [55, 353]. If the
a-effect is insignificant in the leading order, the amplitude equations that we obtain
constitute a closed system of equations of a mixed type: equations for the averaged
leading term of the equations for the perturbation of the magnetic field are evo-
lutionary, and the remaining ones involve neither the derivative in (the slow) time,
nor the operators of molecular diffusion. As in the mean-field equations for per-
turbations derived in Chap. 8, the operator of eddy correction of diffusion, not
necessarily sign-definite, and quadratic terms describing eddy correction of
advection, are present in the amplitude equations. If the CHM regime is time-
dependent and does not have a symmetry without a time shift (but nevertheless the
a-effect is insignificant in the leading order), pseudodifferential operators of
the second order appear in the amplitude equations; like in the case of forced
convection, they can be interpreted as representing a non-standard non-local
convection. As in the problems considered so far, all the eddy operators are
generically anisotropic.

The so-called ‘‘small-angle instability’’ problem (see [228, 230] and references
therein) is a hydrodynamic problem about linear stability of particular convective
flows—the rolls—with respect to a class of perturbations involving large spatial
scales (more precisely, the same rolls rotated about the vertical axis by an infin-
itesimally small angle). Note that although it is a large-scale stability problem for
free convection, it does not fall into the category of problems that we study in this
chapter (even if the difference between linear and weakly nonlinear stability is
neglected): while in the small angle instability problem two asymptotically
different large spatial scales are present, we consider perturbations with a single
large spatial scale.

9.1 Statement of the Problem

In the Boussinesq approximation, the CHM regime X;V;H;T satisfies equations
(8.1)–(8.4). The boundary conditions (8.5)–(8.8) are assumed on the horizontal
boundaries. We use the new variable (8.9), the difference between the temperature
and its linear profile in the layer, which satisfies the evolution equation (8.10) and
homogeneous boundary conditions (8.11). We consider now free convection,
i.e. F ¼ J ¼ 0, S ¼ 0 in the governing equations (8.1), (8.2) and (8.10).

We will employ the same notation for different mean values over the fast
variables and the respective fluctuating parts of scalar and vector fields, as in the
previous chapter (see Sect. 8.1.5). The operator of linearisation of the governing
equations (8.1), (8.2) and (8.10) around the CHM regime under consideration,
L ¼ ðLx;Lh;LhÞ, is defined in Sect. 8.1.3. The profiles of weakly nonlinear
perturbations x; v; h; h satisfy equations (8.13)–(8.19); their solution is sought in
the form of power series (8.20)–(8.23), where X ¼ eðx1; x2Þ and T ¼ e2t are the
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slow horizontal variables and the slow time, respectively. Solenoidality conditions
(8.16)–(8.17) for the perturbation reduce to (8.24)–(8.28), and the identity (8.18)
defining vorticity to (8.33) and (8.34). Substituting series (8.20)–(8.23) into
equations (8.13)–(8.15) we obtain the hierarchy of systems of equations (8.29)–
(8.31).

9.2 Neutral Short-Scale Linear Stability Modes

Equations (8.29)–(8.31) governing the evolution of the leading terms in the
expansion of perturbation, and the supplementary equations for vorticity, (8.32),
and solenoidality, (8.25)–(8.28), are for n ¼ 0 as follows:

Lðx0; v0; h0; h0Þ ¼ 0; ð9:1Þ

x0 ¼ rx � v0; ð9:2Þ

rx � x0 ¼ rx � v0 ¼ rx � h0 ¼ 0: ð9:3Þ

Differentiation of the governing equations (8.1), (8.2) and (8.10) in xk; k ¼ 1; 2,
or in the fast time t demonstrates that Sx�

k � ðoX=oxk; oV=oxk; oH=oxk; oH=oxkÞ
and St� � ðoX=ot; oV=ot; oH=ot; oH=otÞ are solutions to equations (9.1)–(9.3)
satisfying the assumed boundary conditions. These neutral short-scale stability
modes exist because of the spatial and temporal translation invariance of the
CHM regime V;H;H. They are not necessarily linearly independent; for instance,
St� ¼ 0 for steady CHM states. Also, Sx�

k are linearly dependent, if the fields are
independent of a horizontal variable a1x1 þ a2x2 for some constant a1 and a2 not
vanishing simultaneously; we will not consider such two-dimensional regimes.

As in the previous chapter, we will employ the operator of linearisation in the
form, not involving the flow velocity perturbation:

M0ðx; h; hÞ �Lðx;Cx; h; hÞ:

Here operator C is the inverse curl, defined for the boundary conditions under
consideration in Sect. 8.2.1. The domain of M0 is the space of fields ðx; h; hÞ,
satisfying the boundary conditions defined by (8.6), (8.7) and (8.11) and having the
vanishing mean hxiv ¼ 0 and solenoidal vorticity and magnetic field components.
The operator M0� adjoint to linearisation M0 is presented by relations (8.61)–(8.63)
and has the same domain.

Since, obviously, M0�ð0;Ch; 0Þ ¼ 0, where Ch is a constant horizontal vector,

there exist two linearly independent modes eSh�
k with non-zero means of the

horizontal components of the magnetic field. The spatio-temporal means of
the horizontal components of Sxh

k and Sth over the fast variables being zero, these

modes are linearly independent from the modes with non-zero means eShh
k

D ED E
h
.
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We normalise eSh�
k by the conditions eShh

k

D ED E
h
¼ ek: Averaging the horizontal

magnetic component of equation (9.1) over the fast variables shows that the spatial
mean of the horizontal component of the magnetic field does not depend on the
fast time, and hence this normalisation is equivalent to the conditions that

heShh
k ih ¼ ek at any time. In other words, eSh�

k ¼ ðShx
k ; Svx

k ; Shh
k þ ek; Shh

k Þ, where Sh�
k

are solutions to the auxiliary problem I.2 (8.78)–(8.81). For all neutral short-scale
modes introduced in this paragraph, the spatial means of the vertical components
of the vorticity S�xk vanish (note that by virtue of the identity (8.42) hx0iv is
conserved in the fast time, and this conserved field must be zero to satisfy the
necessary condition (8.33) for recovery of the flow velocity from vorticity for
n ¼ 0), as well as the horizontal components of the flow velocity S�vk ¼ CS�xk .

Therefore, we have found up to five linearly independent solutions to the problem

(9.1)–(9.3), existing for all parameter values ðk ¼ 1; 2Þ: Sk � Sx�
k , Skþ2 � eSh�

k and
S5 � St� for unsteady CHM regimes V;H;H. In what follows we assume that the
problem is investigated in a generic setup, i.e. the invariant subspace of dimension
K spanned by the fields ðSx

k ; S
h
k; S

h
kÞ, 1� k�K, constitutes the kernel of M0, where

K ¼ 4 or 5 for steady and time-dependent CHM regimes V;H;H, respectively. We
can choose a basis in kerM0� comprised of K eigenfunctions S�k ¼ ðS�xk ; S�hk ; S

�h
k Þ

biorthogonal to Sk:

ðSx
k ; S

h
k; S

h
kÞ � S�j

D ED E
¼ dk

j ð9:4Þ

Here, dk
j is the Kronecker symbol, 1� k; j�K, and � denotes the usual scalar

product of 7-dimensional vector fields. In particular, S�k � ð0; ek�2; 0Þ for k ¼ 3; 4,
and S�hk

� �� �
h
¼ 0 for k ¼ 1; 2; 5.

By our assumption, the general solution of the problem (9.1)–(9.3) is a linear
combination

ðx0; v0; h0; h0Þ ¼ n0 þ
XK

k¼1

c0kSk: ð9:5Þ

Here n0ðX; T ; x; tÞ ¼ ðnx
0 ; n

v
0; n

h
0; n

h
0Þ is a transient, also satisfying equations

(9.1)–(9.3) and decaying exponentially in the fast time t: The initial conditions for
n0 (found from relation (9.5) at t ¼ 0) must belong to the stable manifold of the
CHM regime V;H;H. Our goal is to derive a closed system of equations for the
amplitudes c0kðX; TÞ in the leading term (9.5) of the expansion of the perturbation.

If the CHM regime V;H;H is symmetric about a vertical axis or parity-

invariant, possibly with a time shift eT � 0 (see the definition in Sect. 8.4), then
symmetric and antisymmetric sets of fields are invariant subspaces of the operator
of linearisation M0. Any neutral stability mode is thus a symmetric or antisym-
metric set of fields (exponentially decaying transients, not required to possess any
symmetry or antisymmetry, are neglected). In particular, all Sk are antisymmetric
modes, except for the mode S5 ¼ St�, which is symmetric. Accordingly, all vector
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fields in the biorthogonal basis in kerM0� are antisymmetric sets, except for the
symmetric set S�5 (this neutral mode exists only if the CHM regime V;H;H is
unsteady).

9.3 Solvability of Auxiliary Problems

Consider a system of equations

M0ðx; h; hÞ ¼ ðfx; fh; f hÞ; ð9:6Þ

rx � x ¼ rx � h ¼ 0; ð9:7Þ

hxiv ¼ 0; ð9:8Þ

rx � fx ¼ rx � fh ¼ 0: ð9:9Þ

It has a solution only as long as the following solvability conditions are
satisfied:

hfxiv ¼ 0; ð9:10Þ

fh
� �� �

h
¼ 0; ð9:11Þ

f � S�k
� �� �

¼ 0 ð9:12Þ

for k ¼ 1; 2; 5. Condition (9.11) is identical to the relations (9.12) for k ¼ 3; 4. (For
steady CHM regimes V;H;H, the condition (9.12) for k ¼ 5 is not considered). In
view of the identity (8.42) for the image of the operator of linearisation, condition
(9.10) guarantees that (9.8) is satisfied.

A demonstration of solvability of the problem (9.6)–(9.9), when relations (9.10)–
(9.12) hold, under the additional condition of periodicity in horizontal directions and
in time, is based on application of the Fredholm alternative theorem; it does not
differ significantly from the proof for forced convection (see Sect. 8.2.2). If the
periodicity conditions are not imposed, then, as in the case of forced convection,
conditions (9.10)–(9.12) do not guarantee existence of a globally bounded solution
to the problem (9.6)–(9.9). Nevertheless, we do not demand the solution to be
periodic, since this would be too restrictive; instead, we assume that all auxiliary
problems (we will render them in the form (9.6)–(9.9)) have globally bounded
solutions provided conditions (9.10)–(9.12) are satisfied.

Following this discussion, we can formulate a plan for solving the system of
equations (8.29)–(8.31) obtained at order en:

1�. Considering the spatial mean of the vertical vorticity component of equation
(9.6) obtained at order enþ1, derive a PDE in the slow variables in xn�1h ih iv;
apply relation (8.33) to calculate the fluctuating (in the fast time) part of hvnih:
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2�. Considering the spatial mean of the horizontal magnetic component of the
equation (9.6) obtained at orderen, derive a PDE in slow variables in hn�2h ih ih
and calculate the fluctuating (in the fast time) part of hhnih:

3�. From the expressions for divergencies (8.25)–(8.28) find the potential parts of
xnf gv, vnf gh and hn, and render the system of equations (8.29)–(8.31) and the

supplementary conditions in the form of the problem (9.6)–(9.9).
4�. Calculate vnh ih i, applying the solvability condition (9.12) for k ¼ 1; 2:
5�. The solvability condition (9.10) is now taken care of at step 1�, (9.11) at

step 2�, and (9.12) for k ¼ 1; 2 at step 5�. Apply the remaining solvability
condition (9.12) for k ¼ 5, if K ¼ 5:

6�. From the system of PDE’s derived at step 3� find expressions for xn; vn; hn and
hn in the terms of solutions to auxiliary problems. This terminates solution of
the system (8.29)–(8.31) at hand, and one proceeds by solving the system
obtained at the next order enþ1:

For n ¼ 0 we have not followed the sequence of operations prescribed by this
plan, and we must still implement the remaining step:

Step 4� for n = 0. We have shown in the previous chapter that

hv0ih ¼ v0h ih ih ð9:13Þ

(see the derivation of (8.69), which is the same for free and forced convection),
and hence (9.1) takes the form

M0ðx0; h0; h0Þ ¼ ð v0h ih ih�rxÞðX;H;HÞ:

Scalar multiplication of this equation by S�j and averaging of the result over the
fast variables yields

S��k � ð v0h ih ih�rxÞðX;H;HÞ
� �� �� �

¼ 0:

Now biorthogonality (9.4) of the fields Sk and S�j for k; j ¼ 1; 2, and equations
(9.13) and (8.33) for n ¼ 1 imply

hv0ih ¼ hx1iv ¼ 0: ð9:14Þ

This is in contrast with the case of forced convection, where a mean flow
perturbation is possible in the leading order (see also a discussion in Sect. 9.8).

9.4 The Combined a-Effect

In this section, we derive the operators describing the a-effects in the free CHM
regime; the derivation is identical to the one in the case of forced convection
presented in Chap. 8, with the sole exception that the structure of the leading term
in the expansion of the perturbation is now determined by expression (9.5).
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Step 1� for n = 1. Equation (8.90) for the evolution of hx2iv in the fast time,
derived in the previous chapter, remains true in the case of free convection.
Substituting into it the flow velocity and magnetic field components of expressions
(9.5), we obtain

ohx2iv
ot

¼ rX �
XK

k¼1

X2

m¼1

ax
mk

oc0k

oXm
þ enx

 !
; ð9:15Þ

where

ax
mk ¼ hSh

kHm þHðSh
kÞm � Sv

kVm � VðSv
kÞmih; ð9:16Þ

and the evolution of the transient enx is governed by equation (8.98). The operator

XK

k¼1

X2

m¼1

ax
mk

� �� �oc0k

oXm
; ð9:17Þ

emerging in the r.h.s. of (9.15) upon averaging over the fast time, describes the
combined AKA-effect. Integrating (9.15) in the fast time, we find

x2h iv¼ x2h ih ivþrX �
XK

k¼1

X2

m¼1

Z t

0

ax
mkdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;

oc0k

oXm
þ

Z t

0

fnxdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;

0
@

1
A: ð9:18Þ

Thus, hx2iv is well-defined if all mean values
R t

0 ax
mkdt

� �� �
are. This is the

condition of insignificance of the AKA-effect in the leading order, which implies

ax
mk

� �� �
¼ 0: ð9:19Þ

‘‘Uncurling’’ equation (8.33) for n ¼ 2 for the l.h.s. (9.18) and taking into
account the solenoidality condition for the flow velocity, (8.24) for n ¼ 1, we
obtain

hv1ih ¼ v1h ih ihþ
XK

k¼1

X2

m¼1

X2

j¼1

Z t

0

ðax
mkÞjdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;

oc0k

oXm
ej �rX

o2r�2
X c0k

oXmoXj

� �
þ env;

ð9:20Þ

where env is determined by (8.106).
Step 2� for n = 1. We average the horizontal component of the equation (8.30)

for n ¼ 1 over the fast spatial variables and substitute the flow velocity and
magnetic field components of (9.5). This yields
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ohh1ih
ot
¼ rX �

XK

k¼1

ah
kc0k þ enh

 !
; ð9:21Þ

where

ah
k ¼ hV� Sh

k þ Sv
k �Hiv; ð9:22Þ

and the evolution of the transient enh is governed by Eq. 8.87. The operator

rX �
XK

k¼1

ah
k

� �� �
c0k; ð9:23Þ

appearing in the r.h.s. of (9.21) upon averaging over the fast time, describes the
combined magnetic a-effect. Integrating (9.21) in the fast time, we obtain

hh1ih ¼ h1h ih ihþrX �
XK

k¼1

Z t

0

ah
kdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;c0k þ

Z t

0

enhdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;

0
@

1
A: ð9:24Þ

The magnetic a-effect is insignificant in the leading order, if the means
R t

0 ah
kdt

� �� �
are well-defined, expression (9.24) for the spatial mean hh1ih thus being correctly
defined. Insignificance of the magnetic a-effect implies

ah
k

� �� �
¼ 0: ð9:25Þ

Relations (9.19) and (9.25) hold true for k ¼ 1; 2; 5, since ax
mk ¼ ah

k ¼ 0 for
k ¼ 1; 2, and

ax
m5 ¼

o

ot
hHmH� VmVih; ah

5 ¼
o

ot
hV�Hiv

(recall the definitions Sk � Sx�
k for k ¼ 1; 2 and S5 � St�

k ). For this reason, in the
present context it is more appropriate to call (9.17) and (9.23) the operators of
magnetic contribution to the AKA-effect and magnetic a-effect, respectively. If the
CHM regime V;H;H is steady or time-periodic, then the 4K scalar equations
comprising (9.19) imply insignificance of the AKA-effect, and K scalar equations
comprising (9.25) imply insignificance of the magnetic a-effect.

If the CHM regime V;H;H has a symmetry considered in Sect. 8.4, the
conditions (9.19) and (9.25) of insignificance of the a-effects hold for all k.

Furthermore, if the symmetry is spatial (i.e., the time shift eT is zero), then a ¼ 0

for all k� 4; if it is spatio-temporal, then aðt þ eT Þ ¼ �aðtÞ for k� 4 (the relations
hold for each set of the super- and subscripts), and

R t
0 a dt

� 	� 	
satisfies an analo-

gous relation (see Sect. 8.4); the fields a for k ¼ 5 are eT -periodic in the fast time,

and hence
R t

0 a dt
� 	� 	

are eT -periodic as well.
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The terms
R t

0
en dt

n on o
in expressions (9.18) for hx2iv and (9.24) for hh1ih are not

problematic, because enx and enh decay exponentially, and hence the meansR t
0
en dt

D ED E
are correctly defined. The quantities

R t
0
en dt

n on o
and env decay expo-

nentially as well (see Sect. 8.5.1).
As in the case of forced convection, one expects the technique of homogeni-

sation for multiscale systems to remain applicable, when some of the conditions of
insignificance of the a-effect, (9.19) or (9.25), are not satisfied, the appropriate
scaling of the slow time being T ¼ et [82]. For this scaling, a new term,
ohh0ih=oT , emerges in the l.h.s. of equation (9.21). (Due to relation (9.14), a
similar new term ohx1iv=oT does not emerge in (9.14).) The system of amplitude
equations then involves the modified equations (9.15) and (9.21), averaged over
the fast time, where the l.h.s. are set to zero and ohh0ih=oT , respectively. The two
equations are supplemented by the solenoidality conditions (8.24) for the mean
magnetic field perturbation (for n ¼ 0) and for the mean flow velocity (9.33) (for
n ¼ 1), and, if the CHM regime V;H;H is unsteady, by equation (9.34). In
contrast with the case of forced convection, this system is mixed (only the equation
for the mean magnetic perturbation is evolutionary) and nonlinear (the mean flow
velocity (9.33) is quadratic in amplitudes c0k, as is equation (9.34) ((9.33) and
(9.34), derived in the next section, remain unaltered for the new scaling of the slow
time). Furthermore, since relations (9.19) and (9.25) hold true for k ¼ 1; 2; 5, the
modified equations (9.15) and (9.21) generically constitute an overdetermined
subsystem yielding a solution c03 ¼ c04 ¼ 0 (i.e., hh0ih ¼ 0). This indicates that
averaging of equations (9.15) and (9.21) over the fast time cannot be performed,
i.e., the large-scale dynamics of the perturbations of free CHM regimes, involving
a non-zero magnetic component, in the presence of the significant a-effect cannot
be separated out. The system of the remaining equations is underdetermined.

9.5 Amplitude Equations in the Absence
of Significant a-Effect

In this section we construct a solution to the second system in the hierarchy
(Eqs. 8.29–8.31 for n ¼ 1) assuming that the a-effect is insignificant in the
leading order.

9.5.1 Solvability Conditions for Order e1 Equations

Step 3� for n = 1. In order to apply the solvability conditions (9.10)–(9.12), the
equations (8.29)–(8.31) for n ¼ 1 must be rendered in the form of the problem
(9.6)–(9.9), separating out the potential parts of x1; v1 and h1, and the spatial mean
hv1ih (the mean hx1iv vanishes by virtue of the relations (9.14). The potential parts
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can be calculated applying expressions (9.5) for the leading terms in the power
series expansion of the perturbation, relations for divergencies (8.25), (8.26) and
(8.28) for n ¼ 1, and recalling the identity r� Sv

k ¼ Sx
k :

x1 ¼
XK

k¼1

X2

m¼1

oc0k

oXm
em � Sv

k þ x01; ð9:26Þ

v1 ¼ hv1ih þ
XK

k¼1

X2

m¼1

oc0k

oXm
rxsv

mk þ v01; ð9:27Þ

h1 ¼
XK

k¼1

X2

m¼1

oc0k

oXm
rxsh

mk þ h01; ð9:28Þ

where

rx � x01 ¼ rx � v01 ¼ rx � h01 ¼ 0; hx01iv ¼ hv01ih ¼ 0; rx � v01 ¼ x01 ð9:29Þ

and sðx; tÞ are globally bounded solutions to the Neumann problems

r2
xsv

mk ¼ �ðSv
kÞm;

osv
mk

ox3





x3¼	L=2

¼ 0;

r2
xsh

mk ¼ �fSh
kgm;

osh
mk

ox3





x3¼	L=2

¼ 0:

The fields x01; v
0
1 and h01 satisfy the same boundary conditions as x1; v1 and h1,

respectively (see (8.5)–(8.8)).
Substituting expressions (9.26)–(9.28) for the second term in the expansion of

the perturbation, we transform Eqs. 8.29–8.31 for n ¼ 1, which become as follows:

M0xðx01;h01;h1Þ¼�
XK

k¼1

X2

m¼1

Lxðem�Sv
k;rxsv

mk;rxsh
mk;0Þ

oc0k

m
þðhv1ih �rxÞX

�2mðrx �rXÞx0�rX� V�x0þv0�X�H�ðrx�h0Þð
�h0�ðrx�HÞÞ�rx�ð�H�ðrX�h0Þ
þv0�x0�h0�ðrx�h0ÞÞ�brXh0� e3;

ð9:30Þ

M0hðx01; h01Þ ¼ �
XK

k¼1

X2

m¼1

Lhðrxsv
mk;rxsh

mkÞ
oc0k

oXm
þ ðhv1ih � rxÞH

� 2gðrx � rXÞh0 �rX � ðv0 �Hþ V� h0Þ � rx � ðv0 � h0Þ;
ð9:31Þ
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M0hðx01; h1Þ ¼ �
XK

k¼1

X2

m¼1

Lhðrxsv
mk; 0Þ

oc0k

oXm
þ ðhv1ih � rxÞH

� 2jðrx � rXÞh0 þ ðV � rXÞh0 þ ðv0 � rxÞh0: ð9:32Þ

Step 4� for n = 1. Scalar multiplying equations (9.30)–(9.32) by S�j , j ¼ 1; 2,
and using the biorthogonality and normalisation conditions (9.4), the identity

� oSv
k

ot
þ mr2Sv

k þ V� Sx
k þ Sv

k �X�H� ðr � Sh
kÞ � Sh

k � ðr �HÞ
¼ �sSv

k � e3 � bSh
ke3 þrSp

k ;

(obtained by ‘‘uncurling’’ the vorticity component of Eq. 9.1), and expressions
(9.5) and (9.20), we obtain

v1h ih ih¼
XK

k¼1

X2

m¼1

b1mk
oc0k

oXm
þ
X2

j¼1

Xj

i¼1

b3ijmk
o3r�2

X c0k

oXmoXjoXi

 !
þ
Xk

m¼1

b2mkc0mc0k

 !
:

ð9:33Þ

Here

b� � ð E� � S�1
� �� �

; E� � S�2
� �� �

; 0Þ

are constant three-dimensional vectors,

E1mk �Lð0;rsv
mk;rsh

mk;0Þ�
Z t

0

ax
mkdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
; �r

0
@

1
AðX;H;HÞ

þ 2m
oSx

k

oxm

�
þr�

�
V�ðem�Sv

kÞ�H�ðem�Sh
kÞ
�

þ em�rSp
kþ sðSv

kÞme3;2g
oSh

k

oxm
þ em�ðV�Sh

kþSv
k�HÞ; 2j

oSh
k

oxm
�VmSh

k

�
;

E2mk �qmk

�
r�

�
Sv

k�Sx
m�Sh

k�ðr�Sh
mÞþSv

m�Sx
k �Sh

m�ðr�Sh
kÞ
�
;

r� Sv
k�Sh

mþSv
m�Sh

k

� �
; �ðSv

k �rÞSh
m�ðSv

m �rÞSh
k

�
;

E3ijmk �qij

0
@

Z t

0

ðax
mkÞjdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;eiþ

Z t

0

ðax
mkÞidt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;ej

1
A �r

0
@

1
AðX;H;HÞ;

qmk � 1 for m\k, qmk � 1=2 for m ¼ k, and qmk � 0 for m [ k. If the CHM
regime V;H;H possesses a symmetry considered in Sect. 8.4, then vector fields E
for k� 4 are symmetric and S�k for k ¼ 1; 2 antisymmetric sets, respectively.
Consequently, v1h ih ih¼ 0 for symmetric steady states V;H;H.
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Step 5� for n = 1. If the CHM regime V;H;H is unsteady, then scalar multi-
plying (9.30)–(9.32) by S�5 and using orthogonality of this field to Sk for k ¼ 1; 2
(9.4), we obtain a non-evolutionary amplitude equation

XK

k¼1

X2

m¼1

b01mk

oc0k

oXm
þ
X2

j¼1

Xj

i¼1

b03ijmk

o3r�2
X c0k

oXmoXjoXi

 !
þ
Xk

m¼1

b02mkc0mc0k

 !
¼ 0; ð9:34Þ

where

b0� ¼ E� � S�5
� �� �

:

9.5.2 Solution of Order e1 Equations

Step 6� for n = 1. Let bPðax; ah; ahÞ denote the projection of a field ðax; ah; ahÞ
into the subspace, orthogonal to ker M0�. (If the CHM regime V;H;H is unsteady

and has a symmetry considered in Sect. 8.4, then application of bP amounts to
subtraction of the component, proportional to S�5, since in this case the r.h.s. of
equations (9.30)–(9.32) is a symmetric set, and S�5 is the only symmetric basic
eigenfunction in ker M0�). Noting expressions (9.5) for the leading terms in the
power series expansion (8.20)–(8.23) and (9.20) for hv1ih, we find that a solution
to the problem (9.30)–(9.32) has the following structure:

ðx01; v01; h01; h1Þ ¼ n1 þ
XK

k¼1

Skc1k þ
X2

m¼1

Gmk
oc0k

oXm
þ
X2

j¼1

Xj

i¼1

Yijmk
o3r�2

X c0k

oXmoXjoXi

 ! 

þ
Xk

m¼1

Qmkc0kc0m

!
: ð9:35Þ

Here vector fields Gmkðx; tÞ ¼ ðGx
mk;G

v
mk;G

h
mk;G

h
mkÞ are solutions to the

auxiliary problems of type II:

M0ðGmkÞ ¼ � bPE1mk; ð9:36Þ

rx �Gv
mk ¼ Gx

mk; ð9:37Þ

rx �Gx
mk ¼ rx �Gv

mk ¼ rx �Gh
mk ¼ 0: ð9:38Þ

Fields Qmkðx; tÞ ¼ ðQx
mk;Q

v
mk;Q

h
mk;Q

h
mkÞ are solutions to the auxiliary problems of

type III:

M0xðQmkÞ ¼ � bPE2mk; ð9:39Þ
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rx �Qv
mk ¼ Qx

mk; ð9:40Þ

rx �Qx
mk ¼ rx �Qv

mk ¼ rx �Qh
mk ¼ 0 ð9:41Þ

(Qmk ¼ 0 for m [ k).
Fields Yijmkðx; tÞ ¼ ðYx

ijmk;Y
v
ijmk;Y

h
ijmk; Y

h
ijmkÞ are solutions to the auxiliary

problems of type IV:

M0ðYijmkÞ ¼ � bPE3ijmk; ð9:42Þ

rx � Yv
ijmk ¼ Yx

ijmk; ð9:43Þ

rx � Yx
ijmk ¼ rx � Yv

ijmk ¼ rx � Yh
ijmk ¼ 0 ð9:44Þ

(Yijmk ¼ 0 for i [ j).

Finally, n1ðX; T; x; tÞ ¼ ðnx
1 ; n

v
1; n

h
1; n

h
1Þ is a solution to the problem

Lxðnx
1 ; n

v
1; n

h
1; n

h
1Þ ¼ �2mðrx � rXÞnx

0 �rX �
�
V� nx

0 þ nv
0 �X

�H� ðrx � nh
0Þ � nh

0 � ðrx �HÞ
�

�rx �
�
v0 � nx

0 þ nv
0 � ðx0 � nx

0 Þ �H� ðrX � nh
0Þ

� h0 � ðrx � nh
0Þ � nh

0 � ðrx � ðh0 � nh
0ÞÞ
�
� brXnh

0 � e3;

ð9:45Þ

Lhðnv
1; n

h
1Þ ¼ �2gðrx � rXÞnh

1 �rX � ðnv
0 �Hþ V� nh

0Þ
� rx � ðv0 � nh

0 þ nv
0 � ðh0 � nh

0ÞÞ ð9:46Þ

Lhðnv
1; n

h
1Þ ¼ �2jðrx � rXÞnh

0 þ ðV � rXÞnh
0 þ ðv0 � rxÞnh

0 þ ðnv
0 � rxÞðh0 � nh

0Þ;
ð9:47Þ

rx � nv
1 � nx

1 ¼ �rX � nv
0; ð9:48Þ

rx � nx
1 ¼ �rX � nx

0 ; rx � nv
1 ¼ �rX � nv

0; rx � nh
1 ¼ �rX � nh

0: ð9:49Þ

The physical components of vector fields Gmk;Qmk;Yijmk and n1 satisfy the
boundary conditions (8.5)–(8.7) and (8.11). The spatial means of the horizontal
components of the flow velocity and the vertical components of the vorticity, as
well as the spatio-temporal means of the horizontal components of the magnetic
field must be zero.

Together, the solenoidality conditions (9.38), (9.41), (9.44), relations (9.49),
and expressions (9.26)–(9.28) for the second term in the expansion of the per-
turbation are equivalent to the relations for divergencies (8.25), (8.26) and (8.28)
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for n ¼ 1. It suffices to satisfy the solenoidality conditions for the vorticity and
magnetic field at t ¼ 0; for solutions to the auxiliary problems of types II–IV this
can be easily shown taking the divergence of the equations for vorticity and
magnetic field. Relations for vorticity (9.37), (9.40), (9.43) and (9.48) are equiv-
alent to the equation for determination of fv1gh, (8.34 ) for n ¼ 1.

The spatial means for the initial conditions of the horizontal magnetic com-
ponents can be found considering the means of the respective components of
equations (9.36), (9.39) and (9.42):

hGh
mkih





t¼0
¼ � em �

Z t

0

ah
kdt

* +* +

h

; nh
1

� �
h





t¼0
¼ �

Z t

0

rX � enhdt

* +* +

h

(the means exist by the assumption of insignificance of the magnetic a-effect and

because enh decays exponentially), and at any t� 0

hQh
mkih ¼ hYh

ijmkih ¼ 0:

Averaging the horizontal magnetic component of the expressions (9.35) and
(9.28) for the second term in the expansion of the perturbation, we find

h1h ih ih




T¼0
¼ hh1ih





t¼0
� hnh

1ih




t¼0
�
XK

k¼1

X2

m¼1

Gh
mk

� �
h





t¼0

o c0kh ih i
oXm





T¼0

:

Initial conditions for the mean magnetic field perturbation for the problem in the
slow time are determined from this equation.

The choice of initial conditions must guarantee the global boundedness of
solutions to the auxiliary problems and their derivatives. As shown in Sect. 7.4.2,
the boundedness is ensured, if the CHM regime V;H;H is space-periodic and
stable to short-scale perturbations. Variation of initial conditions for Gmk, Qmk and
Yijmk causes a respective modification of initial conditions for n1, but the resultant
changes in all the fields must decay exponentially in the fast time.

Since n0 and its derivatives decay exponentially in the fast time, the same holds
true for the r.h.s. of Eqs. 9.45–9.49. If the CHM regime V;H;H is linearly stable
to short-scale perturbations, this implies an exponential decay of n1 and of any
changes in Gmk, Qmk and Yijmk following a variation of initial conditions for Sk

(see Sect. 7.4.2). Alternatively, an exponential decay of n1 is a constraint which we
impose on initial conditions for n1.

If the CHM regime is steady or periodic in time, and periodic in horizontal
directions, solutions to the auxiliary problems Sk, Gmk, Qmk and Yijmk with the
same properties and the same periods (see Sect. 8.2.2) exist for all non-exclusive
sets of parameter values. If the regime possesses a symmetry considered in
Sect. 8.2.2, then Sk are antisymmetric sets of fields, except for S5 for an unsteady
regime. Consequently, Gmk, Qmk and Yijmk are then symmetric sets for k\5
(an antisymmetric part can be present if the initial conditions are not symmetric,
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but by construction it decays exponentially for any permissible initial conditions,
and hence we neglect it), and antisymmetric sets for k ¼ 5. If the CHM regime is
steady or possesses a symmetry without a time shift, the r.h.s. of equations in the
statement of the auxiliary problems of type IV vanish, and hence Yijmk ¼ 0.

9.6 Solvability Conditions for Order e2 and e3 Equations

Combining expressions (9.20), (9.27) and (9.35) for the mean and fluctuating parts
of the second term in the expansion of the perturbation of the flow, we find

v1 ¼ nv
1 þ

XK

k¼1

 
Sv

kc1k þ
X2

m¼1

eGv
mk

oc0k

oXm
þ
X2

j¼1

Xj

i¼1

eYv
ijmk

o3r�2
X c0k

oXmoXjoXi

 !

þ
Xk

m¼1

eQv
mkc0kc0m

!
; ð9:50Þ

where

eGv
mk ¼ Gv

mk þ b1mk þ
Z t

0

ax
mkdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;þrxsv

mk;

eQv
mk ¼ Qv

mk þ b2mk;

eYv
ijmk ¼ Yv

ijmk þ qij

0
@b3ijmk �

Z t

0

ðax
mkÞjdt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;ei þ b3jimk �

Z t

0

ðax
mkÞidt

8<
:

9=
;

8<
:

9=
;ej

1
A

We obtain similarly

h1 ¼ nh
1 þ

XK

k¼1

 
Sh

kc1k þ
X2

m¼1

eGh
mk

oc0k

oXm
þ
X2

j¼1

Xj

i¼1

Yh
ijmk

o3r�2
X c0k

oXmoXjoXi

 !

þ
Xk

m¼1

Qh
mkc0kc0m

!
; ð9:51Þ

where eGh
mk ¼ Gh

mk þrxsh
mk.

Step 1� for n = 2. Averaging the vertical component of the equation (8.29)
for n ¼ 3 over the fast spatial variables and noting for n ¼ 0; 1; 2 the relations
(8.24)– (8.26) for the divergencies and (8.32) for the vorticity, we find

� ohx3iv
ot
� ohx1iv

oT
þ mr2

Xhx1iv

þrX � V� ðrX � v1Þ � VrX � fv1gh

D
�H� ðrX � h1Þ þHrX � fh1gh

þ v0 � ðrX � v0Þ � v0rX � fv0gh � h0 � ðrX � h0Þ þ h0rX � fh0gh

E
h
¼ 0:
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We average this equation over the fast time, substitute hx1iv ¼ 0 (see (9.14)),
relations (9.50) and (9.51), and the expression (9.5) for the leading term of the flow
velocity and magnetic perturbation in the power series expansion, employ the
relation (9.19) expressing the absence of the AKA-effect, and recall that n0 and n1
are exponentially decaying transients. The calculations yield a non-evolutionary
amplitude equation

rX �
XK

k¼1

X2

n¼1

o

oXn

 X2

m¼1

o

oXm
Dv

nmkc0k þ
X2

j¼1

Xj

i¼1

dv
nijmk

o2r�2
X c0k

oXioXj

 !

þ
Xk

m¼1

Av
nmkc0mc0k

!
¼ 0; ð9:52Þ

where

Dv
nmk ¼ �Vn

eGv
mk � VðeGv

mkÞn þ Hn
eGh

mk þHðeGh
mkÞn

D ED E
h
;

dv
nijmk ¼ �Vn

eYv
ijmk � VðeY v

ijmkÞn þ HnYh
ijmk þHðYh

ijmkÞn
D ED E

h
;

Av
nmk;j ¼ �Vn

eQv
mk � VðeQv

mkÞn þ HnQh
mk þHðQh

mkÞn � ðS
v
kÞnSv

m þ ðSh
kÞnSh

m

D ED E
h
:

Step 2� for n = 2. We proceed by averaging the horizontal component of the
equation for the evolution of magnetic field, (8.30) for n ¼ 2, over the fast vari-
ables, substitute the expressions (9.5), (9.50) and (9.51) for the first two terms in
the expansion of the perturbations of the flow velocity and magnetic field, and use
the expression (8.43) for the mean of the image of the magnetic part of the
operator of linearisation. We obtain an equation for the mean magnetic field
perturbation

� o

oT
h0h ih ihþgr2

X h0h ih ihþrX �
XK

k¼1

 X2

m¼1

o

oXm

 
Dh

mkc0k

þ
X2

j¼1

Xj

i¼1

dh
ijmk

o2

oXioXj
r�2

X c0kÞ:þ
Xk

m¼1

Ah
mkc0kc0m

!
¼ 0

ð9:53Þ

where

Dh
mk ¼ V� eGh

mk �H� eGv
mk

D ED E
v
;

dh
ijmk ¼ V� Yh

ijmk �H� eYv
ijmk

D ED E
v
;

Ah
mk ¼ V�Qh

mk �H� eQv
mk þ Sv

k � Sh
m

D ED E
v
:
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In the amplitude equations (9.52) and (9.53), constant vectors D are coefficients
of partial differential operators of the second order, which, as before, we interpret
as operators describing anisotropic combined eddy correction of magnetic diffusion
and kinematic viscosity; d are coefficients of pseudodifferential second-order
operators, which can be interpreted as describing a non-standard non-local com-
bined eddy diffusion. All d ¼ 0, if the CHM regime is steady or possesses a
symmetry without a time shift. Constant vectors A enter into quadratic terms,
representing the nonlinear operators of combined eddy correction of the fluid and
magnetic field advection. The coefficients D, d and A that we derived here have the
same structure, as the coefficients of the respective eddy operators in the mean-
field equations for perturbations obtained in the previous chapter in the case of
forced convection; hence the same methods (considered in Sect. 8.7) can be
applied to compute them.

Amplitude equations (9.52) and (9.53), governing the leading terms in the
power series expansion of perturbations, constitute a closed system, supple-
mented by equation (9.34) (if the CHM regime V;H;H is unsteady) and the
solenoidality conditions for the mean perturbations of magnetic field, h0h ih ih, and
flow velocity, v1h ih ih (9.33) (see (8.24) for n ¼ 0 and 1). Note that c03 ¼ h0h ih i1,
c04 ¼ h0h ih i2, since hSh

kþ2ih ¼ ek, k ¼ 1; 2. Equation (9.53) preserves solenoidality
of the mean magnetic perturbation, and hence it must only be ensured that it is
solenoidal at T ¼ 0. Equations (9.52) and (9.53) are lacking the horizontal and
vertical components, respectively, i.e. (9.53) involves two, and (9.52) one scalar
equation. In contrast with the case of forced convection, the system of
amplitude equations is mixed: it involves an evolutionary equation (9.53), as
well as non-evolutionary ones such as (9.52) and (9.34). Equation (9.52),
stemming from the equation for the perturbation of vorticity, has changed its
nature—it involves neither a derivative in the slow time, nor the molecular
diffusion operator.

9.7 An Alternative Amplitude Equation for Steady
Symmetric CHM Regimes

If the CHM regime V;H;H is steady, and either parity-invariant or symmetric
about a vertical axis, then v1h ih ih¼ 0 (all constant vectors b ¼ 0 involved in equation
(9.33) are zero), and the system of amplitude equations that we have derived is
underdetermined. Then the missing equation is the condition of solenoidality for
the leading term of the mean flow velocity perturbation hv2ih. This section is
devoted to calculation of hv2ih for such steady symmetric CHM regimes. In this
case, by virtue of (9.14), (9.18), (9.20), (9.33) and (8.33) for n ¼ 0 and 1, we
obtain

hv0ih ¼ hv1ih ¼ hx0iv ¼ hx1iv ¼ hx2iv ¼ 0: ð9:54Þ
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Step 3� for n = 2. In order to apply the solvability condition (9.12) to the
system (8.29)–(8.31) for n ¼ 2, we render this system in the form of the problem
(9.6)–(9.9). Potential parts of x2; v2 and h2 are calculated using expressions
(9.26)–(9.28) and (9.35) for the second term in the expansion of the perturbation,
relations for divergencies (8.25), (8.26) and (8.28) for n ¼ 2, and vorticity
relations (9.37) and (9.40) in the auxiliary problems of types II and III. This
yields

x2 ¼
XK

k¼1

X2

n¼1

o

oXn

X2

m¼1

oc0k

oXm
en �Gv

mk þ
XK

m¼1

c0mc0ken �Qv
mk

 !
þ x02; ð9:55Þ

v2 ¼ hv2ih þ
XK

k¼1

X2

n¼1

o

oXn

X2

m¼1

oc0k

oXm
rxgv

nmk þ
XK

m¼1

c0mc0krxqv
nmk

 !
þ v02; ð9:56Þ

h2 ¼
XK

k¼1

X2

n¼1

o

oXn

X2

m¼1

oc0k

oXm
rxgh

nmk þ
XK

m¼1

c0mc0krxqh
nmk

 !
þ h02; ð9:57Þ

where

rx � x02 ¼ rx � v02 ¼ rx � h02 ¼ 0; hx02iv ¼ hv02ih ¼ 0; rx � v02 ¼ x02;

gnmkðx; tÞ and qnmkðx; tÞ are globally bounded solutions to the Neumann
problems

r2
xgv

nmk ¼� ðeGv
mkÞn;

ogv
nmk

ox3





x3¼	L=2

¼ 0;

r2
xgh

nmk ¼� ðeGh
mkÞn;

ogh
nmk

ox3





x3¼	L=2

¼ 0;

r2
xqv

nmk ¼� ðQv
mkÞn;

oqv
nmk

ox3





x3¼	L=2

¼ 0;

r2
xqh

nmk ¼� ðQh
mkÞn;

oqh
nmk

ox3





x3¼	L=2

¼ 0;

and, consistently with the notation that we have already used in Sect. 9.6,

eGmk � ðGx
mk þ em � Sv

k;G
v
mk þrxsv

mk;G
h
mk þrxsh

mk;G
h
mkÞ:

The fields x02; v
0
2 and h02 satisfy the assumed boundary conditions for vorticity,

flow velocity and magnetic field, respectively.
We transform equations (8.29)–(8.31) for n ¼ 2, substituting expressions

(9.55)–(9.57) for the third term in the expansion of the perturbation, and obtain
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M0xðx02; h02; h2Þ¼�
XK

k¼1

X2

n¼1

X2

m¼1

Lxðen�Gv
mk;rxgv

nmk;rxgh
nmk; 0Þ

o2c0k

oXmoXn

 

�
XK

m¼1

Lxðen �Qv
mk;rxqv

nmk;rxqh
nmk; 0Þ

o

oXn
ðc0mc0kÞ

!

þ ðhv2ih � rxÞX� 2mðrx � rXÞx1 �rX � ðV� x1 þ v1

�X�H� ðrx � h1Þ � h1 � ðrx �HÞ �H� ðrX � h0Þ
þ v0 � x0 � h0 � ðrx � h0ÞÞ � brXh1 � e3

�rx � ð�H� ðrX � h1Þ þ v1 � x0 þ v0 � x1

� h1 � ðrx � h0Þ � h0 � ðrx � h1ÞÞ;

M0hðx02; h02Þ ¼ �
XK

k¼1

X2

n¼1

X2

m¼1

Lhðrxgv
nmk;rxgh

nmkÞ
o2c0k

oXmoXn

 

�
XK

m¼1

Lhðrxqv
nmk;rxqh

nmkÞ
o

oXn
ðc0mc0kÞ

!
þ ðhv2ih � rxÞH

� 2gðrx � rXÞh1 �rX � ðv1 �Hþ V� h1 þ v0 � h0Þ
� rx � ðv1 � h0 þ v0 � h1Þ;

M0hðx02; h2Þ ¼ �
XK

k¼1

X2

n¼1

X2

m¼1

Lhðrxgv
nmk; 0Þ

o2c0k

oXmoXn

 

�
XK

m¼1

Lhðrxqv
nmk; 0Þ

o

oXn
ðc0mc0kÞ

!
þ ðhv2ih � rxÞH

� 2jðrx � rXÞh1 þ ðV � rXÞh1 þ ðv1 � rxÞh0 þ ðv0 � rXÞh0

þ ðv0 � rxÞh1:

Step 4� for n = 2. We substitute here expressions (9.5) for the leading term in
the expansion of the perturbation and

ðx1; v1; h1; h1Þ ¼
XK

k¼1

Skc1k þ
X2

m¼1

eGmk
oc0k

oXm
þ
XK

m¼1

Qmkc0kc0m

 !

(a consequence of expressions (9.35) and (9.26)–(9.28) for the second term in the
expansion), where the inessential exponentially decaying transients n0 and n1 are
ignored and (9.54) is taken into account. Scalar multiplying the result by S�j ,
j ¼ 1; 2, noting that c1k enter only into symmetric sets of fields, and using the
biorthogonality and normalisation relations (9.4), we find
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hv2ih ¼
XK

k¼1

 X2

m¼1

X2

n¼1

eb1nmk
o2c0k

oXmoXn
þ
XK

m¼1

X2

n¼1

eb2nmkc0m
oc0k

oXn

þ
XK

m¼1

XK

n¼1

eb3nmkc0kc0mc0n

!
: ð9:58Þ

Here

ebinmk � ðheE inmk � S�1i; heEinmk � S�2i; 0Þ

are constant three-dimensional vectors,

eE1nmk �Lðen � eGv
mk;rgv

nmk;rgh
nmk; 0Þ þ 2m

o

oxn

eGx
mk

�

þ en �
�
V� eGx

mk þ eGv
mk �X�H� ðr � eGh

mkÞ � eGh
mk � ðr �HÞ

�H� ðem � Sh
kÞ � bGh

mke3

�
�r� ðH� ðen � eGh

mkÞÞ;

2g
o

oxn

eGh
mk þ en � ð eGv

mk �Hþ V� eGh
mkÞ; 2j

o

oxn
Gh

mk � VnGh
mk

�
;

eE2nmk � eenmk þ eenkm

þ
�
r� ð eGv

nk � Sx
m þ Sv

m � eGx
nk � eGh

nk � ðr � Sh
mÞ � Sh

m � ðr � eGh
nkÞÞ;

r� ðeGv
nk � Sh

m þ Sv
m � eGh

nkÞ; �ðeGv
nk � rÞSh

m � ðSv
m � rÞGh

nk

�
;

eenmk �Lðen �Qv
mk;rqv

nmk;rqh
nmk; 0Þ þ 2m

o

oxn
Qx

mk

�

þ en �
�
V�Qx

mk þQv
mk �X�H� ðr �Qh

mkÞ �Qh
mk � ðr �HÞ

þ Sv
m � Sx

k � Sh
m � ðr � Sh

kÞ � bQh
mke3

�
�r� ðH� ðen �Qh

mkÞÞ;

2g
o

oxn
Qh

mk þ en � ðQv
mk �Hþ V�Qh

mk þ Sv
m � Sh

kÞ;

2j
o

oxn
Qh

mk � VnQh
mk

�
;

eE3nmk �
�
r� ðQv

mk � Sx
n þ Sv

n �Qx
mk �Qh

mk � ðr � Sh
nÞ � Sh

n � ðr �Qh
mkÞÞ;

r� ðQv
mk � Sh

n þ Sv
n �Qh

mkÞ; �ðQv
mk � rÞSh

n � ðSv
n � rÞQh

mk

�
:

The remaining equation in the amplitudes c0k for a CHM steady state V;H;H
possessing an appropriate symmetry and lacking a significant a-effect is the
solenoidality condition for the leading term in the expansion of the mean flow,
hv2ih (9.58); it is also non-evolutionary.
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We have accomplished our goal to derive the amplitude equations describing
the leading term in the expansion (8.20)–(8.23) of a large-scale perturbation. In
principle, the procedure, outlined in Sect. 9.3, can be applied further to subsequent
systems (8.29)–(8.31) in the hierarchy and thus an arbitrary number of terms in the
asymptotic expansion can be determined.

9.8 Non-zero Initial Mean Flow Perturbation hv0h iih

Unless the horizontal part of the mean flow perturbation vanishes, the problem
(9.1)–(9.3) does not have a globally bounded solution (see Sect. 9.3). Solutions
with a non-zero mean flow, which are not globally bounded in time, do exist, for
instance

ðx0; h0; h0Þ ¼ tð v0h ih ih�rxÞðX;H;HÞ: ð9:59Þ

Formal solutions featuring linear growth in horizontal directions also exist, but
we cannot interpret them as valid perturbations even initially.

If solutions to equations (8.29)–(8.31) are allowed to grow in the fast time, they
can always be constructed as solutions to parabolic equations. For instance, let a
CHM state X;H;T be steady and periodic in horizontal directions. Then the
operator of linearisation L (where the derivative in time is neglected) is elliptic
and hence its eigenfunctions constitute a complete basis in the functional space,
where the solution is sought, and the problem (8.29)–(8.31) can be solved,
expanding the unknown fields xn; hn; hn in this basis. It is unnecessary any more to
separate the dependence of the perturbation on time into the dependence on
the slow and fast times (one can just set o=oT ¼ 0 in equations (8.29)–(8.31). The
perturbation is expanded in the power series in the spatial scale ratio e, and the
procedure for solution of the systems constituting the hierarchy is now more
straightforward, involving for the system at order en two steps:

1�. Average over the fast spatial variables the vertical component of the equation
(8.29) for vorticity evolution at order enþ1, and calculate hxnþ1iv and hvnih:

2�. Integrate equations (8.29)–(8.31) in time and find fxngv; fvngh; hn and hn:

Since the zero-order terms (9.59) grow linearly in time, the quadratic nonlin-
earity of the equations constituting the hierarchy gives rise to the factor t2nþ1 in
the terms xn; vn; hn; hn. Thus, the CHM state is apparently unstable to large-scale
perturbations with a non-zero mean flow velocity, even if it is stable to short-scale
ones. However, this may be not a genuine instability—it can rather describe
the variation of the profile of the perturbed CHM state caused by advection of
the state by the mean flow v0h ih ih. (Note that the particular solution (9.59) for the
leading terms of expansion of the perturbation coincides with the second term in
the Taylor expansion in time of the fields X;H;H transported by the flow v0h ih ih). If
the mean flow were constant, by the Galilean invariance of the equations
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governing CHM regimes we could remove the mean flow, considering the problem
in the co-moving coordinate system, but dependence of the mean-flow on the slow
spatial variables makes this impossible.

9.9 Conclusions

1. In this chapter, we have studied weakly nonlinear stability of short-scale con-
vective hydromagnetic regimes V;H;H to large-scale perturbations. Flows in an
infinite horizontal layer of incompressible electrically conducting fluid, heated
from below and rotating about the vertical axis, are considered in the Boussinesq
approximation, allowing for magnetic field generation. Thermal convection is
supposed to be free, i.e. we assume that no source terms are present in equations
(8.1)–(8.3), governing the CHM regimes, or in the boundary conditions (8.5)–
(8.7) and (8.11). Such regimes are invariant with respect to translations in space
and time. Applying homogenisation methods for multiscale methods, in Sect. 9.4
we have derived the tensors of the combined a-effect, (9.16) and (9.22). In the
presence of the a-effect, equations for amplitudes of neutral short-scale modes,
constituting the leading term in the expansion of the perturbation in the spatial
scale ratio, comprise a mixed, typically overdetermined nonlinear system of
PDE’s. If the CHM regime is parity-invariant or symmetric about a vertical axis,
possibly with a time shift, the operators of the a-effect do not contribute to the
amplitude equations, i.e. the a-effect is insignificant in the leading order. If the
combined a-effect is insignificant (due to the presence of the symmetries or
otherwise), the system is comprised of amplitude equations (9.52) and (9.53),
supplemented by equation (9.34), if the CHM regime is unsteady, and by the
conditions of solenoidality in the slow variables (8.24) of the mean leading terms
of perturbations of magnetic field (n ¼ 0) and the flow velocity. When the
combined a-effect is absent, generically the latter condition is stated for
the mean flow perturbation v1h ih ih (9.33); if the CHM regime is steady, and it is
parity-invariant or has a symmetry about a vertical axis, then v1h ih ih¼ 0, and the
solenoidality condition for the mean flow perturbation v2h ih ih (9.58) is employed.

2. As in the case of forced thermal MHD convection, considered in the previous
chapter, in the absence of the significant a-effect the amplitude equations
involve the linear operator of the combined eddy diffusion correction and
quadratic terms representing the combined eddy correction of advection. A
non-standard non-local eddy diffusion is described by a pseudodifferential
operator, formally of the second order; it emerges in the amplitude equations
only, if the CHM regime is unsteady and does not possess a spatial (without a
time shift) symmetry mentioned above. All eddy correction operators are
anisotropic. The following dissimilarities between the cases of forced and free
convection are notable: Due to the difference of the kernels of the operators of
linearisation, the system of amplitude equations that we have derived in this
chapter is mixed, and it does not include the mean-field equation for the per-
turbation of the flow velocity. While equations (9.53) for the mean perturbation
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of magnetic field are evolutionary, the remaining amplitude equations (9.52)
and (9.34) involve neither derivatives in the slow time, nor operators of
molecular diffusion. If the CHM state V;H;H is steady and has a symmetry
guaranteeing insignificance of the combined a-effect, then the solenoidality
condition for the mean flow perturbation (9.58) is a non-evolutionary third-
order PDE with a cubic nonlinearity.

3. Because of the spatial and temporal translation invariance of free CHM
regimes, S�xk and S�t (see Sect. 9.2) are neutral modes of linear stability and
solve Eqs. 9.1–9.3. They satisfy the boundary conditions, whichever physically
sensible combination of boundary conditions one considers (stress-free or
no-slip perfectly electrically conducting or insulating boundaries, kept at con-
stant temperatures or letting through a fixed heat flow). Existence of other
solutions to the problem (9.1)–(9.3) depends on the assumed boundary condi-
tions and parameter values. For instance, generically the three neutral modes
mentioned in the beginning of this paragraph constitute a complete basis in the
kernel of the operator of linearisation for CHM regimes in a layer with no-slip
isothermal boundaries between two half-spaces filled in with a dielectric sub-
stance. Existence of the neutral modes opens a possibility to perform a similar
analysis of linear and weakly nonlinear stability of CHM regimes to large-scale
perturbations for boundary conditions, different from the ones that we have
considered here (generically this is impossible if convection is forced).

4. As we have done in Chap. 8 for forced convection, one can derive amplitude
equations describing weakly nonlinear stability to large-scale perturbations for
branches of CHM regimes emerging in symmetry-breaking Hopf or pitchfork
bifurcations. Then, in the former case, new terms similar to the a-effect oper-
ators appear in the amplitude equations, and in the latter case, in addition a new
amplitude equation emerges. Although these calculations do not require new
approaches, the algebra is rather bulky, and we do not present it here.
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Chapter 10
Magnetic Field Generation by a Two-Scale
Flow in an Axisymmetric Volume

In this chapter we return to the kinematic dynamo problem and construct an
asymptotic expansion of magnetic modes for flows of electrically conducting fluid
residing in an axisymmetric region X surrounded by a dielectric. This geometry and
boundary conditions are more appropriate for geo- and astrophysical applications
than the ones employed in the previous chapters. Flows that we focus on here are
significantly qualitatively different from those considered in Chaps. 3, 4, 5.
We assume that they depend on the slow spatial variables, whose scale is of the
order of the size of the region X; and on a fast variable, proportional to the
azimuthal coordinate. The amplitude of the flow is supposed to grow as e�1=2;
where e ¼ 1=n is the scale ratio of the fast and slow variables and n is integer
(in order to uphold geometric compatibility).

Kinematic dynamos for families of steady flows with the same scaling of the
amplitude of the flow relative the scale ratio of spatial variables was considered in
a number of papers. A complete asymptotic expansion of eigenfunctions and the
associated eigenvalues of the magnetic induction operator for a family of steady
space-periodic flows was constructed in [306], for flows in an axisymmetric region
in [321] (the exposition of this chapter follows this paper), and in a spherical
region for flows depending on three fast spatial variables proportional to the
spherical coordinates in [322] (this problem is discussed in the next chapter). It
was shown in these papers that for such families of flows the ‘‘limit’’ operator
governing the leading terms of expansions of magnetic modes and their growth
rates is a sum of the operators describing molecular diffusion, advection by the
mean component of the flow, and the a-effect. The expansions are in power series
in e1=2: In contrast with the expansions constructed in Chaps. 3, 4, 5, in the present
case the leading term of the expansion of the magnetic field is independent of the
fast variable. An analogous kinematic dynamo problem was solved in [307] under
the assumptions that the flow amplitude is Oðe0Þ; and molecular magnetic diffu-
sivity is OðeÞ (similar scalings were also considered in [251, 252]). Then the limit

V. Zheligovsky, Large-Scale Perturbations of Magnetohydrodynamic Regimes,
Lecture Notes in Physics, 829, DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-18170-2_10,
� Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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operator is the operator of magnetic a-effect, and the operator of molecular dif-
fusion is absent; in [307] this situation is called the c-effect.

Mathematics in this chapter is more involved than in the previous ones.
We construct here complete asymptotic expansions of magnetic modes and the
associated eigenvalues of the magnetic induction operator in power series in e1=2;
and, unlike in the previous chapters, prove their asymptotic convergence.
This necessitates to develop additional mathematical instrumentarium, which we
do in the first two sections. In particular, we apply the interpolation techniques for
Hilbert spaces to construct the scale of Sobolev functional spaces of solenoidal
vector fields for the boundary conditions corresponding to the presence of a
dielectric outside a bounded region X (which can be of an arbitrary shape) with a
smooth boundary. We show that for an integer index, the norm in such a space is
equivalent to the respective standard Sobolev norm of the same index.

10.1 Mathematical Tools

The goal of this section is to introduce a family of functional spaces, which will be
applied for derivation of bounds for solutions of elliptic problems, for the
boundary conditions satisfied by magnetic field on the boundary of a volume of an
electrically conducting fluid surrounded by a dielectric medium.

In this section we assume that the volume, X; occupied by fluid is an arbitrary
bounded open region with a smooth boundary, oX:

10.1.1 Functional Sobolev Spaces WqðXÞ

In this subsection we recall some general facts from the functional analysis.
A Sobolev space W

q
2ðXÞ of index q� 0 is a Hilbert space comprised of functions

defined in the region X:We denote the norm in W
q
2ðXÞ by j � jq; for an integer q� 0;

jfj2q �
X

m1þm2þm3 � q

Z

X

om1þm2þm3f

oxm1
1 oxm2

2 oxm3
3

����
����
2

dx:

For any pair 0� q1\q2; the embeddingWq2
2 ðXÞ �W

q1
2 ðXÞ is compact, and Sobolev

spaces of intermediate indices can be obtained by interpolation: for any h 2 ½0; 1�;

W
ð1�hÞq2þhq1

2 ðXÞ ¼ ½Wq2
2 ðXÞ;W

q1
2 ðXÞ�h:

This is understood as follows: Let fX0;X1g be an interpolation pair of separable
Hilbert spaces, i.e. X0 is dense and continuously embedded into X1: Then X0 can
be regarded as the domain in X1 of a self-adjoint positive-definite unbounded
operator Q; equipped with the graph norm
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jfj2
X0
¼ jfj2

X1
þ jQfj2

X1

(here j � j
Xi

denotes the norm in Xi). For a h 2 ½0; 1�; the intermediate interpolation

space ½X0;X1�h is defined as the domain of the operator Q1�h with the norm

jfj2h ¼ jfj
2
X1
þ jQ1�hfj2

X1
:

A differential operator D : Wq
2ðXÞ !W

q�m
2 ðXÞ of order m� q with coefficients,

smooth in X (the bar denotes the closure of a set), is continuous.

For q\0; the Sobolev space W
qðXÞ is defined as the space, dual to W

	 jqj

2 ðXÞ; the

latter is the closure in the norm of W
jqjðXÞ of the set of infinitely continuous

functions, whose support belongs to X:
Using an atlas of charts, one can define in a similar way Sobolev spaces of

functions defined on the smooth manifold oX: We denote a norm in W
s
2ðoXÞ by

j � js;oX and the outward unit normal to the boundary oX by m: Relations between
the Sobolev spaces of functions in X and their restrictions to the boundary oX
(traces) are described by the following trace theorem [170]:

Theorem 10.1 The mapping u! fðm � rÞ jujj ¼ 0; . . .;mg acting from C
1ðXÞ to

ðC1ðoXÞÞmþ1 can be extended by continuity to a surjective mapping

W
qðXÞ !

Ym
j¼0

W
q�j�1=2ðoXÞ;

where m is the maximum integer such that m\q� 1=2: There exists a continuous

linear operator fgjg ! u acting from
Qm

j¼0 W
q�j�1=2ðoXÞ to W

qðXÞ such that

gj ¼ ðm � rÞ jujoX for all j�m:

By the trace theorem, any linear differential operator D : Wq
2ðXÞ !W

s
2ðoXÞ of

order m� 0; whose image is restricted to the boundary oX and whose coefficients
are smooth in oX; is continuous for 0� s\q� m� 1=2: jDfjs;oX�CD;X;q;sjfjq:

The above-mentioned facts hold true for any bounded region X with a smooth
boundary [1, 16, 170, 182, 299]. (The notation W

q
2ðXÞ agrees with the one in

[299]; in [170], Wq
2ðXÞ is denoted by HqðXÞ:)

10.1.2 The Scale of Functional Sobolev Spaces HqðXÞ
for a Fluid Inside a Dielectric

The boundary conditions for magnetic field at the boundary between an electri-
cally conducting fluid and the surrounding dielectric are non-local: magnetic field
permeates outside X and it is required to be continuous across the fluid boundary
oX: In mathematical terms, the conditions are as follows:
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r
h¼ 0 andr�h¼ 0 in X0 �R
3nX; h! 0 for jxj!1; ½h�oX¼ 0; ð10:1Þ

where ½�� denotes the jump of a function across oX (i.e., ½f�oX � ðfint � fextÞjoX is the
difference between the limit internal, f int; and external, fext; values of f at the
boundary oX). The goal of this subsection is to construct a scale of functional Hilbert
spaces, HqðXÞ; of solenoidal vector fields satisfying the above boundary conditions.

We denote by f̂ a continuation of a three-dimensional vector field f 2 C
1ðXÞ to

X0; f̂ ¼ rF; where a harmonic function F is a solution to the Neumann problem

r2F ¼ 0; ðm � rÞFjoX ¼ ðm � rÞfjoX; F ! 0 for jxj ! 1:

For f; g 2 C
1ðXÞ we define a scalar product

ððf; gÞÞ �
Z

X

f � �g dxþ
Z

X0

f̂ � �̂g dx

(here f̂ and ĝ are the continuations of f and g; respectively). The integral over X0

converges, because for any harmonic function FðxÞ; tending to zero for x!1;
the gradient satisfies the inequality jrFj �MF jxj�2; where the constant MF is
independent of the point x [273]. We define

eHðXÞ � f 2 C
1ðXÞjr � f ¼ 0; fjoX ¼ f̂joX

n o
;

HðXÞ � fjðr2Þmf 2 eHðXÞ for any m� 0
n o

:

Lemma 10.1 For any g 2 eHðXÞ and f 2 C
1ðXÞ;

ððr 
 f; gÞÞ ¼
Z

X

f � ðr 
 �gÞ dx: ð10:2Þ

Proof By definition,

ððr 
 f; gÞÞ ¼
Z

X

ðr 
 fÞ � �g dxþ
Z

X0

rF � r�G dx;

where F and G are solutions to the respective Neumann problems. By formulae of
vector analysis,

Z

X

ðr 
 fÞ � �g dxþ
Z

X0

rF � r�G dx ¼
Z

X

f � ðr 
 �gÞ dxþ
Z

oX

ðf 
 �gÞ � m dr

�
Z

X0

r2F �G dx�
Z

oX

ðm � rÞF �G dr
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(here dr denotes an area element on the boundary oX). By the Stokes theorem,
Z

oX

ðf 
 �gÞ � m � ðm � rÞF �Gð Þ dr¼
Z

oX

ðf 
r�GÞ � m � m � ðr 
 fÞ�Gð Þ dr

¼ �
Z

oX

ðr 
 ðf �GÞÞ � m dr ¼ 0:

This proves (10.2). h

By Lemma 10.1, the operator �r2 ¼ ðr
Þ2 acting in HðXÞ is positive-definite
and symmetric with respect to the scalar product ðð�; �ÞÞ; hence, one can define real
powers ð�r2Þq in the usual way. We define H

qðXÞ as a closure of the functional
set HðXÞ in the norm

kfkq � ððð�r2Þq=2
f; ð�r2Þq=2�fÞÞ1=2:

Lemma 10.2 1	: For any q� 0 and f 2 H
qðXÞ;

jfjq�C0qkfkq: ð10:3Þ

2	: For integer q� 0; the opposite inequality,

kfkq�C00q jfjq; ð10:4Þ

is also satisfied, and thus the norm k � kq is equivalent to j � jq: (Here constants C0q
and C00q depend only on the index q and the region X:)

Proof 1	: Let us establish the inequality

jgjqþ2�Cqjr2gjq; ð10:5Þ

where Cq is a constant, independent of g 2 HðXÞ and q� 0: Here and in what
follows constants Ci

q and Ci;j
q depend only on the index q and the region X; and

constants Ci only on X:
Consider a finite (due to compactness of the boundary) atlas of charts of a

spatial neighbourhood U � R
3 of the boundary oX: We suppose that each chart

introduces a local curvilinear coordinate system ðs1; s2; s3Þ; in which the boundary
is described by the equation s3 ¼ 0: It suffices to prove inequality (10.5) for a
vector field g 2 H; such that the intersection of the support of g with U \ X is
covered by a chart from the atlas. We denote an element of area on the surface
s3 ¼ constant for this chart by jðs1; s2s3Þ ds1 ds2:

A solution to the problem

r2g0 ¼ f in X; ðm � rÞðg0 � jmÞjoX ¼ 0; g0 
 mjoX ¼ 0
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satisfies the inequality jg0jqþ2�C1
qjfjq for any q� 0 [137, 170]. The field g0 is

solenoidal (since from the first equation r2ðr � g0Þ ¼ 0; and the divergence is zero
on the boundary).

The single layer potential

hFðxÞ �
1

4p

Z

oX

FðyÞ
jx� yj dr ð10:6Þ

is a harmonic function in X and X0; which is continuous in R
3 provided

F is continuous; its gradient experiences a jump across the boundary of
X: rhF½ �oX¼ Fm [273]. Employing an atlas of charts of oX one can establish that

jhFjqþ1;oX�C2
q jFjq;oX ð10:7Þ

for any q� 0 (this follows from properties of Riesz transforms, see [285]); bounds
for a solution to Dirichlet problems [137, 170] applied to the problem defining the
harmonic function hm�g0 ; and the trace theorem then imply

jhm�g0 jqþ3�C3;1
q jhm�g0 jqþ5=2;oX�C3;2

q jm � g0jqþ3=2;oX�C3;3
q jg0jqþ2�C3

qjfjq: ð10:8Þ

Thus, for any f 2 HðXÞ the field g ¼ g0 � rhm�g0 2 HðXÞ is a solution to the
Poisson equation r2g ¼ f in X; which obeys inequality (10.5) and satisfies the
required boundary condition (it can be continued to X0 by a gradient of a harmonic
function decaying at infinity). Closure of the graph of the inverse Laplacian that
we have just constructed establishes inequality (10.5) for any g 2 H

qþ2ðXÞ and
any q� 0 (note that the kernel of the Laplacian r2 is trivial).

We will apply now the interpolation theorem [16, 170]:

Theorem 10.2 Let fX0;X1g; fY0;Y1g be interpolation pairs of separable Hilbert
spaces. Suppose Z : Xi ! Yi is a continuous linear operator for i ¼ 0 and 1.
Then Z : ½X0;X1�h ! ½Y0;Y1�h is a continuous linear operator for any h 2 ½0; 1�:

We set X1 ¼ H
0ðXÞ;X0 ¼ H

2mðXÞ;Y1 ¼ L2ðXÞ; Y0 ¼W
2m
2 ðXÞ; where m [ 0

is an arbitrary integer and Zf ¼ fjX: Clearly, the mapping Z : X1 ! Y1 is contin-
uous. Employing (10.5), we establish the continuity of the mapping Z : X0 ! Y0

by induction in m. By Theorem 10.2, inequality (10.3) holds true for all
q ¼ 2mð1� hÞ:

2	: It is easy to establish the equivalence of norms for integer indices q� 0:
First let us consider the simpler case of an odd q. It suffices to establish inequality
(10.4) for smooth vector fields f 2 HðXÞ: We find

kfk2
q ¼ ððð�r2Þq=2

f; ð�r2Þq=2�fÞÞ ¼ ððð�r2Þðq�1Þ=2
f; ð�r2Þðqþ1Þ=2�fÞÞ

(by self-adjointness of the Laplacian)

¼ ððð�r2Þðq�1Þ=2
f; ðr
Þ2ð�r2Þðq�1Þ=2�fÞÞ
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(since f is solenoidal)

¼
Z

X

jr 
 ð�r2Þðq�1Þ=2
fj2 dx

(by (10.2), since ð�r2Þðq�1Þ=2
f 2 eHðXÞ). This identity demonstrates inequality

(10.4) for odd q.

Let now q [ 0 be an even integer. To prove (10.4), we must show, that for any

f 2 HðXÞ the L2ðX0Þ norm of the continuation of ðr2Þq=2
f to X0 is bounded by jfjq:

By the trace theorem, for any q [ 1=2 and any field f 2W
q
2ðXÞ there exists a

trace fjoX 2W
q�1=2
2 ðoXÞ; and this mapping W

q
2ðXÞ !W

q�1=2
2 ðoXÞ is continuous.

Moreover, if the field f 2W
q
2ðXÞ is solenoidal, then the field m � fjoX is also

well-defined for any q� 0 and satisfies the bound

jm � fjq�1=2;oX�C4
q jfjq: ð10:9Þ

For 0� q� 1=2; the function m � f is defined for solenoidal f by the relationZ

oX

hm � f dr ¼
Z

X

ðf � rÞ~h dx

satisfied for all test functions h 2W
1=2�q
2 ðoXÞ; where ~h 2W

1�q
2 ðXÞ is an arbitrary

continuation of h into X (the continuation is guaranteed to exist by the trace theorem).
Consider the identityZ

X0

ð2jrFj2n� jFj2r2nÞ dx�
Z

oX

jFj2ðm � rÞn dr ¼ �2Re
Z

oX

nFðm � rÞF dr;

ð10:10Þ

where the potential F of the continuation of ðr2Þq=2f to X0 is a solution to the
Neumann problem

r2F ¼ 0 in X0; ðm � rÞFjoX ¼ m � ðr2Þq=2
fjoX; F ! 0 for jxj ! 1;

and n 2 C
1ðX0Þ is an arbitrary function satisfying in X0 the inequalities

jnj\M; jrnj\M=jxj; jr2nj\M=jxj (they guarantee existence of the first integral
in (10.10) and vanishing of the surface integral emerging at infinity, when the
integral of divergence is evaluated in the course of derivation of (10.10)). Suppose,
in addition, that the following inequalities hold true:

r2n\0 in X0; inf
X0

n[ 0; ðm � rÞnjoX� 0;

for instance, n ¼ ðM0 � expð�M00jxjÞÞðn0 þM000Þ; where n0 is a solution to the
Neumann problem
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r2n0 ¼ 0 in X0; ðm � rÞn0joX ¼ �1; n0 ! 0 for jxj ! 1;

and the positive constants M0;M00 and M000 are sufficiently large (we assume that
the origin is inside X).

Let X00 � X be a bounded open region and X000 ¼ X00nX: Applying the trace
theorem in X000 and inequality (10.9), we obtain a bound for the r.h.s. of (10.10):

Z

oX

nFðm � rÞF dr

������

������� max
x2oX

njFj1=2;oXjðm � rÞFj�1=2;oX

�C5;1jFj1;X000 jm � ðr2Þq=2fj�1=2;oX

�C5;2ðC5;3jFj21;X000 þ jðr2Þq=2fj20=C5;3Þ; ð10:11Þ

where j � j1;X000 denotes the norm in the Sobolev space W
1
2ðX000Þ and C5;3 is any

positive constant. Since X
000

is compact, by the imposed inequalities for n; this

function and �r2n have strictly positive minima in X
000
: Consequently, choosing a

sufficiently small C5;3; we infer from (10.10) and (10.11) thatZ

X0

ð2jrFj2n� jFj2r2nÞ dx�C5
q jfj

2
q þ

Z

X000

ðjrFj2n� 1
2
jFj2r2nÞ dx;

whereby jrFj0;X0 �C6
qjfjq (recall that n is bounded from below by a positive

constant in X0). This demonstrates inequality (10.4) for even q� 0: h

10.1.3 Bounds in the Norms of Sobolev Spaces

We consider henceforth in this chapter a fluid volume X obtained by rotation of a
bounded open region x � fðr; zÞjr� 0g � R

2; with a smooth boundary, about the
axis r ¼ 0 (here x ¼ ðr;u; zÞ are cylindrical coordinates in space). The comple-
mentary set X0 ¼ R

3nX is supposed to be connected.
We will use Lemma 10.4 to derive uniform bounds in the proof of asymptotic

convergence of power series representing solutions to the dynamo problem that we
consider. Demonstration of Lemma 10.4 relies on the following lemma:

Lemma 10.3 Suppose f ¼
P

j fjðr; zÞeiju 2W
q
2ðXÞ for q� 0: Then

X
j

jjj2q
Z

x

jfjj2r dr dz�Cqjfj2q: ð10:12Þ

(The constants Cq are independent of f:)

Proof We intend to use the interpolation theorem and set X0 ¼W
m
2 ðXÞ; where

m [ 0 is an integer, and X1 ¼ L2ðXÞ:
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Arbitrary vector fields f; g 2 C
1ðXÞ defined in X can be expanded in the

Fourier series in u:

f ¼
X

j

fjðr; zÞeiju; g ¼
X

j

gjðr; zÞeiju:

We define a scalar product

ðf; gÞm;h � 2p
X

j

ð1þ jjj2ð1�hÞmÞ
Z

x

f j � �gjr dr dz;

and denote by Yh the closure of C1ðXÞ in the norm induced by the scalar product
ð�; �Þm;h: Clearly, Yh ¼ ½Y0;Y1�h: We set Zf ¼ f for any f 2 L2ðXÞ: The linear
operator Z : X1 ! Y1 is continuous, being the identity. Since in the Cartesian

coordinate system o=ou ¼ �yo=oxþ xo=oy and ðf; fÞm;0 ¼ jfj
2
0 þ jomf=oumj20; the

restriction Z : X0 ! Y0 is also continuous. By the interpolation theorem,
inequality (10.12) with an appropriate constant Cq holds true for all
0� q ¼ mð1� hÞ�m: h

In this chapter, h�i denotes the mean over the fast azimuthal variable:

hgðx;UÞi � 1
2p

Z2p

0

gðx;UÞ dU;

the respective fluctuating part of the field is denoted by fgðx;UÞg � g� hgi:

Lemma 10.4 Suppose b� 0; and a matrix Wðx;UÞ 2 C
1ðX
 ½0; 2p�Þ of size

3
 3 is 2p-periodic in U;

W and all its partial derivatives vanish for r ¼ 0 ð10:13Þ

if the region X intersects with the axis r ¼ 0; and

hWi ¼ 0: ð10:14Þ

Then

Z

X

h �Wðx; nuÞf dx

������

�������Cb;Wn�bðjhj0jfjb þ jhjbjfj0Þ: ð10:15Þ

Here the constant Cb;W is independent of h and f:

Proof We apply the Fourier series

Wðx;UÞ ¼
X
p;q

Wpqðr; zÞeiðpuþqUÞ;
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hðxÞ ¼
X

j

hjðr; zÞeiju 2W
b
2ðXÞ; fðxÞ ¼

X
j

f jðr; zÞeiju 2W
b
2ðXÞ

to calculate the integral in the l.h.s. of (10.15):

Z

X

h �Wðx; nuÞf dx

������

������ ¼ 2p
X
p;q;j

Z

x

hj �Wpqf�j�p�nqr dr dz

������

������:

For every pair p, q, we split the sum in j in the r.h.s. into three ones: a term is
assigned to the first sum, if jjj � n=3; otherwise, if jjþ pþ nqj � n=3; to the second
sum; otherwise, to the third one. Applying the Cauchy–Schwarz–Buniakowski
inequality to each sum, we obtain an upper bound for the r.h.s. of the above identity:

2p
X
p;q

sup
x
jWpqj

Z

x

X
jjj�n=3

jhjj2
j

n=3

����
����
2b

r dr dz

0
@

1
A

1=2 Z

x

X
j

jf�j�p�nqj2r dr dz

0
@

1
A

1=2
2
64

þ
Z

x

X
j

jhjj2r dr dz

0
@

1
A

1=2 Z

x

X
jjþpþnqj�n=3

jf�j�p�nqj2
jþ pþ nq

n=3

����
����
2b

r dr dz

0
@

1
A

1=2

þ
Z

x

X
jjj\n=3;

jjþpþnqj\n=3

jhjj2r dr dz

0
BB@

1
CCA

1=2 Z

x

X
jjj\n=3;

jjþpþnqj\n=3

jf�j�p�nqj2r dr dz

0
BB@

1
CCA

1=23
775:

ð10:16Þ

Here we have denoted

jWj � sup
je1j¼je2j¼1

jðWe1; e2Þj:

Since W is a smooth (matrix-valued) periodic function of the azimuthal variables
u and U (in view of (10.13), no singularities arise near the axis r ¼ 0), it satisfies
the following inequality (see, e.g., [85]): for any E� 1 and b� 0;

2p
X

jpjþjqj �E

sup
x
jWpqj �CbE�b: ð10:17Þ

Since W is zero-mean (10.14), q 6¼ 0 in the sum (10.16), and hence the last term is
non-zero only for jpj � n=3: We find a bound for (10.16),

Z

X

h �Wðx; nuÞf dx

������

�������C0bð3=nÞbðjhj0jfjb þ jhjbjfj0 þ jhj0jfj0Þ;

applying inequality (10.17) and Lemma 10.3. This proves (10.15). h
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Corollary Suppose d� b� 0 and D is a differential operator of order m� 0 with
smooth coefficients in X: Under the conditions of Lemma 10.4,

jWðx; nuÞDhj�d�Cd;b;Wn�bjhjbþm:

10.2 The Kinematic Dynamo Problem

The problem of kinematic generation of a large-scale magnetic field that we
consider in this chapter is analogous to the one that we studied in Chaps. 3, 4, 5.
The difference is in that now the flow amplitude depends on the scale ratio, and the
flow depends on both fast and slow spatial variables; this gives rise to a different
asymptotics of magnetic modes and their growth rates.

We assume that the fluid occupies a bounded axisymmetric volume X;which has
a cross-section x � fðr; zÞjr� 0g at each half-plane u ¼ constant: The boundary
of X is smooth, and the complement X0 ¼ R

3nX is connected. Cylindrical
coordinates ðr;u; zÞ of a point x 2 X have now the sense of the slow spatial vari-
ables, and U ¼ nu is the fast spatial variable.1 To maintain geometric consistency,
n!1 is supposed to be integer. The case of three spherical fast variables will be
considered in the next section.

10.2.1 Statement of the Problem

Suppose a smooth vector field Wðx;UÞ is defined in X; which is 2p-periodic in the
azimuthal variables U and u; has a zero mean over the fast variable U;

hWi ¼ 0; ð10:18Þ

and satisfies the condition of smoothness near the axis r ¼ 0:

W and all its partial derivatives vanish for r ¼ 0: ð10:19Þ

1 Note that fast variables are denoted in this and the next chapter, unlike in the previous ones, by
capital letters. This reflects the level in the hierarchy of scales, at which we observe the MHD
system: while previously we focused on an elementary spatial periodicity cell, assuming large-
scale effects as perturbations of the small-scale dynamo located there, now we consider the MHD
processes in the entire fluid volume affected by small-scale perturbations. In other words, while
the mathematical approach remains, at large, unaltered, the physics of the MHD system suggests
that now large scales are the most important characteristic scales, and not the small ones; we
continue to denote coordinates and time at this physically fundamental scale level by small
letters.
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Our goal is to determine the spectrum of the operator of magnetic induction

Lnh � gr2hþr
 ðvn 
 hÞ ð10:20Þ

for the flow

vn ¼ UðxÞ þ n�1=2r
 Wðx;UÞjU¼nu

� �
ð10:21Þ

in the space of solenoidal vector fields

r � h ¼ 0: ð10:22Þ

The magnetic modes satisfy the boundary conditions (10.1), i.e. we assume that the
fluid volume X is surrounded by a dielectric. Unlike in the previous chapters,
incompressibility of the fluid (i.e., solenoidality of flow (10.21)) is not required
(except for Sect. 10.5.3, where we consider the helicity of the flow vector potential).

10.2.2 Formal Asymptotic Expansion of Large-Scale
Magnetic Modes

Elliptic operators Ln have discrete spectra; every eigenvalue Kn is associated with
a finite-dimensional subspace of eigenfunctions hn (ordinary or generalised),
belonging to H

qðXÞ for all q� 0: We will construct asymptotic expansions for
solutions to the eigenvalue problem

Lnhn ¼ Knhn ð10:23Þ

as power series in n�1=2:

Kn ¼
X
j� 0

n�j=2kj; ð10:24Þ

hn ¼
X
j� 0

n�j=2hjðx;UÞjU¼nu: ð10:25Þ

Terms in the expansion (10.25) of a magnetic mode are required to be 2p-periodic
in u and U; and to satisfy the boundary conditions (10.1).

10.2.3 The Hierarchy of Equations for Large-Scale
Magnetic Modes

By the chain rule,

r
 ðgðx;UÞjU¼nuÞ ¼ rx 
 gþ nNg; Ng � r�1 o

oU
ðgzir � grizÞ;
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partial differential operators with the subscript x denote the operators with
differentiation in the slow variables, ir; iu and iz are unit vectors of the cylindrical
coordinate system, and the superscripts r;u and z denote the respective compo-
nents of a three-dimensional vector field in cylindrical coordinates.

Substitution of expressions (10.20) and (10.21) for the magnetic induction
operator, and the series (10.24) and (10.25) into the eigenvalue equation (10.23)
yields

X
j��4

n�j=2
X4

m¼�1

ðAmhhjþmi þBmfhjþmgÞ �
Xj

m¼0

kj�mhm

 !
¼ 0; ð10:26Þ

where we have denoted

Q � rx 
W; W0 � �Wzir þWriz;

A�1h � rx 
 ðQ
 hÞ; B�1g � rx 
 ðQ
 gÞ;
A0h � gr2hþr
 ðU
 hÞ; B0g � gr2

xgþrx 
 ðU
 gÞ;
A1h � rx 
 ðNW
 hÞ þNðQ
 hÞ; B1g � rx 
 ðNW
 gÞ þNðQ
 gÞ;

A2h � 0; B2g � 2gr�2 o2g

oUou
þNðU
 gÞ;

A3h � �r�2hu o2W0

oU2 ; B3g � r�1 o

oU
ðNWguÞ;

A4h � 0; B4g � gr�2 o2g

oU2 :

(For j\0; hj ¼ 0 in (10.26) and the sum
Pj

m¼0 is not present.)
The solenoidality condition (10.22) for large-scale magnetic modes translates

into the following relations for the mean and fluctuating parts of terms in the
expansion (10.25):

rx � hhji ¼ 0; ð10:27Þ

r�1 o

oU
hu

jþ2

n o
þrx � hj

� �
¼ 0: ð10:28Þ

10.2.4 Solvability Condition for an Equation o2fhg=oU2 ¼ g

In this subsection we discuss, when there exists a solution, 2p-periodic in u and U;
to the equation

o2

oU2 hf g ¼ gðx;UÞ: ð10:29Þ
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One could rely on the general theory (the Fredholm alternative theorem), as we did
in previous chapters, but this approach is too sophisticated for (10.29).

Integrating (10.29) in U once, we find

o

oU
hf g ¼ o

oU
hf g
����
U¼0

þ
ZU

0

gðx;U1Þ dU1; ð10:30Þ

evidently, this function is 2p-periodic in U whenever

hgi ¼ 0: ð10:31Þ

If this solvability condition is satisfied, we find the unique solution, integrating
(10.30) in U the second time:

hf g ¼
ZU ZU2

gðx;U1Þ dU1

8<
:

9=
; dU2

8<
:

9=
;:

Clearly, it is 2p-periodic in u provided g is.

10.2.5 Derivation of the Limit Operator

We equate successively terms in the series in the l.h.s. of (10.26) to zero.
j = -4. The equation obtained from (10.26) at order n2 is r�2o2=oU2 h0f g ¼ 0:

Twice integrating it in U and employing the periodicity condition, we find
h0f g ¼ 0:

j = -3. At order n3=2; Eq. 10.26 yields

r�2 o2

oU2 ðg h1f g � hhu
0 iW0Þ ¼ 0:

Twice integrating it in U; we determine

h1f g ¼ hhu
0 iW0=g: ð10:32Þ

j = -2. At order n1 we obtain from (10.26) the equation

r�2 o2

oU2 ðg h2f g � hhu
1 iW0Þ ¼ 0:

Double integration in U yields

h2f g ¼ hhu
1 iW0=g: ð10:33Þ
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j = -1. The equation obtained from (10.26) at order n1=2 reduces by virtue of
relation (10.32) to

r�2 o2

oU2 g h3f g � hhu
2 iW0� �

þrx 
 ðNW
 hh0iÞ þNðQ
 hh0i

þ U
 hhu
0 iW0=gÞ � 2r�2 o

oU
o

ou
ðhhu

0 iWzÞir þ hhu
0 iWziu �

o

ou
ðhhu

0 iWrÞiz
	 


¼ 0:

ð10:34Þ

Evidently, the solvability condition (10.31) is satisfied (because the operator N
involves differentiation in U). Twice integrating this equation in U; we obtain an
expression for g h3f g � hhu

2 iW0 in the terms of h0: The azimuthal component of
(10.34) is equivalent to the condition for the divergence (10.28) for j ¼ 1:

j = 0. At order n0; Eq. 10.26 yields, upon substitution of expressions (10.32) and
(10.33),

r�2 o2

oU2 ðg h4f g � hhu
3 iW0Þ þ rx 
 ðNW
 ðh1 þ hhu

0 iW0=gÞÞ

þN Q
 ðh1 þ hhu
0 iW0=gÞ þ U
 hhu

1 iW0=g
� �

� 2r�2 o

oU
o

ou
ðhhu

1 iWzÞir þ hhu
1 iWziu �

o

ou
ðhhu

1 iWrÞiz

	 


þ r�1 o

oU
hu

3

� �
NW

� �
þ gr2hh0i þ r 
 ðU
 hh0iÞ ¼ k0hh0i: ð10:35Þ

Averaging this equation over U; we find

L1hh0i ¼ k0hh0i; ð10:36Þ

where

L1h � gr2hþr
 ðU
 hþ ahuiuÞ; aðxÞ � 2
gr

Wz oW

oU

r� �
: ð10:37Þ

Thus, k0 is an eigenvalue of the ‘‘limit’’ operator L1; and h0 ¼ hh0i the asso-
ciated eigenfunction, which is solenoidal (10.27) and satisfies the boundary con-
dition (10.1). We normalise the magnetic mode h0 in L2ðXÞ: Subtraction of the
eigenvalue equation (10.36) for the limit operator from (10.35) yields

r�2 o2

oU2 ðg h4f g � hhu
3 iW0Þ þ rx 
 NW
 h1 þ ðNW
W0=g� aiuÞhhu

0 i
� �

þN Q
 ðh1 þ hhu
0 iW0=gÞ þ U
 hhu

1 iW0=gþ r�1 o

oU
ðW hu

3

� �
Þ

	 


� 2r�2 o

oU
o

ou
ðhhu

1 iWzÞir þ hhu
1 iWziu �

o

ou
ðhhu

1 iWrÞiz

	 

¼ 0; ð10:38Þ
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for which the solvability condition (10.31) is now satisfied, and from which we
determine hh4i � hu

3

� �
W0 in the terms of hj; j ¼ 0; 1; 2: The azimuthal

component of Eq. 10.38 is equivalent to the relation for the divergence (10.28)
for j ¼ 2:

Solution of equations for j [ 0 is discussed below in Sect. 10.4.1.

10.3 Uniform Boundedness and Convergence of Resolvents

We assume here and in the next section that U 2 C
1ðXÞ;Wðx;UÞ 2 C

1ðX
 ½0; 2p�Þ
satisfies the condition (10.19) of smoothness at the axis of symmetry of the region X;
and

ðm � rÞkWjoX ¼ 0 for all k� 0: ð10:39Þ

Condition (10.19) implies that rdWðx; nuÞ 2 C
1ðXÞ for any d 2 R

1; we demand
this to overcome the difficulties related to the singularity of metric coefficients at
the axis r ¼ 0: Relations (10.39) guarantee that the boundary condition (10.1) is
trivially satisfied for fluctuating components of terms of the asymptotic expansion
(10.25) for magnetic modes (the fluctuating components are continued by a zero
field into the region occupied by the dielectric).

10.3.1 Uniform Boundedness of Resolvents

Lemma 10.5 There exists constants C0 and C [ 0; independent of h 2 H
1=2ðXÞ

and n, such that for any k[ C0

khk1=2�CjðLn � kÞhj�3=2; ð10:40Þ

khk1=2�CjðL1 � kÞhj�3=2: ð10:41Þ

Proof We scalar multiply (using the scalar product ðð�; �ÞÞ) the equation

f ¼ ðLn � kÞh � gr2h� khþr
 ðvn 
 hÞ

by ð�r2Þ�1=2h and employ the identity (10.2):

� gkhk2
1=2 � kkhk2

�1=2 þ
Z

X

ðU
 hÞ � ðr 
 ð�r2Þ�1=2hÞ dxþ n�1=2



Z

X

ððr 
WÞ 
 hÞ � ðr 
 ð�r2Þ�1=2hÞ dx ¼ ððf; ð�r2Þ�1=2hÞÞ: ð10:42Þ
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The first integral in (10.42) can be bounded applying inequality (10.3):

Z

X

ðU
 hÞ � ðr 
 ð�r2Þ�1=2hÞ dx

������

������� max
X
jUjjhj0jð�r2Þ�1=2hj1�Cukhk2

0;

ð10:43Þ
and the second one applying Lemma 10.4:

n�1=2
Z

X

ððr 
WÞ 
 hÞ � ðr 
 ð�r2Þ�1=2hÞ dx

������

������
�C1 jhj0jr 
 ð�r2Þ�1=2hj1=2 þ jhj1=2jr 
 ð�r2Þ�1=2hj0

� �
�C2khk1=2khk0:

ð10:44Þ
Here and in what follows Cn denote appropriate constants depending only on X
and the data (g;U and W) of the problem, but not on n or h:

In order to estimate ððf; ð�r2Þ�1=2hÞÞ; for g ¼ ð�r2Þ�1=2h 2 H
3=2ðXÞ with a

continuation ĝ ¼ rp in X0 we construct such a 2W
3=2ðXÞ and p0 in X that

gjX ¼ aþrp0; ajoX ¼ 0; ð10:45Þ

jaj3=2�C3kgk3=2: ð10:46Þ

By part 1	 of Lemma 10.2, g 2W
3=2ðXÞ; hence by the trace theoremrp 2W

1ðoXÞ
implying p 2W

2ðoXÞ; and, by the same theorem, there exists a continuation

p0 2W
5=2ðXÞ of p to X such that p0joX ¼ pjoX and ðm � rÞp0joX ¼ ðm � rÞpjoX:

Therefore, the vector field a � g�rp0 vanishes (has zero trace) at the boundary
oX; as required by (10.45). The continuation satisfies

jp0j5=2�C4jpj2;oX�C5jgj3=2�C6kgk3=2;

and thus the required inequality (10.46) for jaj3=2 holds true.

For any f 2 HðXÞ; f in the region X and its continuation f̂ into X0 are sole-
noidal. SinceZ

X

f �rp0 dxþ
Z

X0

f̂ �rpdx¼
Z

X

r�ðp0fÞdxþ
Z

X0

r � ðpf̂Þdx¼
Z

oX

pðf� f̂Þ � mdr¼ 0;

inequality (10.46) implies

jððf; gÞÞj ¼
Z

X

f � a dxþ
Z

X

f � rp dxþ
Z

X0

f̂ � rp dx

������

������ ¼
Z

X

f � a dx

������

������
� jfj�3=2jaj3=2�C6jfj�3=2kgk3=2 ¼ C6jfj�3=2khk1=2: ð10:47Þ
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We substitute inequalities (10.43), (10.44) and (10.47) into identity (10.42), and

apply Hölder’s inequality and the interpolation inequality khk2
0�khk1=2khk�1=2 to

obtain

gkhk2
1=2 þ kkhk2

�1=2�
g
2
khk2

1=2 þ C7khk2
�1=2 þ C8jfj2�3=2:

We have therefore demonstrated (10.40) for C0 ¼ C7;C ¼ 2C8=g:
Furthermore, we have

jððr 
 ðahuiuÞ; ð�r2Þ�1=2hÞÞj ¼
Z

X

ahuiu � ðr 
 ð�r2Þ�1=2hÞ dx

������

������
� sup

X
jajjhj0jr 
 ð�r2Þ�1=2hj0�C9khk2

0:

Consequently, the arguments that we have used to establish (10.40) demonstrate
(10.41) for suitably chosen constants C and C0: h

Consider now Ln � k and L1 � k : H0ðXÞ ! H
0ðXÞ as closed linear operators.

The operator ðgr2 � kÞ�1 : HqðXÞ ! H
qþ2ðXÞ is well-defined for any k� 0; and

hence Rn � ðgr2 � kÞ�1r
 ðvn 
 �Þ : H0ðXÞ ! H
0ðXÞ is a compact operator.

One can choose a constant kn� 0 such that the norm of Rn is less than 1 for any
k� kn: Therefore, for any k� kn the operator Ln � k has a bounded inverse

ðLn � kÞ�1 ¼
X
j� 0

ð�RnÞjðgr2 � kÞ�1:

By inequality (10.40), khk0�C0kðLn � kÞhk0 for k�C0: Analyticity of the

resolvent ðLn � kÞ�1 in k together with this bound implies that even if kn [ C0;

the resolvents ðLn � kÞ�1 are well-defined for all k�C0: All these arguments

remain applicable to ðL1 � kÞ�1:

10.3.2 Convergence of the Resolvents

Lemma 10.6 If k[ C0 (here C0 is the constant referred to in Lemma 10.5), then

kðLn � kÞ�1 � ðL1 � kÞ�1k0�Ckn�1=2: ð10:48Þ

Proof For an arbitrary f 2 HðXÞ; we denote

h1 �ðL1 � kÞ�1f;

hn �ðLn � kÞ�1f
ð10:49Þ
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and g � ðh1ÞuW0=g: A straightforward calculation yields

ðLn�kÞðh1þn�1=2g�hnÞ¼n1=2ðNðQ
h1Þþrx
ðNW
h1ÞÞ

þn�1=2 rx
ðQ
h1Þþg r2
xgþ2n

r2

o

oU
ogr

ou
irþgriuþ

ogz

ou
iz

	 
	 
	

þrx
ðU
gÞþnNðU
gÞþn�1=2rx
ðQ
gÞ

þn1=2NðQ
gÞþn1=2rx
ððNW
gÞ�ðh1ÞuaiuÞþn3=2NðNW
gÞ�kg



:

By the corollary to Lemma 10.4, the norm j � j�3=2 of every term in this sum is

bounded by quantities C1n�1=2jh1j2 (as before, Cj and Cj;k denote various
appropriate constants emerging in the course of calculations, that depend only on
X and the data in the problem: g;U and W). Consequently,

jðLn � kÞðh1 þ n�1=2g� hnÞj�3=2�C2n�1=2jh1j2: ð10:50Þ

A solution to the Dirichlet problem

r2p0 ¼ r � g in X; p0joX ¼ 0

satisfies the inequality

jp0jqþ2�C3
qjr � gjq ð10:51Þ

for any q� 0: We define

pjX � hðm�rÞp0 � p0; pjX0 � hðm�rÞp0

(here hF is the single layer potential calculated by formula (10.6)); pjoX can be
defined by continuity. Evidently, for a field g infinitely continuous in X; this
construction yields a solution p 2 C

1ðR3Þ (note that rp0joX is normal to the
boundary oX by virtue of the boundary condition for p0). Applying again a bound
for solutions to the Dirichlet problem for the Laplace equation that the harmonic
function hðm�rÞp0 satisfies in X; inequality (10.7) for the single layer potential, the
trace theorem and the bound (10.51), we establish (similarly to how we derived
inequality (10.8)), that

jhðm�rÞp0 j2�C4;1jhðm�rÞp0 j3=2;oX
�C4;2jðm � rÞp0j1=2;oX

�C4;3jrp0j1�C4;4jp0j2�C4;5jr � gj0:

Thus, we have constructed a function p 2 C
1ðR3Þ such that r2pþr � g ¼ 0 in

X;r2p ¼ 0 in X0; p! 0 for jxj ! 1 and jpj2�C5;1jr � gj0�C5;2jh1j1: By the
corollary to Lemma 10.4 and this bound,
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jðLn � kÞrpj�3=2�C6;1 jrpj1=2 þ jU
rpj�1=2

�

þ n�1=2 jðrx 
WÞ 
 rpj�1=2 þ njNW
rpj�1=2

�� �

�C6;2 jrpj1=2 þ n�1=2ðjrpj0 þ n � n�1=2jrpj1=2Þ
� �

�C6;3jrpj1�C6;4jh1j1:

Combining this inequality with the bound (10.50), we obtain

jðLn � kÞðh1 þ n�1=2ðgþrpÞ � hnÞj�3=2�C7n�1=2jh1j2: ð10:52Þ

By construction, h1 þ n�1=2ðgþrpÞ � hn 2 H
0ðXÞ:

Scalar multiplying (10.49) by r2h1; we find kh1k2�C7;1jfj0 þ C7;2jh1j0;
and hence, by inequalities (10.3) from Lemma 10.2 and (10.41), jh1j2�C7;3jfj0:
By virtue of the latter bound, inequalities (10.52) and (10.40) imply

kh1 þ n�1=2ðgþrpÞ � hnk1=2�C8n�1=2jfj0:

Furthermore,

kgþrpk0�C9;1ðjrpj0 þ jgj0Þ�C9;2jh1j1�C9;3jfj0:
The last two inequalities establish the bound (10.48) for convergence of
resolvents. h

The two following theorems were proved in [306] by application of the Kato [152]
theory of generalised convergence of linear operators in Banach spaces. For a
linear operator L; we denote by rðLÞ and qðLÞ the spectrum and the resolvent
set of L; respectively.

Theorem 10.3 Let X be a complex Banach space and L : X! X a closed linear
operator. Suppose r1 is a bounded part of the spectrum rðLÞ; separated from
r2 ¼ rðLÞnr1 by a piecewise smooth curve s � qðLÞ: Then the space X can be
decomposed into a direct sum of two L-invariant subspaces Xi such that the
spectrum of Lj

XiðLÞ is ri (= 1, 2); Lj
X1ðLÞ is a bounded linear operator.

Theorem 10.4 Let Ln;L1 : X! X be closed linear operators. Suppose, for
some N, there exists k 2 qðLnÞ \ qðL1Þ for all n�N; and

kðLn � kÞ�1 � ðL1 � kÞ�1k
X
¼ en ! 0:

Let K 2 rðL1Þ be an m-fold eigenvalue of the operator L1; separated from
r2 ¼ rðL1ÞnfKg by a piecewise smooth curve s � qðL1Þ: Then for all suffi-
ciently large n the following holds true:

(i) s � qðLnÞ; and the part of rðLnÞ inside the curve s consists of precisely m
eigenvalues (counted with their multiplicities) kn

i : They converge to K:

jkn
i � Kj �Cie

1=m
n :
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(ii) Let P1 and Pn be the projections onto the m-dimensional eigenspaces
X1ðL1Þ and X1ðLnÞ; respectively, constructed in Theorem 10.3 for the
s-separation of the spectra. Then

kPn �P1kX �Cen:

(iii) The restriction ðLn � kÞ�1 to the invariant complement to the image of Pn is
bounded uniformly in all sufficiently large n and k inside the curve s:

By these theorems, the bound (10.48) of Lemma 10.3.2 on convergence of
resolvents implies a key result of this chapter:

Theorem 10.5 Let K1 be an m-fold eigenvalue of the limit operator L1: Pre-
cisely m eigenvalues Kn

ik (counted with their multiplicities) of the magnetic
induction operators Ln converge to K1 with the bound

jKn
ik � K1i j �Cin

�1=2m:

The respective m-dimensional subspaces converge with the projections satisfying
the inequality

kPn �P1k0�Cin
�1=2: ð10:53Þ

10.4 Complete Asymptotic Expansion of Magnetic Modes
with Internal Scaling

In this section we discuss, how to solve equations emerging from the expanded
eigenvalue equation (10.26) at orders j [ 0; and prove that the resultant power
series expansions (10.24) and (10.25) are genuine asymptotic series for the mag-
netic modes and the associated eigenvalues of the magnetic induction operator. For
the sake of simplicity, we assume here that the eigenvalue K1 of the limit operator
L1 is of multiplicity m ¼ 1; this case is generic.

10.4.1 Solution of the Hierarchy of Equations in all Orders

Lemma 10.7 All terms in the series (10.24) and (10.25) can be found successively
equating to zero terms in the series in the l.h.s. of Eq. 10.26. For any j, relations
(10.28) for divergencies are satisfied.

Proof We will solve successively equations

X4

m¼�1

ðAmhhjþmi þBm hjþm

� �
Þ �

Xj

m¼0

kj�mhm ¼ 0 ð10:54Þ
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obtained from Eq. 10.26 at order n�j=2: Fluctuating parts of terms in the series
(10.25) are sought in the form

hjþ4
� �

¼ g�1 hhu
jþ3iW0 � r2J2ðA1hhjþ1i þB2ðhhu

jþ1iW0ÞÞ
� �

þ h0j; ð10:55Þ

where J is the operator of zero-mean integration in U:

hJgi ¼ 0;
o

oU
Jg ¼ gðx;UÞ;

and h0j are fluctuating vector fields to be found. We will show by induction in k,

that one can determine the fields h0j and hj 2 C
1ðX
 ½0; 2p�Þ; and coefficients

kj; 1� j� k; such that the following equalities are satisfied:

• relations (10.55) for the fluctuating parts hjþ4
� �

for all j� k � 4;

• Eqs. 10.54 for all j� k; upon substitution of hj and kj for j� k and expressions
(10.55) for hjþ4

� �
for k � 3� j� k;

• relations (10.28) for divergencies for all j� k þ 2;
• all means hhji satisfy the boundary conditions (10.1), the solenoidality condi-

tions (10.22), and the normalisation condition

P1hhji ¼ 0 ð10:56Þ

for j [ 0; where P1 denotes the projection in H
0ðXÞ onto the invariant subspace

spanned by the eigenfunction h0 ¼ h1 associated with the eigenvalue K1: The
fluctuating parts of the terms in the series comprising an eigenmode, hj

� �
;

vanish on the boundary oX; and hence each term hj in the expansion of the
magnetic mode satisfies the boundary conditions (10.1).

For k ¼ 0 these statements are true by constructions of Sect. 10.2.5, and we
must make the induction step. We start by examining the solvability condition for
equation (10.54) for j ¼ k þ 1: Averaging of (10.54) over U upon substitution of
expression (10.55) for j ¼ k � 2 yields

ðL1 � K1Þhhkþ1i þ h00kþ1 �
Xk

m¼0

kkþ1�mhhmi ¼ 0; ð10:57Þ

where

h00kþ1 ¼ rx 
 NW
 h0k�2 � g�1r2J2ðA1hhk�1i
�

þB2ðhhu
k�1iW0ÞÞ þQ
 hkf gÞi:

Applying the projection P1 to Eq. 10.57 (note P1L1¼L1P1¼ K1P1) and
taking into account the normalisation condition (10.56) we find

kkþ1hh0i ¼ P1h00kþ1: ð10:58Þ
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This equation uniquely determines kkþ1: Subtracting (10.58) from (10.57), we find

hhkþ1i ¼ ðL1 � K1Þ�1jImðI�P1Þ
Xk

m¼1

kkþ1�mhhmi � ðI�P1Þh00kþ1

 !

(here I is the identity operator). A linear bounded operator ðL1� K1Þ�1jImðI�P1Þ
exists and is bounded by Theorem 10.3; smoothness of hkþ1 is a consequence of
smoothness of the r.h.s. of Eq. 10.57 and ellipticity of the problem. Now, hmf g are
completely determined for all m� k þ 2 by expressions (10.55) for j ¼ m� 4:

We consider now the fluctuating part of Eq. 10.54:

Zk �
1
r2

o2

oU2 ðg hkþ5f g � hhu
kþ4iW0Þ þA1hhkþ2i þA�1hhki

þ
X3

m¼�1

Bm hkþ1þmf gf g �
Xkþ1

m¼1

kkþ1�m hmf g ¼ 0: ð10:59Þ

Zero-mean integrating this equation twice in U and substituting expressions
(10.55) for k � 3� j� k þ 1; we determine h0kþ1 (after the substitution, all terms
involving the unknown means hhji for j� k þ 2 cancel out in Eq. 10.59). Carrying
out straightforward algebraic transformations and applying the induction
assumptions that expressions (10.28) for divergencies are valid for all j� k þ 2;
we obtain

0 ¼ 1
r

o

oU
Zu

k þrx � Zk�2 ¼
g
r2

o2

oU2

1
r

o

oU
hu

kþ5

� �
þrx � hkþ3f g

	 

;

which implies relation (10.28) for j ¼ k þ 3: The induction step for j ¼ k þ 1 is
completed. h

10.4.2 Convergence of Asymptotic Series

We denote

fn
k ¼

Xk

j¼0

n�j=2hjðx;UÞjU¼nu:

Let pn
k 2 C

1ðR3Þ be a solution to the problem

r2pn
k ¼ r � fn

k in X; r2pn
k ¼ 0 in X0; pn

k ! 0 for jxj ! 1 ð10:60Þ

(to produce it, we use a single layer potential: pn
k jX � p0 � hðm�rÞp0 ; where p0 is

a solution to the Dirichlet problem r2p0 ¼ r � fn
k ; p
0joX ¼ 0). By construction,

fn
k �rpn

k 2 H
0ðXÞ; and hence hn

k � Pnðfn
k �rpn

kÞ are well-defined (here Pn are
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the invariant projections of H
0ðXÞ onto one-dimensional subspaces spanned by

eigenfunctions of the operators Ln associated with the eigenvalues Kn ! K1).
We denote

gn
k � ðI�PnÞðfn

k �rpn
kÞ ¼ fn

k �rpn
k � hn

k :

Lemma 10.8 For any k� 0; ðk þ 1Þ=2� s� 0 the following statements are true:

jhn
k j0 ¼ 1þ Oðn�1=2Þ; ð10:61Þ

Kn �
Xk

j¼0

n�j=2kj

�����
����� ¼ Oðn�ðkþ1Þ=2Þ; ð10:62Þ

jrpn
kjs ¼ Oðns�ðkþ1Þ=2Þ; ð10:63Þ

jgn
k js ¼ Oðns�ðkþ1Þ=2Þ: ð10:64Þ

The bounds (10.61)–(10.64) characterise asymptotic convergence of the partial
sums fn

k to the magnetic eigenmode hn
k in the Sobolev spaces W

sðXÞ: By the
Sobolev embedding theorem this implies asymptotic convergence of the series
(10.25) in the norms of CmðXÞ for derivatives of an arbitrary order m.

Proof For any integer s� 0 we have

jhhjijs ¼ Oð1Þ; jhjðx; nuÞjs ¼ OðnsÞ; ð10:65Þ
and hence

jfn
k � hh0ij0 ¼

Xk

j¼1

n�j=2hj

�����
�����
0

¼ Oðn�1=2Þ: ð10:66Þ

Since all hhji are solenoidal (10.27), and hj

� �
satisfy relations (10.28) for

divergencies for j� � 2; we find

r � fn
k ¼ n�ðk�1Þ=2rx � hk�1 þ n�k=2rx � hk:

Solutions to the elliptic problem (10.60) satisfy the inequality
jpn

k jqþ2�Cqjr � fn
kjq; in combination with the above identity, it implies the esti-

mate (10.63) for any integer s� 1:
As fn

k �rpn
k are solenoidal for all k, the inequality

jrpn
k j

2
0;R3 þ jðfn

k �rpn
kÞ � ðfn

kþm �rpn
kþmÞj

2
0;R3

¼ jfn
k � ðfn

kþm �rpn
kþmÞj

2
0;R3 � 2jfn

k � fn
kþmj

2
0;R3 þ 2jrpn

kþmj
2
0;R3 ð10:67Þ

holds for any m [ 0: The estimate (10.63) for s ¼ 1; and equivalence of norms
j � j0 and k � k0 imply jrpn

k j0;R3 ¼ Oðn�ðk�1Þ=2Þ for all k� 1: Due to this bound and
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the estimate (10.65) for s ¼ 0; the r.h.s. of the inequality (10.67) for m ¼ 2 is
Oðn�k�1Þ; this proving the estimate (10.63) for s ¼ 0: Together with the bound
(10.53) for convergence of invariant projections and bound (10.66), the estimate
(10.63) for s ¼ 0 implies estimate (10.61). By interpolation properties of the norms
j � js; the estimate (10.63) can be extended to all s� 0:

The identity

Ln �
Xk

j¼0

n�j=2kj

 !
fn

kþ4 ¼
Xkþ5

j¼kþ1

n�j=2
Xkþ4�j

m¼�1

ðAmhhjþmi þBm hjþm

� �
Þ

�
X2kþ4

j¼kþ1

n�j=2
Xkþ4

m¼j�k

kj�mhm; ð10:68Þ

which can be derived by a straightforward algebra, implies

Ln �
Xk

j¼0

n�j=2kj

 !
fn

kþ4

�����
�����
0

¼ Oðn�ðkþ1Þ=2Þ:

By estimate (10.63), we have

Ln �
Xk

j¼0

n�j=2kj

 !
rpn

kþ4

�����
�����
0

¼ Oðn�ðkþ1Þ=2Þ:

Denoting

nn
k ¼ Ln �

Xk

j¼0

n�j=2kj

 !
ðfn

kþ4 �rpn
kþ4Þ;

we find from the last two estimates, in view of equivalence of the norms j � j0 and
k � k0; that knn

kk0 ¼ Oðn�ðkþ1Þ=2Þ: Applying now the projection Pn to nn
k (note the

identities PnLn ¼LnPn ¼ KnPn), we obtain

Kn �
Xk

j¼0

n�j=2kj

 !
hn

kþ4

�����
�����

0

¼ Oðn�ðkþ1Þ=2Þ;

which, in view of (10.61), establishes estimate (10.62). Applying to nn
k the pro-

jection I�Pn; we find

ðLn � KnÞgn
kþ4

�� ��
0
� Kn �

Xk

j¼0

n�j=2kj

 !
gn

kþ4

�����
�����

0

þ ðI�PnÞnn
k

�� ��
0

¼ Oðn�ðkþ1Þ=2Þ:

Employing the uniform boundedness of the restriction ðLn � KnÞ�1jImðI�PnÞ for

all sufficiently large n (see Theorem 10.4, part iii), we deduce from this estimate
that jgn

kþ4j0 ¼ Oðn�ðkþ1Þ=2Þ: Applying the latter bound in the inequality
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jgn
k j0 ¼ jðI�PnÞðfn

k �rpn
kÞj0;R3

� jðI�PnÞðfn
kþ4 �rpn

kþ4Þj0;R3 þ jðfn
k �rpn

kÞ � ðfn
kþ4 �rpn

kþ4Þj0;R3

� jgn
kþ4j0 þ jfn

k � fn
kþ4j0;R3 ;

we prove the bound (10.64) for s ¼ 0:
By virtue of identity (10.68),

gr2gn
kþ4 ¼Lngn

kþ4 �r
 ðUðxÞ þ n�1=2r
WÞ 
 gn
kþ4

� �

¼
Xkþ5

j¼kþ1

n�j=2
Xkþ4�j

m¼�1

ðAmhhjþmi þBm hjþm

� �
Þ �

X2kþ4

j¼kþ1

n�j=2
Xkþ4

m¼j�k

kj�mhm

þ Kngn
kþ4 � Kn �

Xk

j¼0

n�j=2kj

 !
fn

kþ4 � ðLn �KnÞrpn
kþ4

�r
 ðUþ n�1=2r
WÞ 
 gn
kþ4

� �
: ð10:69Þ

For integer s� 0; estimates (10.63) and (10.65) give rise to the following ones:

jðLn � KnÞrpn
kþ4js� jrpn

kþ4jsþ2 þ Cusjrpn
kþ4jsþ1

þ n�1=2Cs

Xsþ1

j¼0

sup
X
jDjþ1Wjjrpn

kþ4jsþ1�j ¼ Oðns�ðkþ1Þ=2Þ

(here Djþ1 denotes partial derivatives of order jþ 1; note that differentiation in the
term n�1=2r
 ððr 
WÞ 
 �Þ can be performed by Leibniz’ theorem);

Kn �
Xk

j¼0

n�j=2kj

 !
fn

kþ4

�����
�����
s

¼ Oðns�ðkþ1Þ=2Þ;

Xkþ5

j¼kþ1

n�j=2
Xkþ4�j

m¼�1

ðAmhhjþmi þBm hjþm

� �
Þ �

X2kþ4

j¼kþ1

n�j=2
Xkþ4

m¼j�k

kj�mhm

�����
�����
s

¼ Oðns�ðkþ1Þ=2Þ;
jKngn

kþ4 �r
 ððUþ n�1=2r
WÞ 
 gn
kþ4Þjs

� jKnjjgn
kþ4js þ C jgn

kþ4jsþ1 þ
Xsþ1

j¼0

njþ1=2jgn
kþ4jsþ1�j

 !
:

Substituting them into identity (10.69) we conclude that

jr2gn
kþ4js�C1jr2gn

kþ4js�C2 jgn
kþ4jsþ1 þ

Xsþ1

j¼0

njþ1=2jgn
kþ4jsþ1�j

 !
þ Oðns�ðkþ1Þ=2Þ

ð10:70Þ

for any integer s� 0:
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Equivalence of norms j � jq and k � kq for integer q� 0 (Lemma 10.2) and
inequality (10.5) imply

jgn
kþ4j

2
1�C1

3kgn
kþ4k

2
1 ¼ C1

3ðð�r2gn
kþ4; g

n
kþ4ÞÞ

�C1
3kgn

kþ4k2kgn
kþ4k0�C2

3jgn
kþ4j2jgn

kþ4j0�C3
3 jr2gn

kþ4j0jgn
kþ4j0:

Combining this inequality with the inequality (10.70) for s ¼ 0; we infer that the
estimate (10.64) for s ¼ 1 is satisfied for all k� 4: Now, using again inequalities
(10.5) for q [ 0 and (10.70) for s� 0; we derive, incrementally in s, the rough
bound jgn

kþ4js ¼ Oðns�ðkþ1Þ=2Þ: We will infer from it the estimate (10.64) for all
s [ 0 and k� 0; if we prove that for all k� 0

jgn
kþ1 � gn

k js ¼ Oðns�ðkþ1Þ=2Þ: ð10:71Þ

To show this, we note that estimates (10.65) and (10.63) imply

jðfn
kþ1 �rpn

kþ1Þ � ðfn
k �rpn

kÞjs ¼ Oðns�ðkþ1Þ=2Þ: ð10:72Þ

Using the identity gr2hn ¼ Knhn �r
 ðvn 
 hnÞ; we obtain (for instance, by
induction in s) a bound jhnjs ¼ Oðnmaxðs�1=2;0ÞÞ: Since hn

k ¼ cn
khn;

jðcn
kþ1 � cn

kÞhnj0� jðfn
kþ1 �rpn

kþ1Þ � ðfn
k �rpn

kÞj0 ¼ Oðn�ðkþ1Þ=2Þ;

recalling that jhnj0 ¼ 1þ Oðn�1=2Þ (see (10.61)), we deduce

jhn
kþ1 � hn

k js ¼ jcn
kþ1 � cn

k jjhnjs ¼ Oðnmaxðs�1=2;0Þ�ðkþ1Þ=2Þ: ð10:73Þ

Combined, bounds (10.72) and (10.73) demonstrate the estimate (10.71) for all
non-negative k and s. This concludes the proof of the lemma. h

10.5 Physical Properties of the Axisymmetric Dynamo

Elliptic operators Ln and L1 have discrete spectra; each eigenvalue is asso-
ciated with a finite-dimensional subspace of smooth eigenfunctions (ordinary or
generalised ones) belonging to H

qðXÞ for all q� 0: We have constructed
asymptotic expansions of magnetic modes hn

i and the associated eigenvalues Kn
i

of the magnetic induction operator Ln for integer positive n!1; (10.25) and
(10.24), respectively. The leading-order terms of these power series, hh0i and k0;
are eigenfunctions and the associated eigenvalues of the limit operator L1;
(10.37):

L1h � gr2hþr
 ðU
 hÞ þ r 
 ðahuiuÞ; aðxÞ � 2
gr

WzoW

oU

r� �
:
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The new term r
 ðahuiuÞ describes the magnetic a-effect of the theory of
hydromagnetic mean-field dynamo [156]. In this section we will consider the main
physical properties of the dynamo2 under consideration.

10.5.1 The Dynamo Mechanism and the Magnetic
Reynolds Numbers

The flow velocity (10.21) is predominantly (up to lower-order terms) meridional:

vn ¼ n1=2 1
r

o

oU
ðWzir �WrizÞjU¼nu þ Oð1Þ:

Therefore, on finite intervals of the fast time T ¼ n�1=2t each trajectory remains
asymptotically close to the half-plane u ¼ constant: In a well-known kinematic
dynamo mechanism, toroidal magnetic field is created from poloidal one by
differential rotation [186]. Similarly, in the present dynamo the azimuthal
component of the mean magnetic field becomes a source of the meridional
fluctuating magnetic field created by advection of the mean field by the fluid
motion, which can be described as differential rotation of fluid particles in the
meridional half-planes. The variation of this rotation when observed on nearby
meridional planes is fast, because the predominant meridional flow depends on
the fast azimuthal variable U: The leading-order part of the fluctuating com-
ponent hnf g of the mode hn emerges as a result of a competition between the
diffusive decay and advection by the predominant fluctuating meridional flow.
Since diffusion is efficient on small spatial scales, the fluctuating part of mag-
netic field efficiently decays. Consequently, its amplitude sets at a low,
Oðn�1=2hhniÞ; level selected as a compromise between the vigour of diffusion
and advection. The fluctuating component of the magnetic field is predominantly
meridional, as it is in the flow:

hnf g ¼ n�1=2 hhniu

g
�Wzir þWrizð ÞjU¼nu þ Oðn�1Þ;

since no advective mechanism is made available by the flow configuration, which
could sustain the fluctuating azimuthal component of the magnetic field at this
level.

2 We do not claim that the mean-field equations that we have derived always imply magnetic
field generation, so it is not always appropriate to talk about a dynamo. However, since the
a-effect is beneficial for magnetic field generation and many instances of dynamos governed by
the equations that we have derived are known, in this section we permit this frivolity of speech
to slip out.
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The distribution of the current density, Jn ¼ r
 hn=l; for the mode hn;

Jn ¼ n1=2ðglÞ�1hhniu 1
r

o

oU
Wrir þWzizð ÞjU¼nu þ Oð1Þ

(where l is magnetic permeability of the fluid), is predominantly meridional as
well, and orthogonal everywhere in the conducting fluid volume to the leading-
order component of the flow velocity.

The following analogy with the classical mean-field dynamo theory [156] can
be drawn: Averaging over the fast variable U the eigenvalue equation (10.23) for
the magnetic induction operator (10.20), we obtain the magnetic mean-field
equation

gr2hhni þ r 
 ðU
 hhniÞ þ r 
 En ¼ Knhhni;

where a new generating term r
 En emerges. As in the mean-field theory,
the mean electromotive force is the averaged vector product of the fluctuating
components of the flow and magnetic field,

En ¼ n�1=2hðr 
WÞ 
 hnf gi ¼ ahhniuiu þ Oðn�1=2Þ;

and it is a linear functional of the mean magnetic field hhni:
The magnetic Reynolds number can be estimated in the present problem by the

usual formula Rm ¼ jvnjjLj=jgj; where L is the characteristic spatial scale L. For
the whole fluid volume L ¼ Oð1Þ and hence Rm ¼ Oðn1=2Þ: Interestingly, this
estimate does not match the ratio of the characteristic values of the advective and
diffusive terms, jr 
 ðvn 
 hnÞj=jgr2hnj ¼ Oð1Þ; which it is supposed to repre-
sent. Since the flow velocity depends on the fast variable U; the flow has an almost
periodic structure with the angular size of the periodicity cell (along iu) equal to
2p=n (the periodicity of the structure is exact, if the vector fields U and W are
independent of the slow azimuthal variable u). Therefore, we can also define the
local (per a periodicity cell) magnetic Reynolds number Rl

m ¼ Oðn�1=2Þ: This
implies that the dynamo under consideration is slow.

10.5.2 Comparison with Braginsky’s Dynamo

In this section we consider more closely the particular case, in which the data in the
problem is axially symmetric (i.e., independent of the slow azimuthal variable u).
Let U ¼ Upðr; zÞ þ Uðr; zÞiu and h1 ¼ r
 ðvðr; zÞiuÞ þ Hðr; zÞiu be decompo-
sitions of the mean flow and an axisymmetric eigenfunction of the limit operator
L1; respectively, into poloidal and toroidal components. In this setup, the mean
part of the flow, U; is responsible for the motion of fluid particles along the
trajectories, which lie on toroidal surfaces filling in the region X: We recast
the eigenvalue problem for an axisymmetric eigenfunction in the terms of the
azimuthal and meridional components:
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gðr2 � r�2Þv� r�1ðUp � rÞðrvÞ þ aH ¼ k0v; ð10:74Þ

gðr2 � r�2ÞH � rðUp � rÞðH=rÞ þ ðrðU=rÞ 
 rðrvÞÞu ¼ k0H; ð10:75Þ

outside X;H ¼ 0; ðr2 � r�2Þv ¼ 0; ½H�oX ¼ ½v�oX ¼ 0: Equations 10.74 and 10.75
indicate that the ax-effect (combination of the a-effect and differential rotation) is
present in the dynamo under consideration.

Formally, these equations are identical to the equations governing Braginsky’s
[33] dynamo. Thus, the dynamo presented in this chapter can be regarded as a
generalisation of Braginsky’s model in the following sense. In both cases, the flow
velocity is a sum of a mean vector field and a fluctuating component, playing the
rôle of a perturbation of the flow. This enables one to apply the theory of per-
turbations to the problem, and gives rise to a new term in the mean-field equations,
which describes the a-effect. In Braginsky’s model, the mean components (up to
asymptotically small terms) of the flow velocity and magnetic field are supposed to
be predominantly toroidal and axially symmetric; this results in the fluid motion
along the circles r ¼ constant; z ¼ constant: Our constructions do not impose such
restrictions on the shape of the mean flow velocity or the morphology of the mean
magnetic mode in the leading order, nor we require them to have a symmetry of
any kind. There are two main further differences between the problem considered
in Braginsky’s theory [33] and the one discussed in this chapter:

(i) In Braginsky’s dynamo, the fluctuating components of the flow velocity and
magnetic field are infinitesimally small in amplitude relative their mean
parts. In the dynamo under consideration, this is true for the fluctuating
component of the magnetic field; by contrast, the fluctuating component of
the flow is asymptotically large in comparison to the mean flow.

(ii) Opposite to the model considered here, in Braginsky’s theory equations
(10.74) and (10.75) establish relations between the so-called ‘‘effective’’
quantities comprised of different-order terms of expansions.

10.5.3 Helicity of the Flow Potential and the Coefficient
of Magnetic a-Effect

Since the famous papers [212, 213] were published, the presence of magnetic a-
effect is often attributed to non-vanishing of helicity of the fluid flow (although it is
known for a long time that not only helicity contributes to magnetic field gener-
ation [157–159]: ‘‘helicity is unnecessary for a-effect dynamos, but it helps’’ [119];
see a discussion in Sect. 3.3.2). Recall that the integral of helicity of the flowV is

HðVÞ �
Z

X

ðr 
 VÞ � V dx:
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A simple Lemma 10.9 which we prove below shows that in the dynamo studied
here the a-effect is naturally linked to the integral of helicity of the vector potential
of the flow, A (i.e., V ¼ r
 A):

IðVÞ �
Z

X

A � V dx:

Although the potential A is determined up to an arbitrary gradient, it is easy to
show that for flows V satisfying the condition of non-leakage through the
boundary, V � mjoX ¼ 0; the integral of helicity of the vector potential is invariant
with respect to the choice of the gradient component of the vector potential.

Lemma 10.9 Suppose (10.21) is an incompressible fluid flow, i.e.r � vn ¼ r � U ¼ 0;
and the fluid does not penetrate through the boundary oX:

vn � m oX ¼ U � mj joX¼ 0; W oX ¼ ðm � rxÞWj joX:

The mean and fluctuating parts of the flow vn make asymptotically independent
contributions to the integral of helicity of the vector potential of vn; equal to the
integral of helicity of the vector potential of the mean component U; and
�g
R

X a dx; respectively.

Proof We expand W in the Fourier series in the fast and slow azimuthal variables:

Wðx;UÞ ¼
X
p;q

Wpqðr; zÞeiðpuþqUÞ:

Since W is a smooth (10.19) vector field, the inequalityX
q

X
jpj �E

jqj sup
X
jWpqj �CbE�b ð10:76Þ

holds true for any E� 1 and b� 0:
Suppose U ¼ r
 w: Then

IðvnÞ ¼
Z

X

ðwþ n�1=2Wðx; nuÞÞ � ðUþ n�1=2r
Wðx; nuÞÞ dx

¼ IðUÞ þ
Z

X

Wðx; nuÞ �NW dxþ n1=2
Z

X

w �NW dxþ Oðn�1=2Þ:

Applying the bound (10.76) for b ¼ 1=2; we findZ

X

Wðx; nuÞ �NW dx ¼ 2pi
X

p;q;p0;q0:
pþp0þnðqþq0Þ¼0

ðq0 � qÞ
Z

x

Wr
p;qWz

p0;q0 dr dz

¼ �4pi
X
p;q

q

Z

x

Wr
p;qWz

�p;�q dr dzþ Oðn�1=2Þ ¼ �g
Z

X

a dxþ Oðn�1=2Þ:
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Similarly, using (10.76) for b ¼ 1 and noting hNWi ¼ 0 one can easily establish that
Z

X

w �NW dx ¼ Oðn�1Þ:

Therefore,

IðvnÞ ¼ IðUÞ � g
Z

X

a dxþ Oðn�1=2Þ;

as required. h

10.6 Conclusions

1. We have considered the kinematic dynamo problem of magnetic field gen-
eration by a flow (10.21) of electrically conducting fluid with an internal
scale, due to dependence on the fast azimuthal variable, in an axisymmetric
volume. We have constructed a complete asymptotic expansion of magnetic
modes and the associated eigenvalues of the magnetic induction operator in
power series in the square root of the spatial scale ratio characterising the
fluctuating part of the flow velocity. We have demonstrated asymptotic
convergence of the formal asymptotic series and have established bounds for
convergence. The leading term of the expansion of a magnetic mode is
independent of the fast variable. Interaction of the fluctuating parts of the
flow and magnetic field results in emergence of the ax-effect. When the mean
velocity profile is axisymmetric, the leading term in the expansion of a
predominantly axisymmetric magnetic mode is described by Braginsky’s
system of equations.

2. We have shown that the a-effect in the present dynamo is not related to the flow
helicity, but rather can be linked with the helicity of the flow vector potential
(see Lemma 10.9).

3. Our study is confined to the case of the boundary conditions for magnetic field,
corresponding to the presence of a dielectric medium outside the volume
occupied by the conducting fluid. A similar expansion for the flow velocity
(10.21) satisfying the bounds for convergence (10.61)–(10.64) can be con-
structed for boundary conditions different from (10.1)—for instance, for a fluid
volume X of the shape of a spherical shell, separating a non-conducting outer
space from the internal infinitely-conducting core (such a geometry is natural
for the study of the geodynamo). We also note that rescaling of the data
g! n�1=2g; vn ! n�1=2vn; accompanied by a similar rescaling of the eigen-
values of the magnetic induction operator, does not change the mathematics of
this linear problem, but the rescaled problem, with the flow uniformly bounded
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in n and magnetic diffusivity asymptotically small, seems more realistic for
applications in the theory of planetary dynamos.

4. It is straightforward to construct similar expansions and demonstrate that
Theorem 10.5 and Lemmas 10.5–10.9 remain true for flows from a wider class:

vn ¼ UðxÞ þ r 
 Wðx;U; n�1=2ÞjU¼nu

� �
;

if W is zero-mean (10.18) and smooth, vanishes together with derivatives at the
axis of symmetry (10.19) of the fluid volume X and at the boundary oX (10.39),
and is analytical in the last argument:

Wðx;U; n�1=2Þ ¼
X
m� 0

Wmðx;UÞn�m=2:

Then, the structure of the limit operator L1 remains unaltered, and the a-effect
coefficient is rendered by a similar expression:

aðxÞ ¼ g�1hNW0 
 ð�Wz
0ir þWr

0izÞi ¼
2
gr

Wz
0

oWr
0

oU

� �
:

5. Geodynamo models must mimic the two following fundamental properties of
the geodynamo [47]: the ohmic dissipation prevails at high harmonics, and the
toroidal component of magnetic field in the core is apparently stronger than the
poloidal one. The present model, evidently, possesses the first property
(because of the presence of the molecular diffusion operator in the limit
operator). The second property can be acquired by changing amplitudes
of the flow components: By virtue of expression (10.37), a transformation
W! d�1W results in modification of the a-effect coefficient a! d�2a: For
instance, in the axisymmetric case considered in Sect. 10.5.2, a simultaneous
transformation U ! d2U gives rise to modification of solutions to Eqs. 10.74
and 10.75 ðv;H; k0Þ ! ðv; d2H; k0Þ: Since jdj can be chosen arbitrarily large,
the energy of the toroidal component of the modified solutions can be larger
than the energy of the poloidal component by an arbitrary factor.
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Chapter 11
Magnetic Field Generation by a
Two-Scale Flow in a Sphere

In this chapter we consider the problem of magnetic field generation by steady
flows of conducting fluid, which have an internal spatial scale and reside in a
spherical region X surrounded by a dielectric medium. (Without any loss of
generality we assume that X is an open ball of a unit radius). This problem is
analogous to the one examined in the previous chapter. We will use the general
results of that chapter concerning the scale of Sobolev spaces of vector fields
defined in a region of an arbitrary shape and obeying the above-mentioned
boundary conditions.

Unlike in previous chapter, we assume here that the flow velocity has a fluc-
tuating component depending on three fast spatial spherical variables. Following
the approach of the previous chapter, we apply methods for homogenisation of
elliptic operators to the magnetic induction operator in order to construct complete
asymptotic expansions of magnetic modes and the associated eigenvalues in
power series in the scale ratio and to prove their asymptotic convergence under
the new conditions. Dependence of the flow velocity on three fast spheri-
cal variables gives rise to the anisotropic magnetic a-effect with a tensor,
whose all entries are in general non-zero. The exposition of the present chapter
follows [322].

11.1 Bounds in the Norms of Sobolev Spaces

In this chapter, q; h and u are the slow spherical variables, denoting the spherical
coordinates of a point x, and P ¼ nq;H ¼ nh and U ¼ nu are the fast spherical
variables; here n!1 is integer.

Demonstration of the uniform boundedness and convergence of resolvents
of the magnetic induction operator (Sects. 11.3.1 and 11.3.2) and convergence
of the expansions which we will construct (Sect. 11.4.2) relies on bounds

V. Zheligovsky, Large-Scale Perturbations of Magnetohydrodynamic Regimes,
Lecture Notes in Physics, 829, DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-18170-2_11,
� Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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established in Lemma 11.2. The proof of the latter lemma is based on the
following one:

Lemma 11.1 Suppose f 2W
s
2ðXÞ; 0� s� 2;

wðqÞq sin5=2 h fðxÞ ¼
X
k;p;q

fk;p;qeið2pkqþ2phþquÞ; ð11:1Þ

where wðqÞ ¼ q2ð1� q2Þ2. Then the inequality

X
k;p;q

ðjkj2s þ jpj2s þ jqj2sÞjfk;p;qj2�Csjfj2s ð11:2Þ

holds true, where Cs is a constant independent of f and j � js denotes, as before, the
norm in the Sobolev space W

s
2ðXÞ.

Since this vector field vanishes together with its first-order derivatives at the
endpoints of the intervals of variation of q 2 ½0; 1� and h 2 ½0; p�, the field obtained
by continuation by 1-periodicity in q and p-periodicity in h has sufficient smoothness
at the endpoints to belong to the Sobolev space W

s
2ð½0; 1� � ½0; p� � ½0; 2p�Þ

as a function of q; h and u, and the series in the l.h.s. of the inequality (11.2)
converges.

Proof Envisaging to apply the interpolation theorem 10.2., we set X1 ¼ L2ðXÞ;
X0 ¼W

2
2ðXÞ. Consider Fourier series (11.1) and

wðqÞq sin5=2 h gðxÞ ¼
X
k;p;q

gk;p;qeið2pkqþ2phþquÞ:

We define the scalar product

ðf; gÞ# � 2p2
X
k;p;q

1þ j2pkj4ð1�#Þ þ j2pj4ð1�#Þ þ jqj4ð1�#Þ
� �

fk;p;q � gk;p;q;

where 0�#� 1. Let the space Y# be the closure of C1ðXÞ in the norm induced by
this scalar product: Y# ¼ ½Y0;Y1�#. For any f 2 L2ðXÞ, we set Zf ¼ f.

The mapping Z : X1 ! Y1 is continuous, because

ðf; fÞ1 ¼ 4
Z

X

jfj2w2ðqÞ sin4 h dx� 4jfj20:

Since
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ðf; fÞ0 ¼jwf sin2 hj20 þ
sin2 h

q
o2

oq2
ðqwfÞ

����
����
2

0

þ wffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sin h
p o2

oh2 ðsin5=2 h fÞ
����

����
2

0

þ w sin2 h
o2f

ou2

����
����
2

0

;

clearly, the mapping Z : X0 ! Y0 is also continuous. Therefore, by the interpo-
lation theorem 10.2, inequality (11.2) holds true for any s ¼ 2ð1� #Þ. h

In this chapter, h�i denotes the mean over the fast spherical variables P,H;U:

hgðx;P;H;UÞi � ð2p2Þ�1
Z1

0

Zp

0

Z2p

0

gðx;P;H;UÞdPdHdU:

Lemma 11.2 Suppose 0� b� 2, matrix

Wðx;P;H;UÞ 2 C
1ðX� ½0; 1� � ½0; p� � ½0; 2p�Þ

is periodic in P, H and U with periods 1, p and 2p, respectively,

Wðx;P;H;UÞ and all its partial derivatives vanish for q ¼ 0; h ¼ 0; p and at oX;

ð11:3Þ

and

hWi ¼ 0: ð11:4Þ

Then

Z

X

Wðx; nq; nh; nuÞh � fdx

������

�������Cb;Wn�bðjhj0jfjb þ jhjbjfj0Þ;

where the constant Cb;W does not depend on h or f.

Proof Let wðqÞ be the same as in the previous lemma. Consider the Fourier series

wðqÞq sin5=2 h hðxÞ ¼
X
k;p;q

hk;p;qeið2pkqþ2phþquÞ;

wðqÞq sin5=2 h fðxÞ ¼
X
k;p;q

fk;p;qeið2pkqþ2phþquÞ;

2p2Wðx;P;H;UÞ
w2ðqÞ sin4 h

¼
X

k;k0;p;p0;q;q0
Wk;k0;p;p0;q;q0e

ið2pkqþ2pk0Pþ2phþ2p0Hþquþq0UÞ: ð11:5Þ

By the Cauchy–Schwarz–Buniakowski inequality,
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Z

X

Wðx; nq; nh; nuÞh � fdx

������

������

¼
X

k;k0;p;p0;q;q0;
k00;p00;q00

Wk;k0;p;p0;q;q0hk00;p00 ;q00 � f�k�nk0�k00;�p�np0�p00;�q�nq0�q00

��������

��������
�

X
k;k0;p;p0;q;q0

jWk;k0;p;p0;q;q0 j
� Xð1Þjhk00;p00;q00 j2

Xð1Þjf�k�nk0�k00;�p�np0�p00;�q�nq0�q00 j2
�

� ð3=nÞ2bðjk þ k00 þ nk0j þ jpþ p00 þ np0j þ jqþ q00 þ nq0jÞ2b
�1=2

þ
Xð2Þjhk00;p00;q00 j2
� jk00j þ jp00j þ jq00j

n=3

� �2b Xð2Þjf�k�nk0�k00;�p�np0�p00;�q�nq0�q00 j2
�1=2

þ
�Xð3Þjhk00;p00;q00 j2

Xð3Þjf�k�nk0�k00;�p�np0�p00;�q�nq0�q00 j2
�1=2

!
: ð11:6Þ

Here summation in the sums
PðmÞ is over such indices k00; p00; q00 that

jk þ k00 þ nk0j þ jpþ p00 þ np0j þ jqþ q00 þ nq0j � n=3 in
Xð1Þ

;

jk00j þ jp00j þ jq00j � n=3 in
Xð2Þ

;

and none of the two inequalities is satisfied in
Pð3Þ. Smoothness of matrix (11.5)

in the fast and slow spherical variables and condition (11.3) imply that for any
b� 0 and E� 1 X

k;k0;p;p0;q;q0

jkjþjpjþjqj �E

jWk;k0;p;p0;q;q0 j �CbE�b

(see, e.g., [85]). By virtue of condition (11.4), jk0j þ jp0j þ jq0j 6¼ 0 in sum (11.6),

and hence sums
Pð3Þ involve non-empty sets of terms and do not vanish only for

jkj þ jpj þ jqj � n=3. We develop (11.6) further, applying Lemma 11.1:
Z

X

Wðx; nq; nh; nuÞh � fdx

������

�������C0b;Wð3=nÞbðjhj0jfjb þ jhjbjfj0 þ jhj0jfj0Þ

�Cb;Wn�bðjhj0jfjb þ jhjbjfj0Þ;
where the constant Cb;W is independent of vector fields h or f. h

Corollary Suppose d� b� 0; b� 2, and let D be a differential operator of order
m� 0 with smooth coefficients in X. Under the conditions of Lemma 11.2, the
inequality
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jWðx; nq; nh; nuÞDhj�d�Cd;b;Wn�bjhjbþm ð11:7Þ

holds with a constant Cd;b;W independent of h.

11.2 The Spherical Kinematic Dynamo

11.2.1 Statement of the Problem

In this chapter we will construct an asymptotic expansion of magnetic modes hn
i

and the associated eigenvalues Kn
i of the magnetic induction operator

Lnh � gr2hþr� ðvn � hÞ

in the kinematic dynamo problem for the flow

vn ¼ UðxÞ þ n�1=2r� Wðx;P;H;UÞjP¼nq;H¼nh;U¼nu

� �
: ð11:8Þ

The modes are supposed to be solenoidal and satisfy the boundary condi-
tions (10.1) pertaining to the case, when the volume X occupied by fluid is sur-
rounded by a dielectric, and n!1 are positive integers. We do not assume that
the fluid is incompressible, i.e. solenoidality of the flow (11.8) is not required
(except for Sect. 11.5.2, where helicity of the vector potential of the flow is
calculated).

We assume henceforth that vector field Wðx;P;H;UÞ defined in X is periodic
in the fast variables P;H and U, with periods 1, p and 2p, respectively, and

W and all its partial derivatives vanish for q ¼ 0 or h ¼ 0; p; ð11:9Þ

okW

oqk

����
oX

¼ 0 ð11:10Þ

for any k� 0, and

hWi ¼ 0: ð11:11Þ

Conditions (11.9) and (11.10) are assumed for the same reasons, as were
conditions (10.19) and (10.39) in the previous chapter. In particular, by virtue of
(11.9), qd sinb hWðx; nq; nh; nuÞ 2 C

1ðXÞ for any d; b 2 R
1.

11.2.2 Derivation of the Limit Operator

We construct a solution to the eigenvalue equation

Lnhn ¼ Knhn ð11:12Þ
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for the magnetic induction operator as formal power series

Kn ¼
X
j� 0

n�j=2kj; ð11:13Þ

hn ¼
X
j� 0

n�j=2hjðx;P;H;UÞjP¼nq;H¼nh;U¼nu: ð11:14Þ

Each averaged term hhji in the expansion of a magnetic mode hn is supposed to
satisfy the boundary conditions (10.1) and have the same periodicities in the fast
variables, as the field W.

Let us define

DP ¼
o

oP
; DH ¼

1
q

o

oH
; DU ¼

1
q sin h

o

oU
;

Ng ¼ ðDHgðuÞ �DUgðhÞÞiq þ ðDUgðqÞ �DPgðuÞÞih þ ðDPgðhÞ �DHgðqÞÞiu;

where gðqÞ; gðhÞ; gðuÞ denote components of a vector g in the basis of unit vectors
of the spherical coordinate system iq; ih and iu. By the chain rule,

r� gðx;P;H;UÞjP¼nq;H¼nh;U¼nu

� �
¼ rx � gþ nNg:

Clearly, the operators DP;DH;DU and N commute.
We substitute the flow (11.8) and series (11.13) and (11.14) into the eigenvalue

equation (11.12), and expand the result. This yields a power series form of the
eigenvalue equation:

X
j��4

n�j=2
X4

m¼�1

ðAmhhjþmi þBmfhjþmgÞ �
Xj

m¼0

kj�mhm

 !
¼ 0: ð11:15Þ

We have introduced here the notation

Q � rx �W; D � D2
P þD2

H þD2
U;

A�1h � rx � ðQ� hÞ; B�1g � rx � ðQ� gÞ;
A0h � gr2hþr� ðU� hÞ; B0g � gr2

xgþrx � ðU� gÞ;
A1h � rx � ðNW� hÞ þNðQ� hÞ; B1g �rx�ðNW�gÞ þNðQ�gÞ;

A3h � ðhðqÞDPþ hðhÞDHþ hðuÞDUÞNW; B3g �NðNW� gÞ;
A2h ¼A4h � 0; B4g � gDg;

B2g � 2g DP
og

oq
þ1

q
DPgþ 1

sin h
DU

og

ou
þDH

og

oh
þ ctgh

2
DHg

� �� �
þNðU� gÞ
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(for any j\0; hj ¼ 0 in (11.15), and the sum
Pj

m¼0 is absent). Let us consider
successively the equations arising from (11.15) at different orders n�j=2.

j = –4. At order n2, (11.15) yields

gDfh0g ¼ 0:

Operator D is elliptic in the fast variables (with coefficients depending on q; h
and u), it has an empty kernel in the subspace of zero-mean vector fields satisfying
the imposed periodicity conditions in the fast variables, and hence is invertible in
this subspace. We conclude therefore that fh0g ¼ 0.

j = –3. At the next order, n3=2, we obtain from (11.15)

gDfh1g ¼ �ðhhðqÞ0 iDP þ hhðhÞ0 iDH þ hhðuÞ0 iDUÞNW: ð11:16Þ

Suppose n 2 C
1ðX� ½0; 1� � ½0; p� � ½0; 2p�Þ is a zero-mean (hni ¼ 0) solution

to the equation Dn ¼ �W, which has the same periodicities in P, H and U as W.
The solution exists, since the r.h.s. of (11.16) is zero-mean. Expanding W in the
Fourier series in the fast variables:

Wðx;P;H;UÞ ¼
X

jpjþjqjþjsj6¼0

Wp;q;sðxÞeið2ppPþ2qHþsUÞ;

we find

nðx;P;H;UÞ ¼
X

jpjþjqjþjsj6¼0

Wp;q;sðxÞq2 sin2 h

ð2ppq sin hÞ2 þ ð2q sin hÞ2 þ s2
eið2ppPþ2qHþsUÞ

(note that qd sinb hnðx; nq; nh; nuÞ 2 C
1ðXÞ for any d; b 2 R

1). Consequently,

fh1g ¼ ðhhðqÞ0 iDP þ hhðhÞ0 iDH þ hhðuÞ0 iDUÞNn=g: ð11:17Þ

j = –2. At order, series (11.15) yields the equation

gDfh2g ¼ �ðhhðqÞ1 iDP þ hhðhÞ1 iDH þ hhðuÞ1 iDUÞNW�NðNW� fh1gÞ:
ð11:18Þ

The r.h.s. of this equation is zero-mean and, hence, the equation is solvable.
Upon substitution of the expression (11.17) for fh1g, we find

fh2g ¼ ðhhðqÞ1 iDP þ hhðhÞ1 iDH þ hhðuÞ1 iDUÞNn=gþI1hh0i: ð11:19Þ

Here, linear operator I1 is defined by the relation

I1hðxÞ � hðqÞaP þ hðhÞaH þ hðuÞaU;
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where aPðx;P;H;UÞ; aHðx;P;H;UÞ and aUðx;P;H;UÞ are zero-mean solutions to
equations

g2DaP ¼�NðNW�DPðNnÞÞ;
g2DaH ¼�NðNW�DHðNnÞÞ;
g2DaU ¼�NðNW�DUðNnÞÞ;

with the required periodicity in the fast variables.
j = –1. The equation arising from (11.15) at order n1=2 is

gDfh3g ¼ �ðhhðqÞ2 iDP þ hhðhÞ2 iDH þ hhðuÞ2 iDUÞNW

� 2g DP
ofh1g

oq
þ 1

q
DPfh1g þ

1
sin h

DU
ofh1g
ou

þDH
ofh1g

oh
þ ctgh

2
DHfh1g

� �� �

�rx � ðNW� hh0iÞ �NðQ� hh0i þ U� fh1g þNW� fh2gÞ:
ð11:20Þ

The solvability condition for this equation is satisfied. After substitution of the
expressions for fh1g and fh2g found from equations at orders n3=2 and n,
respectively, we find

fh3g ¼ ðhhðqÞ2 iDP þ hhðhÞ2 iDH þ hhðuÞ2 iDUÞNn=gþI1hh1i þI2hh0i: ð11:21Þ

Here I2 is a linear operator defined as

I2hðxÞ � hðqÞbP þ hðhÞbH þ hðuÞbU � ðNn � rxÞh=g:

It is straightforward to deduce from Eq. 11.20 the auxiliary problems defining
zero-mean vector fields bPðx;P;H;UÞ; bHðx;P;H;UÞ and bUðx;P;H;UÞ, peri-
odic in the fast variables; however, the equations are quite bulky and, since they
will not be used in what follows, we do not present him.

Denote

Fgðx;P;H;UÞ � DPgðqÞ þDHgðhÞ þDUgðuÞ:

It is simple to show that the following identities hold for any gðx;P;H;UÞ:

r � g ¼ rx � gþ nFg; FNg ¼ 0; Fðrx � gÞ þ rx �Ng ¼ 0: ð11:22Þ

Applying the operator of divergence in the slow variables to Eq. 11.16 and
operator F to (11.20), we find

gDðFfh3g þ rx � fh1gÞ ¼ 0;

and hence

Ffh3g þ rx � fh1g ¼ 0:
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j = 0. At order n0 Eq. 11.15 yields

gDfh4g þ ðhhðqÞ3 iDP þ hhðhÞ3 iDH þ hhðuÞ3 iDUÞNWþrx � ðNW� h1Þ

þ 2g DP
ofh2g

oq
þ 1

q
DPfh2g þ

1
sin h

DU
ofh2g
ou

þDH
ofh2g

oh
þ ctgh

2
DHfh2g

� �� �

þNðQ� h1 þ U� fh2g þNW� fh3gÞ þ gr2hh0i þ rx � ðU� hh0iÞ
¼ k0hh0i: ð11:23Þ

Averaging (11.23) over the fast spherical variables, we obtain the magnetic
mean-field equation

L1hh0i ¼ k0hh0i; ð11:24Þ
where

L1h � gr2hþr� ðU� hþAhÞ:

The linear operator of magnetic a-effect A can be determined from relations

r�Ahh0i � hrx � ðNW� fh1gÞi
and (11.17); in the basis of unit vectors of the spherical coordinate system
(iq; ih; iu) it is represented by a symmetric matrix

A ¼
aqq aqh aqu

ahq ahh ahu

auq auh auu

������

������ ð11:25Þ

with the entries

aqqðxÞ � hD2
PW �Nni=g; ahhðxÞ � hD2

HW �Nni=g;

auuðxÞ � hD2
UW �Nni=g;

aqhðxÞ ¼ ahqðxÞ � hDPDHW �Nni=g;
aquðxÞ ¼ auqðxÞ � hDPDUW �Nni=g;
ahuðxÞ ¼ auhðxÞ � hDHDUW �Nni=g:

ð11:26Þ

By virtue of Eq. 11.24, k0 is an eigenvalue and hh0i ¼ h1 the associated
eigenfunction of the ‘‘limit’’ operator L1. The eigenfunction hh0i is solenoidal
and satisfies the boundary conditions (10.1). We normalise it in L2ðXÞ.

Subtracting from Eq. 11.24 its mean part (11.23), we find

gDfh4g þ ðhhðqÞ3 iDP þ hhðhÞ3 iDH þ hhðuÞ3 iDUÞNW

þ 2g DP
ofh2g

oq
þ 1

q
DPfh2g þ

1
sin h

DU
ofh2g
ou

þDH
ofh2g

oh
þ ctgh

2
DHfh2g

� �� �

þrx � ðNW� h1 �Ahh0iÞ þNðQ� h1 þ U� fh2g þNW� fh3gÞ ¼ 0;

ð11:27Þ
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which yields

fh4g ¼ ðhhðqÞ3 iDP þ hhðhÞ3 iDH þ hhðuÞ3 iDUÞNn=gþI1hh2i þI2hh1i þ h00:

ð11:28Þ

Here h00 is a zero-mean vector, which can be completely determined at this
stage from the equation obtained by substitution of expressions (11.19), (11.21)
and (11.28) for fhkg; k ¼ 2; 3; 4, into (11.27). In this equation for h00 all terms
involving hhki for k ¼ 1; 2; 3 cancel out, and fh1g is already completely deter-
mined by expression (11.17). Using identities (11.22), we find from Eqs. 11.27 and
11.18

Ffh4g þ rx � fh2g ¼ 0:

Solution of equations produced by series (11.13) at orders n�j=2 for j [ 0 is
discussed in Sect. 11.4.

11.3 Uniform Boundedness and Convergence of Resolvents

Uniform boundedness and convergence of the resolvents ðLn � kÞ�1 can be
established following the approach that we used in the previous chapter.

11.3.1 Uniform Boundedness of Resolvents

Lemma 11.3 There exist such constants C [ 0 and C0 that for any vector field
h 2 H1=2ðXÞ and n [ 0 the inequalities

khk1=2�CjðLn � kÞhj�3=2 ð11:29Þ

and

khk1=2�CjðL1 � kÞhj�3=2 ð11:30Þ

hold as long as k [ C0.
(The norm k � kq was defined in the previous chapter).

Proof The demonstration follows closely the proof of Lemma 10.5. The only
difference is that while in the case of one fast azimuthal variable, considered in the
previous chapter, the proof of Lemma 10.5 relies on the bound from the corollary
to Lemma 10.5, in the present case of three fast spherical variables a similar
inequality (11.7) from the corollary to Lemma 11.2 must be applied. h
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The bound jhj0�C0jðLn � kÞhj0 following from (11.29) and analyticity of the

resolvent ðLn � kÞ�1 in k imply, that the resolvent is well-defined for all k�C0.

By a similar argument, the same is true for ðL1 � kÞ�1.

11.3.2 Convergence of the Resolvents

Lemma 11.4 Suppose k[ C0;C0 being the constant referred to in Lemma 11.3.
Then

kðLn � kÞ�1 � ðL1 � kÞ�1k0�Ckn�1=2; ð11:31Þ

where Ck is a constant independent of n:

Proof We follow the approach which was used for the proof of Lemma 10.6 in the
previous chapter. Let

ðLn � kÞhn ¼ f; ðL1 � kÞh1 ¼ f;

g ¼ ðhh1ðqÞiDP þ hh1ðhÞiDH þ hh1ðuÞiDUÞNn=g:

By the corollary to Lemma 11.2, the norm j � j�3=2 of each term in

ðLn � kÞðh1 þ n�1=2g� hnÞ
¼ rx � ðn�1Q� gþ n�1=2ðQ� h1 þ U� gÞ þ ðNW� g�Ah1Þ
þ n1=2NW� h1Þ

þ gn�1=2 r2
xgþ 2n DP

og

oq
þ 1

q
DPgþ 1

sin h
DU

og

ou
þDH

og

oh
þ ctgh

2
DHg

� �� �� �

þNðQ� gþ n1=2ðQ� h1 þ U� gÞ þ nNW� gÞ � n�1=2kg

admits a bound of the form C1n�1=2jh1j2, whereby

jðLn � kÞðh1 þ n�1=2g� hnÞj�3=2�C2n�1=2jh1j2:

Let us construct a function p 2 C
1ðR3Þ such that

r2p ¼ r � g in X; r2p ¼ 0 in X0; p! 0 for q!1:

It was shown in Chap. 10 (see the proof of Lemma 10.6) that jpj2�C3jr � gj0.
Applying this bound, the corollary to Lemma 11.2 and the first identity in (11.22),
we find
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jðLn � kÞrpj�3=2�C1
3ðjrpj1=2 þ jðU�rpÞj�1=2

þ n�1=2ðjðrx �WÞ � rpÞj�1=2 þ njðNW�rpÞj�1=2ÞÞ

�C2
3 jrpj1=2 þ n�1=2ðjrpj0 þ n � n�1=2jrpj1=2Þ
� �

�C3
3jrpj1�C4

3 jr � gj0 ¼ C4
3 jrx � gj0�C4jh1j1:

The relation ðL1 � kÞh1 ¼ f implies that jh1j2�C5jfj0. Summarising now
the estimates obtained so far, we conclude that

jðLn � kÞðh1 þ n�1=2ðg�rpÞ � hnÞj�3=2�C6n�1=2jh1j2: ð11:32Þ

By construction, h1 þ n�1=2ðg�rpÞ � hn 2 H0ðXÞ, and hence the bound
(11.29) for the resolvent together with inequality (11.32) implies

kh1 þ n�1=2ðg�rpÞ � hnk1=2�C7n�1=2jfj0:

Since we also have

kg�rpk0�C8ðjrpj0 þ jgj0Þ�C9jh1j1�C10jfj0;

the estimate (11.31) is established, as required. h

By Theorems 10.3 and 10.4 , Lemma 11.4 implies the following result:

Theorem 11.1 Suppose an eigenvalue K1i of the operator L1 is m-fold. Then
precisely m eigenvalues Kn

ik (counted with their multiplicities) of magnetic
induction operators Ln converge to K1i with the bound

jKn
ik � K1i j �Cin

�1=2m:

The associated m-dimensional invariant subspaces converge with the bound

kPn �P1k0�Cin
�1=2;

where Pn and P1 are projections onto the respective invariant subspaces.

11.4 Complete Asymptotic Expansion of Magnetic Modes

For the sake of simplicity, in this section we consider the generic case, when K1 is
a simple eigenvalue of the operator L1.
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11.4.1 Solution of the Hierarchy of Equations in all Orders

Lemma 11.5 One can solve equations arising from series (11.15) at successive
orders n�j=2 for j [ 0 and find all terms of the power series (11.13) and (11.14).
For any j� �2, relations

Ffh jþ2g þ rx � fhjg ¼ 0 ð11:33Þ
and

rx � hhji ¼ 0

(equivalent together to the solenoidality condition for the large-scale magnetic
mode) are satisfied.

Proof At order n�j=2, the equation

X4

m¼�1

ðAmhhjþmi þBmfhjþmgÞ �
Xj

m¼0

kj�mhm ¼ 0 ð11:34Þ

arises from the eigenvalue equation in the series form (11.15). We will solve these
equations successively for increasing j, seeking fluctuating parts of terms of the
series (11.14) in the form

fhjþ4g ¼ ðhhðqÞjþ3iDP þ hhðhÞjþ3iDH þ hhðuÞjþ3iDUÞNn=g

þI1hhjþ2i þI2hhjþ1i þ h0j: ð11:35Þ

We will now establish by induction in k the following statement: one can
determine such vector fields hm 2 C

1ðX� ½0; 1� � ½0; p� � ½0; 2p�Þ, zero-mean
fields h0m 2 C

1ðX� ½0; 1� � ½0; p� � ½0; 2p�Þ and coefficients km for m ¼ 0; :::; k,
that the following is satisfied:

• relations (11.35) for j� k � 4;
• equations (11.34) for j� k, upon substitution of hm and km for m� k, and fhjþ4g

in the form (11.35) for k � 3� j� k;
• relations (11.33) for j� k þ 2;
• all mean fields hhji are solenoidal and satisfy boundary conditions (10.1) for a

dielectric outside the fluid volume, as well as the normalisation condition

P1hhji ¼ 0 ð11:36Þ

for j [ 0 (here P1 is the projection in H
0ðXÞ onto the subspace spanned by the

eigenfunction h0 ¼ h1 associated with the eigenvalue K1); the fluctuating
parts fhjg vanish at the boundary oX, and hence each term of the series (11.13)
satisfies the boundary conditions (10.1).
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For k ¼ 0 the statement is true by constructions of Sect. 11.2.2. Let us make the
induction step, supposing that the statement is true for some k.

Averaging of Eq. 11.34 for j ¼ k þ 1 upon substitution of the expression
(11.35) for j ¼ k � 2 yields

ðL1 � K1Þhhkþ1i þ h00kþ1 �
Xk

m¼0

kkþ1�mhhmi ¼ 0; ð11:37Þ

where

h00kþ1 ¼ rx � hNW� ðI1hhki þI2hhk�1i þ h0k�2Þ þQ� fhkgi

is known at this stage. Applying to Eq. 11.37 projection P1, in view of the
normalisation condition (11.36) we find

kkþ1hh0i ¼ P1h00kþ1;

wherefrom determine kkþ1. Subtraction of this relation from (11.37) yields

hhkþ1i ¼ ðL1 � K1Þ�1jImðI�P1Þ
Xk

m¼0

kkþ1�mhhmi � ðI�P1Þh00kþ1

 !

(here I is the identity operator).
Consider now the fluctuating part of Eq. 11.34:

Zk� gDfhkþ5g þ ðhh
ðqÞ
kþ4iDPþ hhðhÞkþ4iDHþ hhðuÞkþ4iDUÞNW

þA1hhkþ2i þA�1hhki

þ
X3

m¼�1

Bmfhkþ1þmg � rx � hNW� fhkþ2g þQ� fhkgi

�
Xkþ1

m¼1

kkþ1�mfhmg ¼ 0:

Substituting expressions (11.35) for k � 3� j� k þ 1 and inverting the operator
D, we determine a zero-mean field h0kþ1 thus satisfying this equation (the solv-
ability condition can be easily verified for it). A straightforward algebra (involving
relations (11.22) and the induction assumption that (11.33) holds for all j� k þ 2)
yields

0 ¼FZk þrx � Zk�2 ¼ gDðFfhkþ5g þ rx � fhkþ3gÞ;

implying the relation (11.33) for divergencies for j ¼ k þ 3. The induction step is
now concluded. h
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11.4.2 Convergence of Asymptotic Series

We denote fn
k �

Pk
j¼0 n�j=2hjðx; nq; nh; nuÞ; pn

k 2 C
1ðR3Þ solution to the problem

r2pn
k ¼ r � fn

k in X; r2pn
k ¼ 0 in X0; pn

k ! 0 for q!1

(hence fn
k �rpn

k 2 H0ðXÞ),
hn

k � Pnðfn
k �rpn

kÞ; gn
k � ðI�PnÞðfn

k �rpn
kÞ ¼ fn

k �rpn
k � hn

k ;

where Pn are Ln-invariant projections in H0ðXÞ onto the one-dimensional sub-
spaces spanned by the eigenfunctions associated with the eigenvalues Kn

converging to K1.

Lemma 11.6 For any k� 0 and s from the interval ðk þ 1Þ=2� s� 0 the
following estimates hold true:

jhn
k j0 ¼ 1þ Oðn�1=2Þ;

jKn �
Xk

j¼0

n�j=2kjj ¼Oðn�ðkþ1Þ=2Þ;

jrpn
k js ¼Oðns�ðkþ1Þ=2Þ;
jgn

k js ¼Oðns�ðkþ1Þ=2Þ:

By the Sobolev embedding theorem, this implies asymptotic convergence of
series (11.14) in the norms of the functional spaces CqðXÞ (the maximum in X of
the absolute value of the field and all derivatives of order up to q).

Proof A demonstration basically repeats the proof of Lemma 10.8, which does not
explicitly require that the fast azimuthal variable only is considered, and relies just
on the facts that hj satisfy equations (11.34) stemming from the eigenvalue Eq.
11.15; jfhjgjs ¼ OðnsÞ; relations (11.33) are satisfied, guaranteeing asymptotic
solenoidality of the series (11.14); and that for the considered boundary conditions
operators Ln converge to L1 in the sense of Theorem 11.1. All these facts
remain true in the present setup. h

11.5 Physical Properties of the Spherical Dynamo

The asymptotic expansions of magnetic modes and their growth rates take the form
of the series

hn ¼ h0ðxÞ þ
X
j� 1

n�j=2hjðx;P;H;UÞjP¼nq;H¼nh;U¼nu:
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and (11.13), respectively. The leading-order terms of these series, h0 and k0, are,
respectively, an eigenfunction and the associated eigenvalue of the limit operator

L1h � gr2hþr� ðU� hÞ þ r �Ah:

Here the linear operator A is represented in the basis of unit vectors of the
spherical coordinate system by a symmetric matrix (11.25) with the entries
(11.26).

Like in the case of a flow with a single fast azimuthal variable, considered in the
previous chapter, there is a direct analogy with the classical mean-field dynamo
theory [156]. As in this theory, the mean electromotive force

En ¼ n�1=2hðr �WÞ � fhngi ¼Ahhni þ Oðn�1=2Þ
is the mean vector product of the fluctuating components of the flow velocity and
magnetic field; it depends linearly on the mean magnetic field hhni via the mag-
netic a-effect tensor A. The respective new term r�Ah in the limit operator
L1 describes the magnetic a-effect of the kinematic dynamo theory. Leading
terms of expansions of the physical fields have now a more complex structure than
in the dynamo considered in Chap. 10—they possess both poloidal and toroidal
components.

As the dynamo problem considered in the previous chapter, the present one is
characterised by the global magnetic Reynolds number Rm ¼ Oðn1=2Þ and the local
magnetic Reynolds number Rl

m ¼ Oðn�1=2Þ, the ratio of the typical magnitudes
of the advective and diffusive terms having an intermediate asymptotics
jr � ðvn � hnÞj=jgr2hnj ¼ Oð1Þ.

11.5.1 The Axisymmetric Dynamo

In this subsection we consider the particular case, when all the data possesses
axial symmetry about the axis h ¼ 0; p. More precisely, we assume
W ¼ Wðr; z;P;H;UÞ,

U ¼ Upðr; zÞ þ Uðr; zÞiu; h1 ¼ r� vðr; zÞiu þ Hðr; zÞiu
are decompositions of the mean flow U and an axisymmetric eigenfunction of the
limit operator L1 into poloidal and toroidal components; here cylindrical coor-
dinates ðr;u; zÞ are employed. The azimuthal component and the potential of the
poloidal component of the eigenvalue equation constitute a closed system of
equations:

gðr2 � r�2Þv� r�1ðUp;rÞðrvÞ þ r�1auqD1ðrvÞ þ auhD2vþ auuH ¼ k0v;

gðr2 � r�2ÞH � rðUp;rÞðH=rÞ þ ðrðU=rÞ � rðrvÞÞðuÞ

�D1ðr�1aqqD1ðrvÞ þ aqhD2vþ aquHÞ
�D2ðr�1ahqD1ðrvÞ þ ahhD2vþ ahuHÞ ¼ k0H;
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where

D1 � ðr2 þ z2Þ�1=2ðzo=or � ro=ozÞ;
D2 � �ðr2 þ z2Þ�1=2ð1þ ro=or þ zo=ozÞ;

outside X;H ¼ 0; ðr2 � r�2Þv ¼ 0, and at the boundary the continuity conditions
HoX ¼ ½v�oX ¼ 0 must be satisfied. This system is a generalisation of equations
describing Braginsky’s almost axisymmetric dynamo and of equations for axi-
symmetric eigenfunctions of the limit operator considered in Sect. 10.5.2. The
toroidal component of magnetic field is generated both by the differential rotation
and magnetic a-effect. In other words, in the dynamo under consideration the ax-
effect and a2-effect are present simultaneously.

11.5.2 Helicity of the Flow Potential and its Relation
to the Magnetic a-Effect

Lemma 11.7 Suppose the field vn (11.8) is the flow velocity of an incompressible
fluid, i.e.

r � vn ¼ r � U ¼ 0;

and the boundary is impenetrable for fluid,

vn � iqjoX ¼ U � iqjoX ¼ 0:

Then the mean and fluctuating parts of vn furnish asymptotically independent
contributions into the integral of helicity of the vector potential of the flow, IðvnÞ,
equal, respectively, to the integral of helicity of the potential of the mean flow,
IðUÞ , and �g

R
X trAdx.

Proof Suppose U ¼ r� w. A simple calculation yields

IðvnÞ �
Z

X

ðwþ n�1=2WÞ � ðUþ n�1=2r�WÞ
��
P¼nq;H¼nh;U¼nu

dx

¼ IðUÞ þ
Z

X

W �NWdxþ Oðn�1=2Þ:

Consider the Fourier series

Wðx;P;H;UÞ ¼
X

Wk;k0;p;p0;q;q0e
ið2pkqþ2pk0Pþ2phþ2p0Hþquþq0UÞ;

q2 sin hNW ¼
X

Yk;k0;p;p0;q;q0e
ið2pkqþ2pk0Pþ2phþ2p0Hþquþq0UÞ:
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Relations (11.26) imply trA ¼ �hW �NWi=g, and hence
Z

X

W �NWþ trA dx ¼ 2p2
X

Wk;k0;p;p0;q;q0 � Yk1;k01 ;p1;p01;q1;q01
;

where summation is over such k; k0; p; p0; q; q0; k1; k01; p1; p01; q1; q01 that

k þ k1 þ nðk0 þ k01Þ ¼ pþ p1 þ nðp0 þ p01Þ ¼ qþ q1 þ nðq0 þ q01Þ ¼ 0

and at least one of the sums k0 þ k01; p0 þ p01 or q0 þ q01 does not vanish.
Consequently,

jkj þ jk1j þ jpj þ jp1j þ jqj þ jq1j � n:

Since the field W is smooth and by virtue of conditions (11.9) and (11.10),
X
jWk;k0;p;p0;q;q0 j �CE�1=2 and

X
jXk;k0;p;p0;q;q0 j �CE�1=2

for any E� 1, where the sums are over such k; k0; p; p0; q; q0 that jkj þ jpj þ jqj �E.
This results in the estimate

Z

X

W �NWþ trAdx ¼ Oðn�1=2Þ

proving the lemma. h

11.6 Conclusions

1. As in the case of one azimuthal fast variable, for a flow velocity (11.8)
depending on three fast variables proportional to spherical coordinates we have
constructed full asymptotic expansions of magnetic modes and their growth
rates in power series in the square root of the scale ratio, (11.13) and (11.14),
respectively, and demonstrated asymptotic convergence of these series. The
leading term of the expansion of a magnetic mode is independent of the fast
variables. The interaction of fluctuating parts of the flow and magnetic field
gives rise to the magnetic a-effect, described by a symmetric tensor A (see
formulae (11.25) and (11.26) featuring simultaneously the ax-effect and a2-
effect.

2. Similar asymptotic expansions of magnetic modes and the associated eigen-
values, satisfying the bounds for convergence stated in Lemma 11.6, can be
constructed for the geometry of the fluid volume and boundary conditions
different from the ones considered in this chapter—for instance, for a flow
(11.8) in a spherical shell separating a dielectric outer space from a perfectly
electrically conducting inner core.
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3. It is simple to show that the statements of Theorem 11.1 and Lemmas 11.3–11.7
remain true for flows from a more general class,

vn ¼ UðxÞ þ r � Wðx;P;H;U; n�1=2ÞjP¼nq;H¼nh;U¼nu

� �
;

provided W satisfies conditions (11.9)—(11.11) and is analytic in the last
argument:

Wðx;P;H;U; n�1=2Þ ¼
X
m� 0

Wmðx;P;H;UÞn�m=2:

Then the limit operator L1 has the same structure, and coefficients of tensor A
describing the a-effect can be determined by formulae (11.26), where
W0ðx;P;H;UÞ is assumed in place of W and Dn ¼ �W0.
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Chapter 12
Concluding Remarks

We have considered three problems arising in the theory of magnetohydrodynamic
stability: kinematic magnetic dynamos (Chaps. 3, 4, 5, 10 and 11), linear and
weakly nonlinear stability of three-dimensional MHD regimes of fluid residing in
the entire space (Chaps. 6 and 7), and linear and weakly nonlinear stability of
hydromagnetic regimes of convection in a horizontal rotating plane layer (Chaps. 8
and 9) and we supposed that the perturbed states (and in the case of kinematic
dynamos the flows—except for Chaps. 10 and 11) are small-scale, and perturba-
tions involve both small and large spatial and temporal scales. The presence of a
small parameter—the scale ratio, e—gives an opportunity to apply asymptotic
methods, and we have constructed solutions in the form of asymptotic power series
in the small parameter.

The statements of the problems that we have addressed considerably vary in
details. We have explored kinematic magnetic field generation by steady and time-
periodic flows periodic in space, and by convective plan forms in a layer. We have
investigated linear stability of three-dimensional space-periodic MHD states; in
the subsequent study of their weakly nonlinear stability we have noted that the
periodicity condition is too restrictive—its rôle consists of ensuring existence of
solutions to auxiliary problems provided that no neutral small-scale modes are
present in the kernel of the operator of linearisation—and hence the condition has
been dropped. Weakly nonlinear stability of regimes of forced and free hydro-
magnetic convection in a layer has been examined allowing for rotation about the
vertical axis.

In spite of differences in the statements of the problems that we considered,
their solutions share some structural properties. The leading terms of expansions of
perturbations are linear combinations of small-scale neutral modes of the operator
of linearisation around the regime, whose stability is studied. The neutral modes
are modulated by amplitudes (i.e., the respective coefficients in the linear com-
binations) depending solely on the slow variables. The behaviour of perturbations
both in the linear and weakly nonlinear phases of evolution is governed by
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equations for the amplitudes (which may have the sense of mean-field equations
for perturbations). From the algebraic point of view, these equations are solvability
conditions for a system of linear partial differential equations in fast variables,
from which the fluctuating part of a higher-order term of expansion can be
determined; the amplitude equations are obtained by averaging over the fast
variables (in general, by spatially weighted averaging) of equations composing this
system.

For a generic MHD system, the temporal and spatial scale ratios are of the same
order, e; and the amplitude equations comprise a system of first-order linear
equations. They involve a partial differential operator in the slow spatial variables;
being of the first order, it can be regarded as describing an anisotropic combined
a-effect (in which both the magnetic and kinematic a-effects are interwoven). We
call it the operator of significant a-effect in the leading order. Operators describing
any other physical processes such as diffusion are absent, as well as any nonlin-
earities even when weakly nonlinear stability is considered. The specific structure
of the operators of significant a-effect in the leading order implies that generically
the amplitude equations possess solutions superexponentially growing in the slow
time (till their amplitude becomes sufficiently large to violate the assumptions of
smallness under which the amplitude equations are derived); in non-generic cases,
the behaviour of large-scale modes consists of harmonic oscillations.

However, all coefficients of the a-tensor in the amplitude equations can
simultaneously vanish—in our terminology, the a-effect can be insignificant in the
leading order. This is a typical of MHD regimes possessing symmetries. For MHD
regimes in a fluid occupying the entire space, insignificance of the a-effect in the
leading order is guaranteed by parity invariance, and in a plane layer also by the
symmetry about a vertical axis; for time-periodic regimes, these symmetries can
involve a time shift (see the definitions in Sect. 8.4). If the a-effect is insignificant
in the leading order, the fast and slow times scale ratio of the order of e2 is
assumed. The amplitude equations for perturbations of such MHD regimes involve
terms describing a variety of eddy effects, which originate in the nonlinear
interaction of small-scale fluctuating parts of fields constituting the perturbation.
The interaction being averaged over the small scales, eddy effects are acting on the
mean perturbation (or on amplitudes of neutral modes composing the leading term
of a large-scale perturbation).

Combined anisotropic eddy correction of diffusion is one of such effects. As in
the case of the combined a-effect, the interpretation is suggested by the structure of
the respective operator, which is a second-order partial differential operator.
However, the operator of eddy diffusion (the sum of the operators of molecular
diffusion and eddy correction) is not necessarily negative definite. It may have
eigenvalues with positive real parts, and then the associated instability modes
exponentially grow in time (at least, at the stage of linear evolution). In this case
one speaks of the effect of negative eddy diffusivity. We have derived formulae for
determination of the coefficients of the operator of eddy correction of diffusion and
presented a method for their computation, in which the number of auxiliary
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problems to be solved numerically is minimised. Sign-definiteness of operators of
magnetic and combined MHD eddy diffusion exhibited by synthetic small-scale
flows and MHD steady states modelling turbulence has been studied numerically
(see Chaps. 3, 4, 5 and 6, respectively). We have found that the effect of negative
eddy diffusivity is present in a significant part of such flows and MHD states (for
molecular diffusivities below the thresholds for the onset of kinematic magnetic
field generation or MHD instability). As it is natural to expect, perturbations of
MHD steady states (in which the magnetic field and flow velocity are perturbed
simultaneously) are excited more easily than magnetic field in kinematic dynamos
(in which zero magnetic field is perturbed only).

Operators of a different nature, namely anisotropic non-local second-order
pseudodifferential operators in the slow variables, can arise in amplitude equations
for large-scale perturbations of unsteady MHD regimes with the combined a-effect
insignificant in the leading order. Because of this structure, we interpret them as
operators describing a non-standard non-local eddy diffusion. Such operators
emerge, when a small-scale MHD regime subjected to a perturbation possesses
neither parity invariance nor the symmetry about a vertical axis (but may have the
spatio-temporal symmetries of this kind with a non-zero time shift). Emergence of
the operator of non-local eddy diffusion can be traced down to a pseudodifferential
operator appearing, when solenoidality (in the slow variables) of the order e term
hv1ih in the expansion of the mean flow perturbation is imposed. Consequently,
from the point of view of physics, the respective phenomenon has its origin in the
action of the large-scale component of pressure, averaged over the fast spatial
variables and maintaining incompressibility of the perturbation of the mean flow.
Alternatively, this phenomenon can be also regarded as the a-effect produced by
the component of the mean flow perturbation, fluctuating in the fast time and
described by the pseudodifferential operator, which enforces solenoidality of the
flow.

When weakly nonlinear stability of MHD regimes is considered, new quadratic
terms involving first derivatives in the slow spatial variables appear in the
amplitude equations, provided the a-effect is insignificant in the leading order.
They emerge as means of the terms describing advection in the original equations;
thus the respective physical effect can be identified as anisotropic eddy advection.
The operators of the a-effect are absent in the amplitude equations; algebraically,
this is a consequence of insignificance of the a-effect in the leading order (despite
the amplitude equations are the result of averaging of the equations in the hier-
archy, governing the fast-time evolution of the terms of perturbations, which are
not of the leading, but of the second or third order in e).

Operators describing the a-effect and eddy diffusion coexist in the amplitude
equations, when stability to large-scale perturbations of weakly non-symmetric
MHD regimes depending on the small parameter e is examined, the amplitude of
the antisymmetric part of the regime being the order of e: (Here the symmetries
guaranteeing insignificance of the a-effect in the leading order are meant.) In this
context, the parameter e also retains its original senses of the spatial scale ratio,
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and the amplitude of a perturbation when weakly nonlinear stability is considered.
MHD regimes are weakly non-symmetric, when the forcing has an antisymmetric
part the order of e; or if a branch of regimes emerges in a symmetry-breaking
bifurcation. Bifurcations occur, when zero-mean short-scale neutral modes, steady
or oscillatory, are present in the kernel of the operator of linearisation; the number
of amplitude equations is equal to the dimension of the kernel. Equations for the
amplitudes of zero-mean short-scale modes involve cubic nonlinearity.

Coexistence of operators of the magnetic a-effect and molecular diffusion in
magnetic dynamos also occurs in the mean-field equations, when generation by
flows possessing the scale separation with the scale ratio e is considered, and the
flow amplitude increases as e�1=2 (see Chaps. 10 and 11). The kinematic a-effect,
molecular viscosity and the standard advection coexist [93] in the mean-field
equations describing flows obeying an equivalent parameterisation, when the
spatial scale ratio equals to the square of the kinematic Reynolds number tending
to zero. Evidently, the two results can be generalised: the mean-field equations
arising in a full MHD problem with the same scalings will feature the same
ingredients—the combined kinematic and magnetic a-effect, molecular viscosity
and magnetic diffusion, and the usual advection.

In all the problems mentioned above, the amplitude equations are evolutionary,
i.e. can be used to determine the partial derivative of each amplitude in the slow
time. When stability of regimes of free thermal hydromagnetic convection in a
horizontal rotating layer of fluid is investigated (when no source terms are present
in the equations governing the regime, i.e. no forces act on fluid, except for the
buoyancy, Lorentz and Coriolis forces), the system of amplitude equations for
large-scale perturbations looses this property (see Chap. 9): only equations gov-
erning the mean magnetic field perturbation remain evolutionary. If the regime is
steady and has a symmetry guaranteeing insignificance of the a-effect in the
leading order, then one of the amplitude equations is a third-order partial differ-
ential equation in the slow spatial variables, involving a cubic nonlinearity (despite
the stability problem is considered for an individual regime, and not for a branch of
regimes, as in Chap. 8). Due to the presence of cubic nonlinearity and other
structural peculiarities of the amplitude equations, it seems natural to expect that a
large variety of different patterns of behaviour can be exhibited by perturbations of
steady symmetric regimes of free hydromagnetic convection, as well as of regimes
emerging in a pitchfork bifurcation. We have found numerically a number of
steady and time-periodic small-scale free hydromagnetic convective regimes,
periodic in horizontal directions, which are stable to small-scale perturbations and
possess parity invariance or the symmetry about a vertical axis [55, 333]; we plan
to study numerically the system of amplitude equations for large-scale perturba-
tions of these regimes.

Notably, none of the eddy operators (including the a-effect operators), that we
have formally derived, involves the flow or magnetic helicity—the closest match is
the helicity of the vector potential of the flow encountered in the a-effect operator
in mean-field equations arising in the kinematic dynamo problem for flows with an
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external scaling (see Chaps. 10 and 11). Neither our expressions for the a-effect
tensors are similar to heuristic expressions suggested in the literature, although it is
not ruled out, that such formulae can arise in asymptotic analysis of solutions to
auxiliary problems in the limit of high magnetic and/or kinematic Reynolds
numbers, or for extreme values of other parameters.

Our analytical results can be applied in designing geo- and astrophysical
numerical models. In particular, they imply that the choice of eddy effects included
in a model (a-effects, eddy and non-local diffusion, eddy advection) must be
consistent with the properties of the small-scale turbulence responsible for their
presence. For instance, the often used ‘‘justification’’ for the use in computations of
inflated values for molecular diffusivities by the argument that ‘‘turbulent diffu-
sivity is used’’ can be accepted only with a simultaneous explanation, why the
a-effect is insignificant in the leading order.

We hope that the theory of large-scale perturbations of MHD regimes, that we
have presented here, will help the reader to gain a better insight into various
phenomena, by means of which the nonlinear interaction of short-scale motions of
electrically conducting fluid and fluctuations of magnetic field can give rise to
emergence of large-scale MHD structures. We also hope that our exposition is
helpful in equipping the reader with mathematical tools necessary to raise quali-
tative theories of such phenomena on a solid mathematical footing.
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Appendix A
Mean-Field and Amplitude Equations
for Bifurcations of Three-Dimensional
MHD Regimes

We return here briefly to the problem of weakly nonlinear stability of three-
dimensional MHD regimes considered in Chap. 7. Derivation of mean-field and
amplitude equations in this context is very similar logically and algebraically to
the one presented in Sect. 8.6. Due to this similarity, the mean-field and amplitude
equations that we have derived remain applicable in the MHD stability problem,
provided certain straightforward modifications are implemented in the auxiliary
problems and in Eqs. 8.209, 8.210 and 8.222.

We consider MHD regimes that are governed by Eqs. 7.1–7.3 and have the
form of series (8.179) and (8.180). The regimes and their perturbations are six-
dimensional and are comprised of three-dimensional flow and magnetic compo-
nents. Perturbations are sought as power series (7.7–7.8). The heat transfer
equation is absent, and there is no buoyancy force (i.e., b ¼ b2 ¼ 0). As before,
the slow time has the scaling T ¼ et if the a�effect is present in the leading order,
and T ¼ e2t otherwise. The problem is considered, as in Chap. 7, in the entire
space, and the slow spatial variable X ¼ ex is now three-dimensional. No rotation
is assumed (i.e., s ¼ 0). To be specific, we assume that the bifurcation occurs on
variation of viscosity:

m ¼ m0 þ m2e
2

(variation of other parameters results in changes, which can be implemented in a
similar way); the possibility m2 ¼ 0 is not ruled out.

The following modifications of equations presented in Sect.8.6 render them
applicable for the problem of weakly nonlinear stability to large-scale perturba-
tions near points of bifurcations.

i. The linearisation L ¼ ðLv;LhÞ (equivalent to the one used in Sect. 7.1.1
and considered at the point of bifurcation) is employed [in particular, in the
statements of auxiliary problems (8.208)]:
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Lvðv;h; pÞ � � ov

ot
þ m0r2

xv� ðV0 � rxÞv� ðv � rxÞV0

þ ðH0 � rxÞhþ ðh � rxÞH0 �rxp;

Lhðv;hÞ � � oh

ot
þ gr2

xhþrx � ðV0 � hþ v�H0Þ:

The adjoint operator L� ¼ ððL�Þv; ðL�ÞhÞ is now

ðL�Þvðv;h; pÞ ¼ ov

ot
þ m0r2

xvþ
X3

i¼1

V0 � rvi þ
ov

oxi

� �� �
ei þH0 � ðr � hÞ � rp;

ðL�Þhðv; h; p0Þ ¼ oh

ot
þ gr2h�

X3

i¼1

H0 � rvi þ
ov

oxi

� �� �
ei � V0 � ðr � hÞ � rp0:

The operators act in the space of pairs of three-dimensional solenoidal vector
fields depending on the fast variables (the resultant vector fields can be made
solenoidal by tuning scalar fields p and p0).

ii. Neutral short-scale MHD stability modes Sk belong to the kernel of the
linearisation L. They are enumerated as follows: Sk ¼ ðSvv

k þ ek; S
vh
k ; S

vp
k Þ for

k ¼ 1; 2; 3, and Skþ3 ¼ ðShv
k ; S

hh
k þ ek; S

hp
k Þ for k ¼ 1; 2; 3 are determined by

solving auxiliary problems I.1 (7.25)–(7.27) and I.2 (7.28)–(7.31), respectively
(where the linearisation L is assumed in place of M). For k [ 6, Sk are all
remaining short-scale zero-mean eigenfunctions from kerL (understood in the
generalised sense as explained in introduction to Sect. 8.6). Generically, K ¼ 7
when a saddle-node or pitchfork bifurcation occurs, and K ¼ 8 when a Hopf
bifurcation occurs (K ¼ 6 if m2 ¼ 0). As before, we assume that no Jordan cells of
size 2 or more are associated with the eigenvalue zero.

The biorthogonal basis in kerL� consists of K eigenfunctions S�k , i.e.
relations

ðSv
k; S

h
kÞ � S�j

D ED E
¼ dk

j ;

hold for all 1� k; j�K (where � denotes the scalar product of six-dimensional
vector fields). In particular, S�k ¼ ðek; 0Þ for k ¼ 1; 2; 3, S�k ¼ ð0; ek�3Þ for

k ¼ 4; 5; 6, and ðS�kÞ
v� �� �
¼ ðS�kÞ

h
D ED E

¼ 0 for k ¼ 7; :::;K. We assume that the

solvability condition for a problem

Lðv; h; pÞ ¼ f; r � v ¼ r � h ¼ 0

consists of orthogonality of the r.h.s., f, to vector fields S�k for all k�K (8.191).
iii. New terms involving the viscosity correction m2 emerge in the equations:

m2ðr2
xvn�2 þ 2ðrx � rXÞvn�3 þr2

Xvn�4Þ in the l.h.s. of (8.191), which upon
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averaging yields m2r2
Xhvn�4ih in the l.h.s. of (1.188). Evidently, this does not affect

order e0 and e1 equations (including the mean-field and amplitude equations when
the a�effect is absent in the leading order) or solutions to the auxiliary problems.
The term m2r2

xv0 appears at order e2 in the l.h.s. of equation (8.211); this does not
affect the mean-field equations (8.209) and (8.210), but gives rise to an additional
term m2r2

xSv
k in the flow component of B1

k causing the respective changes in the
amplitude equations (8.222) for k [ 6.

iv. Any spatial or spatio-temporal mean of a vector field is now three-
dimensional, i.e. no extraction of particular components—horizontal or vertical—
is performed before averaging. Accordingly, the subscripts h and v are omitted in
all equations considered in this Appendix. In particular, the mean-field equations
for the flow (8.209) and magnetic (8.210) perturbations are three-dimensional, as is
the gradient in the slow variables rX. Any subscript, previously taking the values
1 and 2, is now assumed to have the range from 1 to 3, and any sum over the index
values 1 and 2 in any equation is now promoted to a sum over the index values 1, 2
and 3. As before, it is advisable to eliminate redundancies when the orthogonality
conditions are verified (e.g., for the system of Eqs. 8.194–8.196) or coefficients of
the mean-field and amplitude coefficients are computed. This involves summation
of coefficients of similar products of amplitudes, and simplification of the terms
involving the inverse Laplacian using solenoidality of the three-dimensional mean
magnetic field and flow perturbations and arranging terms on which it acts into
sums of second-order derivatives.

After these changes are implemented, the amplitude equations obtained at order
e are

�ocj0

oT
¼
XK

k¼1

A1
k �S�j

D ED E
ck0þ

XK

m¼1

A3
km �S�j

D ED E
ck0cm0

 !

þ
XK

k¼1

X3

m¼1

A2
km �S�j

D ED Eock0

oXm
þ
X3

n¼1

X3

j¼1

A4
kmnj �S�j

D ED E
ðr2

XÞ
�1 o3ck0

oXmoXnoXj

 !
:

ðA:1Þ

(former (8.204)), and for j ¼ 1; :::; 6 they reduce to mean-field equations for the
flow

ohv0ih i
oT
¼
XK

k¼1

X3

m¼1

�Sv
kðV0Þm � V0ðSv

kÞm þ Sh
kðH0Þm þH0ðSh

kÞm
� �� � ock0

oXm
�rX p0h ih i

(former (8.205)) and magnetic field

o h0h ih i
oT
¼ rXck0 � V0 � Sh

k þ Sv
k �H0

� �� �
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(former (8.206)) perturbations (these mean-field equations follow from the analogues
of (8.188) and (8.189)). Vector fields Aq in amplitude Eq. A.1 are now as follows:

A1
k �

�
ðV1 � rxÞSv

k � ðH1 � rxÞSh
k þ ðSv

k � rxÞV1 � ðSh
k � rxÞH1;

�rx � ðSv
k �H1 þ V1 � Sh

kÞ
�

;

A2
km ��Lðrxsv

km;rxsh
km; 0Þ �

�
2m0oSv

k=oxm � ðV0ÞmSv
k þ ðH0ÞmSh

k þ Sp
kem;

2goSv
k=oxm þ em � ðSv

k �H0 þ V0 � Sh
kÞ
�

;

A3
km �

�
ðSv

k � rxÞSv
m � ðSh

k � rxÞSh
m; �rx � ðSv

k � Sh
mÞ
�

A4
kmnj �

�
2h�ðV0ÞmðSv

kÞn þ ðH0ÞmðSh
kÞniej; 0

�
:

The mean-field equations must be solved together with the solenoidality
conditions

rX � v0h ih i ¼ rX � h0h ih i ¼ 0: ðA:2Þ

If the MHD regime is parity-invariant (perhaps with a time shift), then the
a-effect is absent in the leading order, and the amplitude equations obtained at
order e2 are

ock0

oT
¼ ðC� ðrXðr2

XÞ
�1ðrX � hCvihÞ; 0ÞÞ � S�k

D ED E
ðA:3Þ

(former (8.222)), for k� 6 reducing to the equation for the mean perturbation of
the flow velocity

� o

oT
v0h ih i þ m0r2

X v0h ih i þ
XK

k¼1

X3

n¼1

o

oXn

XK

m¼1

Av
kmnck0cm0 þAv

nkck0

 

þ
X3

m¼1

o

oXm

 
Dv

kmnck0 þ
X3

j¼1

X3

i¼1

dv
kmnji

o2

oXjoXi
r�2

X ck0

��
¼ 0

(former (8.209)) and equation for the mean perturbation of the magnetic field

� o

oT
h0h ih i þ gr2

X h0h ih i þ rX �
XK

k¼1

 XK

m¼1

Ah
kmck0cm0 þAh

kck0

þ
X3

m¼1

o

oXm

 
Dh

kmck0 þ
X3

n¼1

X3

j¼1

dh
kmj

o2

oXnoXj
r�2

X ck0

��
¼ 0

(former (8.210)). These mean-field equations are also solved together with the
solenoidality conditions (A.2) for mean fields of perturbation. Expressions defining
eddy coefficients A; A; D and d in the mean-field equations are now identical to
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the ones arising in the case of perturbation of CHM regimes, but involve the new
vector fields Aq and new solutions to auxiliary problems:

Av
kmn �hh�ðV0ÞnðG3

kmÞ
v � V0ðG3

kmÞ
v
n þ ðH0ÞnðG3

kmÞ
h þH0ðG3

kmÞ
h
n

� ðSv
kÞnSv

m þ ðSh
kÞnSh

mii;
Av

nk �hh�ðV1ÞnSv
k � V1ðSv

kÞn þ ðH1ÞnSh
k þH1ðSh

kÞn
� ðV0ÞnðG1

kÞ
v � V0ðG1

kÞ
v
n þ ðH0ÞnðG1

kÞ
h þH0ðG1

kÞ
h
nii;

Dv
kmn �hh�ðV0Þnð eG2

kmÞ
v � V0ðeG2

kmÞ
v
n þ ðH0Þnð eG2

kmÞ
h þH0ðeG2

kmÞ
h
nii;

dv
kmnji �hh�ðV0ÞiðG4

kmnjÞ
v � V0ðG4

kmnjÞ
v
i þ ðH0ÞiðG4

kmnjÞ
h þH0ðG4

kmnjÞ
h
i ii;

Ah
km �hhV0 � ðG3

kmÞ
h þ ðG3

kmÞ
v �H0 þ Sv

k � Sh
mii;

Ah
k �hhðG1

kÞ
v �H0 þ V0 � ðG1

kÞ
h þ Sv

k �H1 þ V1 � Sh
kii;

Dh
km �hhð eG2

kÞ
v �H0 þ V0 � ð eG2

kÞ
hii;

dh
kmnj �hhðG4

kmnjÞ
v �H0 þ V0 � ðG4

kmnjÞ
hii:

The coefficients Bq in the sum

C �
XK

k¼1

 
B1

kck0 þ
X3

m¼1

 
B2

km

ock0

oXm
þ
X3

n¼1

 
B3

kmn

o2ck0

oXnoXm
þ
X3

j¼1

B4
kmnj

o3r�2
X ck0

oXmoXnoXj

�

þ
X3

i¼1

B5
kmnji

o4r�2
X ck0

oXmoXnoXjoXi
þ
XK

m¼1

!!!  
B6

kmck0cm0 þ
X3

n¼1

 
B7

kmnck0
ocm0

oXn

þ
X3

j¼1

X3

i¼1

B8
kmnjick0

o3r�2
X cm0

oXnoXjoXi
þ B9

kmnck0cm0cn0

!!!

(formerly defined by relation (8.221)), which enters into the amplitude equation
(A.3), are now the following six-dimensional fields:

B1
k ¼

�
� ðV1 � rÞðG1

kÞ
v � ððG1

kÞ
v � rÞV1 þ ðH1 � rÞðG1

kÞ
h þ ððG1

kÞ
h � rÞH1

� ðV2 � rÞSv
k � ðSv

k � rÞV2 þ ðH2 � rÞSh
k þ ðSh

k � rÞH2 þ m2r2
xSv

k;

r� ððG1
kÞ

v �H1 þ V1 � ðG1
kÞ

h þ Sv
k �H2 þ V2 � Sh

kÞ
�

B2
km ¼Lðrg1;v

km ;rg1;h
km ; 0; 0Þ þ

 
� ðV1 � rÞð eG2

kmÞ
v � ðð eG2

kmÞ
v � rÞV1

þ ðH1 � rÞð eG2
kmÞ

h þ ðð eG2
kmÞ

h � rÞH1 � ðV0ÞmðG1
kÞ

v þ ðH0ÞmðG1
kÞ

h

� ðV1ÞmSv
k þ ðH1ÞmSh

k þ 2m0
oðG1

kÞ
v

oxm
� ðG1

kÞ
pem;

þr� ðð eG2
kmÞ

v �H1 þ V1 � ð eG2
kmÞ

hÞ þ em � ððG1
kÞ

v �H0 þ V0 � ðG1
kÞ

h

þ Sv
k �H1 þ V1 � Sh

kÞ þ 2g
oðG1

kÞ
h

oxm

!
;
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B3
kmn ¼Lðrg2;v

kmn;rg2;h
kmn; 0; 0Þ

þ
�
� ðV0Þnð eG2

kmÞ
v þ ðH0Þnð eG2

kmÞ
h � ðeG2

kmÞ
pen þ m0

�
dm

n Sv
k þ 2

oðeG2
kmÞ

v

oxn

�
;

en � ðð eG2
kmÞ

v �H0 þ V0 � ðeG2
kmÞ

hÞ þ g
�
dm

n Sh
k þ 2

oð eG2
kmÞ

h

oxn

��
;

B4
kmnj ¼

�
�ðV1 � rÞðG4

kmnjÞ
v � ððG4

kmnjÞ
v � rÞV1

þ ðH1 � rÞðG4
kmnjÞ

h þ ððG4
kmnjÞ

h � rÞH1;

r� ððG4
kmnjÞ

v �H1 þ V1 � ðG4
kmnjÞ

hÞ
�

;

B5
kmnji ¼Lðrg4;v

kmnji;rg4;h
kmnji; 0; 0Þ

þ
�
�ðV0ÞiðG4

kmnjÞ
v þ ðH0ÞiðG4

kmnjÞ
h þ 2m0

oðG4
kmnjÞ

v

oxi
� ðG4

kmnjÞ
pei;

ei � ððG4
kmnjÞ

v �H0 þ V0 � ðG4
kmnjÞ

hÞ þ 2g
oðG4

kmnjÞ
h

oxi

�
;

B6
km ¼ ð�ðSv

k � rÞðG1
mÞ

v � ððG1
mÞ

v � rÞSv
k þ ðSh

k � rÞðG1
mÞ

h þ ððG1
mÞ

h � rÞSh
k

� ðV1 � rÞðG3
kmÞ

v � ððG3
kmÞ

v � rÞV1 þ ðH1 � rÞðG3
kmÞ

h þ ððG3
kmÞ

h � rÞH1;

r� ððG1
mÞ

v � Sh
k þ Sv

k � ðG1
mÞ

h þ ðG3
kmÞ

v �H1 þ V1 � ðG3
kmÞ

hÞÞ;
B7

kmn ¼Lðrðg3;v
kmn þ g3;v

mknÞ;rðg
3;h
kmn þ g3;h

mknÞ; 0; 0Þ þ ð�ðSv
kÞnSv

m þ ðSh
kÞnSh

m

� ðSv
k � rÞð eG2

mnÞ
v � ððeG2

mnÞ
v � rÞSv

k þ ðSh
k � rÞð eG2

mnÞ
h þ ðð eG2

mnÞ
h � rÞSh

k

� ðV0ÞnððG3
kmÞ

v þ ðG3
mkÞ

vÞ þ ðH0ÞnððG3
kmÞ

h þ ðG3
mkÞ

hÞ

� ððG3
kmÞ

p þ ðG3
mkÞ

pÞen þ 2m0
o

oxn
ððG3

kmÞ
v þ ðG3

mkÞ
vÞ;

r� ððeG2
mnÞ

v � Sh
k þ Sv

k � ð eG2
mnÞ

hÞ þ en � ðSv
k � Sh

m þ Sv
m � Sh

k

þ ððG3
kmÞ

v þ ðG3
mkÞ

vÞ �H0 þ V0 � ððG3
kmÞ

h þ ðG3
mkÞ

hÞÞ

þ 2g
o

oxn
ððG3

kmÞ
h þ ðG3

mkÞ
hÞÞ;

B8
kmnji ¼ ð�ðSv

k �rÞðG4
mnjiÞ

v� ððG4
mnjiÞ

v �rÞSv
kþ ðSh

k �rÞðG4
mnjiÞ

hþ ððG4
mnjiÞ

h �rÞSh
k ;

r� ððG4
mnjiÞ

v � Sh
k þ Sv

k � ðG4
mnjiÞ

hÞÞ;
B9

kmn ¼ ð�ðSv
k � rÞðG3

mnÞ
v � ððG3

mnÞ
v � rÞSv

k þ ðSh
k � rÞðG3

mnÞ
h þ ððG3

mnÞ
h � rÞSh

k ;

r� ððG3
mnÞ

v � Sh
k þ Sv

k � ðG3
mnÞ

hÞÞ:
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